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Abstract 

The intent of the work discussed in this dissertation is to apply the engineering 

methods of theory/modeling, numerics/computation, and experimentation to a diverse 

assemblage of projects.  Several projects are discussed: probabilistic modeling of 

decompression sickness, comparative hydrodynamics of cetacean flippers, optimization 

of CT/MRI protocols, evaluation of modified catheters, rudder cavitation, and modeling 

of mass transfer in amphibian cone outer segments.   

The first project discussed is the probabilistic modeling of decompression 

sickness (DCS).  This project involved developing a system for evaluating the success of 

decompression models in predicting DCS probability from empirical data.  Model 

parameters were estimated using maximum likelihood techniques, and exact integrals of 

risk functions and tissue kinetics transition times were derived.  Agreement with 

previously published results was excellent including maximum likelihood values within 

one log-likelihood unit of previous results and improvements by re-optimization, mean 

predicted DCS incidents within 1.4% of observed DCS, and time of DCS occurrence 

prediction.  Alternative optimization and homogeneous parallel processing techniques 

yielded faster model optimization times.  The next portion of this project involved 

investigating the nature and utility of marginal decompression sickness (DCS) events in 

fitting probabilistic decompression models to experimental dive trial data.  Three null 
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models were developed and compared to a known decompression model that was 

optimized on dive trial data containing only marginal DCS and no-DCS events.  It was 

found that although marginal DCS events are related to exposure to decompression, 

empirical dive data containing marginal and full DCS outcomes are not combinable 

under a single DCS model; therefore, marginal DCS should be counted as no-DCS 

events when optimizing probabilistic DCS models with binomial likelihood functions.  

The final portion of this project involved the exploration of a multinomial DCS model.  

Two separate models based on the exponential-exponential/linear-exponential 

framework were developed: a trinomial model, which is able to predict the probabilities 

of mild, serious and no-DCS simultaneously, and a tetranomial model, which is able to 

predict the probabilities of mild, serious, marginal and no-DCS simultaneously.  The 

trinomial DCS model was found to be qualitatively better than the tetranomial model, 

for reasons found earlier concerning the utility of marginal DCS events in DCS 

modeling.  

The next project discussed is comparative hydrodynamics of cetacean flippers.  

Cetacean flippers may be viewed as being analogous to modern engineered hydrofoils, 

which have hydrodynamic properties such as lift coefficient, drag coefficient and 

associated efficiency.  The hydrodynamics of cetacean flippers have not previously been 

rigorously examined and thus their performance properties are unknown.  By 

conducting water tunnel testing using scale models of cetacean flippers derived via 
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computed tomography (CT) scans, as well as computational fluid dynamic (CFD) 

simulations, a baseline work is presented to describe the hydrodynamic properties of 

several cetacean flippers.  It was found that flippers of similar planform shape had 

similar hydrodynamic performance properties.  Furthermore, one group of flippers of 

planform shape similar to modern swept wings was found to have lift coefficients that 

increased with angle of attack nonlinearly, which was caused by the onset of vortex-

dominated lift.  Drag coefficient versus angle of attack curves were found to be less 

dependent on planform shape.  Larger cetacean flippers were found to have degraded 

performance at a Re of 250,000 compared to flippers of smaller odontocetes, while 

performance of larger and smaller cetacean flippers was similar at a swim speed of 2 

m/s.  Idealization of the planforms of cetacean flippers was found to capture the relevant 

hydrodynamic effects of the real flippers, although unintended consequences such as the 

lift curve slope changing from linear to nonlinear were sometimes observed.  A 

numerical study of an idealized model of the humpback whale flipper showed that the 

leading-edge tubercles delay stall compared to a baseline (no tubercle) flipper because 

larger portions of the flow remaining attached at higher angles of attack.    

The third project discussed is optimization of CT/MRI protocols.  In order to 

optimize contrast material administration protocols for Computed Tomography (CT) 

and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), a custom-built physiologic flow phantom was 

constructed to model flow in the human body.  This flow phantom was used to evaluate 
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the effect of varying volumes, rates, and types of contrast material, use of a saline chase, 

and cardiac output on aortic enhancement characteristics.  For CT, reducing the volume 

of contrast material decreased duration peak enhancement and reduced the maximum 

value of peak enhancement.  Increasing the rate of contrast media administration 

increased peak enhancement and decreased duration of peak enhancement.  Use of a 

saline chase resulted in an increase in peak enhancement.  Peak aortic enhancement 

increased when reduced cardiac output was simulated.  For MRI, when the same 

volume of contrast material was injected at the same rate, the type of contrast material 

used has a significant effect on the greatest peak signal intensity and duration peak 

signal intensity.  A higher injection rate of saline chaser is more advantageous than a 

larger volume of saline chaser to increase the peak aortic signal intensity using low 

contrast material doses.  Furthermore, for higher volumes of contrast material, the effect 

of increasing the volume of saline chaser makes almost no difference while increasing 

the rate of injection makes a significant difference.  When a saline chaser with a high 

injection rate is used, the dose of the contrast material may be reduced by 25-50% and 

more than 86% of the non-reduced dose peak aortic enhancement will be attained. 

The next project discussed is evaluation of modified angiocatheters.  In this 

study, a standard peripheral end hole angiocatheter was compared to those modified 

with side holes or side slits by using experimental techniques to qualitatively compare 

the contrast material exit jets, and by using numeric techniques to provide flow 
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visualization and quantitative comparisons.  A Schlieren imaging system was used to 

visualize the angiocatheter exit jet fluid dynamics at two different flow rates, and a 

commercial computational fluid dynamics (CFD) package was used to calculate numeric 

results for various catheter orientations and vessel diameters.  Experimental images 

showed that modifying standard peripheral intravenous angiocatheters with side holes 

or side slits qualitatively changed the overall flow field and caused the exiting jet to 

become less well-defined.  Numeric calculations showed that the addition of side holes 

or slits resulted in a 9-30% reduction of the velocity of contrast material exiting the end 

hole of the angiocatheter.  With the catheter tip directed obliquely to the wall, the 

maximum wall shear stress was always highest for the unmodified catheter and always 

lowest for the 4 side slit catheter.  Modified angiocatheters may have the potential to 

reduce extravasation events in patients by reducing vessel wall shear stress.  

The next project discussed involves studying the effect of leading-edge tubercles 

on cavitation characteristics for marine rudders.  Three different rudders were 

constructed and tested in a water tunnel: baseline, 3-tubercle leading edge, and 5-

tubercle leading edge.  In the linear (non-stall) regime, tubercled rudders performed 

equally to the smooth rudder.  Hydrodynamic stall occurred at smaller angles of attack 

for the tubercled rudders than for the smooth rudder.  When stall did occur, it was more 

gradual for the tubercled rudders, whereas the smooth rudder demonstrated a more 

dramatic loss of lift.  At lower Re, the tubercled rudders also maintained a higher value 
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of lift post-stall than the smooth rudder.  Cavitation onset for the tubercled rudders 

occurred at lower angles of attack and higher values of cavitation number than for the 

smooth rudder, but cavities on the tubercled rudders were localized in the slots as 

opposed to the smooth rudder where the cavity spread across the entire leading edge.      

In the final project discussed, modeling of mass transfer in amphibian cone outer 

segments, a detailed derivation of a simplified (continuum, one-dimensional) 

mathematical model for the radio-labeled opsin density profile in the amphibian cone 

outer segment is presented.  This model relies on only one free parameter, which was 

the mass transfer coefficient between the plasmalemma and disc region.  The descriptive 

equations were nondimensionalized, and scale analysis showed that advective effects 

could be neglected as a first approximation for early times so that a simplified system 

could be obtained.  Through numeric computation the solution behavior was found to 

have three distinct stages.  The first stage was marked by diffusion in the plasmalemma 

and no mass transfer in the disc region.  The second stage first involved the 

plasmalemma reaching a metastable state whereas the disc region density increased, 

then involved both the plasmalemma and disc regions increasing in density with their 

distributions being qualitatively the same.  The final stage involved a slow relaxation to 

the steady-state solution.
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

As engineering projects become increasingly multi-disciplinary, the modern 

engineer must maintain a large skill set and be diversified in numerous areas.  Flexibility 

is especially important in industry and government research, where projects can 

typically have a limited life span (2-3 years).    

As Figure 1 shows, most engineering work may be categorized into the areas of 

theory/modeling, numerics/computation, and experimentation.  Of course, many 

projects involve two or even all three of these areas.   

Theory / Modeling

Numerics / Computation Experimentation

 

Figure 1: Overview of bases of engineering covered in this work.  All areas are 
interrelated. 

Each area represented in Figure 1 has advantages and disadvantages, and the 

nature of the project determines which of the three will be the primary focus.  Theory 

and modeling has the principal advantage that it helps the engineer to understand the 

underlying physical processes of the problem in question.  Also, once a model is 

developed, the parameters of the model may be easily changed for application to a 

different situation and results may be readily obtained.  The principal disadvantage of a 
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theoretical/modeling approach is that the theory/model derived may not accurately 

represent the problem in question; if this is the case then the results are of little value.  

Therefore, it is usually necessary to verify the model in some fashion and/or recognize 

the limitations of the theory/model.   

With the advent of the modern computer and its continual development, the area 

of numerics and computation has become increasingly important to engineers.  The 

principal advantage of numerics/computation is that many problems that are intractable 

analytically may be solved numerically.  Practical experience has shown that many 

major engineering problems of interest tend to require solving systems of equations with 

no known analytical solution.  Another practical advantage of numerics/computation 

which is especially important to industrial applications is low monetary and time cost in 

relation to experimentation.  For example, if the geometry of a problem in question is 

changed, it is much easier to change the geometry in a simulation than to build a new 

experimental model.  The principal disadvantage of numerics/computation is similar to 

that of theory/modeling in that the results must be shown to accurately represent the 

problem in question.  If the incorrect equations are solved numerically or if the 

parameters of the simulation are insufficient (mesh size/structure in computational fluid 

dynamics, for example) then the results will again be of limited use.   

Experimentation is of vital importance to engineers, as experimental results can 

be directly applicable to the problem in question if the experiment is constructed 
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correctly.  Another advantage is that often times, experimentation does not require 

simplifying assumptions as may be necessary for theory/modeling or 

numerics/computation approaches, so as a result all relevant physical effects are 

captured.  Experimentation does have the disadvantage of cost in both time and money; 

as mentioned previously, testing a different geometry/configuration is often not a trivial 

matter.  Also, experimentation often times requires access to specialized equipment and 

apparatus which may not be available.  Furthermore, if an experiment does not exactly 

represent the problem in question (due to having to use a scale model, for example), 

then the experiment must be constructed with this in mind and the results must be 

carefully scrutinized to ensure that they are applicable to the problem in question.   

The purpose of this dissertation is to contribute to scientific knowledge via a 

diverse assemblage of projects requiring application of all three areas of engineering 

mentioned previously.  These projects may be divided into three principal categories.  

The first is probabilistic modeling of decompression sickness (DCS), which will require a 

modeling and numerics approach.  The second is comparative hydrodynamics of 

cetacean flippers, which will require both numerics and experimentation.  The third is 

optimization of CT/MRI protocols through physiological flow phantom studies and 

studies of modified angiocatheters, which will again require numerics and 

experimentation.  These projects will be described in further detail in the upcoming 

chapters.   
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1.2 Overview of Chapters 

As this dissertation covers a wide multitude of projects, each individual chapter 

will in general be devoted to a different research project.  An effort has been made to 

ensure that the chapters are as self-contained as possible; therefore, the reader may skip 

forward to any chapter of interest if desired.   

The focus of Chapter 2 is probabilistic modeling of decompression sickness 

(DCS).  This chapter will begin by discussing the background and theory of DCS 

modeling.  The DCS modeling method and the computer system used to implement the 

model will be discussed next.  This will be followed by a discussion of findings related 

to the predictive value of marginal DCS events and the consequences of multinomial 

modeling.  This DCS modeling project was conducted in collaboration with the Duke 

Center for Hyperbaric Medicine and Environmental Physiology and the Divers Alert 

Network (DAN).  Project collaborators were Dr. Richard Vann (principal), Dr. Petar 

Denoble, Dr. Carl Pieper, Mark Campbell and Gianluca DiMuro.   

Chapter 3 discusses comparative hydrodynamics of cetacean flippers.  The 

experimental method will be outlined first, followed by the numerical (computational 

fluid dynamic, CFD) method.  Findings will then be discussed, starting with 

hydrodynamic performance of odontocete cetacean flippers and followed by 

hydrodynamic performance of large cetacean flippers.  A comparison of real and 

idealized cetacean flippers will follow next.  The chapter will conclude with a numerical 
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evaluation of sinusoidal leading edges.  This project was conducted in collaboration 

with Dr. Mark Murray (United States Naval Academy) and Dr. Frank Fish (West Chester 

University).   

Chapter 4 will focus on the optimization of CT/MRI protocols.  The chapter will 

begin with a discussion of the physiological flow phantom used for the experimental 

work.  This will be followed by experimental results for both computed tomography 

(CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).   

The subject of Chapter 5 will be the evaluation of angiocatheters modified with 

side holes and side slits with the intent of reducing extravasation events in patients.  

Both experimental Schlieren methods and computational fluid dynamics (CFD) methods 

were used to evaluate potential catheter designs, and results relevant to both are 

presented and discussed in this chapter.  Both Chapters 4 and 5 were conducted in 

conjunction with Dr. Rendon Nelson, Dr. Courtney Coursey, Dr. Daniela Husarik and 

Dr. Sebastian Schindera in the Duke University Department of Radiology and Eli 

Nichols in the Duke University Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering.   

 Chapter 6 discusses two miscellaneous projects that did not fit into any of the 

three primary areas, these being rudder cavitation and modeling of mass transfer in 

amphibian cone outer segments (COS).  The rudder cavitation section of Chapter 6 will 

outline the experimental methods and the associated results, with Dr. Mark Murray 

(United States Naval Academy) as a project collaborator.  The modeling of mass transfer 
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in amphibian COS section of Chapter 6 will outline the derivation of the mass transfer 

equations, followed by the associated numerical results.  Dr. Joseph Corless in the Duke 

Department of Ophthalmology was a collaborator for the amphibian COS work.    
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2. Probabilistic Modeling of Decompression Sickness 

2.1 Overview 

Decompression sickness (DCS) is a concern for recreational divers, commercial 

divers, military divers, astronauts and aviators.  The symptoms of DCS can be relatively 

harmless (such as itching and joint pain) to severe (such as paralysis and death).  DCS is 

caused by supersaturation of inert gases in the tissues and bloodstream following a dive 

or altitude exposure.   

This chapter will discuss various developments related to the probabilistic 

modeling of DCS.  First, previous DCS modeling work will be discussed.  This will be 

followed by a description of the object-oriented probabilistic DCS modeling system 

developed for this research project.  The DCS modeling system is then used to explore 

the utility of marginal DCS events in probabilistic models.  The chapter concludes with a 

study of multinomial DCS modeling, where the modeling system is used to predict the 

probability of DCS of different types (grades, severities).   

2.2 Previous Work and Theory 

Predicting the onset of DCS has been a concern for previous researchers, not only 

due to the physical injury to personnel caused by DCS but also because DCS can cause 

mission failure in the military or losses in time and money in commercial ventures.  

Various models have been developed over the years to attempt to predict the onset of 

DCS, and these models have been used to modify dive/altitude exposures to attempt to 
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prevent the onset of DCS.  Models are created for two principal reasons.  The first is that 

obtaining experimental data related to hypo/hyperbaric exposure is risky, i.e. the 

experimental subject is placed in an environment where experiencing DCS is an 

uncertainty.  Second, simply avoiding diving/flying is not an option, especially in 

military and commercial ventures; therefore some risk will always be present.  Models 

give a means by which to predict and therefore minimize the risk.   

2.2.1 Early Work 

The pioneering work concerning the mechanisms of DCS occurred in 1878 when 

Paul Bert observed that animals and humans that were decompressed from high 

pressures often had bubbles associated with their blood and tissue (Bert, 1878).  From 

this observation, Bert concluded that bubbles were the cause of DCS, although little 

work was done at the time to investigate how to prevent the onset of DCS in the first 

place.   

The first attempt at using modeling methods to prevent the onset of DCS was by 

John Scott Haldane in the early 1900’s.  Haldane and his collaborators developed a 

methodology by which they believed DCS could be prevented if bubbles could be 

prevented from forming (Boycott et al., 1908).  Haldane defined the supersaturation as the 

difference between the dissolved nitrogen tension in tissue and the absolute pressure.  It 

was proposed that decompression sickness could be prevented if the supersaturation 

ratio did not exceed 2:1.  For example, according to the Haldane model, decompression 
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was safe if a diver rose from a pressure of 2 atm to 1 atm, or from a pressure of 4 atm to 

2 atm, and so on.  Furthermore, Haldane modeled the body as a series of tissues which 

had differing half-times which controlled nitrogen uptake or elimination; tissues with 

shorter half-times absorbed or eliminated nitrogen at a quicker rate and vice versa.  

Using these supersaturation and tissue half-time ideas, Haldane proposed that stage 

decompression, where a diver ascended to predetermined points and then stopped to 

allow tissue equilibration, was the best method to prevent DCS.  This reasoning ran 

contrary to the commonly-accepted slow linear ascent method used at the time.  

2.2.2 Deterministic Versus Probabilistic Modeling 

DCS models have significantly evolved since the days of Haldane.  Today, DCS 

models in use today fall into two broad categories, which are deterministic and 

probabilistic.  Deterministic models (of which the Haldane model is a member) are 

binary in nature and they predict that for any given dive, a diver absolutely will or will 

not experience DCS.  Therefore, any given dive analyzed with a deterministic model will 

either be completely “safe” or completely “unsafe”.  Deterministic models tend to be 

simpler, and many modern dive computers in use today have deterministic Haldane-

type algorithms as their basis.  The major disadvantage of deterministic models is that 

they cannot explain the experimentally observed phenomenon of multiple divers 

executing the exact same dive with the outcome being that some divers experience DCS 

while others do not.   
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Probabilistic models take a different approach in that they assume a non-zero 

probability of experiencing DCS for a given dive.  Probabilistic models have the 

advantage that the model parameters may be estimated using the method of maximum 

likelihood (to be discussed later).  Furthermore, rigorous mathematical tests such as the 

likelihood ratio test may be used to compare the goodness-of-fit between two different 

probabilistic models.  The probability of DCS computed using a probabilistic model may 

be used to make a decision as to whether or not to execute a given dive.  As stated 

previously, simply not diving is not an option for many organizations 

(military/commercial), so a certain level of acceptable risk is chosen by the organization 

when planning dives.  For example, an organization may decide that no dive may have 

more than a 2% probability of DCS, and the probabilistic model may be used to adjust 

the dive profile accordingly.   

2.2.3 DCS Definitions 

DCS symptoms have been ranked according to the Perceived Severity Index (PSI), 

which is outlined in Figure 2.  There are six different levels of PSI, with PSI 1 (serious 

neurological) being the most severe and PSI 6 (constitutional) being the least severe.   
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Figure 2: Perceived Severity Index (PSI) hierarchy.   

The PSI levels of 1-6 have been formed into two distinct groups.  The type I/II 

definition of PSI defines PSI levels 1-3 as Type II (serious) and PSI levels 4-6 as Type I 

(mild).  The type A/B definition defines PSI levels 1-2 as Type B (serious) and PSI levels 

3-6 as Type A (mild).  The only difference between these two groupings is the 

categorization of PSI 3 (mild neurological).  The Type I/II definition assumes that any 

type of neurological symptom is serious DCS, while the Type A/B definition categorizes 

mild neurological symptoms as mild DCS.  The choice of whether to use the Type I/II 

DCS definition or the Type A/B definition has implications when fitting a probabilistic 

model to the empirical data, as will be discussed in the section about multinomial DCS 

modeling.  Human/organizational factors also influence the choice of Type I/II vs. Type 

A/B, as some organizations may be unwilling to accept a mild neurological symptom as 

a “mild” DCS event.     

A final DCS definition to be mention is that of “marginal” DCS.  A marginal DCS 

event (also known as “niggles”) is one that involves joint pain or other aches that are of 

short duration and do not require recompression therapy.  The choice of whether or not 
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to include marginal DCS events in a DCS model has implications when fitting a 

probabilistic DCS model; this will be discussed in Section 2.4.   

2.3 DCS Modeling System 

The following section will describe the modeling system used in this research for 

predicting the probability of DCS for any given dive profile.  The methods and 

mathematics behind the method will be described first, followed by how it is 

implemented in the computer system.  The section will conclude with verification of the 

system based on previous work, along with some unique findings.  The modeling 

system described in this section is also the basis for the subject matter described in 

Sections 2.4 and 2.5.      

2.3.1 Modeling Methods 

The DCS modeling system described in this section implements a probabilistic 

DCS model which is used heavily by the US Navy.  Berghage et al. (1974) and 

Weathersby et al. (1984) were the first researchers to apply probabilistic methods to DCS 

modeling.  This work was groundbreaking in that all previous models were 

deterministic and assumed that a given dive profile absolutely would or would not 

result in DCS; probabilistic models instead assume a finite non-zero probability of 

experiencing DCS for any given dive profile.  Weathersby et al. (1992) later used survival 

(or failure time) analysis to estimate the onset time of DCS as well as occurrence.  A 

review paper by Vann, Denoble, Howle, Weber, et al. (2009) gives a history of survival 
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analysis methodology as it applies to the DCS field.  Thalmann et al. (1997) applied this 

survival analysis methodology to a class of decompression models that were called the 

exponential-exponential (EE) and linear-exponential (LE) models; these models form the 

basis of the DCS modeling system and will be described in further detail below.  

2.3.1.1 Dive Profile Definitions and Dive Data Format 

The purpose of this sub-subsection is to quickly overview some important terms 

in relation to dive profiles and dive data.  An example dive profile (profile 22 from US 

Navy dive data set EDU184) is shown below in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3: Example dive profile.  See text for explanation of terms.   
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Figure 3 represents one individual dive profile.  For this particular dive profile, 

the diver descends underwater once, surfaces for a set interval, descends underwater a 

second time, then finishes at the surface; this is known as a repetitive dive profile.  The 

solid black line indicates the ambient pressure at all times during the dive.  The ambient 

pressure may be converted to a depth if desired using the conversion of 1 atm = 33.066 

fsw (feet of seawater).  A dive data set may consist of many different individual dive 

profiles, or it may consist of many divers executing the exact same individual dive 

profile, or (usually) a combination of both.  The piecewise linear portions of the dive 

profile are known as dive legs.  Each dive profile consists of many dive legs (a minimum 

of two are required, but usually many more are present).  Note that the depth and 

therefore ambient pressure may or may not change during a dive leg.   

Figure 3 also introduces the terms 1T  and 2T .  For a diver that experiences DCS, 

the exact time of onset is usually not known, so the onset time is instead bracketed, with 

1T  being the last time the diver is known to be symptom-free and 2T being the first time 

the diver is known to be symptom-definite.  Another piece of information to be gleaned 

from Figure 3 is the relation of the inert gas (nitrogen as is usually the case) partial 

pressure to the ambient pressure.  For this particular dive profile there are two different 

relations.  When the diver is underwater, he breathes a fixed oxygen partial pressure 

2O
P of 0.7 atm (controlled by a breathing apparatus), so the difference between the inert 

gas partial pressure and the oxygen partial pressure is always 0.7 atm and the nitrogen 
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partial pressure is the ambient pressure minus 0.7 atm.  When the diver is on the surface 

breathing atmospheric air (i.e., no longer breathing through the apparatus), the nitrogen 

partial pressure is 0.78 atm, since the chemical composition of air is ~78% nitrogen, ~21% 

oxygen and ~1% trace gases.   

2.3.1.2 Exponential-Exponential (EE) Kinetics 

 The exponential-exponential (EE) model is based on many parallel, well-stirred 

tissue compartments (Thalmann et al., 1997).  The well-stirred (or perfusion-limited) 

assumption was first introduced by Boycott et al. (1908).  The fundamental assumption 

of a tissue that is perfusion-limited is that the capillaries are so close together that 

diffusion is instantaneous compared to the time scale of a typical dive, so therefore the 

blood-tissue exchange of inert gas is completely controlled by tissue perfusion.   

TP outTPinT
P

kTP outTPinT
P

k
 

Figure 4: Schematic of a typical tissue compartment.   

A diagram of a typical tissue compartment used in exponential-exponential (and 

linear-exponential, to be discussed in the next subsection) modeling is shown in Figure 

4.  In the figure, TP is the inert gas tissue tension in the compartment,
inT
P is the inert gas 

tissue tension wash-in rate, 
outTP is the inert gas tissue tension wash-out rate, and k is a 
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tissue rate or tissue constant (units of inverse time) which controls the rate of change of 

TP .  Using these values, the equation that describes exponential kinetics is: 

( )
in out

T
T T

dP
k P P

dt
= −      (2.1) 

And the corresponding initial condition is: 

( ) 00T TP P=                    (2.2) 

Some explanatory notes must be made concerning equations (2.1) and (2.2).  The 

tissue rate k in equation (2.1) is a constant across the domain, and is found by 

optimization.  However, it must be noted that equation (2.1) is only piecewise valid 

across the domain, as each dive leg will in general have a different duration and both 

inT
P and 

outTP will tend to differ by dive leg.  In equation (2.2), the initial condition 0
TP , 

which is the initial inert gas tissue tension in the compartment at the beginning of the 

time of interest, also tends to differ at the start of an individual dive leg.   

Next, the inert gas uptake 
inT
P may be written as: 

2 2

0

inT N NP P R t= +      (2.3) 

In equation (2.3), 
2

0
NP is the inert gas partial pressure at the beginning of the dive 

leg and 
2N

R is the constant inert gas rate of change for the dive leg.  For the same dive 

leg, the ambient pressure may be written as: 

0
amb B BP P R t= +      (2.4)  
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In equation (2.4), 0
BP is the initial ambient pressure and BR is the rate of change of 

the ambient pressure.  The equation for the inert gas pressure (2.3) may or may not be 

related to the equation for the ambient pressure (2.4) depending on whether the 

breathing apparatus is open-circuit with a constant oxygen fraction 
2O

F or closed-circuit 

with a constant oxygen partial pressure 
2O

P .   

The final step is to realize that the well-stirred or perfusion limited tissue 

assumption allows one to write 
outT TP P= , and substituting equation (2.3) into (2.1) yields 

the ordinary differential equation: 

( )
2 2

0T
T N N

dP
kP k P R t

dt
+ = +      (2.5) 

Solving equation (2.5) with the initial condition (2.2) yields: 

( )
2 2 2 2 2

0 0 1 0 1kt
T T N N N N NP t P P k R e R t P k R− − −     = − + + + −        (2.6) 

In equation (2.6), the quantities in brackets are constants for an individual dive 

leg.   

2.3.1.3 Linear-Exponential (LE) Kinetics 

 Linear-Exponential (LE) kinetics were developed by Thalmann et al. (1997) to 

model the inert gas elimination in a tissue when a gas phase (such as a uniformly, 

homogeneously distributed cloud of bubbles) formed instantaneously in tissue.  

According to the LE model, a gas phase can only exist when a tissue is supersaturated 

past a certain threshold.  For the LE model, the tissue inert gas tension is defined by: 
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T amb

XO FVG

P P A

A P P

= +
= −

      (2.7) 

 In equation (2.7), ambP is the ambient pressure, XOP is the threshold or “crossover 

pressure” which is a fitted parameter (if this value is large enough then the LE model 

becomes the EE model), and FVGP is the fixed venous gas partial pressure.  FVGP is equal 

to 6.34 fsw, which is the sum of the venous partial pressure contributions from 2O (2 

fsw), 2CO (2.30 fsw) and 2H O (2.04 fsw) vapor (Thalmann et al., 1997).   

 For computational convenience with a gas phase present, Thalmann et al. (1997) 

defined the “inert gas burden” TP′as the tissue tension that would exist if all of the 

supersaturated gas phase were forced into solution.  When no gas phase is present, the 

tissue tension is equal to the tissue burden, i.e. T TP P′= .   

 In the LE model, the (dissolved) inert gas tissue tension TP  is defined by two 

separate equations, only one of which applies at any given time: 

whenT amb T ambP P A P P A′= + ≥ +     (2.8) 

T T T ambP P when P P A′ ′= < +      (2.9) 

 Furthermore, the inert gas burden obeys the differential equation: 

( )
in out

T
T T

dP
k P P

dt

′
= −      (2.10) 
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 Substituting equations (2.7) into equation (2.10) using the initial condition 

( ) 00T TP P′ ′= , and also using equations (2.3) and (2.4) yields the inert gas burden linear 

kinetics function: 

( ) ( )
2 2

2
0 0 0

2T N B N B XO FVG T

kt
P R R kt P P P P P′ ′= − + − − + +   (2.11) 

 Note that equation (2.11) for the (linear) gas kinetics is only valid if equation (2.8) 

holds, and furthermore if equation (2.8) holds then the (dissolved) inert gas tissue 

tension TP is only changed by the value of the ambient pressure ambP .  If the depth is 

decreased, then more gas phase is instantaneously formed.  The off-gassing kinetics are 

described by equation (2.11) until the point at which equation (2.9) holds.  If/when 

equation (2.9) holds, then EE kinetics are present and the compartment tissue tension 

TP is given by equation (2.6).   

The next issue to be addressed is how to find the crossover time from linear to 

exponential kinetics (i.e., the point that controls whether equation (2.11) or (2.9) is used).  

The crossover pressure XOP is of vital importance in determining this transition point 

between linear and exponential kinetics.  At the crossover point, the value of the 

pressure (function value) and its first derivative are continuous (but higher derivatives 

may be discontinuous).  To find the transition time between linear and exponential 

exchange, TP is eliminated between equations (2.6) and (2.8), and with some simplifying 

notation introduced, the following equation is to be solved: 
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2 2 2 2 2

2

2 2

2 2

2

0 0 1 0 1

0

0 0 1

0 1

0

0

with

kt
T N N N N N amb

kt
N B B XO FVG

kt

T N N

N N

B XO FVG

N B

P P k R e R t P k R P A

e R t P R t P P

e t

P P k R

P k R

P P P

R R

α β

α δ β

α

β

β β
δ

− − −

−

−

−

−

     − + + + − = + →     
+ + = + + − →

′+ + =

= − +

= −

′ = − − +
= −

 (2.12) 

The solution to equation (2.12), which is the transition time, is: 

( )11 1 1kt k W k eδ βδ α δ β
− ′− − − ′= − −     (2.13) 

In equation (2.13), ( )W is the Lambert W function, which is defined as the 

inverse of the equation xy xe= .  It is possible for the inert gas rate 
2N

R and the ambient 

pressure rate BR cancel each other (i.e., 0δ = ).  This can happen if, for example, a diver 

used an underwater breathing apparatus that controlled the oxygen set-point to a fixed 

partial pressure.  If this is the case, then the solution to equation (2.12) is: 

( )1 1lnt k β α− −′= − −      (2.14) 

2.3.1.4 Probabilistic Decompression and Integrated Risk Functions 

 The probability that a diver will develop decompression sickness for a particular 

dive profile may be expressed in terms of an instantaneous risk function ( )r t  (also 

referred to as a hazard function in the literature) by (Weathersby et al. 1984; Thalmann et 

al. 1997, 1999): 
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( ) ( )
1

r t dt
P DCS e

−= −      (2.15) 

 The instantaneous risk function ( )r t is always non-negative (greater than or 

equal to zero), has no upper bound, and has units of 1
time (Kleinbaum and Klein, 2005).  

When obtaining the value of ( )r t at a particular value of time, it is implied that the 

individual has survived up to that time; therefore, the risk function is a conditional failure 

rate (Weathersby and Gerth, 2002; Kleinbaum and Klein, 2005).  Qualitatively, ( )r t may 

be viewed as the instantaneous potential of failing at a given time, given that the 

individual has survived until said given time, although a special note must be made that 

it is not the instantaneous probability of failing at a given time, since it is perfectly 

acceptable for ( )r t to have a value greater than one. 

 There are an infinite number of ways to define the instantaneous risk function, 

and definition of ( )r t is an integral part of survival analysis.  For example, the simplest 

definition of the risk function is that it is constant over time (i.e., ( ) constantr t = ), which 

yields the constant hazard or exponential model (Kleinbaum and Klein, 2005).  For the 

probabilistic decompression modeling considered in this work, ( )r t is defined as the 

inner product between a non-negative compartment gain vector G (which has units of 

1
time  and is a free parameter found by optimization) and a vector of individual 

compartment risk values 1r  (Thalmann et al., 1997): 
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1Tr =G r      (2.16) 

 Both the EE and LE models considered previously use a risk function 1nr (where 

n denotes the compartment) that is defined in terms of a supersaturation ratio as 

follows: 

1 nT amb n FVG
n

amb

P P Thr P
r

P

− − +
=      (2.17) 

 As before, 
nT
P is the compartment tissue tension (which is replaced by 

nT
P′ when 

linear kinetics are valid), ambP is the ambient pressure and FVGP is the pressure of the 

fixed venous gases.  The term nThr is a compartment threshold, and is added to the 

model to account for the fact that the tissue may be able to handle a certain amount of 

supersaturation (usually small) without accumulating risk.  In the EE and LE models, 

the tissue compartment gains nG and the tissue compartment thresholds nThr are 

optimized parameters.  As will be discussed later, the tissue gains are present in all 

models but certain models do not include tissue thresholds (models that do not include 

the thresholds have the designation “nt” for “no threshold”).   

 Equation (2.15) demonstrates that the time-integral of the instantaneous risk 

function ( )r t must be obtained in order to calculate the probability that a diver will 

suffer DCS for a given dive profile.  The definition of ( )r t determines whether or not it 

is possible to evaluate the integral exactly.  Although it is certainly the case that in 

general many risk functions will not have exact solutions for the integrated risk, it so 
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happens that the EE and LE models do in fact have exact solutions.  Exact solutions have 

many advantages, the most marked being a drastic decrease in computation time, which 

becomes important when the integral is evaluated numerous times.  Exact solutions also 

avoid convergence and accuracy issues that are sometimes encountered with numeric 

integration.   

 The exact integrated risk function for the EE model will be presented first.  By 

substituting equations (2.4) and (2.6) into equation (2.17), the following expression for 

the risk function is obtained: 

( )
2 2

0 1 0

0
1

nk t
N N B n FVG

n
B B

e t P k R P Thr P
r

P R t

α δ− −+ + − − − +
=

+
   (2.18) 

 Recall that α and δ are defined in equation (2.12).  Equation (2.18) is piecewise 

valid across the domain, i.e. the values of the constants generally vary from dive leg to 

dive leg.  Next, the tissue compartments are uncoupled, which allows the integral to be 

considered separately for each compartment.  So, the general form of the integral to be 

solved is: 

( )1 1
2 2

0 0

0 1 0

0
1

nk tt t t t
N N B n FVG

n
t t t t B B

e t P k R P Thr P
r dt dt

P R t

α δ− −
= =

= =

+ + − − − +
=  +

   (2.19) 

 Here, 0t is the time at the beginning of the dive leg and 1t is the time at the end of 

the dive leg.  This is the most general form of the integral; it is significantly simplified 

for the case of constant ambient pressure (to be derived later).  The linearity of the 

integral operator allows for the integral to be broken into three parts as follows: 
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1 1

0 0

1 1

0 0

1 1
2 2

0 0

0

0

0 1 0

0

1 1

2 1

3 1

nk tt t t t

n
t t t t B B

t t t t

n
t t t t B B

t t t t
N N B n FVG

n
t t t t B B

e
I r dt dt

P R t

t
I r dt dt

P R t

P k R P Thr P
I r dt dt

P R t

α

δ

−= =

= =

= =

= =

−= =

= =

= =  +

= =  +

− − − +
= =  +

   (2.20) 

 I1 is the most difficult of these three integral parts.  The following change of 

variables is made for integral part I1: 

* 0 1
B Bt kt P k R−= +      (2.21) 

 This allows I1 to be solved as: 

( )( ) ( )( )
0

11 1 0 0
1 01 Ei Ei

n B

B
B

k P

R
B n B B n BI R e k t R P k t R Pα −− − = − + − − +     (2.22) 

 Where Ei() is the exponential integral function (McQuarrie, 2003), defined as 

( )Ei x , 0
ux e
du x
u−∞

= >      (2.23) 

 The solutions to the other two integrals are straightforward: 

( ) ( ) ( ){ }( )
( ) ( ) ( )( )

2 2

1 1 0 0 0
1 0 1 0

0 1 0 1 0 0
1 0

2 ln ln

3 ln ln .

B B B B B B B

N N B n FVG B B B B B

I R t t R P P R t P R t

I P k R P Thr P R P R t P R t

δ − −

− −

= − + − + + +

= − − − + + − +
 (2.24)   

 Finally, a time translation is made in the form of 1 0t t t′ = − , where t′ represents 

the duration of the dive leg.  When this variable change and therefore coordinate 

translation is made, 0
BP is understood to be the ambient pressure at the beginning of the 

dive leg in consideration ( 0t′ = ).  Combining the results of these integrations leads to 

the exact solution of the EE integrated risk: 
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( )( ) ( )

( )

1 0

1 0

1

2 2

1 0 1 0

'
1

0 1 0 0' 0
0

Ei Ei

1 '
ln 1

n B B

B

k R P
n B B n B B

t t t

n B
Bt

N N B n FVG B
B

e k t R P k R P

r dt R R
P k R P Thr P R P t t

P

α

δ δ

−

−

− −

= −
−

−=

  ′− + − −   =   ′ ′ + − − − + − + + 
   

 (2.25) 

Equation (2.23) becomes invalid if there is no change in ambient pressure (i.e., 

0BR = ).  When the ambient pressure is constant, the solution for the time-translated 

integrated risk for the EE model is: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )1 0

2 2

' 1 1 10 0 2 0 1 0 0

' 0

1 ' 1 2n

t t t
k t

n n B B N N B n FVG B
t

r dt k P e P t P k R P Thr P P tα δ
= − − − −′− −

=
′ ′= − + + − − − + (2.24) 

 The exact solution for the LE integrated risk follows a similar procedure.  The 

expression for the instantaneous risk is first written as: 

( ) ( )
2 2

2
0 0 0

21
N B N B XO FVG T amb n FVG

n
amb

kt
R R kt P P P P P P Thr P

r
P

′− + − − + + − − +
=  (2.25) 

 As Equation (2.25) represents a second-order polynomial, the integration is 

straightforward, and using the same time translation as previously described, the result 

is: 

( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )
( )( )

1 0

0 0 0 1 0 1 0
'

1

1 0 1' 0

Thr ln ' 1 ln
1 '

' 2 '

t t t T B n FVG B B B B B B

n B
t

B B

P P P P R P R R t P
r dt R

t t P R

τ σ

σ τ

− −
= −

−

− −=

 ′ − − − + − − =  
+ + −  

     (2.26) 

Where τ and σ are defined as: 

( )
( )

2

2

0 0 1

12

n N B n B

n N B

k P P A k R

k R R

σ

τ

−

−

= − − −

= −
    (2.27) 
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 For the case of constant ambient pressure, the LE model integrated risk function 

is: 

( ) ( )1 0' 10 1 2 1 3

' 0

1 ' ' 2 ' 3 '
t t t

n B
t

r dt P t t tρ σ τ
= − − − −

=
= + +     (2.28) 

 As mentioned previously, the integrated risk is required to be non-negative 

across the domain (i.e., 1 0nr ≥ ), a condition which poses some difficulty in applying the 

exact solutions to the integrated risk.  This condition does not cause difficulty during 

numeric integration because the kernel may be defined as ( )1 max 1 ,0n nr r′ = .  The 

problem becomes that if the profile leg has one or more roots (i.e., values where the risk 

function switches from positive to negative or vice versa), then in order to apply exact 

integration the roots must be found and the time limits of integration must be adjusted 

to include only the non-negative portion(s) of the instantaneous risk function over that 

particular profile leg.  More specifically, it is possible for a dive leg to have safe (i.e., 

non-risk-accumulating) endpoints but a dangerous (i.e., risk-accumulating) middle, or 

dangerous endpoints with a safe portion in the middle, so the roots must be found and 

the risk function behavior determined.  

 For the EE models, the general equation to be solved to find the root, referencing 

equations (2.6) and (2.17), is: 

2 2 2 2 2

0 0 1 0 1

1 0
kt

T N N N N N amb n FVG

n
amb

P P k R e R t P k R P Thr P
r

P

− − −     − + + + − − − +     = =   (2.29) 
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The value of the root depends on whether or not 
2N BR Rδ = − is zero.  When 

0δ = , then the solution is: 

  2 2

2 2

0 1 0

0 0 1

1
ln N N B n FVG

root
T N N

P k R P Thr P
t

k P P k R

−

−

 − + + + −
= −   − + 

  (2.30) 

 When 0δ ≠ , then the solution is 

( ) ( )
( )

2 2

1 0 1 0
2 2

1 1 0 1 0

1

W

n nN N B FVG

root n nN N B FVG

k P k R P Thr P

t k P k R P Thr P

k e
δ

η δ

η δ α
− −

− − −

− − − +−

= − − − − +

= −
  (2.31) 

 In Equation (2.31), ( )W η is the Lambert W function on the argument η .  When 

0η > , one real solution of Equation (2.31) exists.  When 1 0e η−− < < , two real solutions 

of Equation (2.31) exist.  Physically, the situation of Equation (2.31) having two real roots 

represents the dive leg either having positive risk on the edges with negative risk in the 

middle or positive risk in the middle with negative risk on the edges.  This requires 

checking the time values of both of the roots to see which of the roots are within the time 

range of the dive leg.   

 For the case of LE kinetics, the solution methodology is similar.  The risk 

equation, referencing Equations (2.11) and (2.17) is: 

( ) ( )
2 2

2
0 0 0

21 0
N B N B XO FVG T amb n FVG

n
amb

kt
R R kt P P P P P P Thr P

r
P

′− + − − + + − − +
= =  (2.32) 

 Equation (2.32) is a second-order polynomial, the roots of which may be found 

using the quadratic equation: 
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( )( )
( )( )

( )
( )

2

2 2

2

2

0

0 0 0 0

0 0

1 1 2
N B T amb n FVG

N B XO FVG N B XO FVG

root

N B

N B XO FVG

R R P P Thr P

k P P P P P P P P
t

R R

P P P P

 ′− − − +
 − ± −
 − − + − − + =

 −
 

− − +  

 (2.33) 

 As with the EE case, if there are two real roots, then the times of these roots must 

be checked to see whether or not they are within the time limits of the dive leg.   

2.3.1.5 Method of Maximum Likelihood 

 The method of maximum likelihood is one of the most commonly seen and 

popular techniques for deriving estimates to model parameters (Casella and Berger, 

2002), such as those for the EE and LE models.  In general, the model parameter 

estimates obtained using the method of maximum likelihood are the parameter values 

for which the observed sample is most likely (i.e., maximum correlation between the 

model and calibration/experimental data).   

 To apply the method of maximum likelihood to the DCS models derived 

previously, the method proposed by Weathersby et al. (1984) is used.  The method aims 

to convert the binary observations of DCS (i.e., DCS or no DCS for each experimental 

observation) into a continuous predicted probability that a given dive profile will result 

in an occurrence of DCS.  To do this, the likelihood function is defined: 

( ) ( )( )1
1i i iL P DCS P DCS

−∂∂= −     (2.34) 
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In Equation (2.34), 1∂ = if there was an outcome of DCS, and 0∂ = if there was 

not an outcome of DCS.  In order to assign small weighting to cases of marginal DCS 

that were felt to be less clinically important than full DCS, various researchers have 

explored using fractional values of ∂ in Equation (2.34).  For example, Weathersby et al. 

(1985) used a weighting of 0.5∂ = for marginal DCS cases, whereas Thalmann et al. 

(1997) used a weighting of 0.1∂ = .  These fractional weights were purely judgment 

calls, i.e. there was no rigorous exploration as to what the value of ∂ should really be for 

marginal DCS cases.  Section 2.4 of this document explores this question of the optimal 

value of ∂ in detail (it is found to be 0).   

 The next step is to optimize the candidate model by choosing the model 

parameters that maximize the product of likelihoods for the N dives in the calibration 

data set.  The product of the likelihoods is simply 

1

N

n
n

L L
=

= ∏      (2.35) 

 When a large number of dive profiles exist in the data set, Equation (2.35) is 

plagued by numerical difficulties in the form of round-off error.  Therefore, the 

logarithm of the likelihood is maximized: 

( )log n
n

LL L=      (2.36) 

 The LL and therefore Equation (2.36) is used to obtain all subsequent results.   
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 The number and types of parameters that are used in the model, which drive the 

values of ( )P DCS and therefore the log likelihood, depend on the model type.  All EE 

and LE models estimate the tissue compartment time constants 1/n nT k= and the tissue 

compartment gains nG .  The LE models additionally estimate the compartment cross-

over pressures 
nXOP (see Equation (2.7) for the significance of XOP ), although some LE 

model variants assume that the cross-over pressure exists in only one compartment.  The 

full EE and LE models additionally estimate the individual compartment threshold 

parameters nThr .   

 To further demonstrate the use of the likelihood function in the estimation of the 

parameters in DCS models, an example will be shown which was first proposed by 

Weathersby et al. (1984).  Suppose that there are a series of events with uniform 

probability c for a trial of 10 observations resulting in 3 occurrences of the event.  

Following Equation (2.34), the resulting likelihood may be calculated as: 

( )7 31L c c= −       (2.37) 

 Figure 5 shows the plot of Equation (2.37), and the maximum is seen to occur at 

0.3c = , which is the empirically expected probability of a single event.  Alternatively, 

calculus may be used to find the maximum as such: 

( )7 31
0

c cL

c c

 ∂ −∂  = =
∂ ∂

    (2.38) 
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Figure 5: Plot of the likelihood function defined in Equation (2.37). 

Equation (2.38) yields the same conclusion of 0.3c = as Figure 5. 

The more general case of the example given above is that a model contains a set 

of parameters ˆ , 1, 2,...k k pβ = , where p is the total number of parameters.  These 

parameters are usually written as a vector β̂


, and β̂


is known as the maximum 

likelihood estimator (Weathersby and Gerth, 2002).  During model optimization, the 

values of β̂


are systematically adjusted to maximize the log likelihood, using a 

calibration data set containing dive profiles and observed survival times.  The 

optimization algorithm continually solves the following equations simultaneously: 

( ) ( )ˆlog
ˆ 0, 1,2,....

ˆk

k

L
U k p

β
β

β

∂
= = =



    (2.39) 
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The algorithm continues until the log likelihood is maximized.  There are a 

variety of optimization algorithms available, each with its own advantages and 

disadvantages.  The algorithms used in this work are described in sub-subsection 2.3.2.2.   

Each estimated parameter ˆ
kβ has a standard error associated with it which may 

be calculated numerically.  Once the standard errors are calculated, confidence intervals 

may be determined in turn by assuming that the parameter estimate is normally 

distributed.  The procedure for this as it relates to decompression modeling is outlined 

in Weathersby and Gerth (2002), and proceeds by first forming the Hessian matrix 

( )ˆH β 
  


.  The ( ),j k component of the Hessian matrix is given by: 

( ) ( )2 ˆlog
ˆ ˆ, ; 1, 2,.... ; 1, 2,....

ˆ ˆj k

j k

L
H j p k p

β
β β

β β

∂
  = = =  ∂ ∂



  (2.40) 

 The observed information matrix ( )ˆI β 
  


is defined as the negative of the Hessian 

matrix, i.e. 

( ) ( )ˆ ˆI Hβ β   = −      

 
     (2.41) 

 The variance-covariance matrix of the maximum likelihood estimator, written as 

( )ˆcov β


, is the inverse of the observed information matrix, i.e.  

( ) ( ) 1

ˆ ˆcov Iβ β
−

 =   

 
     (2.42) 
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 Finally, the standard error of the thk adjustable parameter ˆ
kβ , ( )ˆ. . ks e β , is the 

square root of the ( )th
,k k diagonal element of the covariance matrix: 

( ) ( )ˆ ˆ ˆ. . cov ,k k ks e β β β =        (2.43) 

The log likelihood difference test is useful to compare the performance of two 

related DCS models (Weathersby and Gerth, 2002).  A requirement to utilize the log 

likelihood difference test is that for the two models being compared, one must be 

“nested” within the other.  “Nesting” implies that the more complex model may be 

transformed into the simpler model by imposing a set of linear constraints on the 

parameters.  An example of a linear constraint is when the more complex model is 

transformed into the simpler model by setting one or more parameters equal to zero.  

For example, the EE1nt model discussed previously is nested within the EE1 model 

because the EE1 model becomes the EE1nt model when the threshold parameters are set 

to zero.  Comparing likelihoods directly is not an acceptable test since the data are 

graded differently.  Therefore, the likelihood ratio test must be performed using the 

likelihood values.  The likelihood ratio test may be expressed as (Wackerly et al., 2002): 

2 max

max

(model A)
2ln

(model B)

L

L
χ = −     (2.44) 

In Equation (2.44), “model A” is the null model and “model B” is a model 

obtained by adding n additional parameters to the null model.  The likelihood ratio test 

result will be a chi-square distributed variable with n degrees of freedom, and this fact 
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may be used to conduct statistical tests.  For example, if model B is obtained by adding 

one parameter to model A, then n = 1, and for a chi-square test with one degree of 

freedom and a 99% confidence level, the right-hand side of Equation (2.44) must be 

greater than or equal to 6.6349 (this number is obtained from standard chi-square tables 

which may be found in multiple references, e.g. Wackerly et al., 2002).   

2.3.2 DCS Modeling Computer System 

The computer program that was used to implement the DCS models described 

was written in the C#.NET language.  C#.NET is an object-oriented language, which 

presents many advantages over procedural languages when it comes to DCS modeling.  

The following sub-subsections will describe the object-oriented approach, details about 

the program and optimization engine, and results obtained from the system.  A 

manuscript by Howle, Weber, and Vann (2009a) also describes this DCS modeling 

system.   

2.3.2.1 Object-Oriented Approach 

 One of the most powerful features of the object-oriented C#.NET code that was 

used to implement the DCS models is the concept of a class.  A class (root word of the 

term classification) is a self-contained module that is a semi-autonomous part of a larger 

assembly, and is used to systematically arrange information into a meaningful entity 

(Sharp, 2008).   
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In the DCS modeling system, one of the classes contains the dive nodes.  Within 

this dive node class, information pertaining to the nodes was included such as the initial 

inert breathing gas partial pressure at the node and the rate of change of the inert 

breathing gas from the present node to the next node.  By calculating this information at 

the node level and storing it in the class, computational speed was gained due to the fact 

that the calculation only had to be performed once (at the beginning when the data is 

read in).  In fact, one of the general goals of the code was to minimize the need for 

handling of intermediate data during model parameter estimations.   

Another class that was created was a dive profile class, which contained a 

variable-length collection of dive node objects including information such as ascent and 

descent rates, bottom time, maximum depth, the number of divers exposed to the 

profile, diver outcome (no DCS/marginal DCS/PSI number), inert gas tension for each 

tissue compartment, instantaneous risk and integrated risk.  The advantage of this class 

structure is that the probability of DCS at an arbitrary time could be calculated simply 

by applying the appropriate piecewise exact solution to the initial information of the 

profile leg containing the time of interest.   

In order to calculate various quantities of interest (such as integrated risk and 

probability of DCS), the DCS modeling system implemented a variety of methods.  A 

method is a named sequence of events, similar to a function or subroutine in C or BASIC 

(Sharp, 2008).  A method may or may not take arguments and may or may not return a 
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value.  For example, methods exist for calculating the log likelihood.  Other methods 

also serve important functions such as outputting data to a file for further analysis.   

The DCS modeling system featured a graphical user interface (GUI), which 

allowed for the implementation of the DCS models.  Figure 6 shows an example of the 

GUI.  On the upper left side of the GUI, buttons to implement the various DCS models 

are shown.  The upper middle part of the GUI gives various optimization options (to be 

described in the next sub-subsection).  The upper right part of the GUI gives 

miscellaneous features such as constructing an occurrence density function (ODF) from 

the data.   

The first lines of readout (starting with “Profiles:”) give information about the 

data set that was input into the program.  The next part of the readout gives the model 

type (LE1nt in Figure 6) and the model parameters used.  The final two lines give the 

predicted number of DCS cases and the log likelihood.  The output format of all of the 

information described in this paragraph may vary depending on model type; for 

example, if a trinomial model is implemented then the data input information will give 

the number of mild and serious DCS cases and the output will include predicted mild 

and predicted serious DCS.   
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Figure 6: DCS modeling system graphical user interface (GUI).  

The layout of the output portion of the GUI may also vary depending on 

whether or not an optimization is being performed.  During optimization, the GUI gives 

pertinent information such as the iteration number and current values of the parameters.  

In all cases, the output of the GUI was designed to be simple and intuitive.   
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 The DCS modeling system contained nine different optimization algorithms: a 

baseline method based on Cauchy’s steepest ascent, a Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm 

obtained from a public-access US Government website 

(http://www.alglib.net/optimization/levenbergmarquardt.php) , and seven different 

algorithms (Nelder-Mead, Powell, BFGS, DFP, Fletcher-Reeves, Polak-Ribière, Positive 

Polak-Ribière) contained within the commercial Extreme Numerics© C#.NET library.  

One of the advantages of the object-oriented approach used to implement the DCS 

modeling system is that the user could choose the optimization method at runtime 

without having to modify the code beforehand.  Section 2.3.2.2 contains a comparison 

between all of these algorithms.   

2.3.2.2 Results 

 Exact integration was found to be significantly faster than numerical integration, 

as one may suspect.  Using the baseline Cauchy’s steepest ascent algorithm and the 

EE1nt model, exact integration required 11 ms per iteration while numerical integration 

took approximately 27 min per iteration.  For complete LE1 model optimization, exact 

integration required 25 min while numeric integration with numerical evaluation of the 

EE/LE crossover condition took on the order of 10 days.   

 A common problem encountered during optimization is non-analyticity in the 

objective function.  This can occur when one or more degrees of freedom is/are lost, such 

as when an EE/LE cross-over pressure or threshold is adjusted to a value that no longer 

http://www.alglib.net/optimization/levenbergmarquardt.php�
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affects the solution.  The result is a singular or nearly singular Hessian matrix, which can 

cause numerical problems, especially with gradient-based optimization algorithms.  One 

way to avoid this situation is to use a linear system solver such as singular value 

decomposition.  However, the method used to deal with this issue in the DCS modeling 

system is to eliminate the parameter(s) if it/they cause a loss of degree of freedom.  This 

effectively freezes the parameter and prevents solution divergence.  The parameter(s) 

is/are only frozen for one iteration, however, because the parameter may become active 

again as the solution evolves.   

 Another issue that may arise during optimization is that the objective function 

hyper-surface may become locally non-smooth.  This is especially a concern for 

algorithms that employ the gradient of the objective function.  Figure 7 shows an 

example of this phenomenon for the LE1 model, where the second tissue time 2T is 

swept across a range of values and all other parameters are held at their optimal values.  

The “model failure point” labeled in Figure 7 occurs where the gradient of the likelihood 

has different left and right limits.  This non-smooth behavior is a result of using the log 

likelihood instead of the likelihood as the objective function, and this failure occurs 

when a parameter is adjusted to a value for which the model approaches failure.  In 

Figure 7, model failure occurs because the model predicts a vanishing probability of 

DCS for a profile that experimentally results in DCS.  The logarithm of a vanishing 

probability results in a large (absolute) number, and slight changes in the vanishing 
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probability furthermore results in large (absolute) changes in the log likelihood.  

Therefore, the change in the log likelihood is dominated by a single failing profile.  A 

final observation from this phenomenon is that the model is valid for all points of the 

curve left of the model failure point, but the model must be rejected for all points to the 

right.   

 

Figure 7: Log likelihood for the LE1 model with the tissue time 2T swept across 
a range of values.  The other parameters are frozen at their optimal values. 

   Another common problem in multi-dimensional nonlinear optimization besides 

the non-analyticity just discussed is finding a local instead of a global maximum.  To 

explore this problem, 632 optimizations of the LE1nt model were performed using a 

variety of optimizations methods.  Each optimization began from a set of randomly 

generated initial parameters.  These random initial parameter values were found by 
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taking a constant set of parameter values and perturbing them to within a chosen range 

(no more than 100% above or below the parameter’s initial unperturbed value).  The 

results of this study are presented in Figure 8.  Approximately half of the stationary LL 

values are clustered between 704.5−  and 708.5−  with a mean of 774.56−  (standard 

deviation 96.59 , median 705.51− , mode 708.27− ), and the maximum LL found was 

705.59− .  Some optimizations resulted in stationary parameter sets that were far below 

the majority, with 4% of the LL values being below 1000− and the lowest LL value being 

1101.23− .  Also of note is that not all candidate stationary LL values originate from 

local maxima; in fact 39% of starting parameter sets resulted in the optimization 

algorithm converging to a saddle instead of a maximum.  However, none of the saddle 

points had LL values that were greater than or equal to the global maximum LL.  

Another possibility that must be considered is that due to the complicated nature of the 

LL objective function, the possibility of the existence of non-stationary maxima cannot 

be rejected.  For example, the solution could be a cusp or fold in the LL hyper-surface.  

The current DCS modeling system does not test for this possibility but this functionality 

will be added in the future.   
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Figure 8: Stationary log likelihood values for 632 candidate optimal solutions 
using the LE1nt model with randomized initial parameter values.  Note that the range 
of LL covered by each bin is not uniform.  Approximately half the solutions are 
clustered between LL values of -704.5 and -708.5.   

To test the performance of the nine different optimization methods available in 

the DCS modeling system, the LE1 (full) model was optimized using all nine methods, 

with a minimum of 40 optimizations performed per method.  The LE1 (full) model was 

chosen because it includes 12 floating parameters and is the most expensive and difficult 

model to optimize.  The starting parameters of the optimization were purposely chosen 
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to be far off-optimal in order to test each method’s robustness.  Table 1 shows the results 

of this study.   

As Table 1 shows, the Levenberg-Marquardt method was the winner when it 

came to speed, with an average time to convergence of 0.15 min.  However, the 

Levenburg-Marquardt algorithm had the major disadvantage of requiring close-to-

optimal starting parameters in order to find the global maximum (it tended to find local 

maxima in the vicinity of the starting point), and it also required the user to set the step 

size internally inside the code.  The speed and global maximum results reflected for the 

Levenburg-Marquardt algorithm in Table 1 reflect these mitigating circumstances.  The 

next fastest methods were the Powell (9 min to convergence), Nelder-Mead (10 min), 

and Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfard-Shanno (BFGS) (16 min) methods.  The slowest method 

was the Positive Polak-Ribière method, requiring an average of 45 min to convergence.   

The Nelder-Mead and Powell methods were the easiest to implement since the 

gradient of the optimization objective function (log likelihood) was not required.  

Additionally, these methods that did not use the gradient were more robust than the 

gradient-based algorithms; for example, the Powell method succeeded 75% of the time 

while gradient-based algorithms tended to fail 40-60% of the time and were sensitive to 

initial conditions.  The success of the non-gradient based methods most likely is due to 

the complicated, often non-analytic landscape that can produce extreme gradients and 

therefore negatively affect gradient-based methods.   
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The optimization methods of choice for future work when a good initial 

parameter set guess is not known are the Baseline, Powell, Nelder-Mead and BFGS 

methods.  The Powell, Nelder-Mead and BFGS methods have the advantages of giving 

good results quickly and do not require near-optimal starting parameters.  The baseline 

method was found to be the best in searching for the global maximum, although it 

requires more computation time than other methods.  When a good initial guess for the 

starting parameters is known, any of the optimization methods discussed are good 

choices, although the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is especially attractive due to its 

speed.   
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Table 1: Comparison of optimization methods used for parameter estimation 
for the full LE1 (12-parameter) model. 

Method Number of 
Optimizations 

Optimization 
Class 

Uses 
Gradient? 

Average 
Time 
(min) 

Best 
LLmax 

Corresponding 
Predicted DCS 
Cases 

Nelder-Mead 40 Simplex No 10.25 -701.20 138.55 
Baseline 
(Cauchy 
Steepest 
Ascent) 

43 Gradient Yes 38.42 -697.44 138.28 

Fletcher-
Reeves 

82 Conjugate 
Gradient 

Yes 40.28 -705.48 137.07 

Positive 
Polak-Ribière 

51 Conjugate 
Gradient 

Yes 44.94 -704.92 137.12 

Polak-Ribière 85 Conjugate 
Gradient 

Yes 38.10 -707.42 138.78 

Broyden-
Fletcher-
Goldfard-
Shanno 
(BFGS) 

101 Quasi-
Newton 

Yes 15.79 -701.87 138.07 

Powell 41 Direction 
Set 

No 8.89 -698.24 138.16 

Davidon-
Fletcher-
Powell (DFP) 

71 Quasi-
Newton 

Yes 27.25 -707.48 138.95 

Levenberg-
Marquardt 

98 Full 
Jacobian 

Yes *0.15 -697.79 137.27 

*When proper step size and near-optimal starting parameters are used. 

 In order to test the validity of the DCS modeling system, it was necessary to 

compare the system to a benchmark.  The benchmark used was previous results 

published by Thalmann et al. (1997) and Gerth and Vann (1997).  The benchmark data set 

contained 2383 dives with 131 DCS cases, 75 marginal cases, and information about 

symptom onset time.  Marginal DCS cases were given a fractional weight of 0.1∂ =  in 
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both Thalmann et al. (1997) and Gerth and Vann (1997), so this was also done here to 

ensure that the results generated by the DCS modeling system could be directly 

compared to previously reported results (Section 2.4 explores the question of the proper 

weighting for marginal DCS events).  Numerous tests were performed using the DCS 

modeling system.  The first was inputting previously reported parameters into the 

model and checking the predicted number of DCS cases and maximum log likelihood 

against previously reported values.  The second test involved re-optimizing the models 

to determine if a higher maximum log likelihood could be obtained.  The last test was to 

test the significance of a coding error made and reported by Thalmann et al. (1997).  This 

coding error (referred to as gas error from here on out) involved an incorrect expression 

in the code that determined the alveolar oxygen tension, which was assumed to be 

trivial by Thalmann et al. (1997).   

 Table 2 shows the results of the study comparing the DCS modeling system to 

previously reported work.  The first and second columns show the breakdown of the 

data set, with the second column showing the actual number of DCS cases.  The third 

column shows results reported by Thalmann et al. (1997), including predicted DCS cases, 

maximum log likelihood, optimized parameters and standard errors with 95% 

confidence intervals.  The fourth column reports the results from the DCS modeling 

system using the same parameters as Thalmann et al. (1997).  The fifth column shows the 

maximum log likelihood, predicted DCS cases and updated parameter values when 
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Thalmann et al. (1997) corrected the gas error and re-optimized the model.  The sixth 

column shows the results obtained using the DCS modeling system with Thalmann’s 

corrected parameters.  The seventh column shows the model parameters, predicted DCS 

cases and maximum log likelihood reported by Gerth and Vann (1997).  The eighth 

column shows the results obtained using the DCS modeling system with Gerth and 

Vann’s parameters.  The final column shows the result of re-optimizing the LE1 model 

with the DCS modeling system, with parameter values, maximum log likelihood and 

predicted DCS cases.   
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Table 2: Comparison of observed and predicted DCS cases for the LE1 model 
between the DCS modeling system and previously reported results 

Predicted by 
Thalmann, 

Parker, 
Survanshi & 
Weathersby 

(as reported in 
reference 7)*

Predicted by Howle, 
Weber & Vann 
System (using 

Thalmann 
parameters)*

Predicted by 
Thalmann, 

Parker, 
Survanshi & 
Weathersby 

(as reported in 
reference 7)

Predicted by Howle, 
Weber & Vann 
System (using 

Thalmann 
parameters)

Predicted by 
Gerth & Vann 
(as reported in 
reference 12)*

Predicted by Howle, 
Weber & Vann 
System (using 

Gerth parameters)*

Predicted by Howle, 
Weber & Vann System 

(using reoptimized 
parameters)

Single Air
edu885a 30 27.7 27.4 28.2 28.0 28.2 27.7 28.0
dc4w 8.4 6.0 6.1 6.1 6.2 6.1 6.0 6.0
subx87 2 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.9 0.9 0.9
nmrnsw 5.5 5.4 5.3 5.5 5.4 5.6 5.5 5.5
total 45.9 39.8 39.5 40.5 40.4 40.8 40.0 40.4

Repetitive Air
edu885ar 11 12.2 12.2 12.3 12.5 12.3 12.1 12.3
dc4wr 3 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
total 14 13.2 13.3 13.3 13.5 13.3 13.2 13.3

Single non-Air
nmr8697 12.8 15.9 15.7 16.3 16.2 15.8 16.0 16.3
edu885m 4 3.6 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.5 3.4 3.4
edu885s 4 4.2 4.0 4.1 4.0 4.2 4.1 4.1
edu1180s 10 7.5 6.8 7.1 6.9 7.2 7.0 7.0
total 30.8 31.2 29.9 30.8 30.6 30.7 30.5 30.7

Repetitive non-Air
edu184 11 14.6 14.2 14.1 14.4 14.2 14.2 14.1

Air Saturation
asatedu 15.7 14.4 14.0 14.6 14.1 14.1 13.8 14.5
asatnsm 20.1 21.2 20.4 21.2 20.5 20.3 19.8 21.0
asatnmr 1 4.5 4.4 4.6 4.4 4.5 4.4 4.5
total 36.8 40.2 38.8 40.3 39.1 38.9 38.0 40.0

Total 138.5 139.0 135.56 ± 20.33 139.0 137.86 ± 20.66 137.9 135.96 ± 20.35 138.37 ± 20.69

Log likelihood -696.5 -697.8 -696.6 -697.5 -697.1 -697.9 -697.4

T1 (min) 1.08 (0.60)

T2 53.50 (19.67)

T3 485.02 (31.71)

G1 (min-1) 5.85e-3 (5.24e-3)

G2 1.10e-4 (4.14e-5)

G3 1.02e-3 (1.97e-4)

PXO1 (atm) ∞

PXO2 7.55e-2 (2.92e-2)

PXO3 ∞

Thr1 (atm) 0.00E+00

Thr2 0.00E+00

Thr3 8.73e-2 (1.47e-2)

∞

0.00E+00

0.00E+00

4.47e-2 (NaN)

1.00e-4 (3.45e-6)

1.00e-3 (1.83e-4)

∞

2.82e-2 (2.42e-2)

1.14 (0.59)

47.43 (9.00)

470.35 (NaN)

5.80e-3 (4.87e-3)

∞

0.00E+00

0.00E+00

8.80e-2 (1.47e-2)

0.00E+00

5.29e-2 (1.45e-2)

1.44 (0.93)

53.12 (19.18)

485.5 (31.84)

4.10e-3 (4.08e-3)

1.10e-4 (4.15e-5)

1.00e-3 (1.90e-4)

∞

7.32e-2 (2.89e-2)

∞

3.21e-2 (2.33e-2)

∞

0.00E+00

LE1 model

* includes Thalmann gas error

Observed

1.47 (0.93)

50.8 (13.72)

487.6 (30.88)

4.30e-3 (4.24e-3)

1.10e-4 (3.44e-5)

1.00e-3 (1.80e-4)

 

In general, the results from the DCS modeling system are within 1.3 log 

likelihood units of the results published by Thalmann et al. (1997) and Gerth and Vann 

(1997) with the exception of the LE1nt model without the gas error.  These differences 
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may have resulted from numerous factors, including use of exact versus numeric 

integration, differing optimization methods, differing convergence criteria and rounding 

errors.   

In order to investigate the possible ramifications of the gas error made by 

Thalmann et al. (1997), various models were optimized using the DCS modeling system 

with and without the coding error.  For the EE1nt model, when the same parameters as 

Thalmann et al. (1997) were used a maximum log likelihood of 710.0− was found, which 

is comparable to the previously published value of 708.8− .  When the EE1nt model was 

re-optimized without the gas error by the DCS modeling system, a maximum log 

likelihood improvement of nearly four units was gained ( 705.7− ).  Additionally, some 

parameters were found to shift, the most drastic cases being the tissue time 2T which 

was 30% less than its non-gas-error value and tissue gain 3G which increased nearly 

threefold from its non-gas-error value.  It was found that the gas error had the greatest 

effect on air saturation dives.   

When the EE1 model was considered with the gas error, the DCS modeling 

system found a maximum log likelihood of 708.9− , which was close to the value 

published by Thalmann et al. (1997) of 707.6− .  When the EE1 model was re-optimized 

without the gas error, a significant improvement of nearly eight log likelihood units was 

found, with the new maximum log likelihood being 699.5− .  This indicates that the gas 
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error was not trivial for the EE1 model.  Model parameters were also found to shift, with 

the most marked change being 3Thr which exhibited a 340% decrease.   

When the same parameters as Thalmann et al. (1997) were used for the LE1nt 

model, the DCS modeling system produced a maximum log likelihood of 

701.2− compared to Thalmann’s reported value of 700.1− .  When the LE1nt model was 

re-optimized using the DCS modeling system without the gas error, the maximum log 

likelihood was 705.1− , and seven of the nine parameters were significantly different.  

The most distinct differences were a seven-fold increase in the tissue time 2T , a nine-fold 

increase in the tissue gain 2G and a 26-fold increase in the crossover pressure XOP .   

The final investigation concerned comparing the results of the 12-parameter LE1 

model to those of Thalmann et al. (1997).  However, in order to replicate the Thalmann 

results, only 10 of the 12 parameters were allowed to have non-zero values ( 1Thr and 

2Thr were set to zero).  With the gas error included, the DCS modeling system produced 

a maximum log likelihood of 697.8− compared to Thalmann’s value of 696.5− .  The gas 

error was then eliminated and Thalmann’s parameters were used, and the DCS 

modeling system obtained a maximum log likelihood of 697.5− , which was comparable 

to Thalmann’s value of 696.6− .  The DCS modeling system was then used to re-

optimize the LE1 model without the gas error, and an improved maximum log 

likelihood of 697.4− was obtained, and an improvement in the predicted DCS cases was 

also found (138.4 cases compared to 137.9).  The only two parameters significantly 
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affected by the re-optimization were the crossover pressure XOP (240% increase) and the 

threshold 3Thr (160% increase).  It is postulated that the reason that the maximum log 

likelihood did not change significantly change when the gas error was eliminated is 

because of the large number of non-zero floating parameters, which may be the reason 

that the gas error was previously thought to be trivial by Thalmann et al. (1997).  The 

LE1 model was next optimized using the DCS modeling system with all 12 parameters 

allowed to have non-zero values, and the maximum log likelihood was found to not 

change.  This indicates that the extra two parameters added are not justified statistically.   

2.3.2.3 Parallel Processing 

 The area of parallel processing in computer science has evolved drastically with 

the advent of multi-processor machines and increased internet speeds.  Parallel 

processing is a powerful tool because it can result in massive increases in computational 

speed.  Two different forms of parallel processing were explored with the DCS modeling 

system.  The reason that parallel processing can be advantageous with the DCS 

modeling system is that with the steepest ascent method, a Newton step of the 

parameter set requires 22 1N + evaluations of the log likelihood objective function for a 

second-order accurate approximation of the gradient and Hessian components by finite 

differences, where N is the total number of adjustable parameters.  For example, for the 

LE1 (full) model which has 12 adjustable parameters, a single parameter update requires 
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289 log likelihood evaluations.  So, if these 289 evaluations could be run in parallel, an 

increase in computation time is to be expected.   

 The first method of parallel processing tested was using a small multi-processor 

machine on which several log likelihood calculations could be evaluated 

simultaneously.  For the LE1 (full) model, it was found that doubling the number of 

processors increased computation time at a sub-linear rate.  For example, by increasing 

the number of processors from one to four, a reduction in the computation time of 40% 

was realized.   

 The second method of parallel processing testing was heterogeneous parallel 

processing, also known as grid computing.  This method involves partitioning a large 

job into several smaller jobs which are processed on separate computers over a network.  

The host computer is known as the “client” and is responsible for partitioning the jobs, 

sending them out over the network for evaluation, and collecting the results.  The 

computers to which the jobs are sent are known as the “clients.”  Intuitively, one would 

expect the speed of the network connection to be a major factor, and this was indeed the 

case.  A test of the DCS modeling system using four clients resulted in only a marginal 

improvement in optimization time due to network communication delays.  In the future, 

as communication marshalling improves, grid computing could become highly 

advantageous.  Additionally, grid computing could be advantageous for larger data sets 

or more complex DCS models (such as bubble models).   
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2.3.2.4 Occurrence Density Functions and Ternary Plots 

 The probabilistic DCS models used in this work allow for the use of time-of-

occurrence of a DCS event.  As mentioned previously, in the DCS data obtained from the 

US Navy, 1T is defined as the last time that the diver is definitely symptom-free, and 2T is 

defined as the first time that the diver is definitely symptomatic.  When the time-of-

occurrence information is incorporated into the model, a more robust test results 

compared to using occurrence-only models.  Weathersby et al. (1992) were the first to 

modify the mathematical statement for the probability of DCS so that the probability of 

DCS in an interval 1 2T t T< < is: 

( ) ( )( ) ( )
1 2 1 210

1obs T T T TT
P DCS P DCS P DCS

→ →→
= −   (2.45) 

 Equation (2.45) may be used to calculate the probability of observing DCS during 

a time window and also gives the probability of observing a DCS event.  Therefore, the 

probability of DCS as a function of time may be plotted.  Figure 9 shows the result, 

known as the occurrence density function (ODF), for the calibration data set using the 

EE and LE models.  The time reference is the time of final surfacing.  For large ranges of 

1 2T T→ , it was assumed that there was a uniform probability of developing DCS during 

the entire interval.  Observation of Figure 9 shows that the LE1nt model fits the data the 

best, mainly because it predicts a non-zero number of DCS cases for times greater than 

11 hours while predictions for all other models drop to zero past this time.  However, all 

models gave reasonable fits.  One final observation in relation to the ODF (Figure 9) is 
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that the plot implies that a diver may experience DCS before surfacing.  There are dive 

profiles in the data set where this indeed occurred, and in these cases either the dive 

profile was terminated and the diver was recompressed or planned dive profile was 

used to generate the ODF.   

 

Figure 9: Occurrence density function (ODF) for the calibration data set.   

 A question of interest for the LE1 model is the relative contribution of each of the 

three compartments (slow, medium and fast) to the total risk.  In order to answer this 

question, a ternary plot was constructed, and is shown in Figure 10.  The ability to 

output ternary plot data is another feature of the DCS modeling system.  The Thalmann 

et al. (1997) data set was used to construct the plot in Figure 10.   
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Figure 10: Ternary plot of the contribution of the individual compartments to 
the total risk for the LE1 model.  Points in the lower left corner correspond to 
saturation (long duration) dives.  Points in the lower right corner correspond to 
submarine escape (deep, short duration) dives.    

The data points in Figure 10 were constructed by calculating the individual 

compartment risk for each profile then normalizing this individual risk by the total risk 

for the profile.  To elaborate, if the integrated compartment risk is defined as nR , with n 

being the tissue compartment index, then the relative risk contribution by compartment 

n is 

1

1

N

n n n n n
n

z G R G R
−

=

 =  
 
     (2.46) 
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In Equation 2.46, it is required that 
1

1
N

n
n

z
=

= , i.e. the individual compartment 

risks (regardless of the number of compartments) must all sum to one.  For the 2383 

man-dive, 799 profile Thalmann data set, the average contribution to the total risk of the 

slow, intermediate and fast compartments was found to be 34%, 45% and 21%, 

respectively.  The fact that these three percentages are relatively close to one another 

indicates that the LE1 model is well balanced in reference to the calibration data set.   

Observation of Figure 10 shows that for many dive profiles, only one or two of 

the three compartments make a significant contribution to the total risk.  To clarify the 

interpretation of the ternary plot, a dive profile that had equal risk contributed by all 

compartments would have a point at the centroid of the triangle, whereas a profile that 

had all risk generated by a single compartment would have a point a triangle apex.  For 

this work, a point at the lower right apex corresponds to a dive with all risk 

accumulated by the fast compartment, a point at the upper apex corresponds to a dive 

with all risk accumulated by the intermediate compartment, and a point at the lower left 

apex corresponds to a dive with all risk accumulated by the slow compartment.  For 

most dive profiles in the calibration data set, the risk was generated mostly by the 

intermediate and slow compartments.   

There were some generalizations relating to dive type that could be made based 

on the ternary plot (Figure 10).  Dives that had all risk generated by the fast 

compartment (lower right corner) tended to be either submarine escape dives or dives 
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with deep depths and short bottom times.  The reason for this is that for these short, 

deep dives, there is insufficient time for risk to accumulate in any of the other 

compartments.  Dives that had most of the risk generated by the slow compartment 

(lower left corner) were either saturation dives, sub-saturation dives, or dives with long 

bottom times.  Dives that had most of the risk generated by the intermediate 

compartment (upper corner) did not fit into any particular dive classification.  However, 

they tended to be medium-duration dives (30-90 minutes in length) with decompression 

stops.   

2.4 Marginal DCS Events 

The purpose of this section will be to explore the nature and utility of marginal 

decompression (DCS) events in fitting probabilistic decompression models to 

experimental dive data.  As mentioned in Section 2.2.3, a marginal DCS event (or 

“niggles”) is described operationally by the US Navy as minor aches and pains (such as 

pain in a single joint that lasts less than 60 minutes or pain in multiple joints that lasts 

less than 30 minutes) that are of short duration and do not require recompression 

therapy (Temple et al., 1999a; Temple et al., 1999b).  It has been postulated that marginal 

DCS events are randomly occurring events that are not correlated with exposure to 

decompression; it is the purpose of this section to investigate this issue.  Many of the 

results of this section have been previously published by Howle, Weber, Vann, and 

Campbell (2009b).   
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2.4.1 Overview of Marginal DCS Events 

The principal distinction between decompression sickness (DCS, referred to as 

“full DCS” in this work) and marginal symptoms (“marginal DCS” in this work) is that 

diving medical professionals typically treat full DCS with recompression therapy, 

whereas no recompression therapy is necessary for marginal DCS (Grover et al., 2007).  

When developing and optimizing probabilistic DCS models with binomial likelihood 

functions, the outcome from empirical dive trials is grouped into two categories, full 

DCS and no DCS.  However, the outcome from the empirical trials is grouped into three 

mutually exclusive categories: full DCS, marginal DCS, and no DCS.  The issue thus 

arises how to treat marginal DCS in probabilistic DCS models.   

This problem of how to treat marginal DCS symptoms in DCS modeling was first 

explored by Weathersby et al. (1984).  Weathersby et al. (1984) considered three distinct 

possibilities: 1) treat marginal DCS as a non-event, 2) treat marginal DCS as a fraction of 

a DCS event (they used 0.5 as the fractional weighting), or 3) treat marginal DCS events 

as full DCS events.  No clear conclusion was reached by Weathersby et al. (1984) in 

regards to how to treat marginal DCS in the model, and the question of whether or not 

marginal DCS is actually related to decompression was not addressed.   

Marginal DCS received differing treatment from differing researchers in the 

years following the introduction of maximum likelihood methods into probabilistic 

decompression modeling.  In a separate work from that mentioned in the previous 
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paragraph, Weathersby et al. (1985) used a fractional weight of 0.5 for marginal DCS 

events during model optimization.  This choice of 0.5 was purely a judgment call as to 

the relative importance of marginal DCS events compared to full DCS events.  A later 

work by Weathersby et al. (1987) evaluating the role of oxygen in the development of 

DCS compared fractional weights of 0.0, 0.5, and 1.0 for marginal DCS, and no clear 

consensus was reached as to the “best” value to use for marginal DCS events.  Tikuisis et 

al. (1988) optimized two DCS models with air chamber dives used as the calibration set 

and used a fractional weight of 0.5 for marginal DCS, again a judgment call.  Two 

further works by Weathersby et al. (1990, 1992) continued this trend of using 0.5 as the 

fractional weight for marginal DCS.  Later, when developing statistically based 

decompression tables using exponential and linear-exponential gas exchange kinetics, 

Parker et al. (1992) used a fractional weight of 0.1 for marginal DCS.  The following 

explanation was provided as to the change from 0.5 to 0.1 for the weight: “In previous 

modeling…, we assigned marginal cases a numerical outcome of 0.5.  This assignment is 

functionally an implementation of the assumption that two marginal cases are as 

important as a single DCS case.  Discussions with senior medical officers indicate a 

much lower level of concern for marginal outcomes.”  After the Parker et al. (1992) paper 

was published, other researchers such as Thalmann et al. (1997) followed this lead of 

using a fractional weight of 0.1 for marginal DCS.  However, despite the body of 

research mentioned here which deals with the treatment of marginal DCS events in 
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probabilistic decompression models, there has not been any rigorous and conclusive 

investigation concerning the appropriate weight that should be assigned to marginal 

DCS events.   

The present section will focus on finding the optimal fractional weight for 

marginal DCS events when optimizing a probabilistic DCS model with a binomial 

likelihood function.  Four main areas will be investigated.  The first is whether or not 

marginal DCS events are related to decompression exposure.  The second is 

investigation of occurrence density functions and cumulative density functions for 

marginal and full DCS events to determine if the onset dynamics are similar.  The third 

is to perform data combinability tests for marginal and full DCS events to determine if 

these two categories may be combined into a single decompression model.  The fourth 

and last is to find the fractional weight that should be given to marginal DCS events in 

the optimization of probabilistic DCS models.   
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Figure 11: Decision tree and tests used in the study of marginal DCS events.   

Figure 11 shows a decision tree that will be used to investigate the four points 

mentioned in the previous paragraph.  Solid arrows indicate the path that was followed 

as a result of the tests conducted at each decision point.  These tests will be described in 

detail in the following sub-sections.  Overall, Figure 11 demonstrates the seeming 

paradox discovered in this study: although marginal DCS events are related to 

decompression exposure, their use is counterproductive in fitting probabilistic DCS 

models to dive data.   
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2.4.2 Methods Used in the Study of Marginal DCS 

2.4.2.1. Overview 

At this point, it is instructive to continue the example of the method of maximum 

likelihood from Section 2.3.1.5.  To summarize the previous results, when a toy model 

was considered where the likelihood function was formed for a trial of 10 observations 

resulting in 3 occurrences of the event, the result was ( )7 31L c c= − (Equation (2.37)).  

This likelihood function has a maximum of 0.3L = , which is the empirically expected 

probability of an event.  As mentioned previously, the likelihood suffers numerical 

difficulties when the number of trials is large, so the log likelihood is often used in its 

place.  Mathematically, this is acceptable because the log likelihood is a monotonic 

function of the likelihood, so a value that maximizes the log likelihood also maximizes 

the likelihood.  Taking the logarithm of Equation (2.37) results in: 

( ) ( )7 ln 1 3lnLL c c= − +     (2.47) 

If the derivative of Equation (2.47) with respect to c is taken and the result is 

equated to zero, the result is: 

7 3
0 7 3 3 10 3 0.3

1
c c c c

c c

− + = = − + − → = → =
−

   (2.48) 

Equation (2.48) yields the same numerical value for c as maximizing the 

likelihood.   

Now, this example may be extended to include fractional weighting.  This time, 

consider another 10-observation trial with 2 occurrences of the event and 3 occurrences 
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of the marginal event, and let marginal events be weighted as 1/3 of a full event.  By 

using a weighting of 1/3, the total number of events is 3, as 3 marginal events are 

considered to be equal to 1 full event by the 1/3 weighting.  In this case, the likelihood is 

now written as: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
3 35 2/3 72 1/3 31 1 1L c c c c c c = − − = −     (2.49) 

It is seen that Equation (2.49) is equivalent to Equation (2.37) upon simplification.  

Similarly, if the log likelihood including the marginal events is considered, the result is: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2/3 1/3
5ln 1 3ln 1 2ln 3ln 7 ln 1 3lnLL c c c c c c= − + − + + = − +  (2.50) 

Equation (2.50) is seen to be equivalent to Equation (2.47) after simplification.  

Therefore, the fractional weighting holds when the model is optimized using either the 

likelihood or the log likelihood.  The next step is to determine which weight should be 

given to marginal events.   

2.4.2.2 Calibration Data 

The dive data set that was used for this marginal DCS investigation was a US 

Navy data set consisting of air and nitrogen-oxygen dives known as “BIG292”.  BIG292 

consists of 3,322 dive exposures that resulted in 190 cases of full DCS and 110 cases of 

marginal DCS (Temple et al. 1999a, 1999b), and was collected by US, UK and Canadian 

military laboratories from 1944 to 1997.  BIG292 also contains detailed depth-time 

histories, details of gas(es) breathed and gas switches, and case reports for divers 

experiencing both full and marginal DCS.  For all 190 full DCS cases and 68 of the 110 
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marginal DCS cases, the symptom onset times were reported as previously discussed, 

i.e. 1T was defined as the last time that the diver was definitely symptom-free and 2T was 

defined as the first time that the diver was definitely symptomatic.  Symptom times 

have been shown to be useful in predicting the time-of-occurrence of DCS (Weathersby 

et al., 1992), but they were not used for this marginal DCS study because there is no 

analog for onset times for the third null model which will be discussed below.  It is not 

likely that omitting onset times will influence the conclusions as to whether or not 

marginal DCS events are related to decompression exposure and whether or not there is 

an optimal fractional weight for marginal DCS events.    

2.4.2.3 Decompression and Null Models 

The decompression model that was used as the baseline for this work to study 

marginal DCS events was the LE1 model described in Section 2.3.1.  To review, this 

model has three compartments, with one crossover pressure and one pressure threshold, 

resulting in a total of eight fitted parameters.  For purposes of testing, the 190 full DCS 

events were removed from the BIG292 data set, and then all non-events were assigned 

the weight of 0δ = , and all marginal DCS events were assigned the weight of 1δ = .  

This baseline LE1 model was compared to three null models, denoted as null1, null2, and 

null3.  A null model is rejected if the log likelihood difference test passes with a 

confidence level of 95% after accounting for the added parameters of the LE1 model.   
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 The null1 model is the first null model to be tested, and this model assumes that 

any exposure to decompression has a uniform probability of producing a marginal DCS 

event.  A consequence of this null1 model is that dive length and depth has no effect on 

the probability of experiencing marginal DCS.  For null1, the probability of a marginal 

DCS event is: 

( ) 1
1 marginal DCS 1 cP e−= −      (2.51) 

 In Equation (2.51), the subscript “1” indicates the null1 model, and the (positive) 

parameter 1c is the same for all dives.  Optimizing this null1 model on a dive data set 

which contains D observations of marginal DCS and N non-events (such that the total 

number of dives is D + N) results in a log likelihood of the null1 model of: 

( ) ( ) ( )1 1 1
1

1 1

ln 1 ln ln 1
D N

c c c

d n

LL e e D e Nc− − −

= =

= − + = − −    (2.52) 

 To find the maximum of Equation (2.52), the first derivative with respect to 1c is 

taken, and the result is ( )1 ln 1 /c D N= + .  Substituting this result into Equation (2.51) 

results in the probability of a diver experiencing marginal DCS under the null1 model of: 

1
ln 1

1 1 1
D

c N D
P e e

D N

 − + −  = − = − =
+

    (2.53) 

 Equation (2.53) is not a surprising result, as it is the empirically expected 

probability of experiencing marginal DCS.  The second derivative (Sylvester) test 

indicates that Equation (2.53) maximizes the log likelihood and is the global maximum.   
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 The second null model tested, denoted null2, assumes that there is a uniform 

probability of marginal DCS per minute of dive time.  Under null2, longer dives result in 

a higher probability of experiencing marginal DCS.  Null2 has been used as a null model 

for testing by previous researchers (Thalmann et al., 1997).  The null2 model may be 

written as: 

 ( )
2

2

1
2 marginal DCS 1

t

t

c dt

P e
− 

= −     (2.54) 

 In Equation (2.54), 2c is a hazard constant (units of inverse time), 1t is the time of 

first decompression and 2t is the right-censored time of the dive.  Since null1 and null3 do 

not allow for the use of symptom onset times, they are not used in null2.  Therefore, 2t is 

defined as 24 hours after the time of final surfacing for non-saturation dives and 48 

hours after the time of final surfacing for saturation dives.  The optimal hazard constant 

for null2 is found by substituting Equation (2.54) into the log likelihood function and 

taking the first derivative with respect to 2c , and its value is: 

( )
( ) ( )

2 2 1

2 1
2 1

1 11d

D N
d

c t t n
d n

t t
t t

e −
= =

−
= −

−
      (2.55) 

 The Sylvester test proves that the stationary point defined by Equation (2.55) is a 

maximum.   

 The final null model, null3, is designed to test the hypothesis that marginal DCS 

is related to decompression exposure versus the alternate hypothesis that marginal DCS 
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is a random event unrelated to decompression.  Full DCS events are once again 

eliminated from the data set, so only marginal DCS events and non-events are used in 

the test.  Also, in this test, marginal DCS events are graded as full events (i.e., 1δ = when 

determining the likelihood).   

 The null3 model test is performed by first removing the full DCS cases from the 

dataset, then redefining all of the marginal DCS events as non-events but keeping a 

count of the number of marginal DCS events that were re-assigned as non-events (110 

for the BIG292 data set).  Next, an equivalent number of dives corresponding to the 

original number of marginal events are selected at random from the data set (which now 

consists of non-events and marginal DCS events that were re-assigned as non-events) 

and redefined as marginal DCS events.  The LE1 model is then used to optimize this 

newly-formed sham data set with a variety of different random initial parameter values 

used.  The best outcome is selected as the optimal parameter set.  30 different sham data 

sets were formed, since it is reasonable to expect that the dives that are randomly 

selected to be marginal DCS events will heavily influence the outcome.  In order to 

compare null3 with the results from the LE1 model optimized on the real data set, the 

mean values of log likelihood from the sham data sets is used.  The average is used 

instead of the maximum because it is reasonable to expect that given enough 

generations of sham data sets, the real data set would eventually be reproduced.   
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2.4.2.4 Data Combinability 

 The log likelihood difference test for data combinability was used to test the 

combinability of the dive data containing marginal DCS events with dive data reporting 

full DCS events (Weathersby and Gerth, 2002).  This test was performed by randomly 

splitting the no-DCS dives into two groups, A and B, each containing half of the total 

number of no-DCS profiles.  Then, the full DCS profiles were added to group A and the 

marginal DCS profiles were added to group B.  Furthermore, a control group denoted as 

C was formed, and this control group contained all dives (no-DCS, marginal and full) in 

one set.  Fractional weighting was not used in this test; i.e., any DCS outcome (full or 

marginal) was denoted as an event with weight 1δ = so the data was of binary outcome.  

Since it is possible that the manner in which the no-DCS events were divided into 

groups A and B could bias the outcome, 30 realizations of groups A and B were 

generated.  Only one realization of group C was necessary since group C contains all 

available dives.   

 For each of the 30 group A and B data sets and the one group C data set, the 3-

compartment LE1 model was optimized (the LE1 model was discussed in detail in 

Section 2.3).  Five optimizations were performed on each data set using different start 

points (parameter sets) for each trial.  The final optimized parameter set producing the 

best log likelihood was selected as the best and was used in the testing for data set 

combinability.   
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2.4.2.5 Optimal Fractional Weight for Marginal DCS Events 

 A major question to be answered is whether or not there exists an optimal 

weighting δ for marginal DCS events, where 0 1δ≤ ≤ , that maximizes the log 

likelihood, therefore improving the fit of the model for a given empirical data calibration 

set.  To explore this question, a probability function similar to Equation (2.15) is 

considered: 

( )
( ) ( )

1

0 1

R

R

P DCS e

P P DCS e

−

−

= −

= − =
     (2.56) 

 In Equation (2.56), R is an arbitrary hazard function (recall that previously R was 

defined as the integrated risk, i.e. ( )r t dt ).  In order to find the optimal fractional 

weight δ , the log likelihood is written using equation (2.56), and 0δ = for profiles 

where no DCS is encountered and 1δ = for profiles that result in full DCS, which results 

in δ remaining as a variable that is to be determined.  The log likelihood is thus: 

( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

1

1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1

ln 1 ln 1 ln ln

ln 1 ln 1 1

d m m n

d m
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d m m n

D M M N
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m n
d m m n

LL e e e e
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δ δ

δ δ

−− − −

= = = =

− −

= = = =

  = − + − + − →      

= − + − − − −

   

   
 (2.57) 

 In Equation (2.57), the index d represents a case of full DCS and D is the total 

number of full DCS cases, m represents a case of marginal DCS and M is the total 

number of marginal DCS cases, and n represents a DCS-free profile and N is the total 

number of profiles that do not result in DCS.  The second line of Equation (2.57) results 

directly from the properties of logarithms.  It is also noted in Equation (2.57) that δ is 
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only associated with profiles that result in marginal DCS.  The next step is to assume 

that the risk R changes negligibly with δ , and taking the derivative of the log likelihood 

with respect to δ results in: 

( ) ( )
1

ln 1 m

M
R

m
m

LL
e R

δ
−

=

∂  = − + ∂      (2.58) 

 Equation (2.58) is monotonic; however, the two terms in the equation have 

opposite signs so no conclusions may be drawn as to whether the slope is positive or 

negative.  It is also of note that the independent variable δ has been lost.  The central 

limit theorem may be used by considering the average hazard function for the marginal 

dives.  The use of the central limit theorem does introduce a level of approximation into 

the derivation; however, it results in an equation that may be interpreted without the 

need for numeric computation.  So, if the dive data set is sufficiently large, then 

Equation (2.58) may be approximated as: 

( ) ( )ln 1 RLL
M e R

δ
−∂  ≈ − + ∂

     (2.59) 

 In Equation (2.59), the overbar notation indicates the mean value.  The 

ramifications of Equation (2.59) will be discussed in the following sub-section.   

2.4.3 Results of Marginal DCS Study 

This results section begins with a comparison between the null models discussed 

and the LE1 model.  Next, the predicted probability of marginal DCS is compared to the 

observed marginal DCS for the BIG292 data set.  The combinability of data sets is 
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explored next, and is followed by a comparison between observed density functions 

(ODFs) and cumulative density functions (CDFs) for marginal and full DCS.  Finally, the 

optimal fractional weight for marginal DCS event is derived.   

2.4.3.1 Comparison of Null Models with the LE1 Model 

 Table 3 shows the results of the comparison between the three null models and 

the LE1 model.  In Table 3, the log likelihoods of the null models and LE1 models are 

shown, along with the prediction error for each model (defined as the difference 

between the predicted and actual DCS cases), the hazard parameters for the first and 

second null models, and the number of parameters each model contains.   

Table 3: Comparison of NULL models with the LE1 model. 

 NULL 1 NULL2 NULL3 LE1 

LLmax -476.4 -447.6 -482.6 -403.4 
# of Parameters 1 1 8 8 
Prediction Error 0.00 0.18 1.8 ± 2.94 -0.02 

Hazard Parameter 0.0358 1.81e-5 N/A N/A 
 

Various conclusions may be drawn from Table 3.  First, it is seen that null2 

outperforms null1 by 28.8 log likelihood units, which, since both models contain one 

floating parameter, indicates that longer dives are more likely that uniform random 

chance to result in marginal DCS.  Next, to compare LE1 to null2, the seven additional 

degrees of freedom contained by LE1 must be accounted for.  According to the log 

likelihood difference test (see Section 2.3.1.5), it is necessary that twice of the difference 

in log likelihood between LE1 and null2 exceed the critical 2χ value of 13.9 for seven 
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degrees of freedom to obtain significance at the 95% level.  Consulting Table 3, it is seen 

that twice the difference in log likelihood between LE1 and null2 is 88.4, so it may be 

concluded that null2 is rejected in favor of LE1.   

Next, LE1 is compared to null3, which does not require accounting for a 

difference in parameters since each model has eight floating parameters.  Recall that 

null3 assumed that marginal DCS events were randomly distributed, and that the log 

likelihood reported for null3 in Table 3 is the mean of 30 sham data sets.  It is seen that 

the difference between LE1 and null3 is 79.2 log likelihood units, which leads to the 

conclusion that marginal DCS events are not random but instead are related to 

decompression exposure.   

 

Figure 12: DCS prediction error versus log likelihood for marginal DCS events 
compared to the LE1 model fitted to the marginal DCS events.   
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Figure 12 shows a comparison of the performance of the null models with that of 

the LE1 model.  In Figure 12, the DCS prediction error (defined as the number of 

predicted marginal DCS cases minus the actual number of marginal DCS cases) is 

plotted against the log likelihood.  A positive prediction error indicates over-prediction 

of the number of marginal DCS events, and vice versa.  The null3 model exhibited the 

greatest amount of prediction error of any model tested.  Also seen from the figure is the 

superior performance of the LE1 model compared to the null models.   

 

Figure 13: Observed marginal DCS event probability versus predicted 
marginal DCS event probability for the LE1 model.  A perfect model would have all 
events lying on the line of identity.   

Figure 13 shows the observed versus predicted results of the LE1 model 

optimized on the BIG292 data set with the full DCS events removed and no failure times 

used.  This comparison was made by ranking (i.e., ordering from least probability to 
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greatest probability) each dive profile in the data set by its predicted probability by the 

LE1 model, then grouping the dives into 10 bins containing 312-313 dive trials.  The total 

number of observed and predicted DCS cases were then calculated for each bin.  Figure 

13 also shows the identity line (where predicted DCS is exactly equal to observed DCS), 

the 95% confidence limits, and the 95% prediction limits.  Figure 13 again leads to the 

conclusion that marginal DCS events are correlated to exposure to decompression and 

therefore are not random occurrences of minor unrelated symptoms.   

2.4.3.2 Occurrence Density Functions (ODFs) and Cumulative Density Functions 
(CDFs) 

 ODFs and CDFs are useful tools to visualize the time course of DCS onset in a 

dive data set (Gerth and Vann, 1997; Weathersby and Gerth, 2002; Weathersby et al., 

1992).  To create the ODF, a reference time is first selected for all dives in the data set; 

this reference time is typically the time at which decompression ends (i.e., surfacing 

time).  Next, using time of symptom onset data and assuming a uniform probability of 

DCS within the onset time window (i.e., 1 2T T→ ), the ODF may be constructed where 

the ordinate is the number of DCS cases per unit time and the abscissa is the time since 

the end of final decompression.  Figure 14 shows the ODFs for the BIG292 data set.  

Since it is necessary to have time of onset information to construct the ODF, the profiles 

that resulted in marginal DCS in BIG292 that did not have symptom times reported 

were not included; therefore, Figure 14 represents the 68 marginal DCS events and 190 

full DCS events in BIG292 where symptom times were reported.  The ODFs were 
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normalized by considering the number of cases per unit time (hour) and the total 

number of occurrences of the corresponding DCS event type, therefore the area under 

each ODF curve is 1.   

 

Figure 14: Occurrence density functions (ODFs) for dive profiles resulting in 
marginal DCS and full DCS in the BIG292 data set.   

Figure 14 shows that the time at which full DCS was most likely to occur was one 

hour after the dive, whereas marginal DCS was most likely to occur two hours after the 

dive.  A Mann-Whitney rank sum test (SigmaPlot 11.0, Systat Software, San Jose, CA) 

indicated that the median values of the marginal DCS and full DCS ODFs were 

significantly different (P = 0.002).   
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Figure 15: Cumulative density functions (CDFs) for dive profiles in BIG292 
resulting in marginal and full DCS.   

Figure 15 shows the cumulative density functions (CDFs) for marginal and full 

DCS cases in the BIG292 data set.  The CDF is obtained by integrating the ODF.  The 

CDFs in Figure 15 demonstrate the difference in the onset dynamics between marginal 

and full DCS.  Marginal DCS is seen to occur later in the time interval from ~8 hours 

before to ~4 hours after a dive.  The CDFs were also found to be significantly different by 

the Mann-Whitney Rank Sum Test (P = 0.005).  The differences in the onset dynamics 

between marginal and full DCS were not explored; however, it is reasonable to expect 

that the difference in these two event types would change the dynamics of DCS model 

predictions based on what weight the marginal DCS events are given during model 

optimization.   
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2.4.3.3 Combinability of Marginal and Full DCS Dive Data 

 To summarize the procedure described in Section 2.4.2, the data combinability 

test consisted of forming three groups, A, B, and C.  Group A contained the full DCS 

profiles and one-half of the no-DCS profiles, randomly selected.  Group B consisted of 

the marginal DCS profiles and the other one-half of the no-DCS profiles that were not 

used in Group A.  Group C, the control group, included all of the dive profiles (full, 

marginal, and no DCS).  All three groups were optimized using the LE1 model with all 

events (marginal and full) being assigned a weight of 1δ = .  Since it was possible that 

the random choice of no-DCS profiles to use in Groups A and B could significantly 

influence the outcome, 30 realizations of Groups A and B were formed.  The likelihood 

ratio test was used to compare the separately optimized Groups A and B with the 

aggregate Group C, and the results are presented in Table 4.   

Table 4: Combinability test of partitioned data containing full DCS and 
marginal DCS events and data from the control group 

 # of non-
Events 

# of 
Events 

Total # of 
Dives 

# of 
Realizations

Best Log 
Likelihood 

Predicted 
Events 

Group A 1,511 190 1,701 30 -551.14 190.2 
Group B 1,511 110 1,621 30 -332.06 109.4 
Group C 3,022 300 3,322 1 -909.37 299.4 
  

 In selecting the Group A-B splitting to compare to Group C in Table 4, the Group 

A-B splitting with the best combined log likelihood was chosen as the basis of 

comparison.  An important note to be made at this point is that the best log likelihood 
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from Group A could not be combined with the best log likelihood from Group B unless 

the two groups happened to be paired (i.e., they were from the same realization of the 

data and therefore contained all 3,022 no-DCS events in the data set).  However, it 

turned out that the splitting only had a weak influence on the combined log likelihood, 

since the best log likelihood when pairing was enforced was 886.24− , whereas when 

the best log likelihood from Group A was combined with the best log likelihood from 

Group B, the combined log likelihood only slightly improved to 883.20− .   

 When considering the log likelihood ratio test for data combinability, the 

difference in log likelihood is calculated as: 

( )2 C A BLL LL LL LLΔ = − −     (2.60) 

 In Equation (2.60), the absolute value of the log likelihood from Table 4 is used.  

Referencing Table 4, it is seen that 52.3LLΔ = .  Since there are eight adjustable 

parameters in the LE1 model, when Groups A and B are taken together there are 16 total 

parameters.  So, when comparing the aggregate of Groups A and B to the results for 

Group C, there are eight additional parameters that must be accounted for.  The chi-

square test with eight degrees of freedom requires at difference in log likelihood of 15.5 

for significance at the 95% level.  Since the log likelihood difference found was 

significantly greater than this, it is concluded that the data sets from Groups A and B are 

different and therefore not combinable under this decompression model. 
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2.4.3.4 Optimal Fractional Weight for Marginal DCS Events 

 Recall that Equation (2.59) expressed the slope of the log likelihood function 

versus δ .  Setting this equal to zero gives the root, which will be shown to have special 

significance: 

( ) ( )
( )

ln 1 0

ln 1 0.5 0.693

R

R R

LL
M e R

e R e R

δ
−

− −

∂  ≈ − + = → ∂
− = → = → =

   (2.61) 

 The value of the root 0.693R = yields ( ) 0.5P DCS = when substituted into 

equation (2.56).  This leads to the conclusion that when ( ) 0.5P DCS < , the slope given 

by Equation (2.61) is negative, and the optimal fractional weight for marginal DCS 

events is 0δ = .  Recall that the weight of 0δ = implies that marginal DCS events should 

be treated as non-events in the model.  Conversely, if ( ) 0.5P DCS > , then the slope 

given by equation (2.61) is positive and the optimal fractional weight for marginal DCS 

events is 1, i.e. marginal DCS should be treated as full DCS.   
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Figure 16: Log likelihood as a function of fractional weight assigned to 
marginal DCS events.   

 Overall, this leads to an important conclusion.  For the BIG292 data set and most 

other dive data sets in existence, the mean probability of DCS is well below 0.5.  For 

example, for the BIG292 data set, even if marginal DCS events are treated as full DCS 

cases, the mean probability of DCS is ( )190 110 / 3,322 0.0903P = + = , which is much 

less than 0.5.  Converting this to the risk gives an upper limit of R of 0.0946, again much 

less than the critical R value of 0.693.  Figure 16 is a graphical depiction of this result, 

and shows that the optimal weight occurs at 0δ = .  So, marginal DCS events are best 

included in the no-DCS category if a binomial likelihood function is used to optimize the 

probabilistic DCS model.  Note that this may seem to be at odds with the previous 

conclusion that marginal DCS events are related to decompression exposure.   
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 A final note to be made at this point is that a slightly more sophisticated 

derivation of the optimal fractional weight may be made.  If the mean risk R is allowed 

to vary with δ , then the probability becomes: 

1 R D M
P e

D M N

δ− += − =
+ +

    (2.62) 

 In Equation (2.62), D is the number of full DCS cases, M is the number of 

marginal DCS events, and N is the number of non-events.  Substituting this expression 

given by Equation (2.62) into Equation (2.57) (which defines the log likelihood) and 

taking the derivative with respect to δ gives: 

( ) 1 2
2 tanh

LL D M N M
M

D M N

δ
δ

−∂ − + + − = −  ∂ + + 
   (2.63) 

 This time, the second derivative with respect to δ is nontrivial and positive, and 

is given by: 

( )2

2

LL M M
M

M N M D Mδ δ δ
∂  = + ∂ + − + 

  (2.64) 

 Next, the model requires that 0 1δ≤ ≤ , and furthermore, the hyperbolic 

arctangent function is odd symmetrical.  Referencing Equation (2.63), this therefore leads 

to the conclusion that the optimal δ is 0 if N > D (i.e., the number of non-events is 

greater than the number of full DCS cases, which is true for the vast majority of data 

sets), 1 if D > N, and may be chosen as 0 or 1 if N = D.  This is the same conclusion as 
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before, i.e. that the optimal fractional weight for marginal DCS is 0δ = for most dive 

data sets.   

2.4.4 Discussion of Marginal DCS Results 

 The objective of this marginal DCS exploration was to investigate the hypothesis 

that marginal DCS events are random noise and are not related to decompression 

exposure.  The null models explored in the previous sub-section presented a strong 

argument that marginal DCS events are related to decompression exposure.  Therefore, 

if this was the only study conducted, then one may believe that using marginal DCS 

events in fitting the parameters of a probabilistic DCS model with a binomial likelihood 

function seems justified.   

 From testing the combinability of the data containing marginal DCS events with 

data containing full DCS events, it was found that when using a binomial likelihood 

function, the data are not combinable under a single DCS model.  The ODFs (Figure 14) 

and CDFs (Figure 15) also indicated significant differences in the median values of time 

of occurrence for full DCS versus marginal DCS.   

 When deriving an expression for the optimal fractional weighting for marginal 

DCS events was attempted, it was found that no nontrivial optimal fractional weight 

δ exists.  Delving further into the matter, it was found that if the mean probability of 

marginal DCS in the dive data set used to optimize the probabilistic DCS model was less 

than 0.5, then the best choice for the fractional weight is 0δ = .  This implies that 
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marginal DCS events should be treated as non-events, which may seem counterintuitive 

in relation to the previous finding that marginal DCS events are related to 

decompression.   

 Exploring the occurrences of marginal DCS in relation to the dive types in the 

BIG292 data set gives an idea of why marginal DCS events are problematic.  In the 

BIG292 data set, marginal DCS events account for 3.3% of the total exposures.  Also, 

saturation dives account for 14.4% of the total exposures in the BIG292 data set.  

However, it is found that 55% of the marginal DCS events occurred on saturation dives.  

Therefore, if any non-zero fractional weighting is given to marginal DCS events, it will 

disproportionately increase the influence of saturation dives.   

 Another issue arises in the fact that when a non-zero fractional weight is 

assigned to marginal DCS events, the number of effective DCS cases in the entire data 

set increases (for example, using 0.1δ = , 10 marginal DCS cases will effectively add 1 

full DCS case to the data).  This means that when the model is optimized using the 

method of maximum likelihood, the parameters will adjust to different values to account 

for the marginal DCS cases in order to give the best possible match to the calibration 

data set.  Also, if the model is well-formed, the number of predicted DCS cases will be 

close to the number of observed DCS cases, which means that when marginal DCS 

events are included the mean probability of DCS will necessarily increase.  However, 

this is not immediately an undesirable result, since it implies that the dive plans 
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formulated using a model with marginal DCS events included will be more 

conservative.  However, it was noted previously that since there are problems with data 

set combinability when using full and marginal DCS and there are also differences in the 

ODFs and CDFs, the model might suffer a loss of accuracy in predicting the probability 

of full DCS.  This is certainly an undesirable outcome.   

 Overall, this study has shown that the recommended approach is to assign a zero 

fractional weight to marginal DCS events (thus treating them as non-events) when using 

binomial likelihood functions.  The issue of dive profile conservatism is best addressed 

by reconsidering the risk that is acceptable for a given dive profile.  The will allow for 

the most accurate predictions for full DCS without compromising diver safety.   

2.5 Multinomial DCS Modeling 

The DCS models discussed so far have the disadvantage that although they can 

predict the occurrence or probability of DCS for a given dive profile, they cannot predict 

the severity of DCS (mild/serious, see Section 2.2.3 for a previous discussion of DCS 

grades).  Predicting the severity of DCS for a given dive profile would be advantageous 

because it would allow for safety analysis to be performed.  In many human endeavors, 

safety, which is the freedom from risk of injury, cannot be absolutely ensured.  

Furthermore, it is not an option to simply avoid an activity with risk (such as diving, 

especially in the military), so some degree of risk must always be accepted. 
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A major motivation of this multinomial DCS modeling work is the fact that there 

are currently no DCS models in use today that predict the severity of DCS, despite the 

fact that the diving community has previously acknowledged the importance of 

categorizing the risk and severity of DCS and realized its importance in formulating 

operational protocols.  For example, the U.S. Navy has previously indicated that it is 

willing to accept a 2% probability of mild DCS whereas it is only willing to accept a 0.1% 

probability of serious DCS for a given dive profile (R.D. Vann through personal 

communication with C.A. Murray, 2000).  Therefore, the U.S. Navy is operationally 

willing to accept a higher probability of mild DCS than serious DCS, and has also 

acknowledged the importance of grading DCS by severity.  Another example is when 

Shields and Lee (1986) stated that “In considering ‘acceptability,’ one must take into 

account not only the overall incidence of DCS, but also its manifestations.  Pain-only 

limb bends, although not desirable, might be acceptable as an occupational hazard of 

diving; neurological DCS with the possibility of cumulative and perhaps permanent 

damage, is not.”  Shields and Lee (1986) further elaborate by stating that an overall DCS 

incidence of 0.5% was acceptable while “the only acceptable incidence for Type II DCS 

in an occupational situation…is zero.”  This unwillingness to accept any probability of 

serious/Type II DCS contrasts the U.S. Navy, which is willing to accept a small 

probability of serious/Type II DCS.  As a third example, Lang and Vann (1992) indicated 

that for commercial diving operations, the acceptable risk for Type I DCS is 0.02-0.1% 
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while the acceptable risk for Type II DCS is 0-0.025%.  Clearly, the decision of what risk 

to accept for a given dive is an institutional decision influenced by a variety of factors 

specific to each organization. 

The acceptable percentages of mild and serious DCS described by the U.S. Navy 

and others may refer to either the actual incidences of mild and serious DCS during 

diving or to the maximum probabilities of mild and serious DCS predicted by a DCS 

model.  Exceeding the acceptable incidences or probabilities is undesirable in either case.  

If one desires to denote separate risks for mild and serious DCS, then the probabilistic 

DCS models must be able to separately predict these risks.  This can be accomplished by 

applying multinomial probability models to empirical calibration data as opposed to the 

binomial probability models in use today.  “Multinomial” means that more than one 

probability is predicted simultaneously; for example, a trinomial model will 

simultaneously predict the probabilities of mild DCS, serious DCS and no DCS, and a 

tetranomial model will simultaneously predict the probabilities of mild DCS, serious 

DCS, marginal DCS and no DCS.   

2.5.1 Theory and Methods 

To develop a DCS modeling system that predicts the probability of DCS 

occurrence for events with differing severity, one approach would be to separately fit 

models to the different DCS types present in the calibration data.  The attraction of this 

approach is that different physiological models could be used for different severity 
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types, and furthermore, DCS models currently in existence today may be used without 

modification.  A disadvantage of this approach is the risk of over-fitting the models by 

using events that do not occur often in the calibration dataset (for example, 

cardiopulmonary manifestations).  Over-fitting means that the calibration dataset might 

not possess a sufficient number of events to justify the number of free parameters in the 

model.  In addition, this approach can result in measurement bias due to the fact that 

this methodology does not allow for the interplay between the probabilities (i.e., 

competitive vs. hierarchical) of different DCS types. 

In this section, a simpler approach to the problem of modeling DCS severity will 

be described.  A framework will be developed that may be applied to many DCS models 

currently in existence, which will allow for the model to be fit to DCS events of differing 

severity simultaneously.  This approach is advantageous because only a single 

additional free parameter is needed for each additional type of DCS severity.  In 

developing this framework, it is necessary to develop the connection between the 

model’s competing (predicted) and hierarchical (observed) probabilities.  While this 

approach does not, in the present work, allow for the model dynamics to vary between 

the events of different severity, it does allow for the fitting to DCS events that do not 

occur often in the dataset and allows for a rigorous study of fit improvement with the 

added parameters. 
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2.5.1.1 Calibration Data Set and DCS Descriptions 

The BIG292 dataset (Temple et al., 1999a, 1999b) as discussed in Section 2.4.2 was 

used as the calibration dataset.  To review, this dataset contains 3,322 air and 

2 2N O− exposures that encompass a variety of depths and durations.  Symptom case 

histories and onset time data are available in this dataset.   

The DCS event severity descriptions as described in Section 2.2.3 (especially see 

Figure 2) will be used in this section.  Briefly, DCS manifestations may be grouped by 

the “Perceived Severity Index” (PSI), which is a scale ranging from PSI 1 to PSI 6, where 

PSI 1 (serious neurological) is the most severe and PSI 6 (constitutional) is the most mild.  

Furthermore, groups may be formed based off of the PSI.  The two grouping systems 

that will be discussed here are Type I/II and Type A/B.  Type I/II defines Type I as PSI = 

4-6 and Type II as PSI = 1-3; therefore, Type II DCS is more severe than Type I.  Type A/B 

defines Type B as PSI = 1 and 2 and Type A as PSI = 4-6, with Type B being more severe 

than Type A.  The difference between Type I/II and Type A/B is that Type A/B does not 

consider mild neurological symptoms (PSI = 3) to be as much of a concern, therefore 

they are grouped with the less severe symptoms classified as PSI = 4-6.  Relating the 

common terms of “mild” and “serious” DCS to these two classification systems results 

in “serious” DCS being defined as Type B or Type II (depending on the system used) 

and “mild” DCS being defined as Type A or Type I.   
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The Type A/B classification will mainly be used in this work.  According to this 

definition, BIG292 has 20 Type B cases and 170 Type A cases (in contrast, BIG292 has 152 

Type I symptoms and 38 Type II symptoms).  However, since Type I/II definitions are 

also in common use, the consequences of using this definition will be explored as well, 

and it will be seen that the classification scheme used will have important ramifications 

for operations diving exposure limits.   

2.5.1.2 Trinomial and Tetranomial DCS Models 

To review material from previous sections, Weathersby et al. (1984), Thalmann et 

al. (1997), and others treated DCS as a binomial process (no-DCS, DCS) with the 

probability of developing DCS defined as (compare to Equations (2.15) and (2.16)): 

   1 G R
DCSP e−= −

 
       (2.65) 

and the probability of not developing DCS defined as 

     0 1 G R
DCSP P e−= − =

 
      (2.66) 

In Equations (2.65) and (2.66), as before, G


 is a vector of gain parameters and R


 

is a hazard vector containing the compartmental risk information.  By definition, the 

binomial model is only able to predict the probability of (any type of) DCS (i.e., not 

graded) and the subsequent probability of not experiencing DCS. 

Next, the trinomial model will be defined.  The trinomial model will be capable 

of predicting three different probabilities simultaneously: the probability of mild DCS, 

the probability of serious DCS, and the probability of no DCS.  Marginal DCS events are 
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treated as non-events (no DCS) in the trinomial model.  The trinomial model definition 

introduced here scales the probability of serious DCS from that of mild DCS using a 

scale factor a  so that: 

    
( )1

1

a G Rc
s

c G R
m

P e

P e

−

−

= −

= −

 


 


      (2.67) 

In Equation (2.67), the superscript indicates that these expressions are 

competitive probabilities and the subscript denotes the mild or serious state.  The choice 

of which event is scaled by the additional parameter, a , is arbitrary.  However, it is to be 

expected that the convergence of the model parameters will be improved if the 

additional parameter is added to the least frequently occurring event, which is serious 

DCS in this work.   

Next, the tetranomial model is defined.  The tetranomial model will be able to 

predict four different probabilities simultaneously: the probability of mild DCS, the 

probability of serious DCS, the probability of marginal DCS, and the probability of no 

DCS.  The competitive probabilities for serious, mild and marginal (niggles) DCS are 

given by: 
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      (2.68) 

In Equation (2.68), b is a second parameter that scales the probability of marginal 

DCS from mild DCS and a  scales the probability of serious from mild DCS as before.  
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Other definitions for the competitive probabilities are possible; the definitions used here 

offer the advantage that one (trinomial) or two (tetranomial) additional parameters 

allow the same DCS model to distinguish between marginal, mild, and serious DCS.  

Note that this formulation does not allow for the time of symptom onset to vary 

between the different events, although it is expected that this method could be extended 

to allow different dynamics for different event severities. 

2.5.1.3 Competitive and Hierarchical Probabilities 

Priority is given to the most serious DCS manifestations when the DCS outcomes 

are graded.  For example, if a diver experiences symptoms indicative of both serious and 

mild DCS, then the diver is reported as experiencing serious DCS only.  The result of 

this reporting of a single outcome from a multinomial process is that the joint 

probability that a diver experiences multiple symptoms from the observations is 

removed, which creates a hierarchical system.  In the work considered here, the 

hierarchy is that serious DCS takes precedence over mild DCS which takes precedence 

over niggles.  So, the hierarchical probability of mild DCS must be multiplied by the 

probability of the diver not experiencing serious DCS and so on.  In order to write the 

hierarchical probabilities compactly, the following shorthand notation is introduced: 

   G Reξ −=
 
       (2.69) 

so that  
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      (2.70) 

In using this shorthand notation, the mathematics of exponents and logarithms 

apply as usual.  The hierarchical probabilities, in terms of the competitive probabilities, 

may be written as:  
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   (2.71) 

The respective probabilities of the non-event state for the trinomial and 

tetranomial models are: 

   1
0, 1h h h a

s mtriP P P ξ += − − =      (2.72) 

and 

   0,

1 2 2 1 2 2 1

1h h h h
s m ntet

a a a a a b a b a b

P P P P

ξ ξ ξ ξ ξ ξ ξ+ + + + + +

= − − −

= − + + − + − +
   (2.73) 

For both the trinomial and tetranomial models, the sum of the probabilities of the 

events and the non-events sums up to 1, as is required. 
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Figure 17: Probabilities of DCS events of differing severity with increasing 
value of hazard function in the hierarchical model, a = 0.25, b = 0.75.  Due to the fact 
that serious DCS masks both mild and marginal DCS, the probability of observing 
mild and marginal DCS decreases as the probability of serious DCS increases.   

The distinction between the competitive and hierarchical probabilities is subtle 

but important.  The hierarchical probabilities are reported (observed) and the 

competitive probabilities are computed by Equation (2.67) or Equation (2.68).  A plot of 

the hierarchical probabilities as a function of the hazard function for a single tissue is 

shown in Figure 17 for 0.25a = and 0.75b = .  These values of scale parameters are 

reasonably realistic for the Type I/II splitting of mild and serious events.  It is observed 

from Figure 17 that all event probabilities first increase.  Then, as the probability of 

serious DCS increases, the hierarchical probability of mild DCS decreases.  Also shown 
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in the figure is that the hierarchical probability of marginal DCS is reduced by increasing 

probabilities of both mild and serious DCS.  

2.5.1.4 Multinomial Likelihood Functions 

The adjustable parameters for the binomial, trinomial, and tetranomial models 

are optimized through the same method of log likelihood maximization as discussed 

previously (Weathersby et al., 1984).  However, due to the different definitions of DCS 

probability for the different models, the statements of log likelihood are different for the 

different models.  For the binomial problem, the log likelihood is (compare to equation 

(2.34)):  

   ( )1

, ,2
1

ln 1
N

D i D i
i

LL P P
δ δ−

=

 
  

= −     (2.74) 

In Equation (2.74), ,D iP is the probability of DCS on dive profile i of the data set 

and 1δ =  if the dive resulted in DCS and 0δ = otherwise.  Fractional weighting of 

marginal DCS events is not considered for either the binomial or trinomial models.  For 

the trinomial model, the log likelihood expression is:  

   ( ) ( ) ( )1

3 , , , ,
1

ln 1
N

h h h h
m i s i m i s i

i

LL P P P P
μ σ μ σ− −

=

 = − −       (2.75) 

In Equation (2.75), 0μ σ= = for no-DCS, 1, 0μ σ= = for mild DCS and 0, 1μ σ= =  

for serious DCS.  As a result of a previous finding that the optimal weighting for 

marginal DCS in a binomial model is zero (i.e., as non-events) (Howle, Weber, et al., 
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2009b), the trinomial model groups the marginal DCS profiles with the non-event 

profiles.  The log likelihood expression for the tetranomial model is:  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1

4 , , , , , ,
1

ln 1
N

h h h h h h
n i m i s i n i m i s i

i

LL P P P P P P
ν μ σ ν μ σ− − −

=

 = − − −               (2.76) 

In Equation (2.76), the Greek parameters are defined as follows: 

1, 0 for serious DCS

1, 0 for mild DCS

1, 0 for marginal DCS

0   for no DCS

σ μ ν
μ σ ν
ν σ μ
σ μ ν

= = =
= = =
= = =
= = =

   (2.77) 

2.5.1.5 Cox Proportional Hazards Model 

The Cox Proportional Hazards model (also known as the Cox PH model) was 

used to analyze a set of dive data to demonstrate the capabilities and limitations of this 

relatively simple model.  The Cox PH model was chosen because it is a well-known and 

popular mathematical model for analyzing survival data, and it was implemented in 

SAS version 9.2.     

The Cox PH model is typically written as (Kleinbaum and Klein, 2005) 

 ( ) ( ) 1
0,

p

i i
i

X

h t X h t e
β

=


=


 (2.78) 

In the above equation, the hazard ( ),h t X


for an individual at any time t  is given 

as a function of a vector of explanatory variables X


, estimated model coefficients 

, 1, 2,...i i pβ = (where p is the total number of explanatory variables), and a baseline 

hazard ( )0h t .  The Cox PH model is semiparametric because the baseline hazard is 
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unspecified, which is a basis of its popularity since the Cox PH model will approximate 

parametric models such as the exponential and Weibull models.  Even though the 

baseline hazard is unspecified, it is still possible to estimate the iβ through the method 

of partial likelihood which allows for a measure of effect (via the hazard or risk ratio) of 

the explanatory variable of interest.  Another advantage of the Cox PH model is that it 

allows for the consideration of competing risks.  The limitation of the Cox PH model is 

that it will only give the influence of explanatory variables on the survival time; it 

cannot be used to predict the probability of DCS for a given dive profile as the more 

advanced probabilistic model can.    

The Cox PH model was applied to the BIG292 data set, with each dive profile 

containing three indicators.  The first was the dive outcome (no DCS, serious DCS or 

mild DCS).  The second was survival time, which was defined as ( 2T - Time of First 

Decompression) for dive profiles with a DCS outcome and (Censoring Time – Time of 

First Decompression) otherwise.  The third indicator was the probability of an event, 

P(E), for the dive profile as calculated by the LE1nt model.  The Cox PH model was used 

to determine the influence of P(E) on the survival time, and to test for any differences in 

this influence between mild and serious DCS.  Three separate analyses were made with 

the Cox PH model.  The first considered the influence of P(E) on survival time when 

mild and serious DCS were viewed as equivalent.  The second test considered the 

influence P(E) on survival time using only mild DCS cases as events and serious DCS 
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cases as censored observations.  The third considered the influence of P(E) on survival 

time using only serious DCS cases as events with mild DCS treated as censored 

observations.  

2.5.2 Results 

In the results sub-subsections to follow, an examination will be made of the 

model fit parameters and predictions between the various models, to include 

comparison with experimental data.  Next, a study of DCS event probability shifts 

between the models and the DCS cumulative density functions will be explored.  The 

results section will conclude with the findings from the Cox PH model.   

2.5.2.1 Model Fits 

The model parameters along with 95% confidence intervals determined by the 

optimization system for all models are given in Table 5.  For the trinomial versus the 

binomial model, it is seen that the compartmental time constants ( 1 3k − ) are nearly 

identical.  The end effect of this is that the compartmental gain parameters ( 1 3g − ) are 

driven to smaller values by the optimizers due to the fact that there are fewer events in 

the mild DCS category with the trinomial model.  Said another way, due to the fact that 

when the full DCS events are broken down into sub-categories of mild and serious DCS, 

the sub-categories must have smaller probabilities since they occur less often in the data 

set.   
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Table 5: Parameter values and 95% confidence intervals for the binomial, 
trinomial and tetranomial variants of the LE1 model.   

 Binomial Trinomial Tetranomial 

1k  (min) 1.593 ± 0.280 1.593 ± 0.284 1.542 ± 0.254 

2k  (min) 184.1 ± 21.37 184.7 ± 21.84 233.4 ± 26.58 

3k  (min) 535.7 ± 94.14 535.5 ± 94.36 748.3 ± 229.6 

1g  (min-1) 3.290E-3 ± 1.275E-3 2.947E-3 ± 1.150E-3 1.982E-3 ± 7.739E-4 

2g  (min-1) 3.908E-4 ± 9.733E-5 3.508E-4 ± 8.959E-5 4.348E-4 ± 9.507E-5 

3g  (min-1) 2.727E-4 ± 9.767E-5 2.443E-4 ± 8.808E-5 1.803E-4 ± 9.564E-5 

1PXO  (fsw) ∞ ∞ ∞ 

2PXO  (fsw) 0.259 ± 0.054 0.260 ± 0.064 0.312 ± 0.055 

3PXO  (fsw) ∞    ∞ ∞ 

a     - 0.116 ± 0.0275 0.116 ± 0.0275 
b     -    - 0.667 ± 0.0817 
LL  -978.76 -1042.66 -1572.74 

 

With regards to the tetranomial model, Table 5 shows that there is a large shift in 

the intermediate 2k and slow 3k tissue time constants when compared to the trinomial or 

binomial models.  Another feature of note with regards to the tetranomial parameter 

values is that the 95% confidence interval on the slow tissue time constant is wider (31%, 

half width) than for the binomial or trinomial models (17%, half width).  Compared to 

other fits using the same class of models with other data sets published previously 

(Howle, Weber, and Vann, 2009a), the 95% confidence intervals for the LE1 class of DCS 

models listed in Table 5 are similar in range.   
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2.5.2.2 Model Predictions on Data 

The number of observed DCS cases along with the number of predicted DCS 

cases for each data set that makes up the entire BIG292 data set is shown in Table 6.  The 

BIG292 dataset consists of single air, repetitive and multilevel air, single non-air, 

repetitive and multilevel non-air, and saturation dives.  The data show the number of 

marginal, mild and serious DCS cases contained in each data set.  Note that the total 

number of DCS cases does not include any fractional-weighted marginal cases (only 

mild and serious cases are included in the total).  For each data set, the number of cases 

as predicted by the binomial, trinomial, and tetranomial models is also shown, and the 

95% confidence band in the total number of predicted cases in the BIG292 dataset is also 

shown.  In comparing the predictions of the binomial to the trinomial model, it is seen 

that the number of predicted cases for the binomial model is equal to the number of mild 

plus serious cases for the trinomial model. 
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Table 6: DCS occurrences and binomial, trinomial, and tetranomial model 
predictions for the BIG292 data set 

Predicted Decompression Sickness Observed Decompression Sickness 
Binomial Trinomial Tetranomial 

Dataset 

Exposures Marginal Mild Serious Total Total Mild Serious Marginal Mild Serious 
Single Air 
EDU885A 483 0 27 3 30 25.6 22.9 2.7 13.6 21.3 2.6 
DC4W 244 4 7 1 8 5.4 4.9 0.6 2.7 4.1 0.5 
SUBX87 58 0 0 2 2 0.6 0.5 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.0 
NMRNSW 91 5 4 1 5 6.2 5.5 0.7 3.2 5.1 0.6 
PASA 72 2 4 1 5 3.1 2.8 0.3 1.7 2.6 0.3 
NSM6HR 57 2 3 0 3 4.7 4.2 0.5 2.6 4.2 0.5 
Repetitive and Multilevel (Air) 
EDU885AR 182 0 11 0 11 10.8 9.7 1.2 5.4 8.5 1.0 
DC4WR 12 0 3 0 3 0.8 0.7 0.1 0.4 0.7 0.1 
PARA 135 3 6 1 7 9.8 8.7 1.1 5.0 8.0 1.0 
PAMLA 236 12 9 4 13 19.2 17.1 2.1 10.5 16.7 2.0 
Single (Non-Air) 
NRM8697 477 18 9 2 11 18.5 16.5 2.0 9.6 14.9 1.8 
EDU 885M 81 0 4 0 4 3.4 3.0 0.4 1.8 2.8 0.3 
EDU1180S 120 0 9 1 10 7.5 6.7 0.8 4.0 6.3 0.8 
Repetitive and Multilevel (Non-Air) 
EDU184 239 0 11 0 11 14.3 12.7 1.5 7.4 11.7 1.4 
PAMLOAD 134 0 5 1 6 8.0 7.2 0.9 4.8 7.6 0.9 
PAMLOAS 140 3 5 0 5 7.1 6.3 0.8 3.9 6.1 0.7 
EDU885S 94 0 4 0 4 4.6 4.2 0.5 2.5 4.0 0.5 
Saturation 
ASATEDU 120 27 11 2 13 10.4 9.3 1.1 7.5 12.4 1.5 
ASATNMR 50 0 1 0 1 3.6 3.2 0.4 2.3 3.7 0.5 
ASATNSM 132 21 18 0 18 14.2 12.7 1.6 9.8 16.6 2.1 
ASATARE 165 13 19 1 20 12.6 11.2 1.4 8.9 14.4 1.8 
TOTAL 3322 110 170 20 190 190.4 ± 

28.5 
169.9 
± 
23.6 

20.5 ± 
8.9 

170.9 ± 
19.4 

171.8 
± 
23.7 

20.8 ± 
9.0 

 

For comparing the predicted output from the tetranomial model and trinomial 

models, the sum square error (SSE) between the predicted and observed results is useful.  

The same comparison could be made for both the mild and serious DCS cases, but the 

focus will be on the mild DCS cases only.  For the single air dives shown in Table 6, the 

trinomial and tetranomial models produced the respective SSEs 26.6 and 45.6.  For this 

category of dives the trinomial model gives predictions closer to the observations than 
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the tetranomial model.  For the repetitive and multilevel air dives, both models are 

comparable with SSEs of 79.9 (trinomial) and 75.8 (tetranomial).  For the single non-air 

dives, the trinomial model has the greatest SSE with 62.5 versus 43.5.  In the repetitive 

and multilevel non-air dive category, the respective SSEs for the trinomial and 

tetranomial models are 9.5 versus 8.5.  The trinomial model gives a far greater SSE for 

the saturation dives than the tetranomial model with SSEs of 96.7 (trinomial) and 32.4 

(tetranomial).  From these results, the qualitative observation may be made that the 

tetranomial model seems to do a better job at predicting the outcomes for saturation 

dives than the trinomial model but this improvement comes at the expense of 

performing worse on single air dives.  It is expected that the difference in the number of 

predicted mild DCS cases, particularly for the saturation dives, is due to the longer time 

constants for the intermediate and slow tissue compartments of the tetranomial model. 
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Figure 18: Trinomial model predicted probability of DCS versus observed 
probability of DCS.  The graph was generated by sorting the mild (serious) profiles 
into ten (five) bins, each bin containing the same number of observed DCS cases.  The 
predicted and observed probabilities of DCS were then calculated for each bin.  The 
data are shown together with a linear fit (gray long day 2 0.69mildr = , 2 0.37seriousr = ) and 
the 95% confidence (black, long dash) and 95% prediction (black, short dash) bands. 

In Figure 18, the predicted probability of DCS is plotted against the observed 

probability of DCS for the trinomial model.  These results were generated by sorting the 

entire dive data set by predicted DCS probability into ten (mild) or five (serious) bins 

with each bin containing an equal number of observed DCS events.  The data points 

shown in Figure 18 are the number of serious DCS cases (triangles) and mild DCS cases 

(circles), expressed as a probability, for all of the dive profiles in that bin.  Also shown in 

the figure is the line of identity, where all data points would fall onto the line of identity 
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for a perfect model.   The gray dashed lines correspond to linear fits of the observed DCS 

to predicted DCS ( 2 0.69mildr = , 2 0.37seriousr = ).  The 95% confidence bands are shown by 

black, long-dashed lines while the 95% prediction bands are shown by black, short-

dashed lines.  Figure 18 shows that the trinomial version of the LE1 model reasonably 

predicts both the serious and mild DCS trends but there remains considerable 

opportunity for improvement in the predictive performance of the underlying DCS 

model.   

 

Figure 19: Tetranomial model predicted probability of DCS versus observed 
probability of DCS.  These points were generated by sorting the marginal and mild 
profiles into ten bins and the serious profiles into five bins.  The predicted and 
observed probabilities of DCS were then calculated for each bin.  The marginal DCS 
data exhibits considerable scatter.   
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Figure 19 shows the regression fit for the tetranomial model.  This plot was 

generated by grouping the dives into ten (five) bins for mild (serious) DCS with each bin 

containing an equal number of mild (serious) DCS events.  For each bin, the mean 

probability of the corresponding event type was calculated.  The line of identity in the 

figure is indicated by the solid black line. The marginal, mild, and serious DCS events 

are shown by the respective symbols squares, circles, and triangles.  For perfect model 

agreement, all the symbols would fall on the line of identity.  The 95% confidence and 

prediction limits are not presented in Figure 19 to minimize clutter in the graph.  As 

with the trinomial model fit (Figure 18), there is considerable scatter.  The tetranomial 

model exhibits greater scatter than the trinomial model when comparing the predicted 

probabilities to the observed occurrences of DCS in the BIG292 dataset.  The most 

striking feature shown in Figure 19 is the extremely poor prediction for marginal DCS. 

2.5.2.3 Probability Shift Plots 

The shift in the predicted probabilities of the DCS events between the binomial 

and trinomial models is shown in Figure 20.  This shift plot shows the probabilities of 

no-DCS, mild DCS and serious DCS as calculated by the binomial and trinomial models 

along with the line of identity.  The probability of DCS under the binomial model is 

plotted on the abscissa and the probability of DCS or no-DCS under the trinomial model 

for that same dive profile is plotted on the ordinate.  Thus, a point that falls below the 

line of identity has a lower probability of the predicted event under the trinomial model 
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than under the binomial model.  As the figure shows, both the mild and serious DCS 

event types have a lower predicted probability under the trinomial model than under 

the binomial model.  This is consistent with what should be expected from the trinomial 

grading of the dive data. 

 

Figure 20: Binomial to trinomial probability shift plot.  For the dive profiles 
that result in DCS, the binomial predicted probability is compared to the predicted 
DCS probability from the trinomial model.  If a point falls below the line of identity, 
the trinomial model predicts a lower probability of the corresponding event on that 
dive profile.  

Another feature of the predicted probabilities, shown in Figure 20, is the tight 

correlation of the predicted probabilities as indicated by the lack of scatter about a 

straight line that could be drawn through the points for each event type.  This could be 

anticipated by the fact that the optimized model parameters, reported in Table 5, are 
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nearly identical for both the binomial and trinomial models.  If straight lines are fit to the 

mild and serious event predicted probability points shown in the figure, the mild DCS 

line has a slope of 0.894 ( 2 0.999r > ) and the serious DCS line has a slope of 0.109 

( 2 0.999r > ).  The slopes are useful for qualitatively understanding the probability 

reduction in going from the binomial to the trinomial model.  For example, given a 

predicted probability of binomial DCS, the probability of trinomial mild DCS is 

approximately 89.4% of this binomial value and the probability of trinomial serious DCS 

is approximately 10.9% of this binomial value.  

 

Figure 21: Shift plot for binomial to tetranomial comparison for mild DCS 
events (circles) and serious DCS events (triangles).  The dive profile corresponding to 
a point falling above (below) the line of identity (solid, black curve) has an increased 
(decreased) probability of DCS as predicted by the tetranomial model than as 
predicted by the binomial model.  
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In contrast to the parameter shift plot between the binomial and trinomial 

models, the parameter shift plot between the tetranomial and binomial models shows 

considerable scatter.  These results are shown graphically in Figure 21.  Only the mild 

and serious DCS profiles are shown in this figure (the marginal DCS events are not 

included because there is no analog for these events in the binomial model).  

Additionally, the no-DCS events are not included on this plot to reduce clutter.  The line 

of identity is shown as a solid black line in the figure.  A point shown below this line 

corresponds to a profile resulting in a lower probability of DCS under the tetranomial 

model than under the binomial model.  Conversely, a point above the line of identity 

shows an increased probability of DCS under the tetranomial model.   Note that all 

serious DCS events have a lower predicted probability of DCS under the tetranomial 

model than they do under the binomial model.   

For the mild DCS events, 27 of 170 profiles had a greater predicted probability of 

DCS under the tetranomial model than under the binomial model.  The increased 

probability of some mild DCS events is most likely due to the shift in tissue time 

constant values for the intermediate and slow tissue compartments in the optimized 

tetranomial model.  An examination of these 27 dive profiles reveals that all profiles are 

saturation dives with 11 of the profiles residing in the asatare data set, 11 profiles 

residing in the asatedu data set, and 8 profiles residing in the asatnsm data set.   
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2.5.2.4 Trinomial and Tetranomial CDFs 

The cumulative density function (CDF) is a useful tool that allows for 

comparison of DCS symptom onset times.  Figure 22 shows the CDF for the trinomial 

model.  Due to the fact that the present hierarchical models in use simply scale the event 

probabilities and do not allow the dynamics of DCS to vary from one severity category 

to the next, the CDF indicates that all model predictions collapse onto the same curve 

(dashed black line).  This contrasts with the observed mild (solid black line) and serious 

(solid gray line) DCS cumulative probabilities, which are shown to be different from 

approximately 15 to 3 hours before surfacing and also from approximately 3 hours after 

surfacing onward (in both cases, the observed cumulative probability of serious DCS is 

less than that of mild DCS).   
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Figure 22: Trinomial cumulative density function (CDF) for serious (grey, solid 
curve) and mild (black, solid curve) DCS.  The CDF for predicted mild and serious 
DCS falls on the same curve.   

The trinomial model does the best job of predicting cumulative probability from 

time of surfacing to approximately 3 hours after surfacing.  Before surfacing, the model 

is seen to significantly under-predict the cumulative probability of DCS; whereas after 

approximately 3 hours after surfacing, the model is seen to over-predict the cumulative 

probability of DCS.  Said another way, the model predicts that more of the DCS events 

of all types occur after surfacing than the data indicates. 
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Figure 23: Cumulative density function (CDF) for the tetranomial model.   

As with the trinomial model, the cumulative density function (CDF) for the 

tetranomial model, shown in Figure 23, indicates that all model predictions collapsed 

onto the same curve due to the fact that the dynamics of DCS do not vary from one 

severity category to the next.  This is again seen to disagree with the experimental data, 

where mild, serious, and marginal DCS all have different CDF curves.  The model 

predictions in the cumulative density plot are shown by the dash-dot-dot curve while 

the most likely DCS event type, mild DCS, is shown by the solid curve.  The respective 

marginal DCS and serious DCS events are indicated by the solid gray and dashed black 

curves.  A notable trend shown in this plot is that the LE1 model tends to under-predict 

the cumulative probability of DCS for times well before final surfacing and tends to 
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over-predict the cumulative probability of DCS for times well after final surfacing, 

which was also true for the trinomial model. 

2.5.2.5 Cox PH Model 

When mild and serious DCS cases were treated as equivalent, the Cox PH model 

found that P(E) was highly correlated with survival time ( 0.0001P < ), the likelihood 

was 2898.341, the hazard ratio was 6534.081 and the parameter estimate was 

8.78479β = .  The positive value of β  indicates that a higher P(E) is correlated with an 

increased hazard of failure.  When mild DCS was considered separately with serious 

DCS treated as censored, P(E) was still found to be highly correlated with survival time 

( 0.0001P < ), the likelihood was 2600.993, the hazard ratio increased to 13070.69, and the 

parameter estimate was 9.47813β = .  When serious DCS was considered separately 

with mild DCS treated as censored, P(E) was not found to be correlated with survival 

time, the likelihood was 296.369 and the parameter estimate was 2.23544β = .  The data 

output for serious DCS only likely suffered from the relatively small number of 

observations of serious DCS in the data set (20 cases out of 3322 total dives), which 

resulted in a large standard error for the parameter.   

The coefficients are seen to vary between the three different cases.  However, this 

could be a result of random variation instead of actual significance.  To test the 

hypothesis of whether the coefficients are equal across event types, a likelihood ratio test 

is performed.  The sum of the likelihoods for the second and third cases is 2897.362, 
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which differs from the likelihood for the first case by 0.979 units.  Since the second and 

third cases each estimate one parameter for a total of two parameters and the first case 

estimates one parameter, there is a difference of one parameter, which means that the 

chi-square test with one degree of freedom will test the hypothesis.  For significance at 

the 0.05 level, the likelihood test must result in a difference of at least 3.84 units, which is 

clearly not the case here (3.84>0.979).  Therefore, the hypothesis that the coefficients are 

equal across all event types (mild and serious DCS) must be accepted. 

2.5.3 Discussion 

The simple hierarchical scaling explored here has shown that there are many 

consequences and benefits to including multinomial DCS outcomes in a model.  The 

main advantage is the ability to predict DCS symptoms by severity, as binomial models 

in use today are only able to predict occurrence and are not able to grade the DCS 

events.  Due to the difficulties in forming equivalent log likelihoods between the 

trinomial/tetranomial model and the binomial model, exact quantitative comparisons 

could not be made.  However, qualitative results and comparisons could be made, and 

the results indicate that the trinomial model outperforms the tetranomial model.  This 

fact is consistent with an earlier finding (Howle, Weber, et al., 2009b) that marginal DCS 

events are not combinable with full DCS events, at least under the LE1 model, which 

caused the performance of the tetranomial model to suffer.  Another fact from this 

earlier finding was that the log likelihood is maximized when marginal DCS events are 
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included in the no-DCS category (Howle, Weber, et al., 2009b), which explains why the 

tetranomial model, which includes marginal DCS events, does not seem to be as good of 

a choice as the trinomial model.  

Another interesting feature of including the marginal DCS events in the model fit 

is that the solution optimizes to the long time-constant attractor for the tetranomial 

model as opposed to the short time-constant attractor for the binomial and trinomial 

models.  Evidence of this long time-constant attractor was also found in earlier model 

optimizations by other research groups.  For example, Parker et al. (1992) optimized 

versions of the EE1 and LE1 models using three and four parallel tissue compartments.  

The fourth tissue compartment had a time constant that was longer than 1000 minutes 

and had a cross-over pressure slightly greater than 30 fsw. This combined with the gain 

on the fourth tissue compartment resulted in a large increase of the predicted probability 

of DCS for saturation dives.  Parker et al. (1992) found that the fourth tissue 

compartment accumulated risk for only eight saturation dive profiles out of their entire 

dataset of 2383 exposures. Although they found that the addition of the fourth tissue 

compartment was statistically justified, there were too few saturation dives 

accumulating risk in the fourth compartment, which resulted in parameter uncertainties 

for this compartment that were unacceptably large. 

If the marginal DCS events found in the BIG292 dataset are analyzed, it is found 

that 61 of the 110 marginal events occurred on saturation dives with the remainder 
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occurring on dives involving exercise.  The predominant marginal symptom for the 

saturation dives was fatigue followed by minor joint pain.  Since approximately one half 

of the dives that resulted in marginal DCS occurred on saturation dives, it is reasonable 

to expect that this is a contributing factor in the present finding of a long time constant 

optimal solution attractor.  Even though the present LE1 model has been optimized on 

the BIG292 dataset by other researchers, the fractional weighting of marginal events by 

counting 10 marginal events as one full DCS event might have prevented these other 

researchers from finding the long time-constant attractor. 

In Section 2.5.1, it was noted that the current U.S. Navy guidance for acceptable 

risk of DCS occurrence for any given dive is 2% for “mild” DCS and 0.1% for “serious” 

DCS, a 20:1 ratio.  This contrasts with the actual prevalence of “mild” and “serious” DCS 

events in the BIG292 dataset.  To elaborate, in the BIG292 dataset using the Type I/II 

definition, there are 152 “mild” DCS events and 38 “serious” DCS events; a 4:1 ratio.  

The disparity between the 20:1 ratio of accepted DCS and the 4:1 ratio of actual 

occurrence in the dive data has implications for predicting the severity of “mild” and 

“serious: DCS.  These implications may be explored by considering the air no-

decompression (NoD) limits in the USN 2008 Dive Manual.  In Figure 24, the published 

U.S. Navy air no-decompression limits are given as a function of depth using hexagons 

on the plot.  The solid black line on this plot is the 2% DCS probability line for the 

binomial model as predicted by the LE1 model.  Note that the 2% binomial limit over-
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predicts the available bottom time for the deeper dives and under-predicts the available 

bottom time for the shallower dives when compared to the NoD limits.  If the output 

from the trinomial model is plotted, it is seen that the reduced probability of predicted 

“mild” DCS results in a longer allowable bottom time for the same 2% probability limit, 

which is indicated by the black curve in Figure 24.  However, when the 0.1% limit for 

“serious” DCS is plotted, a vastly decreased allowable bottom time for all depths is 

found.  The end result is that if a given dive must be within acceptable risk limits for 

both “mild” (2%) and “serious” (0.1%) DCS in accordance with the previous analysis, 

the no-decompression exposures will be restricted to the limits for “serious” DCS. 
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Figure 24: US Navy air no-decompression limit and model predictions.  The 
symbols indicate the bottom depth in feet versus the no-decompression limit in 
minutes. 

The previous analysis identified Type II DCS as “serious” and Type I DCS as 

“mild” with a 4:1 ratio of Type I to Type II cases.  Defining Type II DCS as “serious” is 

flawed, however, since some Type II cases only have subjective manifestations that, as 

discussed earlier (Howle, Weber, et al., 2009b), do not appear to be “serious” and are not 

part of the Navy definitions of acceptable DCS limits.  Type B DCS, which does not 

include subjective manifestations, is a more reasonable definition of “serious” DCS 

(Figure 2) with a ratio of Type A to Type B cases of 8.5:1 rather than 4:1 as for Type I and 

II.  One must be certain that “serious” DCS cases in the calibration data are truly 
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“serious” to avoid overly restrictive diving limits as in Figure 24.  While Type B DCS 

meets this requirement better than Type II DCS, the case descriptions provided by 

Temple et al. (1999a, 1999b) from which Figure 2 was derived do not provide sufficient 

information about therapy that might reject some of the 20 Type B cases as “mild” rather 

than “serious.”  Differentiation of “mild” from “serious” DCS is a challenge that is 

discussed elsewhere (Vann, Denoble, Howle, Weber, et al., 2009).   

The practical importance of inaccurate identification of “serious” cases can be 

illustrated by comparing the 60 fsw (18 msw) no-decompression bottom times for 

“mild” and “serious” DCS based on Type I/II (Figure 24) as opposed to Type A/B cases. 

For Type I/II, the dive times are 61 min for the 2% “mild” limit and 14 min for the 0.1% 

“serious” limit.  In contrast, Type A/B requires dive times of 56 min for the 2% limit and 

30 min for the 0.1% limit.  Knowledge of the true ratio of “mild” to “serious” cases is 

essential for application of different acceptable DCS limits according to severity.  This 

will require a larger dataset than BIG292 which is used here and more complete DCS 

case descriptions to facilitate accurate selection of “serious” cases. 

In concluding this section, it should be noted that the present hierarchical 

framework is not specific to a particular dive model but rather is general.  The simple 

hierarchical scaling allows for the rigorous connection of events of differing severity and 

should be considered only the very first step in developing models that account for DCS 

event severity.  An important next step which was not considered in this work is to 
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allow the dynamics of DCS onset, risk accumulation, and perhaps even model structure 

to vary among the event types.  If the event severity models can be connected with 

parameters in such a way that the models are nested, then the present hierarchical 

framework will allow for a rigorous connection between the models and, therefore, a 

rigorous test of whether changes in the model structure and additional parameters are 

statistically justified. 
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3. Comparative Hydrodynamics of Cetacean Flippers 

3.1 Overview 

Swimming performance for all species of aquatic vertebrates depends on the 

animal’s control surfaces.  Flippers, along with flukes and fins, are one of the principal 

control surfaces of cetaceans (whales, dolphins and porpoises) due to their anterior of 

the center of mass position and three-degree of freedom mobility.  Cetaceans in general 

are characterized by a number of common features such as being streamlined and 

elongated and lacking external hindlimbs (Thewissen, 1998).  The two suborders of 

cetaceans are the Odontoceti (odontocetes, or toothed whales) and the Mysticeti 

(mysticetes, or baleen whales).  Cetacean flippers are used to stabilize the body during 

swimming, and also contribute to a variety of underwater maneuvers including 

surfacing, paddling, lateral turning, rolling, diving and braking (Fish, 2000; Fish, 2002; 

Fish and Battle, 2005; Fish and Lauder, 2006; Woodward et al., 2006; Cooper et al., 2008).   

Flippers evolved for aquatic use from the pectoral limbs of terrestrial animals, 

which occurred after the cetaceans moved from the terrestrial to the aquatic 

environment in the Eocene epoch (Thewissen, 1998; Fish, 2004; Cooper et al., 2008).  The 

morphology of flippers evolved to meet the requirements of the cetaceans with respect 

to aquatic locomotion.  When the cross-section of a typical cetacean flipper is analyzed, it 

is found to be remarkably similar to that of a modern engineered air/hydrofoil, with a 

rounded leading edge and a sharp trailing edge (see Figure 25) (Fish, 2004; Miklosovic et 
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al., 2004; Johari et al., 2007; Cooper et al., 2008).  Cetacean flippers occur in a wide variety 

of planforms and sizes.  For example, the killer whale (Orcinus orca) has a short, 

rounded, paddle-like flipper that has a large surface area relative to the body, the sperm 

whale has a flipper that is small in relation to the rest of the body, while the humpback 

whale (Megaptera novaeangliae) has a long, tapering tip planform with leading edge 

tubercles that may be as much as a third of the body’s length.  The ecology of the 

cetaceans is associated with the variation of morphology of their flippers (Fish and 

Battle, 2005; Woodward et al., 2006; Cooper et al., 2008).   

 

Figure 25: Cross-sectional profiles from the mid-span of cetacean flippers 
obtained from CT scans.  From upper left: Balaenoptera physalus, Balaenoptera 
borealis, Balaenoptera acutorostrata.  From lower left: Physeter macrocephalus, 
Orcinus orca.   

Foraging is one function that has placed significant evolutionary pressure on to 

geometry of cetacean flippers.  The baleen whales feed by engulfing large volumes of 

water and prey then expelling the water out through the baleen, trapping the prey in the 

inner surface of the baleen plates (Pivorunas, 1979).  Previous research has shown that 

the flippers of minke whales (Balaenoptera acutorostrata) are used to trim the body during 

feeding maneuvers (Cooper et al., 2008).  The flippers of the odontocetes also play a 
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major role during feeding by aiding in turning and stabilizing the animal during high-

speed maneuvers while chasing prey (Fish, 2002).  Cetaceans in the Mysticeti family are 

able to move their flippers over a wide range of motion and even press them against 

their bodies.  In contrast, flippers of the cetaceans in the Odontoceti family are more 

restricted in mobility (Howell, 1930).   

Cetacean flipper planforms have been extensively catalogued through field 

observations and also through biological samples obtained from deceased animals.  

However, there are few studies in existence that analyze the hydrodynamic 

characteristics of cetacean flippers.  The first investigation of the hydrodynamic 

characteristics of cetacean control surfaces examined the pressure distribution around 

the cross-sections of dolphin flukes and dorsal fins (Lang, 1966).  More recently, 

Miklosovic et al. (2004; 2007) created an idealized model of a humpback while flipper 

and tested it in a wind tunnel to determine the lift, drag, and stall characteristics.  Their 

results showed that the model emulating the prominent leading edge tubercles of the 

humpback whale flipper displayed superior aerodynamic performance compared to a 

baseline model with a similar planform and cross-sectional geometry but lacking 

tubercles.  Cooper et al. (2008) tested the hydrodynamic performance of a minke whale 

(Balaenoptera acutorostrata) flipper made from a cast of a real flipper, and found that the 

flipper of the minke whale was shown to generate sufficient lift and torque to stabilize 

the body during maneuvers associated with baleen whale engulfment feeding.   
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The rest of this chapter will be comprised of several sections.  The overall goal of 

this chapter is to determine the basic steady hydrodynamic characteristics of exact 

replicas of different cetacean species in a controlled environment.  It was especially 

important that the three-dimensional models of the cetacean flippers be as close in 

geometry to the actual animal as possible.  With this in mind, the first two sections will 

be devoted to describing the experimental and numerical tools that will be used to 

conduct this study.  The next section will describe results pertaining to odontocete 

cetacean flippers.  After that, a study of the hydrodynamics of large cetacean flippers 

will be explored.  Next, a comparison between real flippers and idealized versions of 

these real flippers will be presented to explore the effects of the idealization process.  

Finally, the chapter will conclude with a numerical evaluation of the effects of sinusoidal 

leading edges.   

3.2 Experimental Methods 

The primary experimental method used in this investigation of cetacean flippers 

was water tunnel testing.  Since the author’s Master’s thesis focused heavily on the 

experimental methods used to obtain the flipper data (Weber, 2008), the reader will 

often be referred to this Master’s thesis for further detail.  However, the essential points 

necessary to make this current dissertation as self-contained as possible will be repeated 

here.   
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3.2.1 Background Theory and Similitude 

Water was the working fluid for this experimental work, and since the flow 

speeds were low (Mach Number much less than 0.3) and the temperature variations 

were not significant, water could be modeled as an incompressible fluid with the three-

dimensional continuity equation (Shaughnessy et al., 2005): 

0
u v w

U
x y z

∂ ∂ ∂∇ ⋅ = = + +
∂ ∂ ∂


    (3.1) 

In Equation (3.1), u, v, and w, are the x-, y-, and z- components of the velocity 

vector U


.  Since the fluid is incompressible and the water tunnel walls are impermeable 

(i.e., no fluid passes through them), the integral form of the continuity equation leads to 

the useful relation of the product of the average velocity and the area being constant at 

any point in the tunnel: 

ConstantUA =      (3.2) 

For a viscous, incompressible, Newtonian fluid (such as the water in the water 

tunnel in this work), the well-known Navier-Stokes equations take the form: 

2DU
p g U

Dt
ρ ρ μ= −∇ + + ∇

 
    (3.3) 

In Equation (3.3), ρ is the fluid density, p is the pressure, μ is the dynamic 

velocity, g


is the gravity vector, t indicates time, the capital D indicates the substantial 

derivative and U


is once again the velocity vector.  There are many excellent texts that 

derive the Navier-Stokes equations, such as Batchelor (1967), Acheson (1990), Fox and 
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McDonald (1999) and Shaughnessy et al. (2005), so the derivation will not be repeated 

here.  The Navier-Stokes equations form the basis of the numerical methods that will be 

described in Section 3.3.  For the present discussion of the experimental methods, some 

useful relations may be obtained by assuming frictionless flow.  In frictionless flow, the 

viscosity is assumed to be zero (i.e., 0μ = ) such that the Navier-Stokes equations 

become the well-known Euler equations: 

DU
p g

Dt
ρ ρ= −∇ +




     (3.4) 

In Equation (3.4), all variables are the same as in Equation (3.3).  In making the 

assumption of inviscid flow to obtain Equation (3.4), one must realize that the 

assumption is not valid in the area immediately near the flipper being tested, nor is it 

valid near the walls.  However, it is a good approximation for the rest of the flow field.  

Another useful equation that may be derived is the Bernoulli equation, which is 

obtained by integrating Equation (3.4) along a streamline assuming steady, inviscid, 

incompressible flow: 

2

Constant
2

p U
gz

ρ
+ + =     (3.5) 

Equation (3.5) is valid along a streamline, unless the flow is wholly irrotational in 

which case it is valid everywhere (not the case for this work).  Equation (3.5) is the basis 

of how the Pitot tube is used to calculate water tunnel flow speed.  When a Pitot tube is 

inserted into the flow, the total stagnation pressure 0p and the static pressure 1p is read, 
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and the pressure difference ( )0 1p p− is known as the head.  The change in elevation at 

the Pitot tube is assumed to be negligible.  So, using Equation (3.5), and realizing that the 

flow velocity is zero at the point where the stagnation pressure 0p is measured, the 

water tunnel speed at the point where the Pitot tube is inserted may be written: 

( )0 12 p p
U

ρ
−

=      (3.6) 

In order for Equation (3.6) to be valid, the Pitot tube must be relatively small in 

size, and it must also be located at a point in the flow that is far away from both the 

flipper and the walls in order to uphold the inviscid flow assumption.   

The hydrodynamic forces of interest that were measured in this work were the 

lift force and the drag force.  The lift force is defined as the force that is perpendicular to 

the freestream, and the drag force is defined as the force that is parallel to the freestream 

(Shaughnessy et al., 2005).  Figure 26 shows the coordinate system that was used in this 

work.  The coordinate system was constrained by the fact that the directions of the x- 

and y-forces (denoted by xF and yF in Figure 26) were pre-set by the load cell and could 

not be changed.  Therefore, the experimental apparatus was constructed to 

accommodate these pre-set directions. 
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Figure 26: Coordinate system used for measurement of lift and drag forces.   

Referencing Figure 26, with the angle of attack α (which is the angle that the 

chord line makes with the freestream velocity) being known, the x- and y-forces xF and 

yF may be converted to lift and drag forces LF and DF via the Euler matrix: 

cos sin

sin cos
x L

y D

F F

F F

α α
α α

−     
=    

    
   (3.7) 

The measured lift and drag forces may be used to calculate the coefficients of lift 

and drag, which are defined as (Anderson, 2001): 

,
,

21
2

L D
L D

F
C

U Aρ
=     (3.8) 

When testing scale models in a water (or wind) tunnel, similitude must be 

considered in order for the experimental results for the scale model to be directly 

translatable to the full-size counterpart.  There are three types of similarity: geometric 

similarity, kinematic similarity, and dynamic similarity (Fox and McDonald, 1999).  
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Geometric similarity refers to the fact that the model and the prototype must have the 

same geometry; e.g., for the flipper models, the ratio of length versus height for the 

model and the real flipper must be exactly equal.  Kinematic similarity refers to the 

requirement that the flows around the model and the prototype must be equal; e.g., 

pathlines must have the same pattern around the model and the prototype, and the 

velocity fields of the model and prototype must be related by a scale factor.  Dynamic 

similarity refers to the requirement that the forces on both the model and the prototype 

must be equal to within a scale factor.   

Geometric similarity was ensured by the model construction process, discussed 

in Section 3.2.3.  The Buckingham Pi Theorem (Fox and McDonald, 1999) is the method 

by which kinematic and dynamic similarity are ensured.  Similarity theory states that if 

the dimensionless Reynolds Number (Re) is matched between the model and the 

prototype, then similarity will be ensured.  In this work, the Reynolds Number is 

defined as: 

Re
UC

ν
=       (3.9) 

In Equation 3.9, U is taken as the freestream velocity, C is the mean aerodynamic 

chord and ν is the kinematic viscosity.  Other choices could have theoretically been 

made for the reference velocity and the reference length, but the ones used here are the 

most natural for this work.   
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For the flipper models studied in this work, testing was conducted at two 

different water tunnel speeds, which were determined by setting the flipper Re equal to 

250,000 and setting the animal swim speed equal to 2 m/s.  The flipper Re of 250,000 was 

chosen to ensure that low-speed fluid dynamic phenomena such as boundary layer 

detachment and reattachment would not have to be considered.  The animal swim speed 

of 2 m/s testing speed was chosen because field observations and data have confirmed 

that all animals from which models were made are known to be able to swim at this 

speed (Fish and Rohr, 1999).  Note that since flippers are used for flow control and not 

propulsion, the flow speed over the flipper is equal to the animal swim speed.  

Limitations of the water tunnel and load cell also contributed to the choice of 250,000 at 

the Re match speed and 2 m/s as the animal swim match speed.  For example, if the Re 

or swim speed match was chosen at a value that was too low, then the load cell would 

have difficulty resolving the small forces that would result.  If the Re or swim speed 

match was chosen at a value that was too high, then the load cell and/or water tunnel 

capabilities could possibly be exceeded.   

When determining the water tunnel testing speed for the flipper Re of 250,000, 

Equation (3.9) is used in the following manner: 

model model
model animal

model

model
model

model

Re Re 250,000

250,000

U C

U
C

ν
ν

= = = →

⋅=
   (3.10) 
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Using the Re of 250,000 as in Equation (3.10) has two principal advantages.  First, 

the testing speed is determined entirely by parameters for the model which are known 

(since Cmay be directly measured from the model and ν is known from the water 

temperature in the tunnel).  Second, explicitly choosing a Re offsets the fact that swim 

speed data for some of the animals being tested is not well established in the biological 

literature; for example, swim speeds for Delphinus delphis in the wild range from 

1.7 13.9− m/s (Fish and Rohr, 1999). 

To determine the water tunnel testing speed for an animal swim speed of 2 m/s, 

Equation (3.9) is used in the following manner: 

( )

animal animal model model
model animal

animal model

animal animal model animal model
model

animal model model animal

Re Re

2 m/s

U C U C

U C C
U

C C

ν ν

ν ν
ν ν

= = = →

  
= =   

  

  (3.11) 

In equation (3.11), it is seen that the model testing speed modelU is determined by 

two ratios.  The first ratio is the ratio of the chord of the real animal flipper to the chord 

of the model ( animal

model

C

C
).  This ratio is known for all flippers because the model chord and 

the chord of the real flipper from which the model was made are both known.  From this 

first ratio, it is seen that the water tunnel testing speed for the model is increased if the 

model is smaller than the real flipper (which is true for large whales such as the Sei 

Whale and Sperm Whale), and vice versa.  The second ratio is the ratio of the kinematic 
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viscosity of the water in the water tunnel to that of the animal in the wild ( model

animal

ν
ν

).  For 

water, kinematic viscosity decreases as the temperature increases (Shaughnessy et al., 

2005).  The water temperature in the tunnel during testing averaged 68F, so if the 

animal being tested tends to swim in water that is significantly colder than this (for 

example, a cetacean typically found in arctic waters), then the water tunnel testing speed 

is increased.  Equation (3.11) implies that if a model being tested in the tunnel is smaller 

than its real animal flipper counterpart and is from a species that swims in arctic waters, 

then the water tunnel testing speed can be significantly greater than 2 m/s.   

3.2.2 Experimental Apparatus 

The experimental apparatus used for this flipper research may be divided into 

two major parts: the water tunnel itself and the experimental testing rig (which includes 

the testing stand and the associated data acquisition equipment).  The experimental 

testing rig (along with all of the flipper models) had to be custom-built for this work.   

The experiments were conducted in the closed circuit water tunnel facility at the 

United States Naval Academy (USNA) Hydromechanics Laboratory.  This recirculating 

water tunnel has a 40 cm x 40 cm square test section that is 1.8 m in length.  The top 

tunnel speed is in excess of 6 m/s.  There are various flow management devices 

integrated into the tunnel, including turning vanes in the tunnel corners and a 

honeycomb flow straightener in the settling chamber.  The settling chamber/test section 

area ratio is 20:1.  The freestream turbulence intensity in the tunnel has been measured 
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as ~0.5% (Schultz and Flack, 2003).  Further details concerning the water tunnel may be 

found in Schultz and Flack (2003; 2005).   

The experimental testing rig was custom designed for this experiment as no 

work of this nature had been conducted previously.  In designing the rig, many factors 

had to be taken into account, such as its geometry being compatible with the water 

tunnel test section, ability of the rig to withstand repeated, long-term exposure to water, 

ease of mounting and switching out various flipper models, being able to hold the load 

cell/block gauges in a known configuration, and ease of changing the angle of attack.  

The testing stand was designed in SolidWorks (SolidWorks 2007, Dassault Systèmes 

SolidWorks Corp., Concord, MA) and its parts were fabricated in the Duke and USNA 

machine shops.  Figure 27 shows a picture of the testing stand mounted in the USNA 

water tunnel test section.  For more details about the testing stand, see Weber (2008).   
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Figure 27: USNA water tunnel test section and experimental test stand with 
flipper model mounted.   

Multiple pieces of hardware were integrated with the testing stand in order to 

obtain the necessary flipper data.  The main pieces of hardware were the Pitot tube, 

angle transducer, load cell/block gauge, and the data acquisition system.   

The Pitot tube that was used to measure the water tunnel testing speed was 

previously installed in the water tunnel by the USNA Hydromechanics Laboratory 

technicians.  The Pitot tube outputs a voltage pV which may be converted to the water 

tunnel speed using the following equation: 

2

12
p

tunnel
p

gV
U

m
=      (3.12) 
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In Equation (3.12), g is the acceleration of gravity ( 232.2 /ft s ) and pm is the slope 

of the Pitot tube calibration curve (which is given in Volts/inch, so the factor of 12 in the 

denominator converts to feet).  The slope of the Pitot tube calibration curve was 

determined using a least-squares fit.   

The angle transducer used was a Bourns model 3500S-2-502L rotary transducer 

with a variable resistance of 5000 ohms.  The rotary arm of the transducer was connected 

to the angle plate so that a change in the angle of attack α would result in a change in 

the voltage output to the data acquisition system.  It was also found that a 

200 Fμ capacitor had to be connected in series with the angle transducer to even out 

spikes in the voltage.   

Two different pieces of hardware were used to measure hydrodynamic forces, a 

load cell and a block gauge.  Use of the load cell versus the block gauge depended upon 

the water tunnel testing speed.  The load cell was more accurate, but the block gauge 

was able to measure higher absolute forces that would damage the load cell.  So, for 

higher water tunnel testing speeds (generally above 4 m/s), the block gauge was used in 

favor of the load cell, and vice versa. 

The load cell used for these experiments was the Advanced Mechanical 

Technology, Inc. (AMTI, Watertown, MA) Dynamometer Model UDW3-6-1000, which is 

specifically designed for underwater use.  The load cell could withstand 500 lb. of 

horizontal (x- or y-) force and 1000 lbs. of vertical force; however, the limiting factor was 
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the moment as it could only withstand 500 in-lb in the vertical direction and 1000 in-lb in 

the horizontal direction.  An AMTI MSA-6 Strain Gauge Amplifier was used to acquire 

the voltages that were output by the load cell and transferred them to the data 

acquisition system.   

The block gauges used were Modular-Force (Block) Gage Models HI-M-2 

(Hydronautics, Inc., Fluton, MD).  The block gauges were calibrated by the USNA 

Hydromechanics Laboratory technicians, and the calibration curves allowed for direct 

conversion from voltage to force.   

The data acquisition system was a National Instruments high-performance M 

Series multifunction USB-6259 BNC DAQ Pad (National Instruments, Austin, TX).  This 

DAQ pad was used to read the voltages from the load cell/block gauges, Pitot tube and 

angle transducer.  The DAQ pad was specifically designed to interface with LabVIEW 

version 8.0 (National Instruments, Austin, TX).  A program was written in LabVIEW to 

acquire the voltages from the DAQ pad at set intervals and output the voltages to a file 

along with other information such as water temperature and sampling rate.  An 

additional program was written in C#.NET (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA) to 

read in the voltage data file generated by LabVIEW and calculate the forces (load cell or 

block gauge) / speeds (Pitot tube) / angles (angle transducer) from the data.  The C#.NET 

program also output the results of the calculations to a spreadsheet for future use.   
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To conclude this sub-section, the reader is encouraged to consult Weber (2008) if 

more details concerning the experimental rig, hardware or software are desired.   

3.2.3 Flipper Model Construction 

One of the primary goals of this experiment was to model the actual cetacean 

flippers as accurately as possible.  In order to achieve this goal, Computed Tomography 

(CT) scans of actual cetacean flippers were used to construct geometrically accurate 

models.  Figure 28 summarizes the flipper construction process; the construction process 

is summarized below but is described in much greater detail in Weber (2008).   

Flipper specimens were removed post mortem (label 1, Figure 28) in an ethical 

manner from deceased animals using a variety of sources, including: 1) Smithsonian 

Institution, Washington, DC; 2) The New Jersey Marine Mammal Stranding Center, 

Brigantine, NJ; 3) Mystic Aquarium, Mystic, CT; 4) Riverhead Aquarium and Research 

Foundation, Riverhead, NY; 5) Virginia Aquarium and Marine Science Center, Virginia 

Beach, VA.  The author was not involved with specimen collection.  After removal, the 

flippers were stored frozen (between 10− C and 19− C).  CT scans were performed 

using a variety of machines (Siemens Somaton Sensation; Toshiba Aquilion 16; Siemens 

Volume Zoom; Siemens Somaton Emotion; Siemens Somaton SP; and Toshiba Aquilion 

64) at a variety of locations (Mount Sinai Medical Center, New York, NY; Woods Hole 

Oceanographic Institution Ocean Imaging Center, Woods Hole, MA; St. Joseph Hospital, 

Eureka, CA; and the Mad River Community Hospital, Arcata, CA).  CT data were 
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acquired at 100 μm intervals for the entire span of the flipper (distal tip to anterior 

insertion of flipper with body).  All images were provided as a 512 x 512 matrix DICOM 

(Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine) output.  Figure 25 shows an 

example of images of cetacean flippers obtained from CT scanning.  Further details 

about the CT scanning may be found in papers by Marino et al. (2003) and Fish et al. 

(2007).   

 

Figure 28: Flipper construction process.  1) CT scan of flipper specimen is 
taken, 2) C#.NET program process CT data, 3) Flipper rendering in SolidWorks, 4) 
Final model construction.  
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After CT data was obtained in DICOM format, a custom-written computer 

program in C#.NET was used to read and analyze the data (label 2, Figure 28).  The 

C#.NET program served two purposes.  The first was to scale the DICOM images 

appropriately and to output pertinent data such as flipper length/height and mean 

aerodynamic chord.  Due to the limitations of the water tunnel, the models of the 

cetacean flippers had to be scaled to no more than 8 inches in span and 10 inches in total 

projected length in the chordwise direction (i.e., distance in the chordwise direction 

between the forwardmost point on the flipper and the rearmost point on the flipper, 

which is not necessarily equal to the maximum chord).  The second was to create loft 

lines that were readable by SolidWorks.   

The next step in the construction process was to render the three-dimensional 

flipper model in SolidWorks (label 3, Figure 28) using the loft line data from the C#.NET 

program.  Surface fairing that was obviously caused by the CT process (i.e., not naturally 

occurring on the flipper) was also corrected at this time.  A hole in which to place the 

mounting shaft was also created in the SolidWorks model.  The quarter-chord was the 

desired shaft placement point, although this was not possible for all models due to the 

flipper geometry.  Once the flipper model in SolidWorks was found to be satisfactory, it 

was saved in .STL format.   

The final step in the construction process was to create the flipper model using 

the three-dimensional printer (3D Systems SinterStation HiQ Series SLS System, 3D 
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Systems, Rock Hill, SC, USA) at the United States Naval Academy (label 4, Figure 28).  

The USNA printer creates nylon models of the flippers, and is able to produce a large 

number of models quickly.  Once the flipper was created in the 3D printer, the shaft was 

secured to the model with epoxy.  The flipper was then coated with DuratecTM surface 

primer (product code NJ 707-002) and sanded to remove surface imperfections.   

3.2.4 Experimental Error and Finite Tunnel Corrections 

3.2.4.1 Experimental Error 

In order to determine the experimental error, the procedure in Fox and 

McDonald (1999, Appendix F) was followed.  The first step in this error analysis is to 

determine the sources of individual error in the experiment, which are errors that only 

depend on one factor.  The primary sources of individual error, along with their 

associated relative uncertainties, are: 1) uncertainties in the voltage readout from the 

Pitot tube ( 14.3%± , decreases as tunnel speed increases), 2) error in the Pitot tube 

calibration curve ( 0.112%± ), 3) uncertainties in the thermometer temperature 

( 1.47%± ), 4) uncertainties in tabulated data for density and kinematic viscosity 

( 1.0%± ), 5) uncertainties in the length measurements of the models ( 2.36%± ), 6) 

uncertainties in the load cell ( 0.2%± )/block gauge ( 0.25%± ), and 7) uncertainties in the 

DAQ pad ( 0.0015%± ).  As an example of how these individual errors were determined, 

consider the thermometer, which has temperature increments of 1F which means that 

the maximum expected error from reading the temperature is 1± F.  So, since the 
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average observed temperature in the water tunnel was 68F, this means that the relative 

uncertainty in reading the temperature was 
1 F

0.0147 1.47%
68 FTu = ± = ± = ±


 .   

Once the individual errors are known they may be used to calculate errors for 

quantities that depend on them (Fox and McDonald, 1999), namely the error in the water 

tunnel testing speed, the error in the Reynolds Number, and the error in the lift/drag 

coefficients.  For example, to determine the error in the water tunnel testing speed, 

which depends on the errors of the water tunnel voltage and the slope of the Pitot tube 

calibration curve, Equation (3.12) is used to form the uncertainty as follows: 

1/ 22 2

1/ 22 2
1 1

0.0715 7.15%
2 2

tunnel p p

p p

p ptunnel tunnel
U V m

tunnel p tunnel p

V m

V mU U
u u u

U V U m

u u

    ∂ ∂ = ± +   ∂ ∂        

    = ± + − = ± = ±         

  (3.13) 

 In Equation (3.13), tunnelU is defined by Equation (3.12), with all other terms that 

appear in Equation (3.13) being the same as in Equation (3.12).  Equation (3.13) implies 

that the uncertainty due to the voltage readout (
pV

u ) dominates the error.  In fact, if the 

water tunnel speed is increased to a value that corresponds to 0.3 V, then the uncertainty 

improves to 1.67%, and if the water tunnel speed is further increased to one that 

corresponds to 1.0 V, then the uncertainty improves to 0.5%.   

 The maximum value of the error in the Reynolds Number (which depends on the 

individual errors of the water tunnel testing speed, the length measurements of the 
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models, and the tabulated values of kinematic viscosity) was found to be 7.72%± , 

although for the large whale flippers considered in Section 3.5, the high water tunnel 

speeds improved this error to 3.2%± .  Similarly, the maximum error in the lift and drag 

coefficients (which depends on the individual errors of the load cell/block gauge, 

tabulated vales of density, water tunnel testing speed and length measurements of the  

models) was found to be 15.0%± , but for the large whale flippers in Section 3.5 the high 

tunnel speeds again reduced the maximum error to 6.7%± .   

3.2.4.2 Finite Water Tunnel Corrections 

 One of the factors that must be taken into account when conducting testing in a 

water tunnel (or wind tunnel) is the fact that the presence of the walls causes the fluid 

dynamic flow to be altered from that of a true freestream.  Fortunately, there are 

engineering methods that are available to correct for the presence of the walls.  The two 

factors caused by a finite tunnel that were corrected for in this experiment were tunnel 

blockage and the presence of walls.  The methods that were used to correct for these two 

factors are attributable to Barlow et al. (1999).   

 The first factor, tunnel blockage, is caused by the fact that the water tunnel walls 

confine the flow.  Due to the continuity equation (Equation (3.2)), in the vicinity of the 

model, the effective area decreases so the water velocity must increase (since UA= 

Constant, so decreasing the area due to the presence of the model increases the average 

velocity).  The overall effect of tunnel blockage is that the experimentally measured 
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values of velocity (and therefore dynamic pressure) are higher than what would be 

present in a true freestream.  Larger models produce more tunnel blockage, and vice 

versa.  

 Tunnel blockage corrections are determined by calculating the tunnel blockage 

factor bε : 

1 1
3/ 2b

k Volume

C

τε =      (3.14) 

 The terms in Equation (3.14) are defined as follows: 

1k = Body shape factor given by Figure 10.2 in Barlow et al. (1999), which depends upon 

airfoil series (assumed to be 4-digit) and thickness ratio 

1τ = Empirical factor given by Figure 10.3 in Barlow et al. (1999) 

Volume = Volume of the flipper model 

C = Test section area (1.722 ft2 for the USNA water tunnel) 

 Once the tunnel blockage factor bε is determined, the velocity U and dynamic 

pressure q may be corrected as follows: 

( )
( )2

1

1

corrected measured b

corrected actual b

U U

q q

ε

ε

= +

= +
    (3.15) 

 After correcting the dynamic pressure via Equation (3.15), the lift coefficient may 

now be fully corrected by using the corrected value of dynamic pressure.  However, the 

corrected angle of attack must be calculated to correspond to this corrected lift 
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coefficient (that is to say, if one corrects the lift coefficient, it is also necessary to correct 

angle of attack).  Also, at this point, the drag coefficient must be partially corrected using 

the corrected value of dynamic pressure from Equation (3.15).   

Correcting the angle of attack and also the drag coefficient involve calculating a 

boundary correction factor δ from Figure 10.17 of Barlow et al. (1999).  δ depends on the 

flipper model aspect ratio, taper ratio, span, and planform area, and also on the tunnel 

width, height, and depth.  Once the boundary correction factor is calculated, the change 

in the angle of attack and the change in the drag coefficient are calculated as: 

( ) ,

2
,

57.3 L corrected

D L corrected

A
C

C
A

C C
C

δα

δ

Δ =

Δ =
    (3.16) 

 In Equation (3.16), the factor of 57.3 is a conversion from radians to degrees (so it 

is not necessary if one is measuring the angle in radians), A is the planform area of the 

flipper, and C is the same as in Equation (3.14).  The final, corrected values of the angle 

of attack and the drag coefficient are then calculated from the factors given in Equation 

(3.16) as: 

, ,

corrected measured

D corrected D partially corrected DC C C

α α α= + Δ
= + Δ

   (3.17) 

 In Equation (3.17), ,D partially correctedC refers to the drag coefficient that was partially 

corrected by applying the updated value of dynamic pressure from Equation (3.15).   
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3.3 Computational Methods 

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is a powerful tool in engineering, 

especially with the advent and continual development of the modern computer.  CFD 

has both advantages and disadvantages when compared to experimental methods.  In 

this work, a synergy will be sought between CFD and experimentation, with each 

method being used to complement the other. 

The advantages and disadvantages of CFD will now be briefly discussed.  One 

advantage of CFD over experimentation is cost in terms of both time and money.  For 

example, experiments often require specialized equipment (such as water tunnels and 

data acquisition equipment) which may not be available to researchers due to cost.  

However, CFD simply requires a computer and an appropriate code.  Experiments can 

often be very time-consuming in terms of actual man-hours, especially in terms of set-

up, whereas CFD does require time in terms of simulation set-up but it is usually much 

less than the time required for experiments.    

Another advantage of CFD is the ease of testing different configurations.  For 

example, if the geometry of a part is to be changed, this often only requires a minor 

modification to the CFD code, whereas to change the model experimentally would 

involve building and testing a new model (again, this is time-consuming).   

A third advantage of CFD is the ability to extrapolate results which may not be 

able to be determined experimentally.  An example of this related to this cetacean flipper 
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work is the simulation of the fluid dynamics of large cetacean flippers.  Due to scaling 

requirements, large cetacean flippers are bounded in the water tunnel speed at which 

they may be tested due to cavitation concerns (since water tunnel testing speed increases 

as the scale decreases).  However, cetacean flippers may be tested using CFD methods at 

full-scale without concerns of reaching the cavitation regime (assuming, of course, that 

the value of flow speed in the simulation is reasonable for the animal and not artificially 

high).   

CFD does of course have disadvantages.  Arguably the most marked 

disadvantage of using CFD is that the results obtained may not be accurate.  There are 

many factors which may contribute to inaccuracy in CFD codes.  One such factor is the 

fact that CFD uses engineering equations (such as the Navier-Stokes equations, Equation 

(3.3)) to model the fluid flow.  However, these model equations either may not be 

relevant to the problem at hand or may not capture enough of the relevant physics to 

result in a satisfactory answer.  Also, CFD methods often suffer from numeric 

inaccuracies and numeric instabilities (Chung, 2002), so care must be taken in the 

solution procedure.  A third factor that can contribute to inaccuracy in CFD codes is that 

approximations must often be introduced into the solution procedure.  This is most 

evident in the modeling of turbulence, where turbulence models such as the one-

equation Spalart-Allmaras or two-equation k ε− models are used to close the fluid 

dynamic equations (Tannehill et al., 1997).  These turbulence models attempt to model 
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the complex phenomena of turbulence in a manner that may be solved numerically, 

which can often lead to inaccuracies in the final result.  A feature of the work presented 

here is that the CFD results are compared to the experimental results, which directly 

answers the question as to whether or not the CFD results are accurate.  One other point 

to be made here is that experimentation often times has the advantage of not requiring 

simplifying assumptions, although as mentioned previously care must be taken to 

ensure similitude if model scaling is used.   

Another disadvantage of CFD is that a large amount of computer memory is 

often required to solve the problem.  The memory required increases as the size of the 

CFD mesh increases, and large meshes are often required to obtain an accurate solution.  

Large meshes also increase the amount of computer time required to solve the problem.   

In this work, two CFD codes will be used, SolidWorks Flow Simulation 

(previously known as COSMOS FloWorks, a package integrated with SolidWorks, 

Dassault Systèmes SolidWorks Corp.) and STAR-CCM+ (version 3.02.003, CD-Adapco).  

Both of these codes solve the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes equations using the 

finite volume method (Ferziger and Perić, 2002).  Each one of these CFD codes has 

advantages and disadvantages which will be discussed in the subsequent sub-sections.   

3.3.1 SolidWorks Flow Simulation 

 SolidWorks Flow Simulation (hereafter referred to as SFS) is a CFD package 

integrated with the Computer-Aided Design Package SolidWorks.  SFS solves the 
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Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes equations on a rectangular finite volume mesh.  SFS 

is capable of solving numerous types of flows, including compressible flows, cavitating 

flows, flows with heat transfer, as well as both laminar and turbulent flows.     

 The principal advantage of SFS is that it is directly integrated with SolidWorks, 

so problem set-up is simple.  It is often the case that the majority of the time is spent 

creating the problem geometry as opposed to actually setting up the CFD simulation.  

Another advantage of SFS is its automatic mesh generation feature, which ensures a 

high-quality mesh will be generated.  The user does have the option to specify certain 

meshing parameters (such as areas in the problem geometry where the mesh density 

should be increased) but this is not required.  A third advantage of SFS is its solution-

adaptive mesh refinement feature, which increases the mesh density in regions with 

high gradients at the user’s request.  A fourth advantage of SFS, although it was not 

used for this work, is that it has the ability to solve flow equations using non-Newtonian 

fluids.  SFS also has multi-processor capability, which speeds up solution time.  

 There are a few disadvantages to using SFS.  The main disadvantage is that only 

one turbulence model, k ε− , is available.  As will be seen in subsequent results sections, 

this often times leads to poor predictions, especially for drag.  Another disadvantage is 

that only one working fluid may be specified at a time, which is not an issue for the 

cetacean flipper work but will be an issue in Chapter 5.  A third disadvantage is that 
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only one mesh type is available (rectangular parallelepiped), which may not be the 

optimal mesh type for all simulations and geometries.   

 Finally, there two features for SFS that may be viewed as either advantages or 

disadvantages depending on one’s point of view.  The first feature is that SFS has 

algorithms in place that determine when the solution has converged and stops the 

simulation when this occurs.  This is an advantage for well-behaved simulations, such as 

a steady flow solver with no/mild flow detachment.  However, for more complex flow 

simulations, this can be a disadvantage because the solution may prematurely 

“converge” if careful attention is not paid to residual plots; therefore the user must 

ensure satisfaction with the result after the built-in algorithm indicates the simulation is 

complete.  The second feature of SFS that may be viewed as an advantage or 

disadvantage is the automatic mesh generation feature.  This automatic mesh generation 

feature is advantageous in many cases, especially when the geometry is relatively 

simple, but there are simulations where the automatic mesh generated may not be 

sufficient (for example, it may not place enough cells in areas of importance such as near 

solid surfaces or in areas of high geometric curvature).  Therefore, the time saved by the 

automatic mesh generation feature may often be lost by having to manually check the 

mesh geometry after it is generated, and also by having to re-generate the mesh 

manually if the automatic mesh is insufficient.   
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3.3.2 STAR-CCM+ 

 STAR-CCM+, produced by CD-Adapco, was the other CFD code used for this 

work.  Like SFS, STAR-CCM+ solves the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes equations 

on a finite volume mesh.  STAR-CCM+ is not as “user friendly” as SFS; i.e., it is an 

“expert” code that assumes a higher level of user knowledge of CFD and requires a 

greater level of user input (especially for meshing) in its code interface.  However, this is 

not necessarily a bad thing, as the results that will be presented later in this work will 

show.  The principal advantages and disadvantages of STAR-CCM+ will be discussed in 

this sub-section.   

 The advantages of STAR-CCM+ are numerous.  The first is that STAR-CCM+ has 

the ability to implement four different turbulence models ( k ε− , k ω− , Spalart-

Allmaras and Reynolds Stress), and also features a laminar and an inviscid solver.  The 

second advantage is that the flow solver is relative fast with multi-processor capability 

and excellent memory management.  The third advantage is that STAR-CCM+ allows for 

solving multi-species flows.  A final advantage to be mentioned here is that STAR-

CCM+ features a mesh interpolation option, which allows a solution from a coarse mesh 

to be applied as the initial condition on a finer mesh.   

 STAR-CCM+ does have some disadvantages.  As mentioned previously, it is 

significantly more difficult to use than SFS.  The geometry of the simulation must be 

imported from a Computer-Aided Design package (such as SolidWorks).  It also does 
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not feature non-Newtonian fluid capability nor does it have solution-adaptive mesh 

capability.  Also, the user must monitor the simulation to determine when solution 

criteria have been reached.   

 Like SFS, STAR-CCM+ does have some features which may be considered either 

an advantage or a disadvantage depending on one’s point of view.  The principal 

example of this is that STAR-CCM+ does not feature automatic mesh generation.  This 

can be a disadvantage, since the user must take time to construct the mesh, and it is also 

more likely that the user-constructed mesh will be of poor quality.  However, this can 

also be viewed as an advantage, since the user can construct the mesh to the exact 

desired specifications.  However, as mentioned before, this assumes that the user has a 

decent working knowledge of CFD and therefore knows what a well-constructed mesh 

looks like.  Another example of a feature that can be an advantage or disadvantage is 

that STAR-CCM+ allows the user to change the turbulence model parameters.  This can 

be an advantage if a particular flow simulation warrants it, but conversely if the wrong 

parameters are entered then the results may be unusable or the simulation may diverge.   

3.4 Lift and Drag Performance of Odontocete Cetacean Flippers 

Now that the background and methods for cetacean flipper research have been 

covered (Sections 3.1 – 3.3), this and the three sections that follow will discuss 

applications of the methods and results obtained.  The focus of this section is 

hydrodynamic performance of odontocete (toothed whales, dolphins and porpoises) 
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cetacean flippers.  The common link between the cetaceans studied in this section is that 

they are all moderate in size, so the model scaling is not extreme and cavitation is not a 

concern.  Section 3.5 is devoted to large whales where this is not the case.  Many of these 

results have been previously published by the author (Weber et al., 2009a), although this 

work contains additional information not covered in the journal article.   

3.4.1 Methods 

Eighteen different flippers from twelve unique cetacean species and one non-

cetacean species (the manatee Trichechus manatus) were tested in this work.  Figure 29 

shows the planform shapes of all flippers tested.  The planforms of the cetacean flippers 

fell into three general categories: triangular, swept pointed and swept rounded (except 

for two outliers, the humpback whale and the manatee).  The flipper models were 

constructed using the process described in Section 3.2.3.   
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Figure 29: Computer aided design (CAD) rendering of all flipper models tested 
with catalogue numbers.  From top left: Inia geoffrensis 001, Neophocoena 
phocaenoides 002, Lissodelphis peronii 004, Stenella coeruleoalba 015, Globicephala 
melas 021, Phocoena phocoena 034, Lagenorhynchus acutus 055, Tursiops truncatus 056, 
Kogia breviceps 058, Kogia breviceps 059, Tursiops truncatus 064, Delphinus delphis 
070, Phocoena phocoena 075, Megaptera nodosa 094, Trichechus manatus 107, Tursiops 
truncatus 111, Phocoena phocoena 115, Grampus griseus 171.  Common names and 
model parameters are given in Table 7. 

Table 7 gives the relevant model parameters of the flippers tested, as well as the 

common names of the animals and the general category of the flipper planform 

(triangular, swept rounded, swept pointed, or other).  As discussed in Section 3.2, the 

flippers were tested at a water tunnel speed corresponding to a flipper Re of 250,000 and 

an animal swim speed of 2 m/s.   
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Table 7: 3D Odontocete Flipper Model Characteristics 

Nomenclature (Common Name) (Planform 
Type) 

C  
(in) 

A (in2) Max 
Length 
(in) 

Max 
Height 
(in) 

Scale 

( model

animal

L

L
) 

Inia geoffrensis 001 (Amazon River Dolphin) 
(Triangular) 

3.357 26.95 5.02 8.00 0.66 

Neophocoena phocaenoides 002 (Finless Porpoise) 
(Swept Rounded) 

6.448 21.56 10.00 3.35 1.79 

Lissodelphis peronii 004 (Right Whale Dolphin) 
(Swept Pointed) 

4.631 19.15 10.00 4.24 1.68 

Stenella coeruleoalba 015 (Striped Dolphin) 
(Swept Pointed) 

5.480 15.79 10.00 2.87 0.86 

Globicephala melas 021 (Long-Finned Pilot Whale) 
(Swept Pointed) 

4.196 17.82 10.00 4.26 0.43 

Phocoena phocoena 034 (Harbor Porpoise) (Swept 
Pointed) 

4.958 31.46 10.00 6.27 2.04 

Lagenorhynchus acutus 055 (Atlantic White-Sided 
Dolphin) (Swept Pointed) 

6.307 21.30 10.00 3.36 0.95 

Tursiops truncatus 056 (Bottlenose Dolphin) 
(Triangular) 

4.041 32.46 7.08 8.00 0.83 

Kogia breviceps 058 (Pygmy Sperm Whale) 
(Triangular) 

3.142 25.22 4.73 8.00 0.72 

Kogia breviceps 059 (Pygmy Sperm Whale) 
(Triangular) 

3.190 25.70 4.64 8.00 1.41 

Tursiops truncatus 064 (Bottlenose Dolphin) 
(Triangular) 

2.941 23.71 4.15 8.00 1.55 

Delphinus delphis 070 (Common Dolphin) (Swept 
Pointed) 

5.467 16.53 10.00 3.01 0.76 

Phocoena phocoena 075 (Harbor Porpoise) (Swept 
Rounded) 

5.672 23.98 10.00 4.18 1.33 

Megaptera nodosa 094 (Humpback Whale) 
(Other) 

1.851 14.96 2.65 8.00 2.09 

Trichechus manatus 107 (Manatee) (Other) 3.915 30.42 4.42 8.00 0.93 
Tursiops truncatus 111 (Bottlenose Dolphin) 
(Swept Rounded) 

6.422 22.79 10.00 3.51 1.29 

Phocoena phocoena 115 (Harbor Porpoise) (Swept 
Rounded) 

5.902 31.52 10.00 5.28 1.91 

Grampus griseus 171 (Risso’s Dolphin) (Swept 
Pointed) 

4.405 21.54 10.00 5.01 0.50 
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 Three of the flipper models had unique considerations that had to be taken into 

account before comparing their results with the rest of the flippers.  The first flipper was 

Tursiops truncatus 064, which was a specimen from a juvenile bottlenose dolphin.  Since 

changes in flipper geometry associated with age have not yet been studied (which 

would require examination of known animals from birth to adulthood in order to study 

ontogenetic changes while controlling individual variation), it is not certain that juvenile 

flippers have the same hydrodynamic performance as adult flippers.  The success of 

captive breeding programs may allow for studies to be performed in the future that 

track changes of flipper shape with age.  The second specimen that requires special 

consideration is Megaptera nodosa 094, which is a specimen that was obtained from a 

humpback whale fetus.  For this flipper model, only the Re = 250,000 match trial was 

performed, since the 2 m/s swim speed match was not applicable for a fetus.  Also, as 

with the juvenile bottlenose dolphin, changes in flipper geometry with age are not well 

known.  The last flipper that has unique considerations that must be taken into account 

is the manatee Trichechus manatus 107.  Since this animal is a sirenian as opposed to a 

cetacean, its flipper hydrodynamics may or may not differ from those of cetaceans.  

However, it is still interesting to compare the data between the manatee and the 

cetaceans.   
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3.4.2 Results 

 The results presented in this section will be divided into three distinct groups 

based off a trend that was found in the lift coefficient versus angle of attack curves.  It 

was observed that the planform shape was directly related to whether or not the lift 

coefficient curve was linear in the non-stall region.  So, the results are differentiated by: 

1) linear lift curve slopes in the non-stall region, 2) nonlinear lift curve slopes in the non-

stall region, and 3) non-grouped.  The “non-grouped” category consists of the three 

outliers discussed in the previous section, namely Tursiops truncatus 064, Megaptera 

nodosa 094 and Trichechus manatus 107.   

 As stated previously, testing was conducted at two different water tunnel 

speeds, one corresponding to an animal swim speed of 2 m/s and the other 

corresponding to a flipper Re of 250,000.  It was found that the groups (i.e., linear vs. 

nonlinear) did not change due to testing speed; i.e. an animal that exhibited a linear lift 

curve slope in the non-stall region for the 2 m/s match trial also exhibited a linear lift 

curve slope in the non-stall region for the Re match trial and vice versa.   

The 2 m/s swim speed match trial results are presented first.  Figure 30 shows the 

lift coefficient versus angle of attack curves for the flippers that exhibited linear lift 

curves in the non-stall region, Figure 32 shows lift coefficient versus angle of attack 

curves for non-grouped flippers, and Figure 34 shows lift coefficient versus angle of 

attack curves for flippers that had nonlinear lift curve slopes in the non-stall region.  The 
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drag coefficient versus angle of attack results are shown in Figure 31 (flippers with 

linear lift curve slopes), Figure 33 (non-grouped flippers), and Figure 35 (flippers with 

nonlinear lift curve slopes).  Relevant hydrodynamic parameters for the 2 m/s swim 

speed match trials may be found in Table 8 and Table 9 (flippers with linear lift curve 

slopes and non-grouped flippers) and Table 10 and Table 11 (flippers with nonlinear lift 

curve slopes).   

 

Figure 30: Lift coefficient versus angle of attack, 2 m/s swim speed match trials, 
flippers with linear lift curve slopes 
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Figure 31: Drag coefficient versus angle of attack, 2 m/s swim speed match 
trials, flippers with linear lift curve slopes 

 

Figure 32: Lift coefficient versus angle of attack, 2 m/s swim speed match trials, 
non-grouped flippers 
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Figure 33: Drag coefficient versus angle of attack, 2 m/s swim speed match 
trials, non-grouped flippers 
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Table 8: Hydrodynamic parameters, 2 m/s swim speed match trials, flippers 
with linear lift curve slopes and non-grouped flippers 

Model ,maxLC

 
,maxLC

α
(deg.) 

0Lα =  ,minDC  
,minDC

α
(deg.) 

2
LC  

coefficient 

Linear 
portion of 
LC curve 

slope 
(deg.) 

Linear Lift Curve Slopes 
Inia geoffrensis 001 1.124 24 1 0.0435 0 0.1233 0.0486 
Phocoena phocoena 
034 

1.256 22 -9 0.0483 -12 0.2124 0.0449 

Tursiops truncatus 
056 

1.345 28 3 0.0397 5 0.1438 0.0578 

Kogia breviceps 058 1.068 31 2 0.0331 -2 0.1337 0.0617 
Kogia breviceps 059 0.762 17 0 0.0369 -3 0.1059 0.0651 
Non-Grouped Flippers 
Tursiops truncatus 
064 

0.619 21 8 0.0621 2 0.1155 0.0523 

Trichechus 
manatus 107 

1.241 25 -5 0.0613 -5 0.2303 0.0475 
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Table 9: Measures of hydrodynamic efficiency, 2 m/s swim speed match trials, 
flippers with linear lift curve slopes and non-grouped flippers 

Model 

max

L

D

C

C

 
 
 

 α at 
max

L

D

C

C

 
 
 

(deg.) DC  at ,maxLC  

Linear Lift Curve Slopes 
Inia geoffrensis 001 5.725 12 0.2948 
Phocoena phocoena 
034 

3.865 4 0.5743 

Tursiops truncatus 
056 

7.567 13 0.3503 

Kogia breviceps 058 5.442 12 0.5446 
Kogia breviceps 059 5.116 9 0.2739 
Non-Grouped Flippers 
Tursiops truncatus 
064 

4.458 18 0.1792 

Trichechus manatus 
107 

4.560 9 0.3859 

 

 

Figure 34: Lift coefficient versus angle of attack, 2 m/s swim speed match trials, 
flippers with nonlinear lift curves 
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Figure 35: Drag coefficient versus angle of attack, 2 m/s swim speed match 
trials, flippers with nonlinear lift curves 
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Table 10: Hydrodynamic parameters, 2 m/s swim speed match trials, flippers 
with nonlinear lift curve slopes 

Model 
,maxLC

 
,maxLC

α
  

0Lα =

 
,minDC

 
,minDC

α
 

2
LC  

coeff. 

Linear portion of LC curve slope 
(deg.) 

Neophocoena 
phocaenoides 
002 

1.239 38 0 0.0132 -1 0.4190 0.0373 (
,minL

C to 5−  ), 0.0206 

( 4−  to 5 ), 0.0389 ( 6 to ,maxLC ) 

Lissodelphis 
peronii 004 

0.993 31 -1 0.0916 -2 0.4416 0.0353 (
,minL

C to 8−  ), 0.0182 

( 7−  to 3 ), 0.0343 ( 4 to ,maxLC ) 

Stenella 
coeruleoalba 
015 

1.020 48 11 0.0171 13 0.4086 0.0427 (
,minL

C to 6 ), 0.0146 ( 7 to 

21 ), 0.0377 ( 22 to ,maxLC ) 

Globicephala 
melas 021 

1.217 31 4 0.0305 0 0.2415 0.0479 (
,minL

C to 25−  ), 0.0376 

( 25−  to 25 ), 0.0377 ( 25 to 

,maxLC ) 

Lagenor-
hynchus 
acutus 055 

1.139 36 3 0.0375 -1 0.3952 0.0397 (
,minL

C to 4−  ), 0.0198 

( 3−  to 2 ), 0.0370 ( 3 to ,maxLC ) 

Delphinus 
delphis 070 

1.032 35 0 0.0303 -6 0.3896 0.0373 ( 33−  to 6−  ), 0.0161 
( 5−  to 4 ), 0.0365 ( 5 to ,maxLC ) 

Phocoena 
phocoena 
075 

1.188 30 -6 0.0791 -4 0.3417 0.0409 (
,minL

C to 20−  ), 0.0302 

( 19−  to 10 ), 0.0410 (11 to 

,maxLC ) 

Tursiops 
truncatus 
111 

1.234 41 -1 0.0204 -4 0.4131 0.0357 (
,minL

C to 4−  ), 0.0183 

( 3−  to 9 ), 0.0365 (10 to ,maxLC ) 

Phocoena 
phocoena 
115 

1.410 35 -3 0.0109 -6 0.3120 0.0417 (
,minL

C to 6−  ), 0.0313 

( 5−  to 8 ), 0.0377 ( 9 to ,maxLC ) 

Grampus 
griseus 171 

1.223 31 3 0.0227 -2 0.2627 0.0492 (
,minL

C to 8−  ), 0.0315 

( 7−  to 2 ), 0.0470 ( 3 to ,maxLC ) 
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Table 11: Measures of hydrodynamic efficiency, 2 m/s swim speed match 
trials, flippers with nonlinear lift curves 

Model 

max

L

D

C

C

 
 
 

 α at 
max

L

D

C

C

 
 
 

(deg.) DC  at ,maxLC  

Neophocoena 
phocaenoides 002 

5.148 10 0.7932 

Lissodelphis peronii 004 2.691 14 0.5787 
Stenella coeruleoalba 
015 

4.822 19 0.6281 

Globicephala melas 021 4.177 14 0.5776 
Lagenorhynchus acutus 
055 

2.868 16 0.7361 

Delphinus delphis 070 3.707 12 0.6593 
Phocoena phocoena 075 2.749 11 0.7452 
Tursiops truncatus 111 4.192 13 0.8552 
Phocoena phocoena 115 6.691 1 0.8008 
Grampus griseus 171 4.706 13 0.5701 

 

The data for the Re = 250,000 match trials is presented next.  The lift coefficient 

versus angle of attack data is presented in Figure 36 (flippers with linear lift curve slopes 

in the non-stall region), Figure 38 (non-grouped flippers), and Figure 40 (flippers with 

nonlinear lift curve slopes in the non-stall region).  The drag coefficient versus angle of 

attack data is presented in Figure 37 (linear lift curve slopes), Figure 39 (non-grouped 

flippers), and Figure 41 (nonlinear lift curve slopes).  Hydrodynamic parameters of 

interest are presented in Table 12 and Table 13 (flippers with linear lift curve slopes and 

non-grouped flippers) and Table 14 and Table 15 (flippers with nonlinear lift curve 

slopes).   
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Figure 36: Lift coefficient versus angle of attack, Re match trials, flippers with 
linear lift curve slopes 

 

Figure 37: Drag coefficient versus angle of attack, Re match trials, flippers with 
linear lift curve slopes 
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Figure 38: Lift coefficient versus angle of attack, Re match trials, non-grouped 
flippers 

 

Figure 39: Drag coefficient versus angle of attack, Re match trials, non-grouped 
flippers 
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Table 12: Hydrodynamic parameters, Re match trials, flippers with linear lift 
curve slopes and non-grouped flippers 

Model ,maxLC  
,maxLC

α (deg.) 0Lα =  ,minDC  
,minDC

α (deg.) 2
LC  

coefficient 

Linear 
portion 
of 
LC curve 

slope 
(deg.) 

Linear Lift Curve Slopes 
Inia 
geoffrensis 
001 

1.101 24 2 0.0477 0 0.1358 0.0522 

Phocoena 
phocoena 
034 

1.262 22 -8 0.0327 -17 0.3891 0.0457 

Tursiops 
truncatus 
056 

1.362 29 4 0.0397 5 0.1380 0.0593 

Kogia 
breviceps 
058 

1.076 32 1 0.0319 -3 0.1391 0.0616 

Kogia 
breviceps 
059 

0.847 18 1 0.0428 -3 0.2353 0.0636 

Non-Grouped Flippers 
Tursiops 
truncatus 
064 

0.784 23 8 0.0472 5 0.1258 0.0554 

Trichechus 
manatus 
107 

1.241 25 -5 0.0613 -5 0.2303 0.0475 

Megaptera 
nodosa 
094 

0.530 26 -9 0.0706 -8 0.3875 0.0512 
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Table 13: Measures of hydrodynamic efficiency, Re match trials, flippers with 
linear lift curve slopes and non-grouped flippers 

Model 

max

L

D

C

C

 
 
 

 α at 
max

L

D

C

C

 
 
 

(deg.) DC  at ,maxLC  

Linear Lift Curve Slopes 
Inia geoffrensis 001 5.242 12 0.3185 

Phocoena phocoena 
034 

4.021 3 0.5559 

Tursiops truncatus 
056 

7.897 14 0.3358 

Kogia breviceps 058 5.530 10 0.5781 
Kogia breviceps 059 5.329 10 0.2768 
Non-Grouped Flippers 
Tursiops truncatus 
064 

5.136 18 0.1692 

Trichechus manatus 
107 

4.560 9 0.3859 

Megaptera nodosa 
094 

3.077 -3 0.6186 

 

 

Figure 40: Lift coefficient versus angle of attack, Re match trials, flippers with 
nonlinear lift curves 
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Figure 41: Drag coefficient versus angle of attack, Re match trials, flippers with 
nonlinear lift curves 
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Table 14: Hydrodynamic parameters, Re match trials, flippers with nonlinear 
lift curve slopes 

Model 
,maxLC  

,maxLC
α   0Lα =

 
,minDC  

,minDC
α
 

2
LC   

coeff. 

Linear portion of LC curve 
slope (deg.) 

Neophocoena 
phocaenoides 
002 

1.257 38 0 0.0168 -2 0.4125 0.0377 (
,minL

C to 6−  ), 0.0213 

( 6 to 21 ), 0.0389 ( 7 to ,maxLC ) 

Lissodelphis 
peronii 004 

1.035 32 -1 0.0455 1 0.4101 0.0388 (
,minL

C to 5−  ), 0.0166 

( 4−  to 5 ), 0.0391 ( 6 to ,maxLC ) 

Stenella 
coeruleoalba 
015 

0.907 46 11 0.0131 8 0.4354 0.0376 (
,minL

C to 7 ), 0.0193 ( 8 to 

19 ), 0.0377 ( 20 to ,maxLC ) 

Globicephala 
melas 021 

1.065 30 4 0.0331 0 0.2780 0.0427 (
,minL

C to 6 ), 0.0146 ( 7 to 

21 ), 0.0377 ( 22 to ,maxLC ) 

Lagenor-
hynchus 
acutus 055 

1.139 36 3 0.0375 -1 0.3952 0.0397 (
,minL

C to 4−  ), 0.0198 

( 3−  to 2 ), 0.0377 ( 3 to ,maxLC ) 

Delphinus 
delphis 070 

1.055 35 -2 0.0352 -6 0.4309 0.0378 (
,minL

C to 7−  ), 0.0139 

( 6−  to 2 ), 0.0370 ( 3 to ,maxLC ) 

Phocoena 
phocoena 075 

1.253 31 -3 0.0245 -6 0.3307 0.0451 (
,minL

C to 24−  ), 0.0341 

( 3−  to 10 ), 0.0455 (11 to 

,maxLC ) 

Tursiops 
truncatus 111 

1.234 41 -1 0.0204 -4 0.4131 0.0357 (
,minL

C to 4−  ), 0.0183 

( 3−  to 9 ), 0.0365 (10 to ,maxLC ) 

Phocoena 
phocoena 115 

1.531 36 -2 0.0162 -5 0.2493 0.0493 (
,minL

C to 12−  ), 0.0351 

( 11−  to 8 ), 0.0431 ( 9 to ,maxLC ) 

Grampus 
griseus 171 

1.023 32 3 0.0170 -1 0.3028 0.0455 (
,minL

C to 10−  ), 0.0288 

( 9−  to 0 ), 0.0412 (1 to ,maxLC ) 
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Table 15: Measures of hydrodynamic efficiency, Re match trials, flippers with 
nonlinear lift curves 

Model 

max

L

D

C

C

 
 
 

α at 
max

L

D

C

C

 
 
 

(deg.) DC  at ,maxLC

Neophocoena phocaenoides 002 4.674 8 0.7821 
Lissodelphis peronii 004 3.942 14 0.5712 
Stenella coeruleoalba 015 3.159 11 0.5185 
Globicephala melas 021 3.878 15 0.5081 
Lagenorhynchus acutus 055 2.868 16 0.7361 
Delphinus delphis 070 3.219 11 0.6992 
Phocoena phocoena 075 4.440 9 0.7202 
Tursiops truncatus 111 4.192 13 0.8552 
Phocoena phocoena 115 5.851 8 0.8461 
Grampus griseus 171 4.736 10 0.5475 
 

3.4.3 Discussion 

Prior to this work, hydrodynamic performance data for cetacean flippers was 

limited to baleen whales (Suborder Mysticeti, Family Balaenopteridae), most notably 

studies related to the humpback whale (Miklosovic et al. 2004, Miklosovic et al. 2007) and 

the minke whale (Cooper et al., 2008).  This present study along with the author’s 

previously published work (Weber et al., 2009a) represents the first comparative 

examination of the hydrodynamic characteristics of odontocete (Suborder Odontoceti) 

flippers.  The primary focus is on animals in the families Delphinidae (D. delphis, L. 

acutus, S. coeruleoalba, T. truncatus, G. melas, L. peronii, G. griseus), Iniidae (I. goeffrensis), 

Kogiidae (K. breviceps) and Phocoenidae (P. phocoena, N. phocaenoides).  In contrast to the 

balaenopterids, the flippers of these species have restricted mobility (Howell, 1930), 
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meaning that the flippers cannot be pressed against the body and therefore always 

present a wing-like structure to the flow.  Two of the non-grouped flippers did not fit 

into these families (M. nodosa of the Balaenopteridae family and T. manatus of the 

Trichechidae family), which is part of the reason that they were analyzed separately 

(along with the reasons described in Section 3.4.1).   

The odontocetes examined in this work exhibit considerable variation in habitat, 

swimming speed and maneuverability (Fish and Rohr, 1999; Fish, 2002).  The Amazon 

River Dolphin is a slow but very maneuverable swimmer that lives in rivers and flooded 

forests.  Therefore, its flipper would be expected to evolve to accommodate very low-

speed fluid flows.  The fact that the flipper of the Amazon River Dolphin is large 

compared to the body, which would increase the lifting force compared to a smaller 

flipper at low speeds, is an example of a flipper evolving to meet the needs of an animal.  

In contrast, the Atlantic White-Sided Dolphin, the Striped Dolphin the Bottlenose 

Dolphin and the Common Dolphin are found in off-shore environments and are fast 

swimmers with routine swimming speeds of 1.7 – 5.8 m/s and maximum speeds of 7.7 – 

13.9 m/s (Fish and Rohr, 1999).  Therefore, the flippers of these animals are smaller in 

comparison to the rest of the body, since increased fluid speed results in a greater lift 

which means that the flippers do not have to be as large as they were for the Amazon 

River Dolphin.   
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The lift coefficient and drag coefficient versus angle of attack curves for all 

animals studied were similar in shape to those of typical modern engineered air- or 

hydrofoils.  However, since the flipper models were exact replicas of the flippers found 

in nature, the curves are not as smooth and symmetric as would be expected for an 

engineered foil (Abbott and von Doenhoff, 1959).  This also meant that foil parameters 

such as camber and thickness-to-chord ratio did not follow prescribed mathematical 

functions like they would for an engineered foil.   

Despite the fact that the cetacean flippers were non-symmetrical, it is still 

possible to apply some generalizations from wing theory.  For example, the angle of zero 

lift ( 0Lα = ) is largely determined by the camber for a hydrofoil (Abbott and von 

Doenhoff, 1959).  A positively cambered flipper produces a positive value of lift (i.e., 

LC is positive) at an angle of attack of 0α =  , and vice versa.  Consulting Table 8, Table 

10, Table 12 and Table 14, the most positively cambered flipper was the harbor porpoise 

(P. phocoena 034) and the humpback whale (M. nodosa 094), and the most negatively 

cambered flipper was the striped dolphin (S. coeruleoalba 015).   

The DC versus α curves (Figure 31, Figure 33, Figure 35, Figure 37, Figure 39, 

and Figure 41) for the cetacean flipper models were found to be qualitatively similar in 

shape to those of modern hydrofoils, although quantitative differences were present due 

to the fact that engineered foils are usually designed to minimize drag.  The minimum 

value of drag coefficient ( ,minDC ) was found to be similar to values previously reported 
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for mysticete flippers (Miklosovic et al., 2004; Cooper et al., 2008).  The DC versus 

α curves exhibit a common parabolic shape for all models and testing speeds, with each 

flipper having a unique value of ,minDC and a unique value of α for which the drag is 

minimized (Table 8, Table 10, Table 12, and  Table 14).  The value of ,minDC is only 

slightly to moderately affected by thickness and camber; instead, boundary layer effects 

and Re are the parameters that primarily influence ,minDC  (Abbott and von Doenhoff, 

1959).  A constant relation between the sign (positive/negative) of the camber and the 

sign of the angle of minimum drag was not found.   

The LC versus α curves were also found to be qualitatively similar in shape to 

those of modern hydrofoils.  Stall characteristics were evident for all flipper models, 

where a maximum value of lift ( ,maxLC ) was obtained and then flow separation and large 

regions of reversed flow caused a loss of lift as the angle of attack was increased further.  

The stall angle was unique for each cetacean flipper and varied widely in value from 18 

to 48 degrees.  These stall angles were significantly larger than the stall angles of 16.3 

degrees for the humpback whale (Miklosovic et al., 2004) and 10 – 14 degrees for the 

minke whale (Cooper et al., 2008) measured by previous researchers for mysticetes.  In 

general, stall tended to be gradual, although some models such as the harbor porpoise 

(P. phocoena 115) exhibited a sudden loss of lift at the onset of stall.  Qualitative 

differences in the lift curves were not observed between the 2 m/s swim speed match 

trials and the Re match trials, although quantitative differences were observed.   
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The planform shape of the flippers was found to have a qualitative relation to the 

shape of the lift coefficient versus angle of attack curve in the non-stall region.  Flippers 

that had triangular planforms (Table 7) had LC versus α curves that were linear in the 

non-stall region (Figure 30 and Figure 36), whereas flippers that had swept rounded or 

swept pointed planforms (similar to swept wings) were found to have nonlinear 

LC versus α curves in the non-stall region (Figure 34 and Figure 40).  The nonlinear lift 

curves were also found to be piecewise linear, with three distinct slopes present (Table 

10 and Table 14).   

The nonlinear nature of the lift coefficient versus angle of attack curves was 

caused by two different lift generation mechanisms (potential lift versus vortex-

dominated lift) operating at different α .  In order to visualize the flow in these different 

lift regimes, SolidWorks Flow Simulation was used to conduct CFD simulations.  The 

flipper for the Atlantic White-Sided Dolphin (L. acutus 055) was chosen as the flipper 

model for the simulation, as it exhibited a nonlinear lift curve.  The grid size for the 

simulation was approximately 800,000 cells.  The results of the CFD simulations are 

shown in Figure 42 and Figure 43.  The results presented here represent the limit of 

machine memory (3 GB RAM).   
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Figure 42: CFD visualization of the flow pattern around the flipper model for 
the Atlantic White-Sided Dolphin (L. acutus 055) showing the pathlines for potential 
(non-vortex dominated) lift at Re = 250,000.   
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Figure 43: CFD visualization of the flow pattern around the flipper model for 
the Atlantic White-Sided Dolphin (L. acutus 055) showing the pathlines for vortex-
dominated lift at Re = 250,000.   

Figure 42 shows that for the smaller lift curve slope value of 0.0198/degree, 

which occurs at small angles of attack, the flow around the flipper is smooth.  This is a 

region of non-vortex dominated lift, also called potential flow lift.  To give a quantitative 

comparison, the lift curve slope of an elliptical planform (which is the “best case” of 
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potential flow lift) of the same aspect ratio as the flipper may be calculated as follows 

(Anderson, 2001): 

2
0.0230 / degree

2
1

L

elliptical

dC

d
AR

π
πα

π

  = =     + 
 

   (3.18) 

In Equation (3.18), AR is the aspect ratio of the wing/flipper, which was 0.529923 

for L. acutus 055.  This elliptical planform lift curve slope of 0.0230/degree is seen to be 

greater than the experimentally measured value of 0.0198/degree, which is to be 

expected since the flipper is not an elliptical planform.   

Figure 43 shows that for larger values of angle of attack, the slope of the lift curve 

becomes steeper (0.0370 – 0.0397/degree) and greater than both the potential lift value 

for L. acutus 055 and the ideal elliptical planform, and the flow around the flipper 

exhibits the presence of vortices.  The results for the high negative angle of attack 

portion of the lift curve (-4° to ,minLC ) are not shown in Figure 43 but are qualitatively 

similar to those for the high positive angle of attack.  These regions of increased lift 

curve slope are the vortex-dominated lift regions, characterized by the increased lift the 

(stable) vortex produces.  Modern airplanes with delta wing planforms exhibit this 

vortex-dominated lift phenomenon.  The vortex increases lift by injecting additional 

downward momentum into the wake and by the suction peaks associated with the 

vortex at the leading edge of the wing (Hoerner and Borst, 1985).  The low pressures 

generated by these stable vortices also help contribute to the lift (Houghton and 
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Carpenter, 2003).  Also of note in Figure 43 is the lateral flow on the surface of the flipper 

(caused by fluid being entrained into the vortex core), which is characteristic of delta 

wings producing vortex-dominated lift.  As expected, the resultant lift curve slopes in 

the vortex-dominated lift regions are greater than the theoretical elliptical planform lift 

curve slope.  In fact, the total lift in the vortex-dominated lift region may be viewed as a 

result of the sum of the potential lift and the vortex-dominated lift (Hoerner and Borst, 

1985).  Along this vein, an analytical solution for the lift coefficient for a slender delta 

wing has been developed by previous researchers (Houghton and Carpenter, 2003): 

 
2

potential lift + vortex lift

2 tan sin cos sin cos

L

V

C

Kπ α α α α
=

= Λ +
 (3.19) 

In Equation (3.19), Λ  is the sweep angle of the delta wing, α is the angle of 

attack and VK is a coefficient which is determined experimentally (if experimental data 

is lacking, VK is often taken as 1.95).  This analytical solution is of limited use when 

applied to flippers, mainly due to difficulties in defining Λ  (which is generally non-

constant for the flippers considered here) and VK .   

An important distinction to be made at this point is that vortex-dominated lift 

implies that the vortex is a major factor in the lift generation.  Wings that operate on 

potential lift, such as rectangular wings, still have wing-tip and trailing vortices 

(Anderson, 2001); in fact, if one looks at Figure 42 closely, very slight tip vortices may be 

observed.  However, these vortices in potential flow lift do not play as significant a role 
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in the lift generation.  Also, in potential flow the entrainment of fluid into the tip vortex 

is localized at the wing (flipper) tip itself, whereas in vortex-dominated flow fluid across 

a large portion of the wing (flipper) leading edge is entrained into the vortex.   

 

Figure 44: Experimental versus CFD results for the Atlantic White-Sided 
Dolphin (L. acutus 055).  The data in this figure directly correspond to the data used to 
generate the flow visualizations in Figure 42 and Figure 43.  Also note that the 
nonlinear behavior of the lift curve is predicted by the CFD simulation.   

Figure 44 shows a comparison between the experimental and CFD results for the 

Atlantic White-Sided Dolphin L. acutus 055.  Comparing the CFD results to the 

experiment allows for one to gauge the accuracy of the numerical results.  As Figure 44 

shows, the CFD results for lift are in excellent agreement with the experiment in the non-

stall region.  Furthermore, the CFD simulation accurately predicts the nonlinear nature 

of the lift curve.  For values of angle of attack near- and post-stall, the CFD simulation is 
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seen to under-predict the lift.  This breakdown of the CFD results is not surprising, as 

the flow field becomes markedly more complex in these regions, which are 

characterized by complex wake behavior and large regions of flow separation that are 

difficult to predict numerically.  However, even though the CFD results stray from the 

experimental values in the near-stall and post-stall regions, the shape of the lift curve is 

seen to still be qualitatively correct.   

The drag coefficient values are seen to be generally under-predicted compared to 

experiment (Figure 44).  However, the shape of the drag curve is seen to be qualitatively 

correct.  The reason for the difficultly in predicting drag in the CFD simulation lies with 

the turbulence model.  The two main sources of drag are shear stress distribution over 

the body (friction drag, caused by the viscosity of the fluid) and the pressure 

distribution over the body (pressure drag and induced drag) (Hoerner, 1965; Anderson, 

2001).  The friction drag is intimately related to the boundary layer.  For turbulent flows 

such as the ones in this experiment, the fluid velocity field varies irregularly and 

significantly in both position and time (Pope, 2000).  Also, interactions between the 

solid/fluid boundary are complex.  The turbulence model used to close the fluid 

dynamic equations ( k ε− in SFS) attempts to characterize this 3D irregular flow velocity 

behavior along with the boundary layer, and therefore predicting accurate drag values is 

much more difficult.  One possible remedy for this situation is to use a different 

turbulence model (such as the Spalart-Allmaras or k ω− models).  However, since the 
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k ε− turbulence model is the only one available in SFS, comparisons between 

turbulence models could not be made.  Another remedy could be to change the 

parameters of the k ε− turbulence model (such as the turbulent length and turbulence 

intensity parameters).  Although this could result in a more accurate prediction, an issue 

arises in that for many CFD simulations, the correct answer is often not known in 

advance (as it was in this work due to the experimental results).  So, changing model 

parameters may result in a better prediction for a particular problem, but it would not 

imply that the CFD code is able to accurately predict flows for an arbitrary geometry 

and set of flow conditions in general.   

Hydrodynamic efficiency is a measure of the lift that is generated to overcome 

drag.  In this work, it is defined as ( )/L DC C , and maximum values of efficiency 

( ( )max
/L DC C ) for the flipper models tested in this work are listed in Table 9, Table 11, 

Table 13, and Table 15.  The flipper model for the bottlenose dolphin (T. truncatus 056) 

was found to have the best hydrodynamic efficiency for both the Re match trials (7.897) 

and the 2 m/s swim speed match trials (7.567).  The lowest hydrodynamic efficiency for 

the 2 m/s swim speed match trials was 2.749 for the harbor porpoise (P. phocoena 075) 

and the lowest hydrodynamic efficiency for the Re match trials was 2.868 for the Atlantic 

White-Sided Dolphin (L. acutus 055).  As with ,maxLC and ,minDC , the angle of attack at 

which the maximum hydrodynamic efficiency occurs differs for all models.   
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Some observations may be made concerning the experimental results for the 

non-grouped flippers of the juvenile bottlenose dolphin (T. truncatus 064), humpback 

whale fetus (M. nodosa 094) and manatee (T. manatus 107) (Figure 32, Figure 33, Figure 

38, and Figure 39).  The first is that the flipper for the humpback whale (M. nodosa 094) 

delayed stall, with the lift coefficient versus angle of attack curve increasing linearly, 

hitting a critical point, and then continuing to increase at a lower slope (Figure 38).  This 

delayed stall phenomenon is due to the leading-edge tubercles on the front of the 

flipper, and has been observed by other researchers (Miklosovic et al., 2004; Miklosovic 

et al., 2007).  A much more complete discussion of this phenomenon, including 

numerical studies, is delayed to Section 3.7.  The second observation to be made from 

these non-grouped flippers is for the triangular-planformed juvenile bottlenose dolphin 

T. truncatus 064.  The lift curve slope is seen to be linear in the non-stall region (Figure 32 

and Figure 38), which is consistent with other flippers with triangular planforms.  

However, the hydrodynamic performance of this juvenile specimen is seen to differ 

from adults (T. truncatus 056, T. truncatus 111).  As mentioned previously, the degree to 

which flipper geometry evolves with age has not yet been studied, so the fact that the 

juvenile model differs from the adults may not be surprising.  The final observation to be 

made from these non-grouped flippers is the hydrodynamic performance of the manatee 

model T. manatus.  As noted previously, the manatee is a sirenian (as opposed to a 

cetacean like the rest of the flipper models studied).  However, the experimental results 
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show that the hydrodynamic performance of the manatee flipper is unremarkable 

compared to the cetaceans; that is to say, values of its hydrodynamic parameters such as 

,maxLC , ,minDC and efficiency lie in the range of values observed for the cetaceans.   

Some variation in hydrodynamic parameters among animals of the same species 

was observed in this work (Table 8 – Table 15).  Although this observation is not the 

primary focus of this study, there are some points to be made to explain this 

phenomenon.  The main explanation lies in the fact that the cetacean flipper models 

were created from CT scans of real animal flippers, and therefore some variation is to be 

expected since variation exists in nature.  Post mortem effects, preservation technique, 

sex of the animal and age of the animal could also result in variation between species.  

One final note to be made with regards to these experimental studies is that 

when the flipper model is placed in the water tunnel, the wall of the water tunnel 

adjacent to the root of the flipper model may be viewed as simulating the body of the 

animal.  Biological observation has noted that cetaceans generally have rounded bodies 

(Reeves et al., 2002), so this must be taken into account when attempting to correlate the 

experimental results (flat wall) with those that would be obtained with wall geometry 

simulating an animal body (rounded wall).  What is meant by this is that it is 

conceivable that the local geometry in the vicinity of the flipper (such as a rounded body 

as opposed to a flat wall) could alter the hydrodynamic performance of the flipper, 

meaning that the lift/drag results may be altered due to this influence.  This effect has 
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been observed for aircraft, although it has been found for swept wings that the aircraft 

body only has a small effect on the wing load distribution at low speeds, especially near 

stall (Hoerner and Borst, 1985).  For some cetacean species, such as the Sperm Whale 

Balaenoptera physalus, the animal flipper is relatively small compared to the body of the 

animal, so the water tunnel wall in this case is an excellent approximation to the animal 

body.  However, some other species such as the Amazon River Dolphin Inia goeffrensis 

have large flippers compared to their body, so the local geometry at the root of the 

flipper in this case may be important.  The purpose of this present study was to describe 

the baseline, steady hydrodynamic performance of the flippers in a controlled 

environment (i.e., water tunnel), so no specific effort was made to account for animal 

body shape, which would require modifying the experimental conditions.  It has been 

noted for aircraft that in general, for bodies with a more or less flat bottom adjacent to 

the wing root, the lift curve slope tends to be higher (Hoerner and Borst, 1985).  

However, to determine the effect for cetaceans, which when compared to aircraft 

operate in different fluids (i.e., water vs. air), at different speeds, and with much 

different size/scale relations between the body (fuselage) and flipper (wing), future 

studies should be conducted to explore the exact effect of animal body shape on 

hydrodynamic performance.     
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3.5 Lift and Drag Performance of Large Whale Flippers 

Cetaceans are among the largest living aquatic animals on the planet.  As 

mentioned previously, the two suborders of cetaceans are the Odontoceti (odontocetes, 

or toothed whales, the focus of Section 3.4), and the Mysticeti (mysticetes, or baleen 

whales).  Both the Odontoceti and Mysticeti encompass species of large physical size.  

One of the largest Odontoceti is the sperm whale (Physeter macrocephalus), which can 

reach lengths of 18.3 meters (Rice, 1989).  The blue whale (Balaenoptera musculus), a 

member of the Mysticeti which may be the largest animal to have ever lived on the 

planet, can reach a length of 33.6 meters (Yochem and Leatherwood, 1985).   

The focus of this section will be on the hydrodynamics of the flippers of large 

cetaceans.  The same experimental methods described in Section 3.2 will be used for this 

study of large cetaceans.  Large cetaceans present special difficulties in water tunnel 

testing due to the phenomenon of cavitation.  Due to the large size of the cetaceans, all 

scale models of the flippers were much smaller than the real flipper, which correlates 

with high water tunnel testing speeds.  The methods used to conduct this testing will be 

discussed first, followed by the results and then a discussion of the results.   

3.4.2 Methods 

This sub-section will be brief as the exact same experimental apparatus and 

methods as described for the smaller odontocetes in Section 3.3 were used here.  The 

large cetaceans studied in this work were the fin whale Balaenoptera physalus (family 
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Balaenopteridae), the sei whale Balaenoptera borealis (family Balaenopteridae), the minke 

whale Balaenoptera acutorostrata (family Balaenopteridae), the sperm whale Physeter 

macrocephalus (family Physeteridae) and the orca whale Orcinus orca (family 

Delphinidae).  The three-dimensional models of the flippers were constructed using the 

process described in Section 3.2.3.  Figure 45 shows the planform shapes of the large 

cetacean flippers tested.   

 

Figure 45: Planform shapes of the large whales studied.  From upper left: fin 
whale Balaenoptera physalus, sei whale Balaenoptera borealis, minke whale 
Balaenoptera acutorostrata, sperm whale Physeter macrocephalus, and orca whale 
Orcinus orca.   

Geometric parameters of interest for the large cetacean flippers are given in Table 

16.  The model length (10.00 in) and height (8.00 in) restrictions for the USNA water 

tunnel mentioned previously applied to these flippers.  Of note in Table 16 is the last 

column, which is the scale model animal/L L .  As expected for these large whales, the flipper 
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model was smaller than the real animal flipper for all models; in fact, for four out of five 

of the animals tested, the flipper model was approximately 1/3 of the real flipper size.   

Table 16: 3D Large Whale Flipper Model Characteristics 

Nomenclature (Common Name) C  (in) A (in2) Max 
Length 
(in) 

Max 
Height 
(in) 

Scale 

( model

animal

L

L
) 

Balaenoptera physalus (Fin Whale) 2.515 18.96 3.32 8.00 0.32 
Balaenoptera borealis (Sei Whale) 2.034 15.48 2.84 8.00 0.29 
Balaenoptera acutorostrata (Minke Whale) 4.200 30.52 10.00 7.57 0.70 
Physeter macrocephalus (Sperm Whale) 5.336 40.78 6.45 8.00 0.31 
Orcinus orca (Orca Whale)  4.326 33.66 6.29 8.00 0.33 

 

Flippers were tested at water tunnel speeds corresponding to an animal swim 

speed of 2 m/s and a flipper Re of 250,000 as described previously.  Using these testing 

speeds will allow for comparison between the large cetaceans and the smaller 

odontocetes described in Section 3.4.   

3.5.2 Results 

The planforms of the flippers differed among the representatives of the three 

cetacean families studied (Balaenopteridae, Physeteridae and Delphinidae) (Figure 45).  

Members of the Balaenopteridae (B. physalus, B. borealis, B. acutorostrata) had highly 

tapered flippers with aspect ratios (flipper span2/planform area) ranging from 3.2 to 4.6.  

The flippers of P. macrocephalus (Physeteridae) and O. orca (Delphinidae) were rounded, 

both with aspect ratios of 1.9.  CT scans of the flippers showed that the cross-sections 

had conventional streamlined profiles (Figure 25).   
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Figure 46: Lift coefficient versus angle of attack for large whale flippers, 2 m/s 
swim speed match trials. 

 

Figure 47: Drag coefficient versus angle of attack for large whale flippers, 2 
m/s swim speed match trials.   
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Figure 48: Efficiency versus angle of attack for large whale flippers, 2 m/s 
swim speed match trials.   

 

Table 17: Hydrodynamic parameters, 2 m/s swim speed match trials, large 
whale flippers 

Model ,maxLC

 
,maxLC

α
 
(deg.) 

0Lα =  ,minDC  
,minDC

α  

(deg.) 

2
LC  

coefficient 

Linear 
portion(s) of 
LC curve 

slope (deg.) 
Fin Whale 1.452 31 1 0.0545 -2 0.1785 0.0649 
Sei Whale 0.884 34 2 0.0633 -2 0.1557 0.0749 (< 1°) 

0.0387 (> 1°) 
Minke Whale 1.135 28 -1 0.0201 -3 0.2202 0.0440 
Sperm Whale 0.897 19 1 0.0361 -1 0.1525 0.0537 
Orca Whale 1.040 23 3 0.0356 0 0.1869 0.0575 
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Table 18: Measures of hydrodynamic efficiency, 2 m/s swim speed match 
trials, large whale flippers 

Model 

max

L

D

C

C

 
 
 

 α at 
max

L

D

C

C

 
 
 

(deg.) DC  at ,maxLC  

Fin Whale 6.183 9 0.1111 
Sei Whale 3.259 18 0.2567 
Minke Whale 7.016 8 0.0588 
Sperm Whale 5.648 11 0.0959 
Orca Whale 4.627 9 0.0911 

 

Lift data is presented in Figure 46 and Figure 49, and Table 17 and Table 19.  No 

clear trend was found with regards to ,maxLC , as B. physalus had the highest value and B. 

borealis had the lowest value for the speed match trial, while B. acutorostrata had the 

highest value and P. macrocephalus had the lowest value for the Re match trial.  

,maxLC decreased for the Re match trial compared to the speed match trial for all animal 

models except for B. acutorostrata, with the largest decrease being for B. physalus, where 

the Re match value was only 47% of the speed match value.  B. borealis exhibited the 

highest 
,maxLC

α for both the speed and Re match trials.  
,maxLC

α either stayed the same or 

decreased for all animals from the speed to the Re match trial.  The most drastic change 

was for B. physalus, where 
,maxLC

α decreased by 17 between the speed and Re match 

trials.  Clearly, Re effects are important for the slow swim speeds considered in this 

study. 
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The LC curve slope was found to be linear in the non-stall region for all animals 

with the exception of B. borealis, where the LC curve slope drastically increased (194% 

speed match trial, 193% Re match trial) at an α of approximately 1−   (tables 1 and 2).  B. 

borealis also had both the greatest (when 1α > −  ) and least (when 1α < −  ) LC curve 

slope for both trials.  B. acutorostrata had the second least value of LC curve slope for 

both trials.  All animal models saw their LC curve slope decrease from the speed to the 

Re match trial (greatest decrease was B. physalus were the Re match value was only 72% 

of the speed match value), with the exception of B. acutorostrata where there was a slight 

increase (Re match value was 104% of speed match value).     

 

Figure 49: Lift coefficient versus angle of attack for large whale flippers, Re 
match trials.  
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Figure 50: Drag coefficient versus angle of attack for large whale flippers, Re 
match trials.   

 

Figure 51: Efficiency versus angle of attack for large whale flippers, Re match 
trials.   
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Table 19: Hydrodynamic parameters, Re match trials, large whale flippers 

Model ,maxLC  
,maxLC

α  

(deg.) 
0Lα =  ,minDC ,minDC

α  

(deg.) 

2
LC  

coefficient 

Linear 
portion(s) of 
LC curve slope 

(deg.) 
Fin Whale 0.689 14 0 0.0510 -1 0.2243 0.0469 
Sei Whale 0.766 29 2 0.0644 -2 0.1852 0.0647 (< -1°) 

0.0336 (> -1°) 
Minke Whale 1.145 28 -1 0.0208 -3 0.2443 0.0456 
Sperm Whale 0.489 18 2 0.0522 1 0.1760 0.0473 
Orca Whale 0.784 20 3 0.0441 -1 0.1495 0.0505 

 

Table 20: Measures of hydrodynamic efficiency, Re match trials, large whale 
flippers 

Model 

max

L

D

C

C

 
 
 

 α at 
max

L

D

C

C

 
 
 

(deg.) DC  at ,maxLC  

Fin Whale 4.567 11 0.1232 
Sei Whale 2.617 18 0.2317 
Minke Whale 6.838 7 0.0554 
Sperm Whale 3.707 10 0.1024 
Orca Whale 3.997 11 0.1214 

 

Drag data is presented in Figure 47 and Figure 50, and Table 17 and Table 19.  

,minDC  exhibited a consistent trend in that B. acutorostrata had the lowest value for both 

trials followed by O. orca, while the P. macrocephalus had the highest value for both trials.  

,minDC increased between the speed and Re match trials for all animal models except for 

B. physalus, where it decreased.  P. macrocephalus exhibited the greatest increase between 

trials, with ,minDC for the Re match trial being 145% of its value from the speed match 
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trial.  For all animals, the average ,minDC  occurred in the angle of attack range of 

3 1α− ≤ ≤  , with slight (no more than 2 if at all) variation between trials.   

Data for hydrodynamic efficiency (also known as the Lift/Drag Ratio) is 

presented in Figure 48 and Figure 51, and Table 18 and Table 20.  As with the odontocete 

study, efficiency is defined as /L DC C  (or alternatively Lift/Drag).  B. acutorostrata was 

found to have the highest maximum value of efficiency ( )max
/L DC C  for both trials, 

followed by B. physalus.  B. borealis had the lowest ( )max
/L DC C  for both trials.  The α  at 

which (positive) ( )max
/L DC C  occurred was between 8.4  (B. acutorostrata) and 18.8  (B. 

borealis) for the speed match trial and was between 7.2  (B. acutorostrata) and 18.2  (B. 

borealis) for the Re match trial.  ( )max
/L DC C  was also found to decrease for all five 

animal models from the speed match to the Re match trials.  P. macrocephalus had the 

biggest drop in efficiency between the two trials, with is Re match value only being 66% 

of its speed match value.   

3.5.3 Discussion 

The balaenopterids (fin whale, sei whale and minke whale) have the ability to 

swim at high speeds, and have developed highly tapered, high aspect ratio flippers to 

assist with this (Fish and Rohr, 1999).  The flippers of the balaenopterids are highly 

mobile, having the ability to be oriented perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the 

body, be pressed fully against the body, or move to a variety of other positions (such as 
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swept).  One use of flippers in balaenopterids is to help maintain trim during 

engulfment feeding to counter the downward pitching moment due to the increased 

drag from opening the lower jaw (Pivorunas, 1979; Cooper et al., 2008).  In contrast, 

when the whale is traveling (i.e., not feeding), the flippers are pressed against the body 

to reduce drag.   

The sperm whale (P. macrocephalus) also has the ability to press its flippers 

against the body and also exhibits a wide range of flipper motion (Whitehead, 2003).  It 

is not known how the flippers of the sperm whale are used during foraging; however, it 

is postulated that the flippers of the sperm whale are of limited use due to their 

relatively small size.  Also, the sperm whale typically dives to depths which can exceed 

1,000 meters, and since these dives require little maneuvering it is believed that the 

flippers are of little use during dives (Whitehead, 2003).  As the planform of the sperm 

whale flipper is rounded and of low aspect ratio, it is used during low speed 

maneuvering (Woodward et al., 2006).   

The orca whale (Orcinus orca, also known as the killer whale) is the largest of the 

Delphinidae family.  As with the sperm whale, the flippers are rounded with a low 

aspect ratio, which indicates use during slow maneuvers.  The orca whale is agile 

underwater, being able to turn with a radius of 0.11 body lengths with a maximum 

turning rate of 233°/s at a swimming speed of 6 m/s (Fish, 2002).  This high turning rate 

is beneficial in the way that the orca whale hunts, as this species feeds on fish and 
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marine mammals, often hunting cooperatively by encircling the prey (Hoelzel, 1993; 

Ford, 2009).  Another unique characteristic of this species is that the males have 

disproportionately large flippers compared to females (Ford, 2009).  Females are mainly 

responsible for corralling prey, so this size differential may be related to hunting 

behavior (Barrett-Lennard and Heise, 2006).   

As with the odontocetes discussed in Section 3.4, the LC  and DC  versus α  

curves for all the large cetacean species examined were similar in shape to those of 

typical modern engineered hydrofoils or airfoils.  Figure 46 and Figure 49 show that the 

lift coefficient versus angle of attack curves for all flippers were linear in the non-stall 

region (although the value of the slope was found to change at 1α = −  for B. borealis), 

and stall was encountered at a certain angle of attack.  The drag coefficient versus angle 

of attack curves were parabolic as they were with the odontocetes, with a particular 

angle of attack where the drag was a minimum (
,minDC

α , Table 17 and Table 19).  

,minDC
α varied between 3−  to 0 for all animals and trials, which was much less than the 

variation seen for the odontocetes ( 17−  to13 ).  Drag values for the flipper models were 

higher than values for engineered foils with similar profiles.   

All flipper models exhibited stall characteristics, where there flipper reaches a 

maximum value of lift ,maxLC and then there is a dramatic loss of lift with increased angle 

of attack.  Physically, stall is due to large regions of reversed flow and flow separation as 

α  is increased, causing an increase in pressure on the suction side of a wing resulting in 
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a reduction of the pressure difference between the suction and pressure sides of the 

wing.  The α  at the onset of stall (denoted as 
,maxLC

α  in Table 17 and Table 19) was 

unique for each flipper and depended upon both Re and species.  The largest was the B. 

borealis swim speed match trial (34 ) and the smallest α at stall was for the B. physalus 

Re match trial (14 ).  The qualitative nature of stall was also seen to differ between 

species.  For example, Figure 46 shows that the B. acutorostrata flipper stalls very 

gradually, while the loss of lift for B. physalus is abrupt at stall.  The phenomenon of tip 

stall was also observed for some models, where part of the flipper stalls and causes a 

subsequent decrease in the lift curve slope near ,maxLC , but the flow still remains largely 

attached and therefore the value of the lift curve continues to increase until deep stall.  

The P. macrocephalus lift coefficient versus angle of attack curve in Figure 49 is an 

example of this trend.   

The hydrodynamic performance of the B. acutorostrata flipper in this study was 

found to differ from the performance of the B. acutorostrata flipper reported by Cooper et 

al. (2008).  Most notably, Cooper et al. (2008) reported stall from 6 12α = −  , while the B. 

acutorostrata flipper in this study stalled at 28α =  for both trials.  ,maxLC  values reported 

in Cooper et al. (2008) were also higher (1.27-1.62) than they were for this study (1.14-

1.15).  The differing sweep of the flippers between the two studies explains these 

differences.  Sweep is when the tip of the flipper is pointed rearward (or forward).  The 

sweep angle is defined as the angle between a line drawn along the flipper span at a 
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constant fraction of the flipper chord from the leading edge (e.g., 0.25 or the quarter-

chord) and a line that is perpendicular to the longitudinal centerline of the animal’s 

body (Bertin and Smith, 1998).  The flipper in this study had a sweep angle of 

approximately 45 , while the flipper in the Cooper et al. (2008) study was tested at a 

sweep angle of zero (i.e., flipper protruding directly straight out from the body) (Figure 

45).  Generally, the maximum lift decreases and the angle of attack at stall increases with 

increasing sweep angle (Hoerner and Borst, 1985), which is consistent with what is 

observed here.  Observations of B. acutorostrata in the wild indicate that a flipper sweep 

angle of zero is representative of gulping maneuvers, while a sweep angle of 45 is 

observed during swimming or cruising (Cooper et al., 2008).  One other difference 

between the Cooper et al. (2008) study and this study that may account for the 

differences in hydrodynamic performance observed is the values of Re that were tested.  

Cooper et al. (2008) tested Re at values of 171,002, 254,100, 298,249, 337,492, 447,373, and 

592,574, while the values of Re tested in this work were 250,000 and 304,000.  However, 

both this study and Cooper et al. (2008) found ,maxLC  to similarly decrease with 

increasing Re.  In addition, the drag values measured in this study and by Cooper et al. 

(2008) were comparable. 

Miklosovic et al. (2004; 2007) also studied the performance of Mysticete flippers 

when they tested an idealized model of a humpback whale (M. novaenangliae) flipper in 

a wind tunnel.  They reported a ,maxLC of 0.93 with stall occurring at 16.3α =  at a sweep 
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angle of 0 and Re varying between 505,000 and 520,000.  Murray et al. (2005) tested an 

idealized model of a M. novaenangliae flipper at sweep angles of 15 and 30  and a Re of 

550,000.  The 15 sweep model had a ,maxLC of 0.95 with stall occurring at 21.6α =  and 

the 30 sweep model had a ,maxLC of 1.06 with stall again occurring at 21.6α =  . 

DC values for the M. novaenangliae flippers were less than observed for the present study 

due to the fact that the flippers in the Miklosovic et al. (2004; 2007) and Murray et al. 

(2005) studies had idealized streamlined cross-sections based off of a NACA airfoil 

section (as opposed to the flippers in this study being based off of CT scans of real 

animals).  The differences in hydrodynamic performance of the M. novaenangliae flipper 

compared to the present study are due to a combination of factors, including planform 

geometry, sweep, the effect of the leading-edge tubercles, the use of idealized models, 

and higher Re (Miklosovic et al., 2004; Miklosovic et al., 2007; Murray et al., 2005).   

The hydrodynamic characteristics of the five large whales studied in this work 

(families Balaenopteridae, Physeteridae and Delphinidae) may be compared to the 

hydrodynamic characteristics of eleven smaller odontocetes (families Iniidae, 

Delphinidae, Kogiidae, and Phocoenidae) reported in Weber et al. (2009a) (and also 

discussed in Section 3.4, although the discussion in Section 3.4 covered more animals 

than the eleven that will be considered here).  Both studies used scale models of cetacean 

flippers from CT scans, employed water tunnel testing, and tested flippers at Re = 

250,000 and swim speed of 2 m/s so the results are directly comparable.  
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When the swim speed of 2 m/s was matched, the large whales had a mean 

,maxLC of 1.08 (Sample Standard Deviation SD = 0.23) while the smaller cetaceans had an 

average ,maxLC of 1.14 (SD = 0.18).  A student’s t-test performed on this data indicates that 

there is not a statistically significant difference in the means of these values (p = 0.564).  

Comparing drag characteristics, the large whales had an average ,minDC of 0.0419 (SD = 

0.017) while the smaller cetaceans had an average ,minDC of 0.0392 (SD = 0.016).  The 

student’s t-test again indicated no statistically significant difference in the means of 

these values (p = 0.768).  

When the Re of 250,000 was matched, the large whales had an average ,maxLC of  

0.775 (SD = 0.24) while the smaller cetaceans had an average ,maxLC of 1.161 (SD = 0.20).  

The student’s t-test indicates that this is a statistically significant difference (p = 0.004).  

So, at a Re of 250,000, the flippers of smaller cetaceans on average have a significantly 

higher ,maxLC than those of large whales.  When drag characteristics are compared, the 

large whales had an average ,minDC of 0.0465 (SD = 0.016) while the smaller cetaceans had 

an average ,minDC of 0.0311 (SD = 0.011).  The student’s t-test again indicates that this is a 

statistically significant difference (p = 0.042), which indicates that at Re = 250,000, smaller 

cetacean flippers on average have a smaller ,minDC than the large whale flippers.  One 

possible explanation for these differences in lift and drag between large and small 

cetaceans at Re = 250,000 is that the swim speeds tend to be different.  To elaborate, 
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Equation (3.11) requires that for a constant Re, a larger mean chord, C  (such as those for 

a large whale since their flippers are physically larger) implies a smaller flow speed, U .  

It must also be considered that the average swim speed at Re = 250,000 for the large 

whales is only 1.13 m/s, which is slower than the observed cruising speed in the wild for 

many of the large whales.  For example, B. acutorostrata normally cruises at 3.25 m/s (Blix 

and Folkow, 1995), B. borealis migrates at 1.5-4.6 m/s (Williamson, 1972; Lockyer, 1981), 

B. physalus migrates at 1.5 – 4.0 m/s (Williamson, 1972), O. orca cruises at 2.8 – 3.6 m/s 

(Nowak, 1991), and P. macrocephalus cruises at 2.8 m/s (Berzin, 1972).  So, hydrodynamic 

performance may be expected to improve closer to the animal’s natural cruising speed.   

The large whales considered in this study presented special challenges with 

regards to water tunnel testing.  As mentioned previously, size restrictions of the USNA 

water tunnel required that all of the flipper models be scaled down (i.e., shrunk); the 

exact scales are shown in Table 16.  As a consequence of this, Equation (3.11) requires 

that the water tunnel testing speed be increased by a factor of ( ) 1
model scale

− .  To give 

an example of where this will present difficulties, it has been reported through field 

observation that B. borealis can swim at speeds on the order of 25 knots (12.86 m/s) 

(Reeves et al., 2002).  In order to obtain similarity in the water tunnel for this swim speed 

in the wild, the testing speed would have to be 44 m/s, which far exceeds the capability 

of the water tunnel.  Additionally, when water is the testing fluid, the phenomena of 

cavitation must be considered.  Cavitation occurs when low pressures are encountered in 
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regions of high velocity (specifically, the pressure of the liquid falls below its vapor 

pressure), which causes the water to boil (Shaughnessy et al., 2005).  Cavitation bubble 

collapse causes the formation of shock waves in the fluid and can cause damage to 

structural materials and can noticeably alter the hydrodynamic performance of a foil.  

Animals in the wild do not swim at speeds sufficient to generate cavitation (which 

would physically wound the animal if it occurred anyway).  Therefore, if cavitation 

occurs during water tunnel testing, then the results may not be directly comparable to 

the real animal (but can be close depending on the degree of cavitation), which is a result 

of incomplete similitude due to the cavitation number, Ca, not being matched between 

the flipper and the model (which is not a concern if cavitation does not occur).  The 

cavitation number, Ca, is defined as (Fox and McDonald, 1999): 

2

Ca
1
2

vp p

Uρ

−=      (3.20) 

In Equation (3.20), p is the absolute ambient pressure (N/m2), vp is the fluid 

(water) vapor pressure (N/m2), ρ is the fluid (water) density (kg/m3) and U  is the flow 

speed (m/s). 
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Figure 52: Model of the flipper for the orca whale O. orca cavitating in the 
water tunnel.  U = 6.15 m/s, 11α =  , Ca = 5.3.  Cloud cavitation is seen along the 
leading edge of the flipper and tip vortex cavitation has formed at the tip and is 
convected downstream by the flow.   

Figure 52 shows an example of cavitation occurring for the O. orca flipper model 

at U =6.15 m/s, 11α =  and Ca = 5.3 (2 m/s swim speed match trial).  The O. orca 2 m/s 

speed match trial was the only trial where cavitation occurred for any of the flipper 

models presented in this work, and it only occurred for 9 11α< <  and 

30 18α− < < −  .  Figure 46 shows that the LC curve slope was not noticeably affected by 
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the presence of cavitation for the O. orca model, and Figure 47 shows that the DC curve 

was also not noticeably affected.  However, cavitation would be expected to 

dramatically affect experimental results at higher speeds.  A much more detailed 

discussion of cavitation (along with experiments specifically designed to induce it) is 

delayed to Section 6.1.   

To summarize, flippers of five large cetaceans from the Balaenopteridae, 

Physeteridae and Delphinidae families exhibited lift and drag curves that are similar to 

both engineered foils and results reported in earlier studies.  Larger cetacean flippers 

have degraded performance at a Re of 250,000 compared to flippers of smaller 

odontocetes.  Although these large cetaceans have unique hunting and feeding 

requirements, all the species examined require the generation of lift for stability and 

maneuverability while reducing drag.  Additionally, it is seen that although cetacean 

flippers have evolved to dramatically different sizes and planforms, there are instances 

where basic hydrodynamic performance is comparable across different species.    

3.6 Comparison of Real and Idealized Cetacean Flippers 

When a feature in nature is mimicked for practical applications, the process of 

idealization, which is modeling the geometry of interest mathematically and integrating 

it into the application, is often used.  Idealization often involves simplifying the feature 

found in nature, which means that certain features such as the exact geometry of the 

phenomena being modeled and variations among species are lost.  In most cases, it is 
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usually assumed that despite these factors, idealization captures the relevant natural 

phenomenon.  However, it is reasonable to expect that idealization can have 

consequences that affect performance.  The purpose of this study is to explore the effect 

of idealization on the hydrodynamic performance of cetacean flippers.  Major points of 

this study have been published by the author in Weber et al. (2009b).   

A well-known example of a practical application based off of the idealization of a 

natural feature is Velcro®.  Velcro® was invented by George de Mestral, and is based off 

of the seeds of a burdock plant; de Mestral first envisioned the idea when he went on a 

hike and noticed that the burdock seeds had attached themselves to him and his dog 

(Gebeshuber and Drack, 2008).  Velcro® does not exactly mimic the burdock seeds; 

rather an idealized version of them was created after much testing and development.  

For Velcro®, the function of the final product matched the original intent, with the final 

product being a fastener that performed similarly to the natural burdock seeds.  

However, the idealized version (final product) differs substantially from the natural 

version in terms of resilience, strength, materials and geometry.   

The purpose of this study was to create idealized models of five different 

cetacean flippers and compare their hydrodynamic performance to their corresponding 

real counterparts.  The results of this study will be useful in many ways, such as 

determining the effect of flipper planforms on hydrodynamic performance, assisting in 

the biomimetic design of aquatic control surfaces, and exploring the consequences of the 
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idealization process.  The following subsections will first discuss the methods used to 

conduct the study, followed by the results and finally a discussion of the results.   

3.6.1 Methods 

Five different flippers were chosen for this idealization study: the fin whale 

(Balaenoptera physalus), the long-finned pilot whale (Globicephala melas), the orca whale 

(Orcinus orca), the harbor porpoise (Phocoena phocoena), and the bottlenose dolphin 

(Turisops truncatus).  CT scans of actual cetacean flippers were used to create the three-

dimensional models using the process described in Section 3.2.   
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Figure 53: Real and idealized cetacean planforms tested.  (a) Bottlenose 
dolphin (Tursiops truncatus); (b) Harbor porpoise (Phocoena phocoena); (c) Orca 
whale (Orcinus orca); (d) Fin whale (Balaenoptera physalus); (e) Long-finned pilot 
whale (Globicephala melas).   

The idealized flipper models were created by considering thickness versus 

height, chord versus height and height versus leading edge position of the real animal 

flippers and fitting polynomial curves to these data points.  The polynomials used were 

of high enough order to give a reasonable fit, and generally ranged from second to fifth 

order.  The cross-sections of the idealized flippers were based off using the symmetrical 

(i.e., no camber) NACA 00xx series airfoils (‘xx’ means that the thickness was variable) 
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as a baseline (Abbott and von Doenhoff, 1959), with chord length and thickness of the 

NACA section obtained using the thickness versus height and chord versus height fitted 

polynomial curves.  When the leading edges of the idealized scaled NACA sections are 

placed along the height versus leading edge fitted polynomial curves, the planform 

shape is obtained.   

Table 21: 3D Real and Idealized Flipper Model Characteristics 

Species (Common Name) Type C  
(in) 

A 
(in2) 

Mean 
t/c 
Ratio 

Max 
Length 
(in) 

Max 
Height 
(in) 

Scale 

( model

animal

L

L
) 

Real 4.041 32.46 0.194 7.08 8.00 Tursiops truncatus 
(Bottlenose dolphin) Idealized 4.131 33.05 0.198 7.17 8.00 

0.83 

Real 5.902 31.52 0.176 10.00 5.28 Phocoena phocoena (Harbor 
porpoise) Idealized 5.884 31.48 0.181 10.00 5.35 

1.91 

Real 4.326 33.66 0.244 6.29 8.00 Orcinus orca (Orca whale) 
Idealized 4.011 32.09 0.234 5.13 8.00 

0.33 

Real 2.515 18.96 0.232 3.32 8.00 Balaenoptera physalus (Fin 
whale) Idealized 2.328 18.62 0.239 3.26 8.00 

0.32 

Real 4.196 17.82 0.159 10.00 4.26 Globicephala melas (Long-
finned pilot whale) Idealized 4.166 17.91 0.160 10.00 4.30 

0.43 

 

Figure 53 shows a comparison of the real and idealized planforms for the five 

cetacean species considered in this work.  The planform shapes could be described as: 

triangular (T. truncatus, B. physalus), swept with pointed tip (G. melas), swept with 

rounded tip (P. phocoena), and paddle shaped (O. orca).  A comparison of select 

geometric parameters between the real and idealized flippers is shown in Table 21.  As 

Table 21 shows, the real and idealized flipper models for each cetacean species model 

had planform areas, mean chords and mean thickness to chord ratios that were nearly 
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identical.  The small variations that are evident from the table are due to the curve fitting 

process used to create the idealized models.   

As with previous studies (see Sections 3.2, 3.4 and 3.5), testing was conducted at 

water tunnel speeds corresponding to a flipper Reynolds Number (Re) of 250,000 and an 

animal swim speed of 2 m/s.  The exact same experimental apparatus and methods used 

for the smaller odontocetes (and large whales) were used for this study.  Additionally, 

the finite volume code SolidWorks Flow Simulation (SFS) was used for CFD flow 

visualization.   

3.6.2 Results 

Finite water tunnel corrections were applied as discussed in Section 3.2.4.  The 

maximum decrease in LC due to finite tunnel effects for all models tested was 0.0262 

(2.2%), the maximum increase in α was 1.72 , and the maximum increase in DC was 

0.0429 (6.2%).  Experimental error was determined using the methods described in 

Section 3.2.4.  The results of the error analysis showed that the maximum uncertainty in 

the water tunnel speed was 7.2%± , the maximum uncertainty in Re was 7.7%± , and 

the maximum uncertainty in LC and DC was 15.1%± .   

Figure 54 – Figure 58 show the results of the experimental studies, broken down 

by individual animal (Figure 54 bottlenose dolphin, Figure 55 harbor porpoise, Figure 56 

orca whale, Figure 57 fin whale, Figure 58 long-finned pilot whale).  These figures 

qualitatively and quantitatively show the differences in performance between the 
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idealized and real flippers.  The results for  LC and DC are presented on the same graph, 

with open symbols representing experimental results for real flipper models and filled 

symbols representing experimental results for idealized flipper models.   

 

Figure 54: Experimental data for bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus) 
flipper models.  Filled symbols correspond to the idealized flippers, and open 
symbols correspond to the real flipper.  
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Figure 55: Experimental data for harbor porpoise (Phocoena phocoena) flipper 
models.  Note the nonlinear nature of the lift curves. 

 

Figure 56: Experimental data for orca whale (Orcinus orca) flipper models.   
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Figure 57: Experimental data for fin whale (Balaenoptera physalus) flipper 
models.  The idealized model exhibits a nonlinear lift curve slope, while the real 
model does not.   

 

Figure 58: Experimental data for long-finned pilot whale (Globicephala melas) 
flipper models.  Note the nonlinear nature of the lift curves.  
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Table 22 presents hydrodynamic parameters of interest for the 2 m/s swim speed 

match trials, and Table 23 presents hydrodynamic parameters of interest for the Re 

match trials.  Table 24 presents the maximum hydrodynamic efficiency ( )max
/L DC C for 

all models tested by trial.   

Table 22: Select Hydrodynamic Performance Parameters for the Real and 
Idealized Cetacean Flipper Models Tested, 2 m/s Swim Speed Match Trials 

Model Type ,maxLC  ,minDC Animal 
Flipper 
Re at 
Swim 
Speed 

Linear Portion(s) of Lift Curve 
Slope (1/deg.) 

Real 1.345 0.0397 0.0574 Bottlenose 
Dolphin 
(Tursiops 
truncatus) 

Idealized 0.9972 0.0148
234,000 

0.0517 

Real 1.410 0.0456 0.0417 ( ,minLC to 6−  ), 0.0313 

( 6−  to 8 ), 0.0407 (8 to ,maxLC )  

Harbor 
Porpoise 
(Phocoena 
phocoena) Idealized 1.686 0.0165

120,000 

0.0480 ( ,minLC to 6−  ), 0.0365 

( 6−  to 6 ), 0.0461 ( 6 to ,maxLC ) 

Real 1.040 0.0356 0.0575 Orca Whale 
(Orcinus orca) Idealized 1.241 0.0248

674,000 
0.0489 

Real 1.452 0.0545 0.0649 Fin Whale 
(Balaenoptera 
physalus) 

Idealized 0.7072 0.0372
398,000 

0.0508 ( ,minLC to 7−  ), 0.0397 

( 7−  to 4 ), 0.0530 ( 4 to 14 ) 
Real 1.217 0.0305 0.0479 ( ,minLC to 25−  ), 0.0376 

( 25−  to 25 ), 0.0430 ( 25 to 
,maxLC ) 

Long-finned 
Pilot Whale 
(Globicephala 
melas) 

Idealized 1.277 0.0129

381,000 

0.0431 ( ,minLC to 8−  ), 0.0290 

( 8−  to 8 ), 0.0433 (8 to ,maxLC ) 
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Table 23: Select Hydrodynamic Performance Parameters for the Real and 
Idealized Cetacean Flipper Models Tested, Re Match Trials 

Model Type ,maxLC  ,minDC  Animal 
Swim 
Speed at 
Flipper 
Re = 
250,000 

Linear Portion(s) of Lift Curve 
Slope (1/deg.) 

Real 1.362 0.0397 0.0589 Bottlenose 
Dolphin 
(Tursiops 
truncatus) 

Idealized 1.000 0.0151 
2.14 

0.0522 

Real 1.531 0.0162 0.0493 ( ,minLC to 12−  ), 0.0351 

( 12−  to 8 ), 0.0431 (8 to 
,maxLC ) 

Harbor 
Porpoise 
(Phocoena 
phocoena) 

Idealized 1.478 0.0129 

4.16 

0.0444 ( ,minLC to 4−  ), 0.0312 

( 4−  to 8 ), 0.0443 (8 to ,maxLC ) 

Real 0.7839 0.0441 0.0505 Orca Whale 
(Orcinus 
orca) 

Idealized 1.099 0.0228 
0.742 

0.0449 

Real 0.6894 0.0510 0.0469 Fin Whale 
(Balaenoptera 
physalus) 

Idealized 0.6498 0.0415 
1.26 

0.0560 ( ,minLC to 6−  ), 0.0392 

( 6−  to 7 ), 0.0617 ( 7 to 12 ) 
Real 1.065 0.0331 0.0500 ( ,minLC to 26−  ), 0.0375 

( 26−  to 17 ), 0.0417 (17 to 
,maxLC ) 

Long-finned 
Pilot Whale 
(Globicephala 
melas) 

Idealized 1.263 0.0176 

1.31 

0.0424 ( ,minLC to 9−  ), 0.0302 

( 9−  to 9 ), 0.0415 ( 9 to ,maxLC ) 
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Table 24: Maximum Hydrodynamic Efficiency ( )max
/L DC C for the Real and 

Idealized Cetacean Models Tested 

Model Type ( )max
/L DC C   

(Re Match Trial) 
( )max

/L DC C   

(2 m/s Match Trial) 
Real 7.90 7.57 Bottlenose Dolphin 

(Tursiops truncatus) Idealized 8.70 8.79 
Real 5.85 6.69 Harbor Porpoise 

(Phocoena phocoena) Idealized 6.21 8.88 
Real 4.00 4.63 Orca Whale  

(Orcinus orca) Idealized 4.87 7.53 
Real 4.57 6.18 Fin Whale  

(Balaenoptera physalus) Idealized 5.20 8.23 
Real 3.88 4.18 Long-finned Pilot Whale 

(Globicephala melas) Idealized 8.68 6.69 
 

As seen in Table 22 and Table 23, the idealized flipper models had a lower 

minimum value of drag coefficient than the real flipper models for all trials.  The 

greatest difference was for the harbor porpoise 2 m/s trial, where ,minDC for the real 

model was 176% greater than for the idealized model, and the least difference was for 

the fin whale Re match trial, where ,minDC for the real model was only 23% greater than 

for the idealized model.  On average, ,minDC for the real models was 96% greater than 

that for the idealized models.  Additionally, Figure 54 – Figure 58 show that when the 

real and idealized flipper model experimental results are compared, the drag coefficient 

versus angle of attack curve for the idealized flippers was lower than that for the real 

flippers for most values of angle of attack.   
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Unlike the drag coefficient versus angle of attack curves, when the lift coefficient 

versus angle of attack curves for the real and idealized flipper models are compared, no 

clear trend is found to exist.  For the bottlenose dolphin and fin whale, the real flipper 

models produced a higher ,maxLC for both trials.  The ,maxLC  for the real fin whale model 

was 6% higher than that for the idealized model for the Re match trial and 105% greater 

for the 2 m/s swim speed match trial.  The ,maxLC  for the real bottlenose dolphin model 

was 36% higher than that for the idealized model for the Re match trial and 35% higher 

for the 2 m/s swim speed match trial.  In contrast, for the orca whale and long-finned 

pilot whale, the idealized flipper models produced a higher ,maxLC  for both trials.  The 

,maxLC for the idealized orca whale model was 40% higher than that for the real model for 

the Re match trial and 19% higher for the 2 m/s swim speed match trial.  The ,maxLC  for 

the idealized long-finned pilot whale was 19% higher than that for the real model for the 

Re match trial and 5% greater for the 2 m/s swim speed match trial.  The harbor porpoise 

models were unique in that the idealized flipper model produced a 20% higher 

,maxLC than the real flipper model for the 2 m/s swim speed match trial, whereas the real 

flipper model produced a 4% higher ,maxLC than the idealized flipper model for the Re 

match trial.   

All of the lift coefficient versus angle of attack curves exhibited stall 

characteristics (Figure 54 – Figure 58).  Three of the five models tested had the nature of 
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their stall changed by the idealization process.  However, the trial (Re versus 2 m/s swim 

speed match) where stall was changed was not consistent, as only four of the ten overall 

trials showed varying stall characteristics between the real and idealized models.   

The lift coefficient versus angle of attack curves for the harbor porpoise and long-

finned pilot whale were found to be nonlinear in the non-stall region for both the real 

and idealized models (Figure 55 and Figure 58).  Both of these flippers had planforms 

that are similar to those of modern swept wings.  Additionally, the lift coefficient versus 

angle of attack curves for the fin whale were found to be nonlinear for the idealized 

model but not for the real model (Figure 57).  All other lift coefficient versus angle of 

attack curves were found to be linear in the non-stall region.   

The values of the lift curve slopes were found to be comparatively closer in value 

between the real and idealized models than the values of ,maxLC  (Table 22 and Table 23).  

The maximum difference in the lift curve slope between the idealized and real models 

was found to be 38.8% for the fin whale 2 m/s swim speed match trial, while the 

minimum difference was found to be 0.7% for the long-finned pilot whale 2 m/s match 

trial.  The average difference across all models and trials was found to be 14.9%.   

Table 24 shows that the maximum hydrodynamic efficiency for the idealized 

models is always greater than that for the real models.  The maximum efficiency occurs 

at different angles of attack for different flippers.  Also, the maximum efficiency does not 

necessarily occur at the same angle of attack as the maximum lift coefficient or the 
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minimum drag coefficient.  The average gain in efficiency due to the idealization process 

was 38%, the least gain in efficiency was 6% (harbor porpoise Re match trial), and the 

greatest gain in efficiency was 124% (long-finned pilot whale Re match trial).   

3.6.3 Discussion 

The idealization process had a significant effect on both the minimum value of 

drag coefficient and the overall drag characteristics of the flipper models.  The fact that 

the idealized models had cross-sections that were more streamlined is the principal 

explanation for the differences in drag.  The results from the experiment are not 

surprising as modern engineered airfoil sections (such as the NACA series of airfoil 

sections that were used here) are specifically designed to minimize drag.  Surface 

imperfections, which increase drag, are also another explanation for the differences in 

drag characteristics between the real and idealized flipper models.  The idealized flipper 

models had surfaces that were much smoother in comparison to the real models.  The 

boundary layer is affected by bumps and other surface irregularities, and it often 

changes character (i.e. transitions from laminar to turbulent) upon encountering a 

surface irregularity (Hoerner, 1992).  Additionally, surface imperfections (particularly 

protrusions on the surface) produce local additional drag, which scales with the size of 

the protrusion (Hoerner, 1992).  Individual variation of the flippers will determine the 

additional drag caused by surface irregularities.  The fact that the drag coefficient was 

always greater for the real models also explains why the efficiency for the real models 
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was always less for than the idealized models.  From the definition of efficiency 

( )/L DC C , it naturally follows that if DC  is reduced then the efficiency is increased with 

all other factors being equal.   

When the lift coefficient versus angle of attack curves for the real and idealized 

flipper models were compared, no clear trend was found.  One possible explanation for 

this lack of a clear trend is the camber of the flippers.  The camber of the flippers is an 

important consideration due to the fact that ,maxLC  generally increases with increasing 

camber (Abbott and von Doenhoff, 1959).  All of the idealized flippers were constructed 

from symmetric (i.e., uncambered) NACA sections, so they did not experience any 

increase in ,maxLC  due to camber.  In contrast, the real flipper models all had camber of 

varying degrees due to their natural non-symmetric geometry.  Therefore, the superior 

performance of the real T. truncatus, P. phocoena and B. physalus flipper models over the 

idealized models could be due to the gain in ,maxLC  from their natural camber.  Also, the 

fact that the idealized P. phocoena model outperformed the real model for the 2 m/s swim 

speed match trial, but not for the Re match trial, can be explained by the fact that the 

effect of camber increasing ,maxLC  is more pronounced for higher Re (Abbott and von 

Doenhoff, 1959).  The Re for the P. phocoena 2 m/s swim speed match trial was only 

120,000, so the gain in ,maxLC  that the real flipper experienced due to camber may not 

have been sufficient to outperform the idealized model.  Additionally, boundary layer 
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effects, which may cause phenomena such as unsteadiness and flow 

detachment/reattachment, are more pronounced at this (relatively) low Re of 120,000 for 

the 2 m/s swim speed match trial (White, 2006).  One observation for P. phocoena which 

may be caused by low Re effects is that the angle of attack of zero lift was negative for 

the 2 m/s match trial while it was approximately zero for the Re match trial (this 

difference in angle of zero lift between trials was not seen for any other flipper).  Since 

the flipper geometry did not change between trials, changes in fluid dynamic 

phenomena due to Re effects are the likely culprit.    

The nonlinear nature of the lift curves for the real and idealized P. phocoena and 

G. melas models and the idealized B. physalus model is caused by two different lift 

mechanisms (potential versus vortex-dominated lift) acting in the non-stall region.  For 

lowα , potential lift is the dominant lift mechanism.  For higherα , the lift generation 

mechanism transitions to vortex-dominated lift.  Values of the LC curve slope for both 

the potential flow region (lower slope) and the vortex-dominated flow regions (higher 

slope) are shown in Table 22 and Table 23.  

The data presented here indicate that the idealization process can change the 

nature of the lift curve (but does not necessarily do so).  For P. phocoena and G. melas, 

since the nonlinearity was still captured by the idealized model the planform is the 

dominant mechanism that causes the nonlinear nature of the lift curve.  For the B. 

physalus models, the real flipper model generates potential lift while the idealized model 
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generates vortex-dominated lift, so the idealization process sufficiently changed the 

model to cause the nonlinear lift curve.  Figure 53 shows that the idealization process for 

B. physalus produced a planform with smooth leading and trailing edges that end in a 

sharp point at the tip, whereas the real model had leading and trailing edges that were 

less smooth, and the point at the tip was not as sharp.  Additionally, the real and 

idealized models display differences in their cross-sections.  The cross-sections for the 

idealized models were perfectly streamlined (due to the use of a NACA profile).  The 

cross-sections of the real models were generally streamlined, but unlike engineered foils 

they were generally not sharp at the trailing edge and had upper and lower surfaces that 

were irregular as opposed to smooth.   
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Figure 59: Numerically calculated pathlines for (A) real harbor porpoise, U = 
1.68 m/s, 4.5α =  , Re = 250,000; (B) idealized harbor porpoise, U = 1.68 m/s, 4.5α =  , 
Re = 250,000; (C) real harbor porpoise, U = 1.68 m/s, 20α =  , Re = 250,000; (D) real fin 
whale, U = 3.93 m/s, 10α =  , Re = 250,000; and (E) idealized fin whale, U = 3.93 m/s, 

10α =  , Re = 250,000.  The graph in the center compares the experimental and 
numerical results for the real harbor porpoise flipper model.   
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SolidWorks Flow Simulation (SFS) was used to visualize the flow field around 

the flipper models and to explore the differences in lift characteristics between the real 

and idealized B. physalus models.  Figure 59 shows the results of the CFD simulations for 

P. phocoena (U = 1.68 m/s, α = 4.5° and 10° and Re = 250,000) and B. physalus (U = 3.93 

m/s, α = 14° and Re = 250,000).  The results of the CFD simulations were checked against 

the experimental values to ensure that the results were accurate to within experimental 

and computational error (an exemplary plot is shown in the center of Figure 59).  The 

CFD predictions were good in the non-stall region, but when stall is encountered (which 

is difficult to model numerically), the lift and drag are both under-predicted due to the 

complex flow field which is characterized by regions of flow separation.  It is also seen 

that CFD still qualitatively predicts the correct shape of the lift and drag curves despite 

under-prediction of their values.   

It was found that the wake for the idealized flipper model was less disturbed 

than that of the real flipper model for both flipper models tested numerically.  The 

streamlining of the idealized flipper model cross-sections accounts for this phenomena.  

Additionally, the flow over the real flipper model surfaces was seen to be more 

disturbed than that over the idealized flipper model surfaces.  This was due to the 

smoothness of the idealized flipper surface, as the fluid did not have to flow around or 

through protuberances on the surface as it did with the real model.  Differences in the 

tip vortices were also observed for both models (Figure 59).   
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The qualitative difference in the flow fields between the potential lift regime and 

the vortex-dominated lift regime for P. phocoena is evident from Figure 59.  For the 

potential lift regime (denoted as A and B in Figure 59), the pathlines are generally 

parallel in the wake and the flow over the flipper is smooth, with the exception of the tip 

vortex.  However, when the angle of attack is increased to the vortex-dominated lift 

regime (denoted as C in Figure 59), a strong vortex forms over the planform of the 

flipper, and fluid over most of the leading edge is entrained into this vortex.  This effect 

is not as pronounced as it is for an engineered delta wing because the sharpness of the 

leading edge is intimately related to the strength of the vortex, and cetacean flippers 

have rounded leading edges.  As the leading edge becomes sharper, the leading edge 

suction is more prominent causing greater acceleration, which results in a stronger 

vortex and more suction force (Katz and Plotkin, 2001).   

Using these CFD simulations, it is seen that there are two factors that explain 

why the idealized B. physalus model lift curve is nonlinear while the real model curve is 

linear.  The first factor is the artificially sharp tip of the idealized model when compared 

to the real model.  The shape of the flipper tip affects the value of ,maxLC  and the location 

of the tip vortex (Hoerner, 1965).  From these results, it appears that for the idealized 

model, the local sweep at the tip along with the tip sharpness caused the tip vortex to 

move towards the root at high angle of attack and produce the vortex-dominated lift.  

This may be seen in the CFD results of Figure 59, where the real model (denoted as D in 
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Figure 59) exhibits a strong trailing vortex that is localized at the tip (with a weaker 

vortex forming further up towards the root), whereas the idealized model (denoted as E 

in Figure 59) exhibits a trailing vortex that forms at a distance of approximately 3/4 of 

the distance of the flipper length from the root with no tip vortex.  The second factor is 

that the streamlined cross-section of the idealized flipper provides less resistance to the 

movement of the tip vortex inward.  The protuberances on the surface of the real flipper 

model could act similar to a vortex fence, which prevents the flow from moving 

spanwise across the flipper (Hoerner and Borst, 1985).  The CFD results of Figure 59 

again show that for the idealized B. physalus model, flow in the vicinity of the tip is still 

relatively smooth, one primary vortex forms at the 3/4 distance from the root, and the 

flow around the tip moves towards the root and is entrained into this strong vortex, 

which produces the vortex-dominated lift.  However, for the real model, two vortices 

form, one strong vortex off of the tip and then a secondary weaker vortex at 3/4 of the 

distance from the root.  This weaker vortex for the real model is entrained into the 

strong tip vortex farther downstream.  Tip stall is seen to develop for the real model, 

which also contributes to the tip vortex not being able to move towards the root and 

produce vortex-dominated lift.  So, the conclusion is that surface effects along with the 

geometry of the real flipper prevent the tip vortex from moving towards the root and 

therefore keeps the lift in the potential regime.    
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The overall reason for the difference in stall characteristics between some of the 

real and idealized models is that wings are known to display different stall 

characteristics at different values of Re (Hoerner and Borst, 1985).  The models for T. 

truncatus differed the most (Figure 54).  For the O. orca flipper models at Re = 250,000, 

the idealized model exhibited a sudden loss of lift at stall while the real flipper model 

exhibited a gradual loss of lift at stall (Figure 56).  When the Re was increased to 674,000, 

both models displayed the same stall characteristics (gradual loss of lift at stall).  For the 

B. physalus flipper models at Re = 250,000, idealized model exhibited a gradual loss of lift 

at stall while the real flipper model exhibited a sudden drop in lift at stall (Figure 57).  

When the Re was increased to 398,000 both models exhibited the same stall 

characteristics (gradual stall).  These data appear to indicate that there is a unique value 

of Re for each flipper above which creating an idealized model will not change the stall 

characteristics.  However, further experimentation must be performed to confirm this 

hypothesis and determine exact values.   

The lift coefficient versus angle of attack curves provide a general sense of the 

camber for the real flippers and the degree of construction error for the idealized 

flippers.  As mentioned previously, the angle of zero lift ( 0Lα = ) is largely determined by 

the camber (Abbott and von Doenhoff, 1959).  Theoretically, an uncambered flipper 

(such as all of the idealized flippers) should have an 0Lα =  of zero.  For the real flippers, 

P. phocoena was found to be positively cambered, T. truncatus, O. orca, and G. melas were 
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found to be negatively cambered, and B. physalus had essentially no camber.  For the 

idealized flippers, G. melas, O. orca and B. physalus appeared to have minimal 

construction error as their values of 0Lα =  were zero to within experimental error.  The 

idealized T. truncatus model appeared to have a slight bias in the positively cambered 

direction during construction since 0 1Lα = ≈ −  .  At first glance, the idealized model for P. 

phocoena appeared to have severe bias in the positively cambered direction since, for this 

flipper, 0 6Lα = ≈ −  for the 2 m s-1 speed match trial.  However, low Re effects (Re = 

120,000 in this case) were the most likely reason for the bias since 0Lα =  was essentially 

zero when the Re was increased to 250,000.   

Experimental and construction error was evident in the fact that the LC  and 

DC versus α curves for the idealized flipper models were not perfectly symmetric 

(Figure 54 – Figure 58).  Theoretically, the LC versus α  curve for an idealized flipper 

model based off of a symmetrical NACA section should be an odd function (i.e., 

symmetric with respect to a 180  rotation about the origin) that intersects the α -axis at a 

value of 0 .  Along the same lines, the DC versus α curve should be an even function 

(i.e., symmetric with respect to the DC -axis) with a minimum value of ,minDC  occurring 

at 0α =  .  Multiple factors may explain the fact that the idealized model curves were not 

perfectly symmetric.  The first possibility is construction error.  The three-dimensional 

rapid prototype machine does not create absolutely perfect models due to a variety of 
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factors such as calibration of the machine, the material containing impurities, and 

thermal deformation of the model during the manufacturing process.  These 

imperfections are not evident by sight inspection (otherwise the model would have been 

discarded and rebuilt), but may account for the small disparities in the curves.  

Experimental error is another factor that may explain why the lift and drag curves for 

the idealized models were not perfectly symmetric.  To elaborate, the measurement of 

α has experimental error associated with it, so a model may have 0LC =  or ,minDC  

occurring at 0α =  despite the fact that the experimental angle reading does not indicate 

so.  The fact that the water tunnel does not create perfectly uniform flow is another 

possible source of experimental error.  A final possible explanation for the idealized 

curves not being perfectly symmetric is small variations in the surface roughness of the 

idealized flippers.  The surfaces of the idealized models were much smoother and more 

uniform than those of the real models, but microscopic imperfections still exist on the 

surfaces of the idealized models.  These imperfections could cause the curves to be 

slightly non-symmetric, especially in the near-stall and post-stall regions where 

boundary layer effects are very important. 

Overall, multiple consequences resulting from the idealization process were 

evident, but the majority of the idealized models of cetacean flippers did not exhibit 

fluid dynamic properties that were drastically different from those of the models of the 

real flippers.  For example, idealization can have a significant advantage if one is 
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attempting to minimize drag, as ,minDC of the idealized models was less than the 

corresponding ,minDC  of the real models for all trials.  ,maxLC  for the real and 

corresponding idealized models was different for all trials, and was improved in some 

cases by the idealization process and worsened in others.  The hydrodynamic efficiency 

( )max
/L DC C  was always greater for the idealized models over their corresponding real 

model counterparts, again showing an instance where idealization results in 

performance that is more advantageous than that which is found in nature.   

In conclusion, this study has revealed multiple findings that will be of interest to 

future researchers that create idealized models of phenomena found in nature.  The first 

(and most important) is that idealized models of phenomena found in nature reasonably 

represent the performance of the real models from which they are based, as has been 

assumed in the past but has been verified here.  Of course, there are some differences, 

such as the drag characteristics, but these are usually known or may be inferred by the 

researcher.  However, it has also been shown that it is necessary to be reasonably 

cautious with the results, as idealization can sometimes have unintended consequences.  

The second (which is a consequence of the first) is that when idealizing a phenomenon 

found in nature, it is not necessary to go through the detailed process of trying to exactly 

reproduce the desired attribute through collection and analysis of biological specimens.  

In fact, for the cetacean flippers explored in this work, creating an idealized model 

would only require photographs of the geometry of interest (assuming that the size of 
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the flipper is known or may be inferred from the photograph).  This is especially useful 

when attempting to study animals for which biological specimens are impossible to 

obtain (such as an extinct animal) or difficult to obtain (such as an endangered animal).  

As long as the dimensions of the geometry are known or may be extrapolated, an 

idealized model may be created and reasonable experimental data may be generated.  

The final finding is that for idealized models of cetacean flippers, quantitative bounds on 

the difference between performance characteristics for real and idealized models have 

been presented, which may be used in future research.  For example, the maximum 

difference in LC curve slope between the real and idealized models tested in this work 

was 38.8% and the average was 14.9%.  So, if an idealized model with a geometry that is 

reasonably similar to the ones presented in this work is tested in the future, the 

performance of the real model may be bounded by these values of maximum difference.  

Overall, idealization is and will continue to be an important method by which to learn 

from nature.       

3.7 Computational Evaluation of the Performance of Lifting 
Surfaces with Leading Edge Protuberances 

The motivation for investigating sinusoidal leading edges (LEs) on fluid dynamic 

control surfaces stems from the humpback whale (Megaptera novaeangliae) flipper, which 

has rounded tubercles (scallops, sinusoidal perturbations, bumps) interspersed along its 

LE.  Despite its massive length and size, the humpback whale is able to execute complex 

underwater maneuvers and perform feats such as rolls and loops (Fish and Battle, 1995; 
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Woodward et al., 2006).  Since the flippers of the humpback whale are a primary control 

surface (Fish and Lauder, 2006), it has been postulated that the LE tubercles on the 

flippers are major contributors to the humpback whale’s underwater agility.      

Previous experimental, numerical and theoretical work has been performed to 

investigate the effects of tubercles on the performance of humpback whale flippers.  

Watts and Fish (2001) conducted the first study related to the unique flipper of the 

humpback whale, using a panel method to model the tubercles and found that a wing 

with leading edge protuberances may have superior lifting characteristics compared to a 

wing with a smooth edge.  Darekar and Sherwin (2001) used a parallel spectral element 

code to find that the introduction of bumps to a right circular cylinder could lead to 

stabilization of the near-wake for low Reynolds Numbers, a result also found 

experimentally by Dobre et al. (2006).  Miklosovic et al. (2004) conducted wind tunnel 

tests using idealized models of humpback whale flippers and found that the tubercles 

delay the stall angle by approximately 40% while decreasing drag and increasing lift 

post-stall.  Miklosovic et al. (2007) conducted a second wind tunnel study comparing the 

effect of tubercles on both 2-D and 3-D models and determined that the tubercles are 

advantageous in 3-D flow due to the fact that they inhibit the progression of spanwise 

stall and create an inherently 3-D flow.  Miklosovic et al. further found that tubercles 

were disadvantageous in 2-D flow because they caused early flow separation, and also 

resulted in increased drag and decreased lift in the non-stall region.  This observation 
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that tubercles are detrimental in the non-stall region for 2-D flows was also reported by 

Stein and Murray (2005) and Johari et al. (2007), although it was also found that in the 2-

D case tubercles still create higher lift post-stall.  Another 3-D finding from wind tunnel 

testing was that swept wings with tubercles also exhibit increased lift post-stall (Murray 

et al., 2005).  A lifting-line model for investigating the effect of tubercles on the stall 

characteristics of humpback whale flippers was developed by van Nierop et al. (2008).  

In this study, it was found that tubercles delay stall due to the fact that the trough 

(valley) sections of the flipper stall at lower angles of attack than the bump (peak) 

sections.  Experimental water tunnel tests of rudders with leading edge tubercles (Weber 

et al., 2010) and of idealized humpback whale flipper models (Stanway, 2008) confirmed 

the wind tunnel results of Miklosovic et al. (2004, 2007) concerning superior post-stall 

performance of the tubercled rudders.  It was also observed that cavitation first 

appeared in the troughs for the tubercled rudders (Weber et al., 2010), indicating low-

pressure regions in the troughs, and that flow separates in the troughs first (Stanway, 

2008).  This observation of low pressure in the troughs was confirmed by van Nierop’s 

theoretical model (van Nierop et al., 2008).   

In this section, the flow field around the idealized flipper models tested in the 

wind tunnel experiments of Miklosovic et al. (2004, 2007) are simulated using 

computational fluid dynamics (CFD) codes.  Two different commercial CFD codes are 

used and compared, STAR-CCM+ and SolidWorks Flow Simulation (SFS) 2009.  CFD 
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allows for visualization of the flow field around the flipper models which will in turn 

allows for comparisons between the models in terms of stall characteristics and pressure 

distributions.  A marked advantage that will be exploited in this study is that the high-

quality experimental results may be used to test the accuracy of the CFD codes.  The 

remainder of this section will be divided into three parts.  The first will discuss the 

methods used to conduct the study.  The numerical results and their comparison to 

experiment will be covered next, and the section will conclude with a discussion of the 

results.   

3.7.1 Methods 

Two different idealized flipper models were tested in this work, one with a 

smooth LE (baseline flipper) and one with a scalloped LE (simulated tubercle flipper).  

The two flipper models along with the geometry used in the CFD simulations are 

pictured in Figure 60.  The baseline and simulated tubercle flipper models were based 

upon an idealized representation of a humpback whale flipper specimen which was 

generated by fitting mathematical functions to the specimen.   
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Figure 60: Geometry for experiment and simulation: smooth (baseline) flipper 
(top left), simulated tubercle (scalloped) flipper (top right), representative flipper 
model in wind tunnel test section (bottom). 

The construction method and mathematical definitions of the flippers are 

discussed in Miklosovic et al. (2007), but the relevant details will be summarized here.  

Both models had a mean aerodynamic chord C of 13.05 cm (5.086 in), a span of 56.07 cm 

(22.50 in) and planform area of A = 737.65 cm2 (114.36 in2).  The cross-sections of the 

model were based off of a symmetrical NACA 0020 airfoil.  Equations (3.21) and (3.22) 

were used to define the leading and trailing edge planforms for the baseline model (note 

that the length dimensions of Equations (3.21) and (3.22) are inches, consistent with 

Miklosovic et al. (2007)): 

2 32.916 0.0624 0.000428 0.000462LEx y y y= + + −    (3.21) 
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In Equation (3.21), LEx is the chordwise position which defines the leading edge, 

TEx is the chordwise position which defines the trailing edge, y is the spanwise 

coordinate and C is as defined previously.  The simulated tubercle model was created 

by applying a sinusoidal profile superposed on the LE contour of the smooth flipper in 

the spanwise direction, and this profile is defined by Equation (3.23): 

 ( ) ( ) ( )2 1.50.125 1 0.001 sin 0.57 0.4 tanh 7 1LEx y y yΔ = − − − +    (3.23) 

In Equation (3.23), all symbols are as defined previously.  Equation (3.23) tapers 

the amplitude of the sinusoid towards the tip of the flipper, and also ensures that A and 

C are equal for the two models.  The largest increment generated by Equation (3.23) was 

0.223inLExΔ = ± , and it occurred over 39-44% of the span. 

The experimental data were collected in the closed-circuit subsonic wind tunnel 

at the United States Naval Academy, and has been published previously (Miklosovic et 

al., 2004).  This wind tunnel has a cross section of 137 x 97 cm and the vented test section 

has a length of 239 cm (Miklosovic et al., 2004).  The maximum Mach Number achieved 

during testing was 0.2 (so incompressible flow conditions were assumed), and Re ≈ 

505,000-520,000.  Finite wind tunnel corrections were applied to the data (Barlow et al., 

1999).  Experimental error was 0.54% for LC and 2.5% for DC .  Details of the 

experimental procedure (including data acquisition procedures) have been extensively 
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documented in previous papers published by the authors (Miklosovic et al., 2004, 2007).  

The experimental results (along with the corresponding numerical results, to be 

discussed later) are summarized in Figure 62 - Figure 65.       

The CFD simulations were conducted using two different commercial codes, 

STAR-CCM+ and SolidWorks Flow Simulation 2009 (SFS) (an add-in to the computer 

aided design program SolidWorks).  Two different codes were tested for sake of 

comparison (especially to see which code, if any, outperformed the other and under 

what conditions), as each CFD code has its own strengths and weaknesses. Each code 

solves the Reynolds-Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) equations (Pope, 2000) on a finite 

volume mesh using a turbulent flow model (laminar and inviscid models were also 

available for both codes but not used).  Convergence studies were conducted for each 

code (to be described later), although in the deep stall regions machine memory (which 

controls mesh size) became an issue.  The exact geometry and dimensions that were 

present in the experiment were used for the simulation (no mesh scaling was performed, 

see Figure 60).  Additionally, the experimentally recorded flow conditions were used as 

parameters in the simulations, which were a temperature of T = 318 K, a far-field flow 

speed of U = 69.6 m/s, and air density of ρ  = 1.103 kg/m3.  The geometry for the 

simulations was generated in SolidWorks, and then was either used directly (for SFS, 

which interfaces directly with SolidWorks) or was imported into the CFD program 

(STAR-CCM+).  Steady flow field simulations were used in the early non-stall region for 
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both of the flippers, although when the flow field became more complex in the stall 

region, it was necessary to run unsteady flow field simulations for better accuracy.  

The time step for the unsteady simulations was calculated by dividing a 

characteristic length (the wind tunnel test section length of 1.8 m) by U, which gives a 

characteristic particle travel time through the tunnel.  This number was then divided by 

1,000 to give the unsteady time step of 2.59 x 10-5 s.  A time step study was conducted to 

determine the effect of altering the time step from this calculated value, the results of 

which are presented in Table 25.  It was found that increasing the numeric value of the 

time step by a factor of four to 1.036 x 10-5 s had no significant effect on solution 

accuracy.  Therefore, this larger value of time step was used for all calculations in order 

to decrease solution convergence time. 

Table 25: Time Step and Turbulence Model Study Results, STAR-CCM+ 

Time Step Study, Tubercle Flipper, 2α =   
Time Step Iterations Time Steps Physical 

Time (s) 
LC  DC  

Steady 1700 N/A N/A 0.147 0.0139 
2.59 x 10-5 s 111902 5594 0.1448846 0.142 0.0104 
5.18 x 10-5 s 45461 2272 0.1176896 0.142 0.0105 
1.036 x 10-4 s 46460 2322 0.2405592 0.142 0.0105 
Turbulence Model Study, Tubercle Flipper, 6α =  , Steady Solver.  LC experimental 
value = 0.455, DC experimental value = 0.0197 
Model LC (% error) DC (% error) 
k ε−  0.490 (7.7) 0.0303 (53.8) 
k ω−  0.483 (6.2) 0.0297 (50.8) 
Spalart-Allmaras 0.475 (4.4) 0.0230 (16.8) 
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SFS simulations were run on a Windows-based machine with a 2.66 GHz 64-bit 

processor with eight cores and 32 GB of RAM.  SFS features automatic mesh generation, 

which is advantageous in terms of simplicity but disadvantageous in terms of user 

ability to control mesh features.  The k-ε turbulence model is the only turbulence model 

available in SFS to close the flow field equations; the default turbulence parameter 

values in the model were used and are listed in Table 26.  SFS also features solution 

adaptive mesh refinement, where the code increases the mesh density in areas of high 

gradients and decreases mesh density in areas of low gradients when directed during 

the simulation, and possesses multi-processor solver capability. 

Table 26: Turbulence Model Parameters for SFS and STAR-CCM+ 

SolidWorks Flow Simulation, k ε− model 
Turbulence Intensity It Turbulence Length Lt 

0.5% 0.42 in 
STAR-CCM+, k ε− model 

1Cε  2Cε  Cμ  kσ  eσ  tC  

1.44 1.92 0.09 1.0 1.3 1 
STAR-CCM+, k ω− model 

*β  β  α  *α  kσ  wσ  
0.09 9/125 13/25 1 0.5 0.5 
STAR-CCM+, Spalart-Allmaras model 

1vC  prodC  1bC  2bC  2wC  3wC  κ  vσ  

7.1 2.0 0.1355 0.622 0.3 2.0 0.41 2/3 
 

STAR-CCM+ simulations were run on a Linux-based server with eight 2.3 GHz 

64-bit processors and 32 GB of RAM.  STAR-CCM+ features multiple mesh types 

(polyhedral, tetrahedral, trimmer), all of which require the user to generate a surface 
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mesh on the geometry of interest, which is then the basis for the volume mesh.  The 

polyhedral meshing model was used for all STAR-CCM+ simulations due to its 

increased accuracy and performance characteristics (a polyhedral mesh requires four 

times fewer cells, half the memory and a fifth of the computing time of a tetrahedral 

mesh) and superior convergence properties.  Multi-processor computing is supported by 

the STAR-CCM+ flow solver, which significantly reduces computation time.  Four 

different turbulence models are available in STAR-CCM+: Spalart-Allmaras, k-ε, k-ω, 

and Reynolds Stress.  The one-equation Spalart-Allmaras model was chosen for 

simulations in the non-stall region where boundary layers are attached and separation is 

mild, whereas the more robust two-equation k-ω model was chosen for simulations in 

the stall region (Pope, 2000); the effect of turbulence model choice and reasons for these 

particular model choices will be discussed later.  Default parameters for the turbulence 

models were used and are defined in Table 26.   

Data are reported in terms of the coefficients of lift and drag,  

    ,
, 2

2 L D
L D

F
C

U Aρ
=      (3.24) 

where ,L DF is the measured (either experimentally or numerically) lift and drag 

force and all other symbols are as defined previously. 
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3.7.2 STAR-CCM+ Results and Experimental Comparison 

This subsection will focus on the CFD code STAR-CCM+.  Convergence and 

numeric errors will be discussed first, followed by an exploration of the effect of the 

turbulence model, and then a discussion of the results for the smooth and tubercle 

flipper.  

3.7.2.1 Convergence Study and Numeric Errors 

Different mesh sizes were necessary for convergence in STAR-CCM+ depending 

on whether the simulations were performed in the stall or non-stall region.  For the non-

stall region, 900,000 polyhedral cells was the converged solution mesh size for both the 

smooth and tubercle flippers.  To give an example of how this number was obtained, for 

the smooth flipper at 6α =  , when the mesh size was increased from 848,460 polyhedral 

cells to 1,045,475 polyhedral cells, LC changed 3.8% and DC changed 1.1%.  Additionally, 

as to be discussed later, the converged solutions in the non-stall region were found to 

agree closely with the experiment.  This stands in stark contrast to the stall region, where 

the convergent mesh size was found to be highly dependent on flipper type and degree 

of stall.  At the onset of stall, mesh sizes of 1,800,000 polyhedral cells for the tubercle and 

smooth flipper were found to yield converged solutions that agreed closely with the 

experiment.  However, in the deep stall region (past 18α =  for the tubercle flipper and 

14α =  for the smooth flipper), the machine limit of ~2,000,000 polyhedral cells was a 

limitation and prevented further mesh studies.  As an example, for the smooth flipper at 
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16α =  , when the mesh was increased from 1,367,849 to 1,945,879 polyhedral cells, 

LC changed 2.4% and DC changed 2.4%. 

To test the resultant numeric error involved in the simulation, the residuals were 

tracked in STAR-CCM+.  The STAR-CCM+ documentation defines the residual as the 

degree to which the discretized equation is not completely satisfied.  A perfectly 

converged solution would have a residual in each cell equal to machine roundoff.  Since 

the residuals are summed over each cell, the absolute magnitude of the residual, which 

depends upon the number of cells, was not as useful a quantity to track as ensuring that 

the residual stopped changing over time.  The change in residual was taken as the 

criteria for convergence.  The residuals converged for all simulations conducted in 

STAR-CCM+.  Typical numeric values for the continuity residual were < 0.001 for a 

simulation with approximately 900,000 cells and < 0.01 for a simulation with 

approximately 2,000,000 cells.   

3.7.2.2 Effect of Turbulence Model 

As mentioned previously, there are four turbulence models available in STAR-

CCM+: Spalart-Allmaras, k-ε, k-ω, and Reynolds Stress.  To test the effect of varying the 

turbulence model, a characteristic simulation (tubercle flipper, 6α =  , steady solver) 

was chosen and the turbulence model was varied.  The Reynolds Stress turbulence 

model was not tested due to the extreme computational power required (Reynolds 

Stress model is the most computationally expensive of the turbulence models listed).  
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The results of this study are shown in Table 25.  The Spalart-Allmaras model is seen to 

have the least error in LC (4.4%), with the k ε− model exhibiting the maximum error in 

LC  (7.7%).  All of the models exhibited significant error in predicting DC  (minimum 

error Spalart-Allmaras at 16.8%, maximum error k ε− at 53.8%), but it is of note that the 

predicted DC for the Spalart-Allmaras model was within the experimental error range.  

It was found that at higher values of α characterized by flow separation and stall effects, 

the Spalart-Allmaras model diverged.  Therefore, for the STAR-CCM+ simulations 

conducted in this work, the Spalart-Allmaras model was used for small α , whereas the 

next-best-performing k ω− model was used for higher α .   

 

Figure 61: Turbulence model comparison in STAR-CCM+, Tubercle Flipper, 
6α =  .   
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To explore possible qualitative differences in the predictions between the various 

turbulence models in STAR-CCM+, a representative case (tubercle flipper, 6α =  ) was 

chosen and pressure contours were plotted for the k ε− , k ω− , and Spalart-Allmaras 

turbulence models.  The results of this study are presented in Figure 61 (these cases 

correspond to the numeric values reported in Table 25).  Figure 61 shows that the three 

turbulence models all give qualitatively similar pressure contour profiles, despite the 

numeric differences reported in Table 25.   

3.7.2.3 STAR-CCM+ Smooth Flipper Predictions Versus Experiment 

The LC vs.α curves for the experimental and CFD smooth flipper trials are 

presented in Figure 62.  Agreement of the STAR-CCM+ CFD results with the 

experimental data is qualitatively excellent in the non-stall region (α up to12 ), with the 

maximum error at 3.6% for 8α =  .  Due to the very small experimental error, the 

quantitative value of most of the predicted data points fell outside the error band.  The 

Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model was valid up to 6α =  , after which the onset of flow 

separation required use of the k-ω model for all higherα .  The steady flow solver 

yielded accurate results up to 12α =  (the very beginning of the onset of stall), after 

which point the unsteady flow solver was required. In the stall region ( 14 ,16 ,18α =    ), 

STAR-CCM+ over-predicted the value of LC , and also missed the stall point by 
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4 ( ,maxLC was experimentally found to occur around 12 , whereas the simulation 

predicted it around 16 ).   

 

 

Figure 62: Smooth flipper lift coefficient LC versus angle of attack α for the 
experimental and CFD trials.  The size of the experimental data points corresponds to 
the magnitude of the experimental error. 

The experimental and CFD smooth flipper DC vs.α curves are presented in 

Figure 63.  For STAR-CCM+, a stark contrast between turbulence models in terms of 

drag prediction is evident, as the DC  predictions of the Spalart-Allmaras model (α up 

to 6 ) were again excellent (and this time, due to the larger error in DC , the predicted 
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points fell within the experimental error band up to 6α =  ), whereas the k-ω model 

over-predicted DC for 8α =  and10 and under-predicted DC for α higher 

than14 (the12prediction was qualitatively close to the experiment).  Difficulties in 

predicting DC for complex, stalled flows were especially evident at the highest α of18 , 

where the predicted DC was only 62% of its experimental value with the machine limit 

mesh size.  

 

Figure 63: Smooth flipper drag coefficient DC versus angle of attack α for the 
experimental and CFD trials.  The size of the experimental data points corresponds to 
the magnitude of the experimental error.   
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3.7.2.4 STAR-CCM+ Tubercle Flipper Predictions Versus Experiment 

The LC vs.α curves for the experimental and CFD tubercle flipper trials are 

presented in Figure 64.  STAR-CCM+ predictions of LC for low and moderate values of 

α (up to14 ) were qualitatively decent, with the maximum error in this range being 

6.6% at 10α =  .  The quantitative predictions were outside of the experimental error 

bands.  The tubercle flipper required transition from the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence 

model to the k-ω model at a smaller α ( 6 ) than the smooth flipper, at which point it 

was also necessary to implement the unsteady flow solver.  As noted by Miklosovic et al. 

(2007), anα of 6 for the tubercle flipper is where the lift curve slope changes (decreases, 

see Figure 64) and characteristic unsteadiness in the flow is introduced; therefore, it is 

not surprising that the unsteady flow solver and k-ω turbulence model were required at 

the vicinity of this point and beyond.  LC was under-predicted at 16α =  .  At 18α =  , the 

predicted LC value was within a reasonable experimental range (the experiment showed 

a sharp drop in LC around 18α =  ).  For the highest α of 20 and 22 , the CFD code 

over-predicted the value of LC  with a mesh at the machine limit size, though not nearly 

as much as it did for the smooth flipper (the simulation value was approximately 53% 

greater than the experimental value at 22α =  ). 
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Figure 64: Tubercle flipper lift coefficient LC versus angle of attack α  for the 
experimental and CFD trials.  The size of the experimental data points corresponds to 
the magnitude of the experimental error.   

The experimental and CFD tubercle flipper DC vs.α curves are presented in 

Figure 65.  A similar trend to that of the smooth flipper for STAR-CCM+ was evident, 

where DC for the Spalart-Allmaras model was in close agreement to the experiment (i.e., 

within the experimental error bands due to the larger uncertainty in DC ) for all values 

of α in its operational range (up to 6α =  ).  In the range of α =8 14−   , the k-ω model 

over-predicted DC .  The k-ω predicted value of DC is within the experimental error at 

α =16 .  At all points past this ( 18 ,20 ,22α =    ), DC  is under-predicted.  Once again, 
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under-prediction of DC in the stall region for the tubercle flipper was not as dramatic as 

it was for the smooth flipper; for example, the predicted value of DC at 20α =  was 85% 

of the experimental value. 

 

Figure 65: Tubercle flipper drag coefficient DC versus angle of attack α for the 
experimental and CFD trials.  The size of the experimental data points corresponds to 
the magnitude of the experimental error.   

3.7.3 SolidWorks Flow Simulation Results and Experimental 
Comparison 

This subsection will focus on the CFD code SFS.  Convergence and numeric 

errors will be discussed first, followed by a discussion of the results for the smooth and 

tubercle flipper. 
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3.7.3.1 SFS Convergence Study and Numeric Errors 

Different mesh sizes were again necessary for convergence in SFS depending on 

whether the simulations were performed in the stall or non-stall region.  For the non-

stall region, 1,200,000 cells was the converged solution mesh size for both the smooth 

and tubercle flippers.  To give an example of how this number was obtained, for the 

tubercle flipper at 4α =  , when the mesh size was increased from 1,123,344 cells to 

1,438,440 cells, LC changed 0.8% and DC changed 3.3%.  The results of this particular 

convergence study (tubercle flipper, SFS, 4α =  ) are shown graphically in Figure 66.  In 

the near-stall and post-stall regions (past 8α =  for the tubercle flipper and 12α =  for 

the smooth flipper), the machine limit of 2,300,000 cells was a limitation.  As an example, 

for the tubercle flipper at 20α =  , when the mesh was increased from 1,453,151 to 

2,312,888 cells, LC changed 10.8% and DC changed 3.2%. 
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Figure 66: Convergence study, SFS, Tubercle Flipper, 4α =  . 

Numeric errors in SFS are calculated using an internal algorithm.  The user 

specifies goals, which are parameters of interest for the calculation (which were the lift 

coefficient and drag coefficient for this work).  According to the SFS documentation, 

when SFS analyzes a goal’s convergence, it calculates the goal’s dispersion, which is 

defined as the difference between the goal’s maximum and minimum values over the 

analysis interval reckoned from the last iteration and compares this dispersion with the 

goal’s convergence criterion dispersion.  This convergence criterion dispersion may be 

specified by the user, but by default it is specified automatically and that is what was 

done for this work.  Some care must be taken with this automatic convergence criteria; 

most notably, for unsteady simulations, it was ensured that at least one characteristic 
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time was calculated before the simulation was allowed to terminate by the convergence 

criteria.  

3.7.3.2 SFS Smooth Flipper Predictions Versus Experiment 

Agreement between the SFS CFD results and the experimental data (Figure 62) is 

acceptable in most of the non-stall region (α up to10 ), with the greatest difference 

between experiment and CFD occurring at 10α =  (3.5% error).  However, due to the 

very small experimental error, the quantitative value of most of the predicted data 

points fell outside the error band.  The steady flow solver yielded accurate results up to 

10α =  , after which point the unsteady flow solver was required.  Near ,maxLC  and in 

most of the stall region ( 12 16α = −  ), SFS under-predicted the value of LC .  However, 

at the deep stall point of 18α =  , the predicted SFS value was within 5% of the 

experimental value.  SFS correctly predicted the onset of stall effects at12  (the 

experimental data shows hysteresis at this point), although as mentioned previously SFS 

under-predicted the numerical value of LC .   

SFS is seen to over-predict  DC  for all α from 2−  to14 (Figure 63), with the 

maximum over-prediction being 224% at 0α =  .  Curiously, in this range, the absolute 

numerical value of the DC  over-prediction appears to be relatively constant, i.e. the 

predicted drag curve is qualitatively the same shape as the experimental curve and it 

differs from the experimental curve by an additive constant.  At 16α =  , the SFS DC  
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prediction is within the experimental error band.  At the highestα of 18 , SFS transitions 

from over-predicting DC to under-predicting DC  (9.3% error). 

3.7.3.3 SFS Tubercle Flipper Predictions Versus Experiment 

SFS predictions of LC (Figure 64) over low and moderate values of α (up 

to ,maxLC ) were qualitatively reasonable, with the maximum error in this range being 

5.5% (over-prediction) at 14α =  .  At 18α =  , the predicted LC value was within a 

reasonable experimental range (as noted previously, the experiment showed a sharp 

drop in LC around 18α =  so LC varies around thisα ).  For the highest α of 20 and 22 , 

SFS over-predicts the value of LC  with a mesh at the machine limit size, which differs 

from the smooth flipper where SFS under-predicted LC at deep stall.  

The experimental and CFD tubercle flipper DC vs.α curves are presented in 

Figure 65.  A similar trend to that of the smooth flipper for SFS was evident, where DC in 

the range of α = 0 16−  was over-predicted (maximum over-prediction was 217% at 2 ).  

As before, the predicted drag curve is qualitatively similar in shape to the experimental 

drag curve and appears to differ only by an additive constant.  The predicted value of 

DC actually improves at higher α (18 ,20 ,22   ) in comparison with experiment.  As 

with the smooth flipper, SFS tends to under-predict DC in the deep stall region, although 

the error was relatively small at 3.2%. 
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3.7.4 Comparison of STAR-CCM+ and SolidWorks Flow Simulation 

In this section, the two CFD codes STAR-CCM+ and SFS will be compared.  The 

advantages of each code will be discussed first, and the section will conclude with 

observations and recommendations regarding the two codes. 

3.7.4.1 STAR-CCM+ Advantages 

One of the main advantages of STAR-CCM+ is the fact that multiple turbulence 

models are available, which was especially important in terms of predicting drag.  The 

fact that STAR-CCM+ predicted drag accurately for low angles of attack for both flippers 

(Figure 63 and Figure 65) is due to the fact that the Spalart-Allmaras model was 

available.  Different turbulence models are suitable for different types of flows, and the 

ability to change between them is a marked advantage.  Both STAR-CCM+ and SFS offer 

the user the ability to change the default parameters of the turbulence models (given in 

Table 26), although the default turbulence parameters were not changed in this study.  

The reasons for this were twofold.  The first is that one purpose of this study was to 

compare the two codes in their default states.  The second was that although 

experimental results were available for comparison and the turbulence model 

parameters could have been modified to give more accurate CFD results, CFD is most 

frequently used as a predictive tool for situations where experimental measurements are 

not available.  In a case such as this, the default turbulence parameters would most 

likely be used unless special knowledge were available regarding the flow state. 
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Another advantage of STAR-CCM+ lies in meshing, which is an important factor 

in any CFD calculation.  As mentioned previously, STAR-CCM+ features a polyhedral 

mesh, which gives more accurate results than a tetrahedral mesh of the same size 

(although tetrahedral and trimmer meshes are also available if desired).  STAR-CCM+ 

also allows (in fact, requires) the user to have detailed control over the mesh generation, 

allowing for greatly increased mesh density in areas of interest and specifying mesh 

parameters near solid boundaries.  In contrast, SFS uses a rectangular prism mesh, 

which is automatically generated.  SFS does allow the user to specify areas where 

increased mesh density is desired, although not to the same degree as STAR-CCM+.   

3.7.4.2 SFS Advantages 

The principal advantage possessed by SFS is simplicity of use.  Setting up the 

simulation in SFS was much faster than doing so in STAR-CCM+ (since it was tied in 

with the CAD program used to create the simulation), and many features that required 

careful user attention in STAR-CCM+ were automatically taken care of in SFS.  For 

example, as noted previously, mesh generation in SFS is automatic, so although the user 

does sacrifice some control over mesh details, the user also does not have to spend a 

great deal of time generating the mesh.  Additionally, the meshes generated by SFS were 

of high quality, whereas in STAR-CCM+ a divergent mesh could easily be generated if 

the user was not careful.  SFS is also able to self-diagnose some potential calculation 
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problems; for example, warnings are given on the solver interface during the calculation 

if certain criteria are violated such as using a time step that is too large. 

3.7.4.3 Conclusions and Recommendations 

STAR-CCM+ and SFS each had their individual strengths and weaknesses as 

CFD codes, and for this study it was found that the flow conditions determined which 

code was superior.  The deciding factor in determining which code is superior was 

accuracy of numerical predictions when compared to experiment.  The following 

recommendations are made: 

1) For simulations at low α in the non-stall region, characterized by little or no 

flow detachment, STAR-CCM+ implementing the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model is 

the recommended code due to accurate prediction of both LC and DC . 

2) For simulations at moderate α (but less than α at ,maxLC ), characterized by 

some flow detachment but not yet in the stall region, STAR-CCM+ implementing the 

k ω− turbulence model is the recommended code due to decent prediction of LC and 

DC .   

2) For simulations at high α  in the stall region, characterized by flow 

detachment, SFS is the recommended code due to superior LC predictions and slightly 

better DC predictions (although DC predictions for both codes were problematic in the 

stall region, so neither code did particularly well).   
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Since the two codes were run on different platforms (i.e., Linux vs. Windows) 

and used different mesh types, no attempt will be made to compare the relative 

computation speed of the two codes. 

3.7.5 Discussion 

In the Discussion section to follow, the differences in stall mechanisms and 

pressure distributions between the two flippers will be explored. 

3.7.5.1 Differences in Stall Mechanisms 

In order to investigate the differences in the stall mechanisms between the two 

flipper models, flow visualizations were created from the CFD results.  Figure 67 shows 

velocity profiles for the two flippers that were generated with STAR-CCM+ by 

considering a cut plane parallel to the free-stream flow direction running through the 

center of the tunnel, with the velocity magnitude reported.  Figure 68 is a visualization 

of the fluid flow pathlines for the tubercle and smooth flippers, generated using SFS. 

The stall mechanism for the tubercle flipper (Figure 67 and Figure 68) will be 

discussed first.  For the low α of 4 and8 , flow over the flipper is seen to be smooth 

with minimal velocity deficit in the wake.  At the onset of stall ( 12α =  ), separation 

occurs at the root of the flipper near the wall and behind one of the troughs (Figure 68).  

Additionally, a velocity deficit in the wake is beginning to form behind the troughs 

(Figure 67).  When α is increased to16 , the separation region behind the trough that 

was present at 12α = has grown larger (Figure 68), and low values of velocity are seen 
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along much of the TE.  The velocity deficit in the wake has also grown in size (Figure 

67), with four distinct regions present: a smaller region near the tip, two large regions 

along the span behind the tubercles, and one smaller region behind the trough of the 

tubercle nearest to the root.  In deep stall ( 20α =  ), there are three large flow separation 

regions on the flipper, one at the root and two along the span behind the tubercles 

(Figure 68), and multiple smaller ones (especially at the tip).  Also, it appears that the 

major flow separation region near the tip at 20α =  has shifted towards the root and is 

centered behind a different trough than the major tip stall region at 16α =  .  In the wake, 

the velocity deficit has become larger at 20α =  (Figure 67), with two of the major 

velocity deficit regions at 16α =  combining into one at 20α =  , along with a new, large 

velocity deficit region near the root.  This phenomenon of the tubercles first causing stall 

behind the troughs was noted in the airfoil experimental flow visualization work of 

Johari et al. (2007) and the water tunnel experiments of Stanway (2008). 
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Figure 67: Velocity profiles for the tubercle (left column) and smooth (right 
column) flippers.  Cut plane was taken parallel to the free-stream flow direction 
through the center of the tunnel.  The velocity magnitude is reported.  Results 
generated using STAR-CCM+.   
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The stall mechanism for the smooth flipper (Figure 67 and Figure 68) is now 

considered.  For the low α of 4 and8 , flow over the flipper is again seen to be smooth 

with minimal velocity deficit in the wake, although flow separation is beginning to form 

near the tip at 8 .  Whenα is increased to12 (which near the maximum LC ), the flow 

separation region at the tip of the flipper has grown larger, and trailing-edge stall is 

developing along the entire trailing edge of the flipper (Figure 68).  A distinct stall line at 

12α =  is also seen in the middle portion of the smooth flipper.  Velocity deficit in the 

wake has not significantly developed yet at 12α =   (Figure 67).  Whenα is increased 

to16 , which is in the stall region, a large region of flow separation has developed across 

the entire flipper (Figure 68).  The trailing-edge stall evident atα =12 is also seen to have 

fully developed into a large region at this higherα .  In this stalled condition, the 

velocity deficit in the wake has developed across the entire trailing edge of the flipper 

(Figure 67).  These CFD flow visualization results are again similar to the experimental 

flow visualization results of Johari et al. (2007), who found that when compared to a 

tubercled airfoil, a non-tubercled (i.e., smooth) airfoil tends to stall from the trailing edge 

first, and the stall progresses towards the leading edge as α is increased.   
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Figure 68: Fluid flow pathline comparison between the smooth (right column) 
and tubercle (left column) flippers at select angles of attack.  Results generated with 
SFS.  
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In addition to showing qualitative differences in the stall mechanisms between 

the smooth and tubercle flippers, these flow visualizations also give a qualitative 

explanation as to why the tubercles delay stall.  For the smooth flipper, once stall is 

obtained, it is seen that the entire trailing edge is in stall with massive flow separation 

and velocity deficits are seen in the wake (Figure 67 and Figure 68).  However, for the 

tubercle flipper, even when the flipper is in deep stall, there are still regions along the 

flipper span where the flow is largely attached (Figure 67 and Figure 68), which results 

in a higher LC post-stall.  

3.7.5.2 Differences in Pressure Distribution 

The CFD results were used to visualize the differences in the pressure 

distribution on the surfaces of the two flippers, and the results are presented in Figure 

69.  Numeric values of the pressure at the second tubercle and second trough from the 

root towards the tip are also presented in Figure 69.  For the tubercle flipper at the low, 

non-stallα of 4 and8 , the contours are generally seen to run in the spanwise direction, 

the pressure gradients are more severe in the troughs, and the lowest global value of 

pressure occurs in the troughs.  The quantitative values of pressure given in Figure 69 

for the representative trough and tubercle also show that the pressure is lower in the 

trough then on the tubercle.  The fact that the pressure gradients are more severe in the 

troughs was indicated by van Nierop et al. (2008) as the reason why stall develops first 

there.  In fact, the tubercle flippers at α of 4 and8 in Figure 69 look qualitatively similar 
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to the theoretically calculated pressure contour for a humpback whale flipper presented 

as a figure in the work of van Nierop et al. (2008).  When α for the tubercle flipper is 

increased to12 , the pressure gradient in the troughs is seen to become more severe, the 

lowest global value of pressure still occurs in the troughs, and the onset of stall causes 

the pressure contours to no longer be as smooth.  Quantitatively, when α increases from 

8 to 12 , the value of pressure in the trough decreases 165%.  At 16α =  , it is seen that 

there are now regions near the tip of the flipper where the pressure contours are no 

longer uniform.  Again, the lowest global value of pressure occurs in the troughs.  The 

numeric value of pressure in the second trough has actually increased at thisα , which is 

due to flow separation effects influencing the flow near the LE.  In the deep stall region 

of 20α =  , the pressure distribution on the surface of the flipper is seen to be generally 

non-uniform, as unsteady flow separation has caused an uneven distribution of the 

pressure.  The fact that the lowest global value of pressure occurs in the troughs for all 

α is in agreement with an experimental water tunnel study performed on rudders with 

tubercles, where it was found that cavitation (which indicates a region of low pressure) 

first occurs in the troughs (Weber et al., 2010).  
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Figure 69: Surface pressure contours for the tubercle (top) and smooth (bottom) 
flippers.  All pressures are reported with respect to a reference pressure of 0.0 Pa.  
Free-stream velocity is left to right (i.e., the suction side of the flipper is shown).  
Results generated with STAR-CCM+.   

For the smooth flipper at the low, non-stall α of 4 and 8 , the pressure contours 

are again seen to be smooth and generally run spanwise along the flipper (Figure 69).  

Whenα is increased to12 , which is not yet in the stall region but nearing the maximum 

LC , the pressure contours are still smooth and run spanwise along the flipper, although 

the pressure gradient along the leading edge of the flipper is seen to markedly increase.  

At 16α =  , which corresponds to stall for the smooth flipper, a large, low pressure area 

is seen along the leading edge of the flipper.  Additionally, the pressure distribution is 
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no longer seen to be smooth along the trailing edge of the flipper, with flow separation 

causing large regions of uneven pressure distribution.  

3.7.5.3 Conclusion 

In this section, flow simulations of two different models based on the humpback 

whale flipper, one with a smooth leading edge and one with tubercles along its leading 

edge, were conducted and compared to previously obtained experimental results.  Two 

different CFD codes, STAR-CCM+ and SolidWorks Flow Simulation (SFS) 2009, were 

used for the flow simulations. STAR-CCM+ was found to give results that were in better 

agreement with experiment in the non-stall region and SFS was found to give results 

that were in better agreement with experiment in the stall region, although each code 

had its own advantages and disadvantages.  In general, predictions for both codes in the 

non-stall region tended to be very good in terms of lift, and STAR-CCM+ performed 

better in terms of drag due to implementation of the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model.  

In the stall region, lift predictions were better with SFS while drag predictions were 

problematic for both codes (although SFS performed slightly better) and showed some 

of the limitations of the CFD codes.  Flow visualizations confirmed different stall 

patterns between the two flippers, with the smooth flipper exhibiting primarily trailing 

edge stall and the tubercle flipper tending to stall in the troughs of the tubercles first.  

Pressure contours were also different, with the tubercle flipper exhibiting low pressures 

and large pressure gradients in the troughs.  Flow visualization also showed that the 
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tubercle flipper is able to obtain a larger LC  post-stall due to regions of the flow 

remaining attached along the flipper span due to the tubercles.  This study has also 

shown certain limitations of CFD codes as they apply to this problem because although 

CFD can be a very useful tool for explaining experimental results, it must be used with 

care as not all predictions were found to be entirely accurate when compared to 

experiment.
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4. Optimization of CT/MRI Protocols 

4.1 Overview 

Computed Tomography (CT) and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) are two 

methods used by physicians to image parts of the human body with the intent of using 

the images to assist in an accurate diagnosis of the patient’s condition.  CT and MRI use 

different physics to achieve the image, and the machines used in CT and MRI are 

physically different, but their goal is the same.  A variety of factors determine whether 

CT or MRI is more desirable to image a patient.   

Computed (or Computerized) Tomography machines create a two-dimensional 

(cross-section) or three-dimensional image of the inside of an object using X-rays.  The 

imaging process involves measuring the attenuation of a large number of X-rays 

through a cross-section of interest (Herman, 2009).  The X-ray source is rotated around 

the object to achieve the X-ray data required.  X-rays have very short wavelengths and 

high frequencies, which means that they can easily penetrate many materials that are 

opaque to lower-frequency waves (Tipler, 1991).  CT machines rely on density variations 

to construct the image from the X-rays, as the density and composition of a material will 

determine how many X-rays are absorbed.  As a consequence of this, CT is the preferred 

method to image bone (which is high-density compared to other parts of the body) in 

humans.  CT also has the advantages of being faster, more widely available, and less 

expensive than MRI.  The principal drawback of CT is that it exposes the patient to 
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ionizing radiation, which can be dangerous over time.  Also, if a contrast agent is used, a 

larger volume of contrast agent than that required for MRI is necessary.   

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) machines create images by using a powerful 

magnetic field to align the nuclear magnetization of hydrogen atoms in water in the 

body (Haacke et al., 1999).  The image is created by briefly turning on the magnetic field, 

causing the molecules to align relative to the field, then turning the field off, at which 

point the molecules return to their original alignment.  These changes in alignment 

produce a signal which is detected by the scanner and processed using Fourier 

Transform techniques to construct the image.  MRI gives superior image quality over CT 

for soft tissues (such as in the brain, joints, and spinal tissue), and does not expose the 

patient to harmful radiation.  MRI does have the disadvantages of not producing high-

quality images of bone (since bone contains virtually no water) and also of being 

unavailable to patients with magnetic foreign objects in their bodies (such as shrapnel) 

due to the presence of the magnetic field.   

CT and MRI imaging often involves injecting the patient with a special substance 

known as contrast material (also called contrast media or contrast agent, the meanings 

are identical).  The purpose of the contrast material is to assist in acquiring a higher-

quality image, although the means by which the contrast material achieves this is 

different depending on whether CT or MRI is used for the imaging.  CT contrast agents 

use elements of high atomic number (such as iodine) to locally increase the density to 
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improve the image.  MRI contrast agents work by altering the properties of the protons 

located nearby.  MRI contrast agents are generally administered in lower doses than CT 

contrast agents.    

When conducting CT or MRI imaging, there are a variety of factors related to 

contrast material administration that will affect imaging quality, and many of these 

factors may be explicitly controlled.  This section will describe a series of experiments 

performed using a physiological flow phantom to determine the effect of contrast 

material administration properties, and also human subject properties, on CT/MRI 

image quality.  For contrast material administration properties, the effect of the 

following variables that may be directly controlled by the experimenter here and 

physician in practice are explored: 1) contrast material type (i.e., manufacturer and 

specific product), 2) volume of contrast material delivered, 3) flow rate at which contrast 

material is delivered, 4) use of a saline chaser, including different saline chaser volumes 

and flow rates.  The human subject property that will be explored is the effect of cardiac 

output, i.e. normal, increased or decreased.   

The remainder of this chapter is divided into multiple sections.  Section 4.2 will 

describe the physiological flow phantom along with pertinent information as to its use 

and properties.  Both the CT and MRI studies used the same physiological flow 

phantom.  Section 4.3 will discuss the CT study that was performed using the 
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physiological flow phantom, and Section 4.4 will discuss the MRI study that was 

performed with the physiological flow phantom.   

4.2 Physiological Flow Phantom 

Physiological flow phantoms are used to experimentally simulate the blood flow 

in the human body.  There are numerous advantages to using a flow phantom.  The first 

is that the flow phantom allows for direct control of parameters such as the flow rate 

and geometry.  These parameters can often times be difficult to determine for human 

subjects.  The second advantage of using a flow phantom is that it allows for multiple 

tests to be conducted over time.  Unlike a flow phantom, human subjects may only be 

exposed to limited amounts of contrast agents over time, which makes extensive human 

trials difficult to perform.  A third advantage is that a flow phantom is durable, i.e. it 

may be repeatedly reused, and only minimal maintenance is required (such as changing 

out hoses that become worn).   

Physiological flow phantoms do present some design challenges.  The first and 

most important is that the flow phantom must accurately simulate flow through the 

human body for the results to be applicable.  The method by which this was achieved 

for the phantom used in this study will be presented below.  The second challenge is 

that the flow phantom may not contain any magnetic parts if it is to be used in the MRI 

machine.  A third challenge is that the flow phantom must be able to fit inside the 

CT/MRI scan area (gantry).  For the machines at the Duke University Medical Center, 
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the dimensions of the MRI machine are the limiting factor, i.e. if the phantom fits in the 

MRI gantry then it will also fit in the CT gantry (the inverse is not necessarily true).   

The physiological flow phantom custom-made for this experiment is shown in 

Figure 70.  This phantom was designed to simulate the cardiovascular system in a 70-kg 

adult.  A computer-based compartmental model by Bae et al. (1998b) was used to design 

the phantom and determine the necessary flow rates.   

 

Figure 70: Physiological flow phantom.  This picture shows only one of the 
halves; to construct the complete phantom the o-ring is placed and the two halves are 
mated with nylon screw fasteners.   

The physiological flow phantom was designed from first principles using the 

Computer-Aided Design package SolidWorks.  The flow phantom consisted of two 

halves, each milled from a solid block of polycarbonate, and these two halves were 

joined together with nylon screws to form the complete phantom after an o-ring seal 
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was applied.  The two halves were nearly symmetrical, although as a consequence of the 

manner by which they are attached (nylon screws), one half was threaded to receive the 

screws while the other half contained holes that were dimensioned to exactly fit the 

screw heads.  One of the halves was also designed to accept the input/output hoses.  

There were three input ports (simulating the subclavian vein, internal jugular vein, and 

remainder of the body), one exit port, and one port used to evacuate air (kept closed 

during scanning).  The phantom also had three mixing chambers (corresponding to the 

right heart, lungs, and left heart), and one output simulating the thoracic aorta.  Figure 

71 shows a schematic of the interior of the flow phantom, with the areas just discussed 

denoted in the figure.  Figure 72 shows the internal dimensions of the physiological flow 

phantom, which were chosen to approximate an adult human.   

 

Figure 71: Schematic drawing of internal portion of phantom.   
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Peristalic hose pumps were used to deliver room temperature water to the flow 

phantom to simulate the blood flow.  The flow rate in the upper extremity through the 

subclavian vein was set at 162 mL/min, and the flow was provided by a Masterflex 

model LS pump (Cole-Parmer Instrument Company) with one pump head.  The 

subclavian vein is also where the contrast material was applied through a separate hole 

drilled to fit an 18-gauge needle, which simulated an arm vein.  The flow rate through 

the neck through the internal jugular vein was set at 975 mL/min, and was provided by a 

Masterflex model LS pump with two pump heads.  The flow rate through the remainder 

of the body was set at 975 mL/min, and was provided by a Masterflex model IP high-

volume pump.  The total flow rate through the body was therefore set at 6500 mL/min, 

although this could easily be varied (and was for certain studies) by changing the pump 

speeds.   
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Figure 72: Dimensions of physiological flow phantom.   

In general, the testing procedure consisted of first turning on all three pumps, 

which caused water to flow through the three input ports.  As Figure 71 and Figure 72 

show, the water flowing through the subclavian vein and the internal jugular vein meets 

at a fork, then this combined flow meets the flow from the rest of the body and mixes in 

the right heart chamber.  The water then flows through the lung chamber and left heart 

chamber and exits out of the aorta.  The water then exited through the aorta exit port 

and into a sink.  The water was not recirculated because this would introduce 

additional, unaccounted for contrast material into the phantom which would skew the 

experimental results.  The air evacuation port (denoted in Figure 71) was kept closed 

during actual testing, but would be opened between testing runs if necessary to 
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evacuate unwanted air.  Before the first experimental run and also periodically 

throughout the testing, the flow rate was measured to ensure that the calibration 

remained accurate.  Calibration was conducted before the experiment by turning on one 

pump at a time, measuring the flow rate (volume of water output / time it took to output 

water) through the phantom, and varying the pump speed until the proper flow rate is 

obtained.  Once the individual pumps were tuned, the overall flow rate was measured to 

ensure that it was also accurate.     

The next step in the experimental procedure was to prepare the machine 

(CT/MRI) for testing.  This procedure varies depending on CT versus MRI, and will be 

explained in subsequent sections for each machine.  However, for both machines, 

experimental measurements as to attenuation were taken at a specified point in the 

aorta, and part of the setup procedure was to ensure that the machine would read data 

at this point.   

When the testing was ready to be conducted, the specified scanning sequence 

was started (again, to be explained for each machine later), and then contrast material 

and saline (if applicable) was injected using a dual-chamber mechanical power injector 

(Empower CTA, E-Z-EM).  After the scanning run was complete, the data would be 

saved to disk for future analysis.   

Scanning runs were conducted one after the other; the amount of runs per 

experiment depended upon time available.  In general, there was a small to moderate 
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amount of time (at least 2 minutes) between runs.  This lag time served multiple 

purposes, including allowing for contrast material from the previous run to completely 

wash out of the phantom, checking the experimental apparatus to ensure that there were 

no leaks or anything else abnormal, allowing the machine to cool down, and periodically 

checking to ensure the flow rate was accurate. 

4.3 CT Study 

 This section will describe the physiological flow phantom studies conducted 

using Computed Tomography (CT).  The overall goal of this study is to design contrast 

material administration protocols that provide maximal enhancement.  Current Multi-

Detector Computed Tomography Angiography (MDCTA) technology using a 64-slice 

machine allows for scanning of the abdomen and pelvis to be performed in as few as 

five seconds, so the imaging window can be very brief and therefore optimization of 

contrast material administration to provide maximum enhancement is important.  A 

secondary goal of this study is to determine if a smaller volume of contrast material may 

be used during image acquisition.  Using a smaller amount of contrast material has 

numerous advantages, including: 1) lower risk of extravasation (Cohan et al., 1997; Wang 

et al., 2007), 2) lower risk of contrast-induced nephropathy (kidney damage) (Gleeson 

and Bulugahapitiya, 2004), and 3) lower cost.   

 The CT study presented in this section will evaluate the effect of varying 

volumes and rates of contrast material administration, use of a saline chaser, and cardiac 
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output on aortic enhancement characteristics.  These results have been previously 

presented in a journal article (Coursey, Nelson, Weber, et al., 2009) of which the present 

author was a co-author.  The remainder of this section will first describe the methods 

unique to the CT study.  The results and a discussion of the results will follow next.   

4.3.1 Methods 

The physiological flow phantom described in Section 4.2 was used for this CT 

study.  The CT machine used to acquire the images was a 64-MDCT scanner (LightSpeed 

VCT, GE Healthcare) in cine mode (5 mm section thickness, 120 kVp, 250 mAs).  Each 

trial lasted one minute, with four images acquired per second, and the trial started upon 

beginning the contrast material injection.  The aortic enhancement in the phantom was 

measured by using specialized software produced by the CT machine manufacturer 

(Advantage Windows workstation, release 4.1, GE Healthcare).  Figure 73 shows a 

picture of the physiological flow phantom in the CT gantry.  Figure 74 shows a picture 

of the contrast material and chaser moving through the phantom.   
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Figure 73: Physiological flow phantom in CT gantry.   

Two separate experiments were performed.  The first involved studying the 

effect of volume of contrast material, injection rate of contrast material, and use of a 

saline chaser on enhancement.  For this first experiment, the volumes of contrast 

material tested were 75 mL, 100 mL, and 125 mL.  The contrast agent used was 

iopamidol, 370 mg Iodine/mL (Isovue, Bracco Diagnostics).  For each of these contrast 

material volumes, flow rates of 4 mL/s, 6 mL/s, and 8 mL/s were tested.  The effect of a 

saline chaser (50 mL of normal saline, 8 mL/s) for each of these volume and flow rate 

combinations was tested.  This volume and flow rate of saline chaser was based on a 

previous study that indicated that a 50 mL normal saline chaser administered at twice 

the contrast material flow rate resulted in peak aortic enhancement (Schindera et al., 
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2008).  Three runs each for 18 different scanning protocols were performed, resulting in 

54 total trials.   

 

Figure 74: CT images of physiological flow phantom acquired during contrast 
material administration: A) Prior to contrast material injection, B) Contrast material in 
part of phantom representing subclavian vein (white arrow) and brachiocephalic vein 
(black arrow), C) Contrast material in first mixing chamber (white arrow) and 
entering second chamber (black arrow), D) Contrast material filling three mixing 
chambers and simulated thoracic aorta.  White arrow indicates the end of the contrast 
material bolus.  Thick black arrow indicates normal saline chaser.  Thin black arrows 
represent air bubbles.   

The goal of the second experiment performed was to determine the impact of 

cardiac output on aortic enhancement.  For this experiment, a volume of 100 mL of 
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iopamidol, 300 mg Iodine/mL (Isovue) was injected at 4 mL/s (for a 20 gauge catheter, 

this corresponds to an average flow velocity of 113 mm/s through the tip) into the flow 

phantom with no saline chaser.  The baseline pump flow rates were used first, followed 

by decreasing the pump flow rates by 33% and 50% from baseline (simulating reduced 

cardiac output) then increasing the pump flow rate 25% from baseline (simulating 

increased cardiac output).   

The SAS software system (SAS Institute, version 9.1) was used to perform 

statistical analysis.  Analysis of variance models were run for the effects of contrast 

material administration, rate of contrast material administration, presence or absence of 

a saline chaser on phantom aortic enhancement, and duration of enhancement.  The 

effects of varying cardiac output on enhancement and duration of enhancement was also 

evaluated.  A p-value of less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant.   

4.3.2 Results 

This results section will first describe the effect of volume of contrast material.  

This will be followed by the results of the study to determine the effect of rate of contrast 

material administration, and then the results for the saline chaser study.  The results 

section will conclude with the effect of cardiac output.   

The volume of contrast material administered was seen to have an effect on the 

enhancement.  Figure 75 shows that decreasing the volume of contrast material 

administered resulted in decreased duration of peak aortic enhancement and decreased 
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peak aortic enhancement.  Table 27 gives experimentally measured values for the peak 

enhancement and duration of peak enhancement.  Analysis of variance models indicated 

that decreasing the contrast material volume from 125 mL to 100 mL resulted in a 31.2-

HU decrease in the peak aortic enhancement (standard error 3.0 HU, p < 0.0001).  Also, 

decreasing the contrast material volume from 125 mL to 75 mL resulted in a 56.2-HU 

decrease in peak aortic enhancement (standard error 3.0 HU, p < 0.0001).   

 

Figure 75: Effect of contrast material volume on aortic enhancement.  The 
graphs show aortic enhancement for flow rates of A) 4 mL/s, B) 6 mL/s, and C) 8 mL/s 
with 75 mL (× ), 100 mL (• ), and 125 mL ( ) of contrast material (iopamidol 370 mg 
Iodine/mL).  Both peak enhancement and duration of enhancement decrease with 
decreased volumes of contrast material with injection rate held constant.     

Decreasing the volume of contrast material delivered was also found to affect the 

duration of peak aortic enhancement.  When the contrast material volume was 

decreased from 125 mL to 100 mL, a 1.4-second decrease (standard error 0.62, p = 0.025) 

in the duration of 50% peak aortic enhancement was found, but the decreases in 75% 

and 90% peak aortic enhancement were not statistically significant (p = 0.22 and p = 0.93, 
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respectively).  When the contrast material volume was decreased from 125 mL to 75 mL, 

significantly significant decreases in the duration of 50% peak enhancement (-7.32 

seconds, standard error 0.62 sec, p < 0.0001) and 75% peak enhancement (-8.96 seconds, 

standard error 0.36 second, p < 0.001) were found.  The duration of 90% peak aortic 

enhancement was not significantly affected (p = 0.09).   

Table 27: Effect of Varying Volume of Contrast Material, Rate of Contrast 
Material Administration, and Use of a Saline Chaser on Peak Aortic Enhancement 

and Duration of Peak Enhancement.  Standard Errors are in Parentheses. 

Contrast 
Material 

Rate of 
Administration 
(mL/s) 

Peak 
Enhancement 
(HU) 

Duration 
of 90% 
Peak (s) 

Duration 
of 75% 
Peak (s) 

Duration 
of 50% 
Peak (s) 

4, no saline chaser 178.1 (3.8) 8.7 (0.5) 14.3 (0.5) 21.0 (0.8) 
4, saline chaser 197.0 (2.9) 6.0 (0) 12.7 (0.5) 20.3 (0.5) 
6, no saline chaser 213.7 (4.7) 6.3 (1.0) 11.0 (0) 17.0 (0) 
6, saline chaser 235.7 (4.2) 4.7 (0.5) 9.3 (0.5) 15.3 (0.5) 
8, no saline chaser 236.3 (4.5) 5.3 (1.0) 8.7 (0.5) 15.0 (0.8) 

75 mL 
iopamidol 
370 

8, saline chaser 255.3 (3.9) 5.0 (0) 8.3 (0.5) 14.0 (0) 
4, no saline chaser 192.4 (1.1) 11.3 (0.9) 19.3 (0.5) 26.7 (0.5) 
4, saline chaser 199.6 (4.5) 11.3 (0.5) 18.3 (0.5) 25.3 (1.3) 
6, no saline chaser 247.1 (2.7) 7.7 (0.5) 13.7 (0.5) 19.7 (0.5) 
6, saline chaser 260.0 (3.2) 6.0 (0.8) 12.0 (0) 18.7 (0.5) 
8, no saline chaser 258.5 (4.4) 7.0 (0.8) 12.0 (0) 18.3 (0.9) 

100 mL 
iopamidol 
370 

8, saline chaser 275.6 (1.9) 6.0 (0.8) 10.3 (0.5) 16.7 (0.5) 
4, no saline chaser 190.0 (4.1) 16.7 (0.5) 25.0 (0) 33.3 (0.6) 
4, saline chaser 186.3 (1.9) 18.3 (1.3) 26.3 (0.5) 32.7 (0.5) 
6, no saline chaser 248.7 (3.5) 10.0 (0.8) 16.3 (0.5) 23.0 (0) 
6, saline chaser 249.8 (1.6) 10.3 (0.5) 16.3 (0.5) 21.3 (2.4) 
8, no saline chaser 289.5 (4.3) 7.0 (0.8) 12.3 (0.5) 19.3 (0.5) 

125 mL 
iopamidol 
370 

8, saline chaser 295.8 (4.6) 8.0 (0) 13.0 (0) 19.0 (0) 
 

Figure 76 shows that increasing the rate at which contrast material is 

administered resulted in increased peak aortic enhancement and decreased duration of 
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peak aortic enhancement.  The overall goal of increasing the rate of contrast material 

administration is to give a tighter contrast material bolus.  Table 27 shows 

experimentally measured values for the trials where contrast material administration 

was varied.  It was found through statistical analysis that increasing the rate of contrast 

material injection from 4 mL/s to 6 mL/s resulted in a statistically significant 61.1-HU 

increase in peak aortic enhancement (standard error 2.6 HU, p < 0.0001).  Increasing the 

rate of contrast material injection from 4 mL/s to 8 mL/s resulted in a statistically 

significant 104.5-HU increase in peak aortic enhancement (standard error 2.6 HU, p < 

0.0001).   

 

Figure 76: Effect of contrast material administration on aortic enhancement.  
The graphs show aortic enhancement for volumes of A) 75 mL, B) 100 mL, and C) 125 
mL of iopamidol, 370 mg Iodine/mL with contrast material administration rates of 4 
mL/s ( ), 6 mL/s ( • ), and 8 mL/s (× ) of contrast material (iopamidol 370 mg 
Iodine/mL).  Peak enhancement increases and duration of enhancement decreases 
with increased rates of contrast material administration of the same volume.   
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When the rate of contrast material administration was increased, the duration of 

peak aortic enhancement was found to decrease.  Using statistical methods, it was found 

that when the rate of contrast material administration was increased from 4 to 8 mL/s, 

the duration of 50% peak enhancement was decreased by 13.8 seconds (standard error 

0.54, p < 0.0001), the duration of 75% peak enhancement was decreased by 13.0 seconds 

(standard error 0.31, p < 0.0001), and the duration of 90% peak enhancement was 

decreased by 10.0 seconds (standard error 0.52, p < 0.0001).  When the rate of contrast 

material injection increased from 6 mL/s to 8 mL/s, the duration of 50% peak aortic 

enhancement decreased by 3.0 seconds (standard error 0.54, p < 0.0001), the duration of 

75% peak aortic enhancement decreased by 3.7 seconds (standard error 0.31, p < 0.0001), 

and the duration of 90% peak aortic enhancement decreased by 2.7 seconds (standard 

error 0.52, p < 0.0001).   

The next round of tests involved determining the effect of a saline chaser (50 mL 

of normal saline, 8 mL/s) on peak aortic enhancement.  Figure 77 and Table 27 shows 

that using a saline chaser increased peak aortic enhancement for certain volumes of 

contrast material delivered.  For a contrast material volume of 75 mL, the use of a saline 

chaser resulted in an 18.7-HU increase in peak aortic enhancement (standard error 3.0 

HU, p < 0.0001).  For a contrast material volume of 100 mL, the use of a saline chaser 

resulted in a 11.2-HU increase in peak aortic enhancement (standard error 3.0, p = 
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0.0006).  Using a saline chaser with a contrast material volume of 125 mL did not result 

in a significantly significant increase in peak aortic enhancement.   

The duration of 75% peak aortic enhancement decreased by 1.9 seconds when 75 

mL of contrast material were administered with a saline chaser (standard error 0.36, p < 

0.0001), and it decreased by 2.1 seconds when 100 mL of contrast material were 

administered with a saline chaser (standard error 0.36, p < 0.0001).  The duration of 90% 

peak aortic enhancement decreased by 2.6 seconds when 75 mL of contrast material 

were administered with a saline chaser (standard error 0.60, p = 0.0001), and it decreased 

by 1.9 seconds when 100 mL of contrast material were administered with a saline chaser 

(standard error 0.60, p = 0.0031). 

 

Figure 77: Effect of saline chaser (50 mL of normal saline at 8 mL/s) on aortic 
enhancement.  Graphs show aortic enhancement when contrast material volumes of 
A) 75 mL, B) 100 mL, and C) 125 mL or iopamidol, 370 mg Iodine/mL were 
administered at 4 mL/s with ( ) and without ( ) saline chaser and at 8 mL/s with (  ) 
and without (• ) saline chaser.  Peak enhancement was significantly improved for 
contrast material volumes of 75 mL and 100 mL but not for a volume of 125 mL.   
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Figure 78: Effect of cardiac output on aortic enhancement (100 mL of 
iopamidol, 300 mg Iodine/mL, 4 mL/s).  Pump flow rates were set to simulate normal 
cardiac output ( • ), cardiac output reduced by 33% (–), cardiac output reduced by 50% 
(× ), and cardiac output increased by 25% (+).   

Figure 78 shows the effect of cardiac output on enhancement.  It was found that 

reducing cardiac output resulted in increases in both duration of enhancement and peak 

enhancement.  Reducing cardiac output by 33% from the baseline resulted in a 49.2-HU 

increase in peak aortic enhancement (p < 0.0001).  Reducing cardiac output by 50% 

resulted in a 76.2-HU increase in peak aortic enhancement (p < 0.0001).  When cardiac 

output was reduced by 50% from the baseline, the duration of 50% peak enhancement 

was found to be increased by 6.0 seconds (standard error 0.82, p = 0.0003) and the 

duration of 75% peak aortic enhancement was found to be increased by 3.3 seconds 
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(standard error 0.77, p = 0.0049).  Increasing the cardiac output by 25% from the baseline 

resulted in a decrease in both the duration of enhancement and peak enhancement.   

4.3.3 Discussion 

Current CT technology allows for scans of the abdomen and pelvis to be 

performed in less than 5 seconds.  Therefore, optimizing the contrast material 

administration protocol to give favorable enhancement characteristics during this short 

window is very important.   

This study has shown that increasing the volume of contrast material and 

increasing the contrast material injection rate will increase the peak enhancement, and 

increasing the volume of contrast material will also increase the duration of peak 

enhancement.  However, as stated before, with modern CT technology the value of the 

peak enhancement is a more important consideration than the duration of peak 

enhancement due to the narrow imaging window.  It is desirable (for cost and safety 

reasons) to reduce the volume of contrast material delivered, which suggests that 

increasing the injection rate to obtain a higher peak enhancement is more desirable than 

increasing the volume of contrast material to achieve the same goal.  Furthermore, one 

may suspect that a decrease in peak enhancement caused by reducing the contrast 

material volume may be offset by increasing the injection rate (which increases the peak 

enhancement), and this is indeed the case.  For example, each 25 mL reduction in 

contrast material volume resulted in a 30-HU decrease in the peak enhancement, but 
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every 2 mL/s increase in the injection rate results in a 50-60 HU increase in the peak 

enhancement.   

The results presented in this work agree with prior studies that show that 

increasing the rate of contrast material injection resulted in increased peak enhancement 

for humans (Erturk et al., 2008; Awai et al., 2007), domestic swine (Bae et al., 1998a), and a 

phantom (Awai et al., 2007).  This study is more applicable to the rapid scanning times of 

the 64-MDCTA scanner since the temporal resolution here was one second, whereas it 

was three seconds in previous studies (Erturk et al., 2008; Bae et al., 1998a).   

A powerful and useful finding from this work is that the effectiveness of a saline 

chase is dependent upon the volume of the contrast materials administered; that is to 

say, a saline chase is not always advantageous.  The reason a saline chase is used is 

because it helps to flush contrast material from the catheter tubing and the arm veins, 

thereby “pushing” the contrast material to the core of the body where imaging is to be 

performed.  Also, a saline chase causes more of the contrast material to be used in the 

imaging since it is not “stuck” in the catheter tubing or arm veins.  In this study, another 

consideration to be made is that the saline chase was administered at a high volume 

flow rate of 8 mL/s, and from the previous section (especially Figure 76), faster flow 

rates correspond to greater peak enhancement.  Overall, the data shows that a saline 

chase is most advantageous for smaller volumes of contrast material (Figure 77), 
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especially in cases where the volume of the contrast material in the tubing and arm veins 

represents a significant portion of the total administered contrast material volume.  

The results of the experiments where cardiac output was varied (Figure 78) lead 

to the useful conclusion that for patients with reduced cardiac output, a smaller volume 

of contrast material may be acceptable.  The inverse is also true, i.e. patients with 

increased cardiac output will benefit from greater volumes of contrast material.  The fact 

that decreased cardiac output results in increased peak enhancement has been observed 

for pigs (Bae et al., 1998c) and humans (Husmann et al., 2006).  However, no other study 

has also made the conclusion that duration of peak enhancement also increases with 

decreased cardiac output.      

For aortic CT angiography, an attenuation value of 160-200 HU has been 

reported as acceptable (Sheiman et al., 1996).  A peak aortic enhancement greater than 

160 HU was achieved for all protocols tested here (Table 27).  A note must be made at 

this point that these enhancement values obtained using a phantom will underestimate 

actual values in humans due to the added density of blood.  With the exception of the 

cardiac output study, all protocols tested resulted in no less than five seconds of 160 HU 

or greater enhancement.  Table 28 lists protocols that provided at least 10 seconds of HU 

enhancement greater than or equal to 160 HU.   
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Table 28: Contrast Material Administration Protocols Providing No Less Than 
10 Seconds of at Least 160 HU Enhancement 

Volume (mL) of iopamidol, 
370 mg Iodine/mL 

Rate (mL/s) Saline Chaser, 50 mL of 
normal saline at 8 mL/s 

75 6 No 
100 6 Yes 
100 6 No 
100 8 Yes 
100 8 No 
125 6 Yes 
125 6 No 
125 8 Yes 
125 8 No 

 

One issue with optimizing contrast material administration protocols with 

respect to modern CT machines is that the timing of image acquisition becomes critical 

since the window of optimal enhancement is narrowed.  This may result in multiple 

trials being necessary if image acquisition is delayed, say by patient movement.   

There were a few limitations to this study.  The first is that only the arterial phase 

of enhancement was evaluated, which means that the results obtained may not be as 

useful for abdominal imaging protocols that are designed to optimize hepatic 

parenchymal enhancement.  The result shown here that smaller volumes of contrast 

material may be acceptable may not apply for hepatic imaging since the total iodine load 

has been shown to be the primary determining for increased enhancement (Johnson and 

Fishman, 2006).  Another limitation of this study is that the experiments were performed 

with a phantom.  As mentioned earlier, one of the principal advantages of using a 
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phantom is that total radiation exposure is not an issue; however, for human subjects, 

factors such as patient weight and other sources of variability affect the peak 

enhancement.  A further limitation is that only three volumes of contrast material were 

tested.  The fact that the water circulating through the phantom was at room 

temperature was also a study limitation (as blood temperature for humans is above 

room temperature a vast majority of the time).  A final limitation of this study was that 

the water and contrast material did not recirculate within the phantom, which means 

that first-pass aortic enhancement was the only enhancement that could be simulated.   

4.4 MRI Study 

This section will describe the physiological flow phantom studies conducted 

using Magnetic Resonance Imaging.  The overall goal of this study is to design contrast 

material administration protocols that provide maximal signal intensity (enhancement).   

 The MRI study presented in this section will evaluate the effect of varying 

volumes, rates and types (i.e., brand) of contrast material administration, as well as 

varying volumes and injection rates of the saline chaser.  The remainder of this section 

will first describe the materials and methods unique to the MRI study.  The results and a 

discussion of the results will follow next.   

4.4.1 Methods 

The physiological flow phantom described in Section 4.2 was used for this MRI 

study.  The 3T MR system (MAGNETOM Trio, Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) in the 
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Duke University Hospital was used to perform the scans.  The scans were performed 

dynamically for one minute using a 2D FLASH (Fast Low Angle SHot) sequence with a 

reception time (the pulse sequence period) of 500 ms, an echo time (time between 

middle of exciting radiofrequency pulse and middle of spin echo production) of 1.23 ms, 

and a flip angle (amount of rotation of the macroscopic magnetization vector produced 

by a radiofrequency pulse, with respect to the direction of the static magnetic field) of 

8 .  Figure 79 shows a picture of the physiological flow phantom in the MRI gantry.   

 

Figure 79: Physiological flow phantom in MRI gantry.   

Four different contrast materials were used in this study: Magnevist® 

(gadopentetate dimeglumine, 469.01 mg/mL, Bayer HealthCare), Eovist® (gadoxetate 

disodium, 181.43 mg/mL, Bayer HealthCare), Prohance® (gadoteridol, 279.3 mg/mL, 

Bracco Diagnostics) and Multihance® (gadobenate dimeglumine, 529 mg/mL, Bracco 
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Diagnostics).  Each of these four contrast materials has a different chemical component 

(e.g., gadoxetate disodium for Eovist, gadobenate dimeglumine for Multihance, etc.) 

intended to increase MRI image contrast, so this study will compare the effectiveness of 

these compounds for the given test conditions.  Contrast material was injected at either 2 

mL/s or 4 mL/s depending on the study.  A saline chaser was also performed for all 

studies, with chaser injector rates of either 2 mL/s, 4 mL/s or 6 mL/s and chaser volumes 

of 20 mL, 40 mL or 60 mL.  As with the CT studies, the enhancement was measured at 

the point in the physiologic flow phantom which represented the descending thoracic 

aorta.  The enhancement was determined by measuring the signal intensity (SI) at three 

different regions of interest (ROIs) in the flow phantom then averaging the values.  

Figure 80 shows an example of a typical MRI image of the physiological flow phantom 

obtained during experimental trials.   
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Figure 80: MRI image of physiological flow phantom obtained during 
experimental trial.   

SigmaPlot version 11.0 was used to perform statistical analysis.  Analysis of 

variance models were run for the effects of contrast material administration.  A p-value 

of 0.05 was considered statistically significant. 

4.4.2 Results 

In this section, the results of three distinct MRI phantom experiments will be 

presented.  The first involved comparing the aortic enhancement of four different 

contrast agents, administered at volumes of 2 mL and 4 mL and a rate of 2 mL/s.  The 

second involved testing the effects of volume (20 mL, 40 mL, and 60 mL) and rate of 

injection (2 mL/s, 4 mL/s, and 6 mL/s) of saline chaser on peak aortic signal intensity for 

two different contrast agents administered at a constant volume which was different for 
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each (although both were diluted in saline to a volume of 20 mL) and a rate of 2 mL/s.  

The final experiment involved testing the effect of varying volumes (1 – 20 mL) of 

contrast material for two different contrast agents on peak aortic signal intensity, with a 

constant volume of saline chaser (20 mL) administered at two different flow rates (2 

mL/s and 6 mL/s).   

Figure 81 and Figure 82 show the results of the first experiment.  In this 

experiment, four different contrast agents (Magnevist, Prohance, Multihance, and 

Eovist) were injected at a rate of 2 mL/s, followed by a saline chaser.  Contrast material 

volumes of 2 mL and 4 mL were tested, and comparisons are made for constant contrast 

material volume.   

Figure 81 shows that at a contrast material volume of 2 mL, peak aortic 

enhancement was greatest for Multihance (337.50), followed by Magnevist (334.51), then 

Prohance (333.05), and finally Eovist (294.41).  The analysis of variance statistical test 

showed that the difference in the mean values of peak enhancement between all groups 

is greater than would be expected by chance; so all differences were significantly 

different (<0.045 for Magnevist vs. Prohance; 0.001 for Multihance vs. Magnevist; <0.001 

for all other comparisons).  Duration of 90% peak enhancement followed the exact same 

trend, with duration of 14.23 s for Multihance, 11.64 s for Magnevist, 11.54 s for 

Prohance and 5.46 s for Eovist. 
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Figure 81: Aortic enhancement versus time for four different contrast agents, 
contrast material volume = 2 mL, administration rate = 2 mL/s. 

Figure 82 shows that at a contrast material volume of 4 mL, peak aortic 

enhancement was greatest for Multihance (339.46), followed by Magnevist (336.14), then 

Prohance (335.73), and finally Eovist (298.35).  The analysis of variance statistical test 

showed that the difference in the mean values of peak enhancement between some of 

the groups was greater than would be expected by chance.  The statistically significant 

differences were Multihance vs. Eovist (<0.001), Magnevist vs. Eovist (<0.001), Prohance 

vs. Eovist (<0.001) and Multihance vs. Prohance (0.037).  Comparisons of Multihance vs. 

Magnevist and Magnevist vs. Prohance were not statistically significant at the 0.05 level.  

Duration of 90% peak enhancement followed the exact same trend, with duration of 

12.88 s for Multihance, 11.1 s for Magnevist, 10.15 s for Prohance and 5.19 s for Eovist. 
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Figure 82: Aortic enhancement versus time for four different contrast agents, 
contrast material volume = 4 mL, administration rate = 2 mL/s. 

The second experiment to be discussed involved testing the effects of volume (20 

mL, 40 mL, and 60 mL) and rate of injection (2 mL/s, 4 mL/s, and 6 mL/s) of saline chaser 

on peak aortic signal intensity for two different contrast agents, Multihance and 

Prohance.  The contrast agents were administered at a volume of 2 mL (Multihance) or 3 

mL (Prohance) and were diluted in saline to a total volume of 20 mL.  Both agents were 

injected at a rate of 2 mL/s. 

Figure 83 shows the results of the study for Multihance.  With a chaser volume of 

20 mL, increasing the saline chaser injection rate from 2 mL/s to 6 mL/s resulted in a 

22.9% increase in peak aortic signal intensity.  Increasing the saline chaser volume from 

20 mL to 60 mL (injected at 2 mL/s) only resulted in a 9.0% increase in peak aortic signal 
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intensity.  Increasing the injection rate for the 40 mL and 60 mL saline chaser from 2 

mL/s to 6 mL/s resulted in a 12.0% and 13.6% increase in peak aortic signal intensity, 

respectively. 

 

Figure 83: Effect of saline chaser for Multihance, 2 mL (diluted to 20 mL total 
with saline), injection rate of 2 mL/s.   

Figure 84 shows the effects of saline chaser for Prohance.  Increasing the saline 

chaser injection rate from 2 mL/s to 6 mL/s resulted in a 14.7% increase in peak aortic 

signal intensity at a constant saline chaser volume of 20 mL.  Increasing the saline chaser 

volume from 20 to 60 mL (injected at 2 mL/sec) resulted in a 1.8% decrease in peak aortic 

signal intensity.  Increasing the injection rate for the 40 mL and 60 mL saline chaser from 

2 mL/s to 6 mL/s resulted in a 18.1% and 17.2% increase in peak aortic signal intensity. 
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Figure 84: Effect of saline chaser for Prohance, 3 mL (diluted to 20 mL total 
with saline), injection rate of 2 mL/s. 

The final experiment to be discussed involved evaluation of the effect of the 

contrast material dose on peak aortic signal intensity.  Two different contrast agents 

were tested (Prohance and Multihance), both of which are gadolinium-enhanced.  The 

baseline dose tested was 20 mL (100%), and additional doses of 10 mL (50%), 8 mL 

(40%), 6 mL (30%), 5 mL (25%), 4 mL (20%), 3 mL (15%), 2 mL (10%) and 1 mL (5%) 

tested.  Each contrast material dose was injected at a rate of 2 mL/s, and each dose was 

followed with a 20 mL saline chaser injected at either 2 mL/s or 6 mL/s.   
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Figure 85: Effect of Prohance volume and saline chaser administration rate on 
MRI signal intensity.   

Figure 85 shows the results of the study for the contrast agent Prohance.  When 

the Prohance dose was decreased to 50%, 25%, and 10% of the baseline dose and 

followed by a 20 mL saline chaser at 2 mL/s, peak aortic signal intensity decreased by 

97.6%, 77.5%, and 33.7%, respectively.  Increasing the saline chaser administration rate 

to 6 mL/s with the same doses of 50%, 25%, and 10% of the baseline dose caused the 

peak aortic signal intensity to change to 101.7%, 86.0%, and 43.9%, respectively.  
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Figure 86: Effect of Multihance volume and saline chaser administration rate 
on MRI signal intensity. 

Figure 86 shows the results of the study for the contrast agent Multihance.  When 

the Multihance dose was decreased to 50%, 25%, and 10% of the baseline dose and 

followed by a 20 mL saline chaser at 2 mL/sec, peak aortic signal intensity changed 

105.5%, 88.6%, and 47%, respectively.  Increasing the injection rate of the 20 mL saline 

chaser volume to 6 mL/sec with the same doses of 50%, 25% and 10% of the baseline 

dose caused the peak aortic signal intensity to change to 112.9%, 103.9%, and 60.6%, 

respectively.  

4.4.1 Discussion 

MRI studies using the physiological flow phantom have shown some important 

clinical ramifications for the future.  Figure 81 and Figure 82 show that for the same 

volume of contrast material injected at the same rate, Multihance gives the greatest peak 

signal intensity and duration of 90% peak signal intensity, and Eovist gives the least 
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peak signal intensity and duration of 90% peak signal intensity.  From the data cited in 

Section 4.4.1, it is seen that Multihance has the greatest concentration of enhancement 

chemical (gadobenate dimeglumine, 529 mg/mL) and Eovist has the least (gadoxetate 

disodium, 181.43 mg/mL), so this trend is not surprising.  There are many factors that a 

physician must consider when choosing which contrast material to administer to a 

patient, so the fact that Multihance gives the greatest peak signal intensity and duration 

of 90% peak signal intensity may be overshadowed by other factors specific to the 

patient.  Non-scientific factors such as monetary cost and availability of the contrast 

material itself may also play a role in this decision. 

Figure 83 and Figure 84 show that to increase the peak aortic signal intensity in 

MRI using low contrast material doses, a higher injection rate of the saline chaser is 

more advantageous than a larger volume of the saline chaser.  This result is an 

important consideration when planning an MRI contrast material injection protocol.  

Also, the fact that a high injection rate of saline chaser may be used to increase the peak 

aortic signal intensity will be helpful for patients with renal compromise, where it is 

very desirable to minimize the amount of contrast material injected into the patient to 

minimize the risk of future complications.  Figure 84 also indicates that for higher 

volumes of contrast material, the effect of increasing the volume of saline chaser makes 

almost no difference while increasing the rate of injection makes a significant difference.   
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Figure 85 and Figure 86 show that it is possible to reduce the dose of the contrast 

material by 25-50% and still maintain more than 86% of the non-reduced dose peak 

aortic enhancement when a saline chaser with a high injection rate is used.  One very 

important observation to be made at this point is that the saline chaser is not the only 

reason for the ability to reduce the contrast material dose; MRI physics, most notably 

what is known as the T2* (pronounced “T2-star”) effect, also explains this phenomenon.  

The gradient echo sequence which was used in this work was originally developed to 

reduce the imaging sequence time.  This is important because if a patient moves while 

being examined, then the image quality deteriorates, and there is also some unavoidable 

motion such as cardiac and respiration (Schild, 1999), so faster sequences help to 

minimize this problem.  Contrast agents such as the ones described in this study have 

the effect of altering the signal intensity by predominantly shortening the T1 or T2/T2* 

relaxation time in the tissues where the contrast agent is present.  When the T1 

relaxation time is predominantly shortened, as it is with gadolinium-based agents, there 

is a resultant increase in signal intensity.  When the T2/T2* relaxation time is 

predominantly shortened, as it is with iron-based agents, there is a resultant decrease in 

signal intensity.  The purpose of the contrast agent is to increase the SI differences 

between the tissues and adjacent tissues, thus enhancing the image (Schild, 1999).  For 

most of the gadolinium-based agents, the shortening of T1 relaxation time predominates 

as long as either the pulse sequence remains heavily T1-weighted or the concentration of 
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the agent remains relatively low.  When the pulse sequence becomes less T1-weighted 

(i.e. more T2-weighted) or the concentration of the agent increases, the shortening of 

T2/T2* begins to predominate.  Therefore, a point is reached where further increasing 

contrast agent dose does not have any further increase in signal intensity due to the 

effects of T2* relaxation time (and therefore image quality), and this is what is seen in 

the asymptotic behavior of the signal intensity curves in Figure 85 and Figure 86.  It is 

seen from these plots that very low doses of contrast material (<5 mL for Prohance, <3 

mL for Multihance) do not greatly increase the peak signal intensity, and slight increases 

in the dose result in significant changes in the peak signal intensity in this range.  

However, when the dose reaches a critical volume (approximately 10 mL for Prohance 

and approximately 7 mL for Multihance), further increases in the contrast material dose 

do not result in major increases in the peak signal intensity due to the T2* effect.  This 

suggests that for patients with renal compromise, where it is desirable to minimize the 

amount of contrast agent introduced into the body, using the critical volume of dose 

results in a favorable trade-off between peak signal intensity and protecting the patient 

from potential complications caused by introduction of higher volumes of contrast 

material.  This also represents another very powerful application of the physiological 

flow phantom for future research: MRI scan sequence parameters such as TR (time to 

repeat) and TE (time to echo) may be systematically varied and the effects on signal 

intensity may be explored.  Conducting a similar study on human subjects would be 
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prohibitive based on factors such as limits on contrast material volume that may be 

introduced into the human body and uncertainty in human flow rates/internal body 

geometry mentioned previously.    
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5. Evaluation of Modified Catheters 

5.1 Overview 

This chapter is devoted to the evaluation of modified catheters that are designed 

to reduce extravasation events.  Extravasation refers to intravenously administered fluids 

leaking outside the blood vessel.  Extravasation has many negative effects including 

patient injury, a reduction in image quality (which affects the ability of the physician to 

diagnose the patient), and causing a delay in patient throughput in a busy radiology 

practice.  For intravenously administered contrast material, the rates of extravasation 

have been reported to range from 0.1% to 0.9% (Federle et al., 1998; Cohan et al., 1996; 

Sistrom et al., 1991; Miles et al., 1990; Wang et al., 2007).  One of the postulated causes of 

contrast material extravasation is perforation of the vessel wall caused by the contrast 

material jet exiting the end hole of a peripheral IV catheter (Cohan et al., 1996; Daniel et 

al., 1990).  This jet exiting the end hole of the catheter increases in force as the flow rate 

and fluid density (and therefore momentum) increases (Shaughnessy et al., 2005).  The 

possibility of encountering extravasation has been a factor that has limited the 

development of CT protocols with rapid injection rates.   

Previous numeric studies of intravenous catheters modified with side holes have 

been performed (Park et al., 2007; Grigioni et al., 2002).  The results of these previous 

studies indicated that adding side holes may be beneficial since the shear stress peak 

values are decreased and the mean shear rate is decreased when the catheter is centered 
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in the lumen and parallel to the long axis of a vessel (which was the only configuration 

tested).  Another previous study experimentally found that adding side holes reduces 

the end-hole flow rate (Daniel et al., 1990).  No previous studies have investigated side 

slit in intravenous catheters or investigated catheter placement near the vessel wall.   

The purpose of this study is to evaluate catheters modified with side holes and 

side slits.  The remainder of this chapter is divided into three sections.  The first section 

is a description of the methods used for the study.  Both experimental and numerical 

methods were used, with the experimental methods involving the use of a Schlieren 

system to optically image flow out of the catheters and the numerical methods involving 

using CFD to estimate wall shear stresses and visualize flow inside of the vessel.  The 

section after the methods will show the results of the experimental and numerical 

studies, and the chapter will conclude with a discussion of the results.  The work in this 

chapter is based on work previously published by the author (Weber et al., 2009c).   

5.2 Methods 

Both experimental and numerical methods were used to evaluate catheters 

modified with side holes and side slits.  The experimental methods were used to 

qualitatively evaluate the modified catheters, whereas the numerical methods were used 

to quantitatively evaluate the modified catheters.  The next two sub-sections will 

describe the experimental and numerical methods.   
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5.2.1 Experimental Methods 

 Angiocatheter exit jet fluid dynamics were imaged using a Schlieren imaging 

system.  A Schlieren imaging system may be used to photograph the flow of fluids of 

varying densities (Settles, 2001).  Schlieren imaging involves using collimated laser light.  

Collimated light is light whose rays are nearly parallel, which is achieved by passing the 

light through a special lens.  When the collimated light is passed through a fluid of 

varying density, the light is distorted, which in turn creates a variation in the light 

intensity which may be visualized (Settles, 2001).   

 The Schlieren imaging system used in this work consisted of a 30-mW helium-

neon laser, a pinhole spatial filter, a gaussian intensity filter, and a collimating lens that 

was 10 cm in diameter, and is shown in Figure 87.  The collimated laser light was passed 

through a water tank, which had the angiocatheter to be tested suspended vertically in 

the tank (so the injected contrast material flowed downward), and the injection was 

captured as a digitized video.  The water tank was filled with room temperature water.  

The contrast material used was iopamidol 300 mg Iodine/mL (Isovue 300, Bracco 

Diagnostics) with a density of 1,335.73 kg/m3 and a dynamic viscosity of 0.0047 Pa-s, and 

was also at room temperature to eliminate thermal gradients.       
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Figure 87: Experimental apparatus used for modified angiocatheter work: a) 
Schlieren imaging system, b) catheter with three pairs of through-and-through side 
holes (arrows), six holes total, and c) catheter with side slits (arrows).   

A power injector (Empower CTA, E-Z-EM) was used to inject the contrast 

material at flow rates of 5 and 10 mL/s.  Using the method of similitude (Fox and 

McDonald, 1999; Shaughnessy et al., 2005), the flow of the contrast material at room 

temperature may be correlated to the flow of the contrast material at body temperature, 

as long as the Reynolds Number is the same.  Calculations using the method of 

similitude show that an experimental flow rate of 5 mL/s corresponds to a body flow 

rate that is dynamically similar to 3 mL/s and an experimental flow rate of 10 mL/s 

corresponds to a body flow rate that is dynamically similar to 6 mL/s.  The experiment 
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was designed to qualitatively evaluate the jet of contrast material exiting the end hole of 

the catheter as opposed to measuring specific values of flow velocity.   

Both 16- and 18-gauge angiocatheters were tested.  The catheters were modified 

by using a surgical scalpel to make approximately 2.5-mm-long slits in the catheters or 

by drilling through-and-through side holes in the catheters (two, four, six, and eight side 

holes per catheter) using a 0.6096-mm drill bit.  Figure 87 shows pictures of the modified 

catheters.   

4.3.3 Numerical Methods 

Numerical simulations of the flow field were conducted STAR-CCM+ (v. 

3.02.003, CD-Adapco, New York, discussed previously in Section 3.3.2).  The geometry 

for the simulation created with SolidWorks 2007 (Dassault Systèmes SolidWorks Corp., 

Concord, MA).  As stated previously, for STAR-CCM+ it is necessary to generate the 

geometry in a CAD program (like SolidWorks) and import it into the simulation 

environment.  The CAD and CFD software mentioned allowed for different vessel sizes, 

catheter configurations and catheter designs to be selected and simulated.  Vessel 

diameters tested were 3 mm, 5 mm and 7 mm.  Catheter configurations tested were: 1) 

catheter centered in the lumen and parallel to the long axis of the vessel, 2) catheter 

placed eccentrically adjacent to and parallel to the wall of the vessel and 3) catheter tip 

directed at a 5-10° angle towards the wall of the vessel.  Only one volume flow rate (5 

mL/s) was tested numerically.  Two primary factors came into consideration in choosing 
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the vessel diameters of 3 mm, 5 mm and 7 mm.  Experience was the first factor, with one 

of the authors on the paper from which this work is based (Weber et al., 2009c) having 

over 20 years of vessel imaging experience.  The values of vessel diameters published in 

the current literature was the second factor.  Rooijens et al. (2005) report mean cephalic 

vein diameter at the elbow to be 3.1 mm (range, 0.8 – 7.2 mm), and Dammers et al. (2003) 

report mean antecubital vein diameter to be 4.4 – 4.7 mm ± 0.8 – 1.1 mm.  These vein 

diameter values may not be directly translatable and are probably larger compared to 

the general population for which limited information about normal vein diameter is 

available, since each of these cited studies was performed in hemodialysis patients.  

Catheter designs tested were 18 gauge and configurations were standard end 

hole catheters (baseline, unmodified) and catheters with 2 side holes, 4 side holes, 8 side 

holes, 2 side slits and 4 side slits (the 6 side hole catheter was not tested numerically).  

The side holes were 0.5 mm in diameter, and the first pair of side holes was placed 4.5 

mm from the catheter end hole.  Subsequent side holes were rotated 90° about the 

longitudinal axis from the previous set of side holes and spaced at 2 mm intervals 

(moving in the direction away from the catheter tip).  The first pair of side slits was 

placed 5.25 mm from the catheter end hole, with subsequent side slits spaced at 4 mm 

intervals (away from the catheter tip) and rotated 90° about the longitudinal axis from 

the previous set of side slits.  Each pair of side holes or side slits was simulated in the 

CAD program (and therefore CFD simulation) as if it were made by a through-and-
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through incision.  The angle tested was 10 from the longitudinal axis of the vessel for 

the 5 mm and 7 mm configurations and 5  from the longitudinal axis of the vessel for 

the 3 mm configuration.  In order to ensure that all of the side holes/slits were located 

inside the lumen, the geometry of the 3 mm vessel configuration required a lesser 

entrance angle.  

In total, 54 CFD simulations were conducted.  A multi-species turbulent flow 

was simulated, with iopamidol 370 mg Iodine/mL being injected through the catheter 

into blood, which was modeled as water.  Iopamidol 370 was chosen for the simulations 

to give the “worse case” scenario, as its viscosity is higher than the iopamidol 300 used 

in the experimental trials and therefore gives an upper bound on the relative shear 

stresses.  Constant mass flow boundary conditions of 0.0070079 kg/s (which corresponds 

to a volume flow rate of 5 mL/s) for the iopamidol 370 and 0.001995 kg/s for blood were 

imposed at the inlets of the catheter and the blood vessel respectively, and a static 

pressure boundary condition was imposed at the outlet of the blood vessel.  The 

temperature of both the iopamidol 370 and the blood was set at human body 

temperature of 37°C.  A polyhedral volume mesh was used for all simulations.  

Convergence studies for all configurations (3 mm, 5 mm and 7 mm) were performed to 

determine the necessary mesh size for a grid-independent solution.  The solution 

residuals and wall shear stress values were monitored during the calculation, and the 
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simulation was terminated when the residuals and shear stresses exhibited convergence 

or limit cycle behavior.         

The formulation of the CFD simulations required making two major 

assumptions.  The first assumption was that although the rheology of blood is generally 

non-Newtonian (Truskey et al., 2004), blood was modeled as a Newtonian fluid so that 

the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes equations could be applied.  This assumption is 

justified because it has been reported that blood does behave as a Newtonian fluid at 

high shear rates (above 100/s) (Truskey et al., 2004).  So, in the vicinity of the catheter jet, 

where there are high velocity gradients and thus high shear rates, this first assumption 

will not result in a significant error.  Previous researchers in blood vessel CFD 

simulations have used this approach (Park et al., 2007; Grigioni et al., 2002).  The second 

assumption made was that the flow was steady.  Blood flow is pulsatile and venous 

walls are viscoelastic (Truskey et al., 2004), both of which create unsteady effects.  

However, it was assumed that the venous blood flow was non-phasic during the time 

period of interest and that the vessel wall was in viscoelastic equilibrium (i.e. 

stationary).  Both of these assumptions were justified based on the fact that the steady 

state solution was calculated, which is characterized by the flow field being dominated 

by the high volume of contrast material being injected through the catheter into the 

blood vessel.   
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5.3 Results 

This results section will be divided into two parts.  The first part will be a 

description of the experimental results, the purpose of which was to provide a 

qualitative description of the effect of modifying the catheters.  The second part will be a 

description of the numerical results, which will quantitatively describe the effect of 

modifying the catheters.   

5.3.1 Experimental Results 

Contrast material exited the standard 16 and 18 gauge angiocatheters with an 

end hole only in a jet (inset A, Figure 88) which qualitatively appeared similar at flow 

rates of 5 and 10 mL/s.  The free exit jet remained coherent for a distance of 1.8 mm (at 10 

mL/s) - 3.3 mm (at 5 mL/s) before turbulent effects became dominant.  The turbulent 

effects caused the velocity to decrease and the jet to spread as the distance from the tip 

increased.  This behavior of the jet spreading and decaying is typical of a free shear flow 

out of a round jet (Pope, 2000).  No evidence of catheter damage at either flow rate was 

seen.  
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Figure 88: Schlieren images of contrast jets exiting various catheters: a) 
standard 18-gauge angiocatheter, b) 18-gauge angiocatheter with four side holes, and 
c) 18-gauge angiocatheter with four side slits.  Flow rate is 5 mL/s.  Black arrows 
indicate catheters, and white arrows indicate side slits.   

Contrast material exited the angiocatheters modified with side holes in a plume 

(inset B, Figure 88).  At flow rates of both 5 and 10 mL/s, this plume of contrast material 

appeared qualitatively similar for the 4, 6 and 8 side hole models.  A less pronounced 

contrast material jet exited the end holes of these modified catheters as compared to the 

standard, end hole only catheters.  Furthermore, the contrast material was seen to exit 

the side holes at an angle relative to the axis of the catheter. 

There was also a decrease in the jet of contrast material exiting the end hole of 

the catheter with the introduction of side slits (inset C, Figure 88).  Qualitatively, the 
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contrast material jets exiting the side slits (inset C, Figure 88) were more well-defined as 

compared to the jets exiting the side holes (inset B, Figure 88), which suggests a greater 

flow rate through the side slits as compared to the side holes.  The flow exiting the side 

slits was also observed to be at an angle relative to the axis of the catheter.  As with the 

unmodified catheter, no evidence of catheter damage was observed for the modified 

catheters.  Additionally, no apparent damage was observed when both the unmodified 

and modified catheters were viewed under a microscope after the experiment (as in 

insets B and C of Figure 87). 

5.3.2 Numerical Results 

A convergence study was conducted for all three vessel diameters (3-mm, 5-mm, 

and 7-mm) for the catheter eccentric in the lumen with the tip directed towards the wall 

configuration, the results of which are shown in Figure 89.  For the 3 mm, 5 mm and 7 

mm configurations, grid independence required a minimum of 2,700,000 cells, 853,000 

cells and 812,000 cells, respectively.  The 3 mm configuration required significantly more 

cells due to the overall turbulent nature of the flow, evidenced by the fact that the 

Reynolds Number for the 3 mm vessel was 3,330 as compared to 1,988 and 1,427 for the 

5 mm and 7 mm vessels, respectively.  For flow in a pipe, a Reynolds Number higher 

than 2,300 indicates turbulent flow (Fox and McDonald, 1999), and lower Reynolds 

Numbers indicate laminar or transition flow.   
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Figure 89: Convergence study for catheter CFD simulations.   

The numeric results for velocity and shear stress as determined by the CFD 

simulations are shown in Table 29 and Table 30.  For each configuration, dimensionless 

parameters were created by using the highest value in the category to normalize the 

other values.  This was done because the overall goal of the simulations was to compare 

the catheters.  Additionally, numeric results must be verified in some manner (usually 

experimental, as was done in Chapter 3) before the exact values calculated by the CFD 

results may be used with confidence.   
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Figure 90: Velocity profiles (top) and wall shear stresses (bottom) by catheter 
type for 5 mm vessel with 18-gauge catheter eccentric in the lumen and tip directed 
toward wall.  Volume flow rate is 5 mL/s.   

As seen in Table 29, as the number of side holes and side slits increased, the 

normalized tip velocity decreased.  This decrease in tip velocity with increasing numbers 

of side holes and side slits held for all three vessel sizes and all three catheter 

configurations.  Tip velocity reductions compared to the baseline catheter ranged from 
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8.8% (2 side hole catheters) to 30.3% (4 side slit catheters).  Normalized maximum 

velocity was similar (0.990-1) for all configurations.   

Numerically calculated velocity profiles and wall shear stresses for the 5 mm 

vessel with the catheter tip directed at an oblique angle towards the wall are shown in 

Figure 90.  The highest values of tip velocity and wall shear stress are seen to occur for 

the baseline catheter with an end hole only (shown in Table 29 and Table 30 and in 

Figure 90).  Qualitative differences in the flow fields and distribution of shear stresses on 

the wall by catheter type are also observed in Figure 90. 
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Table 29: Computational Fluid Dynamics Simulation Results: Normalized Tip 
Velocity and Maximum Velocity by Catheter Type and Configuration.  For each 
configuration, the highest value in the category was used to normalize the other 

values, thus creating dimensionless parameters. 

Flow Velocity 
3 mm Vessel 5 mm Vessel 7 mm Vessel 

Catheter 

Normalized 
Tip 

Maximum Normalized 
Tip 

Maximum Normalized 
Tip 

Maximum 

Catheter Centered in the Lumen 
Baseline 1 0.992 1 0.999 1 1 

2 Side Holes 0.907 0.991 0.912 0.999 0.912 0.999 
4 Side Holes 0.854 0.999 0.854 1 0.849 1 
8 Side Holes 0.752 0.993 0.741 1 0.739 1 
2 Side Slits 0.813 0.992 0.883 0.999 0.824 0.999 
4 Side Slits 0.711 0.996 0.720 1 0.718 0.999 

Catheter Eccentric to the Lumen and Parallel to the Wall 
Baseline 1 0.990 1  0.998 1 1 

2 Side Holes 0.907 0.991 0.909 0.999 0.908 0.994 
4 Side Holes 0.854 0.990 0.842 0.999 0.849 1 
8 Side Holes 0.756 0.992 0.734 1 0.739 1 
2 Side Slits 0.813 1 0.813 0.998 0.824 0.999 
4 Side Slits 0.715 0.995 0.718 0.999 0.723 0.999 

Catheter Tip Directed Obliquely to the Wall 
Baseline 1 0.997 1 1 1 1 

2 Side Holes 0.907 0.997 0.902 1 0.893 1 
4 Side Holes 0.850 0.997 0.832 1 0.828 1 
8 Side Holes 0.752 0.998 0.725 0.999 0.717 0.999 
2 Side Slits 0.809 0.998 0.811 1 0.803 0.999 
4 Side Slits 0.707 1 0.697 1 0.697 0.999 

 

Table 30 shows that normalized average shear stress sometimes increased and 

sometimes decreased with the addition of side holes and slits depending on vessel size 

and the configuration of the catheter.  Most notably, average shear stress decreased with 

the addition of side holes and side slits for all 7 mm vessel catheter configurations.   
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With the catheter tip directed obliquely to the wall, the maximum wall shear 

stress was always highest for the standard catheter and always lowest for the 4 slit 

catheter.  Maximum wall shear stress was reduced by 36% (3 mm vessel), 39% (5 mm 

vessel), and 30% (7 mm vessel) when 4 slits were added to a catheter whose tip was 

directed obliquely towards the vessel wall. 

 

Figure 91: Fluid flow pathlines by catheter type for 5 mm vessel with 18-gauge 
catheter eccentric in the lumen and tip directed toward the wall.  Volume flow rate is 
5 mL/s.   
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Table 30: Computational Fluid Dynamics Simulation Results: Normalized 
Average Shear Stress and Maximum Shear Stress by Catheter Type and 

Configuration.  For each configuration, the highest value in the category was used to 
normalize the other values, thus creating dimensionless parameters.  

Shear Stress 
3 mm Vessel 5 mm Vessel 7 mm Vessel 

Catheter 

Average Maximum Average Maximum Average Maximum 
Catheter Centered in the Lumen 

Baseline 0.859 0.609 0.303 1 1 1 
2 Side Holes 0.892 1 0.603 0.998 0.661 0.874 
4 Side Holes 0.938 0.837 0.645 0.854 0.477 0.776 
8 Side Holes 1 0.666 1 0.679 0.158 0.627 
2 Side Slits 0.926 0.474 0.630 0.930 0.879 0.972 
4 Side Slits 0.974 0.492 0.844 0.654 0.545 0.678 

Catheter Eccentric to the Lumen and Parallel to the Wall 
Baseline 0.869 0.277 0.922 0.462 1 0.436 

2 Side Holes 0.919 0.983 0.903 1 0.990 0.890 
4 Side Holes 0.945 0.806 0.951 0.795 0.973 0.756 
8 Side Holes 1 1 0.977 0.859 0.916 1 
2 Side Slits 0.937 0.357 0.772 0.459 0.834 0.598 
4 Side Slits 0.988 0.271 1 0.551 0.994 0.459 

Catheter Tip Directed Obliquely to the Wall 
Baseline 0.959 1 1 1 1 1 

2 Side Holes 0.977 0.989 0.867 0.862 0.844 0.919 
4 Side Holes 0.985 0.880 0.855 0.841 0.781 0.818 
8 Side Holes 1 0.786 0.733 0.654 0.676 0.732 
2 Side Slits 0.951 0.734 0.856 0.866 0.895 0.828 
4 Side Slits 0.965 0.640 0.670 0.614 0.749 0.700 

 

Numerically calculated pathlines at a flow rate of 5 mL/s for the 5 mm vessel 

with catheter eccentric in the lumen and tip directed towards the wall are shown in 

Figure 91.  Vortex structures are present for all catheter types, as seen by areas of circular 

(reversed) flow forward of the catheter tip in Figure 91.  The flow is also seen to be 
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highly turbulent in the vicinity of the catheter, especially near the side holes and side 

slits, with irregular paths taken by many fluid particles.   

5.4 Discussion 

The mechanisms of contrast material extravasation have not been extensively 

explored in the literature.  Lewis and Hecker (1991) used radiographs to directly observe 

extravasation of contrast material in three patients by injecting a small quantity of 

contrast material into intravenous lines that were no longer functional.  Three 

extravasation events were observed.  One occurred with the catheter tip being located 

outside of the vein and two occurred from the entry site of the catheter into the vein.  

The purpose of this project was to investigate changes in the contrast material jet exiting 

an angiocatheter with placement of side holes and side slits in the wall of the catheter. 

Qualitative Observations 

The qualitative results indicate that the jet of contrast material exiting the end 

hole of a catheter can be decreased by placing side holes and side slits in the catheter.  

The Schlieren system showed a well-defined jet of contrast material exiting a standard 

angiocatheter at flow rates of 5 and 10 mL/s.  The end hole jets were less well-defined 

when side holes and side slits were placed in the distal portion of the angiocatheters, 

which appears to confirm a slower exit velocity.   

A plume rather than a jet of contrast material exiting the catheter was observed 

experimentally when side holes and side slits were added to standard angiocatheters.  
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This dispersion property was more prevalent for side hole models as compared to the 

side slit models.  Since the contrast mass flow rate is constant for all catheter types, this 

dispersal property is neither advantageous nor disadvantageous in terms of image 

quality since mixing will occur in the blood vessel and the density profiles will become 

the same at long enough distances from the angiocatheter insertion point (assuming no 

extravasation occurs).    

Quantitative Observations - Velocity 

Numerous advantages to adding side holes or side slits to standard 

angiocatheters were observed from the numeric flow simulations.  The first advantage is 

that adding side holes or side slits changes the location of the maximum velocity in the 

flow field (Figure 90) and the magnitude of the catheter tip velocity (Table 29).  The 

maximum velocity occurs at the tip for the baseline catheter, which results in higher 

maximum vessel wall shear stresses when the tip is pointed obliquely toward the vessel 

wall.  The tip velocity is of lesser magnitude for the other configurations.  The maximum 

velocity occurs inside the catheter itself for all catheters with side holes or side slits, 

before the first side hole or side slit (Table 29), as opposed to occurring at the tip.  This 

results in the maximum fluid velocity not impinging upon the vessel wall.     

The tip velocity was always the same by catheter type and did not vary by 

catheter configuration (Table 29).  For example, the tip velocity for the baseline catheter 

was always the same value, the tip velocity for the 2 side hole catheter was always the 
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same value and always less than the baseline tip velocity, and so on.  The magnitudes of 

the tip velocity in order of decreasing velocity were baseline, 2 side holes, 4 side holes, 2 

side slits, 8 side holes and 4 side slits.  The small variations in tip velocity for constant 

catheter type observed in Table 29 may be attributed to numeric rounding errors.   

The maximum velocity present in the flow field was found to be essentially 

constant for all catheter types and configurations, with the small differences seen in 

Table 29 attributable to numeric rounding errors.  For the catheters with side holes or 

side slits, the velocity of the fluid exiting the side holes or side slits was seen to be much 

less than the velocity of the fluid exiting the catheter end hole (Figure 90).   

Quantitative Observations – Shear Stress   

The average and maximum shear stress results depend upon both the diameter 

of the blood vessel and the configuration (Table 30).  Two factors must be kept in mind 

when analyzing the average and maximum values of shear stress: 1)) for the catheter 

centered in the lumen and the catheter eccentric in the lumen but parallel to the wall, the 

idealized models produce configurations which are highly unlikely to be present in-vivo, 

and 2) as Figure 91 shows, there are regions of backflow which produce negative values 

of shear stress (i.e. shear stress in a direction opposite to the bulk fluid flow) that skew 

the average.  These idealized configurations result in the high-speed jet of the baseline 

catheter flowing either through the center of the vessel or parallel to the wall (i.e. the 

high-speed jet does not directly impinge on the wall), whereas the catheters with side 
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holes or side slits produce jets directed toward the wall in addition to the jet that leaves 

from the tip, causing higher values of shear stress as fluid exiting the side holes/slits 

directly impinges on the vessel wall.  

In terms of the shear stress results, the 3 mm vessel had two properties that made 

it significantly differ from the 5 mm and 7 mm vessels.  The first is that the 3 mm vessel 

flow was in the turbulent regime, whereas it was in the laminar regime for the 5 mm and 

7 mm vessels.  The second is that due to its restricted size (the 3 mm vessel diameter is 

only greater than the catheter diameter by a factor of 2.5), the catheter had to be placed 

at a lesser angle (5° as opposed to 10°) to ensure that all of the side holes and slits were 

located inside the vessel.  Table 30 shows that the 8 side hole catheter produced the 

highest value of average shear stress for all configurations for the 3 mm diameter vessel.  

The explanation for this is that the flow volume inside the 3 mm diameter vessel is 

constricted, so all of the fluid jets exiting the side holes of the 8 side hole catheter 

impinge on the vessel wall, which causes higher average values of shear stress.  

Although the 8 side hole catheter produced the highest average shear stress for the 

catheter tip directed obliquely to the wall configuration, the other catheter types did not 

significantly outperform it.  For example, the value of average shear stress for the 2 side 

slit catheter, which was the best for this configuration, was 95.1% of the value for the 8 

side hole catheter.  The 8 side hole catheter also produced the maximum shear stress for 

the 3 mm vessel with the catheter eccentric to the lumen and parallel to the wall 
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configuration, which is an idealized configuration.  The 2 side hole catheter produced 

the maximum shear stress for the catheter centered in the lumen configuration (also an 

idealized configuration).  For the most probable in-vivo configuration of the catheter tip 

directed obliquely to the wall, the baseline catheter produced the highest value of 

maximum shear stress, which was caused by the high tip velocity of the baseline 

catheter impinging on the fluid wall.   

The catheter that produced the highest average shear stress depended on the 

configuration for the 5 mm diameter vessel.  For the catheter centered in the lumen 

configuration, the 8 side hole catheter produced the highest average shear stress, which 

was caused by the side holes directing all of the side exiting jets towards the vessel wall 

in this idealized configuration.  For the catheter eccentric to the lumen and parallel to the 

wall configuration, the 4 side slit catheter produced the highest average shear stress due 

to the fluid from two of the side slits directly impinging on the vessel wall in this 

idealized configuration.  For the catheter tip directed obliquely to the wall configuration, 

the baseline catheter produced the highest average shear stress, again due to the high 

value of shear stress caused by the tip velocity directly impinging on the wall.  In 

regards to the maximum shear stress for the 5 mm diameter vessel, the 2 side hole 

catheter produced the highest value for the catheter eccentric to the lumen and parallel 

to the wall configuration, while the baseline catheter produced the highest value for 
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both the centered in the lumen and catheter tip directed obliquely to the wall 

configurations.   

For the 7 mm diameter vessel, the baseline catheter produced the highest average 

and maximum shear stress for all configurations except for the catheter eccentric to the 

lumen and parallel to the wall configuration, where the highest maximum shear stress 

was produced by the 8 side hole configuration.  The 7 mm vessel results may be 

explained by viscous dissipation having a greater amount of space in which to slow the 

fluid flow exiting the side holes and side slits before it reaches the wall, resulting in 

lower shear stresses.  The curvature of the 7 mm diameter vessel wall is also less than 

both the 5 mm and 3 mm diameter vessels, which allowed for the fluid exiting the side 

holes or side slits to impinge on a greater area, thus lowering average and maximum 

shear stress values.   

There are some general observations concerning wall shear stress that may be 

made for all vessel diameters, catheter types and configurations.  The first is that for the 

most probable in-vivo configuration of the catheter tip directed obliquely to the wall, the 

maximum shear stress is always the highest for the baseline catheter, and always lowest 

for the 4 slit catheter.  The second observation (exemplified in Figure 90) is that the 

baseline catheter directs all of the shear stress onto the wall region adjacent to the tip, 

whereas the catheters with holes or slits spread out the higher shear stress regions, with 

the side hole or side slit exit jets producing smaller, localized regions.  The higher shear 
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stress region produced by the tip is diminished by adding more side holes or side slits.  

The third observation is that catheters with side holes and side slits seem to be more 

effective in larger diameter vessels.  This is explained by the facts that: 1) larger blood 

vessels allow more room for the fluid exiting the side holes and side slits to disperse and 

for viscous dissipation to act to slow the fluid down before it impinges on the vessel 

wall, and 2) the wall curvature decreases with larger blood vessels which allows for the 

fluid to impinge on a larger area.  Both of these factors result in lower values of wall 

shear stress. 

Quantitative Observations - Pathlines 

Figure 91 shows that all catheter types produced circular pathlines forward of 

the catheter tip.  The flow is also seen to be highly turbulent in the vicinity of the 

catheter (especially near side holes or side slits), since some particle pathlines moved in 

irregular fashions.  Despite the differences in flow structures near the catheter tip, the 

CFD simulations show that after approximately one catheter length, the flow becomes 

smooth for all catheter types (as the pathlines straighten out).  So, even though in-vivo 

blood vessels tend to be curved and erratic in shape, the fluid dynamics of interest are 

seen to occur in the immediate vicinity (within 3 cm) of the catheter tip, and therefore 

bends in the blood vessels further downstream would not be expected to significantly 

affect the flow field upstream.      

Limitations 
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A limitation of these modified catheter designs is that a catheter with side holes 

or side slits would require attention to insertion technique to ensure that no side holes or 

slits are positioned outside the vessel lumen.  The catheter insertion angle for the 3 mm 

diameter vessel had to be at a lesser angle than the 5 mm or 7 mm diameter vessels to 

ensure that all side holes/slits were located inside the vessel.  For these reasons, the side 

holes and side slits should be clustered as close to the tip of the catheter (e.g. within 10 

mm of the tip) as possible while maintaining the structural integrity of the catheter.  A 

second limitation is that the manufacturing process for these catheters with side holes or 

side slits would be more complex.  It would also be necessary to ensure that the creation 

of side holes or side slits during manufacture does not leave behind any residual 

material (such as hanging tabs) that could possibly cause foreign material to be 

introduced into the blood vessels of the patient.  A third limitation is that there is 

currently no in-vivo data in existence for this catheter.  A final limitation of this study is 

that the assumed experimental fluid dynamic similitude needs to be verified; i.e. flows 

at room and body temperature are theoretically similar if the Reynolds Number is 

matched (Fox and McDonald, 1999) but this should be verified experimentally by 

conducting experimental trials at body instead of room temperature before significant 

subsequent work is performed.  
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6. Other Research 

The purpose of this chapter is to describe two smaller research projects that were 

conducted.  These both fit into the general realm of engineering, but due to the fact that 

they did not fit into any other previous chapter’s subject areas, they will be given 

attention here.  The first section will describe a water tunnel experiment concerning the 

addition of tubercles on the leading edge of marine rudders.  The second section will 

describe a mass transfer model concerning the transfer of radio-labeled opsins in 

amphibian cone outer segments.    

6.1 Rudder Cavitation 

As discussed in previously (see Section 3.7), it has been reported in the literature 

that under some conditions the scalloped leading edge shape found on the flipper of the 

humpback whale (Megaptera novaeangliae) can increase the aerodynamic lift and decrease 

the aerodynamic drag of swept, tapered, idealized wind tunnel models (Miklosovic et 

al., 2004).  This finding leads to the purpose of this section, which is to describe how 

engineered devices such as hydrofoils or propellers might benefit by the modification of 

their leading edges to mimic the humpback whale flipper geometry.  This biological 

inspiration stems from the fact that despite the massive size of the humpback whale 

(adults weigh up to 40,000 kg and are up to 17 m in length) it is capable of performing 

complex underwater maneuvers to catch prey (Fish and Battle, 1995).  In fact, the 

humpback whale is known as the most acrobatic of all whale species, with its 
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underwater maneuvers including sharp, high speed, banked turns, as well as loops and 

rolls (Woodward et al., 2006).  Whales use flippers as hydrodynamic control surfaces 

(Fish and Lauder, 2006), so it stands to reason that the tubercles on the leading edge of 

the humpback whale flipper play a major role in the humpback whale’s ability to 

execute such acrobatic maneuvers. 

As was seen in the discussion of water tunnel testing of large whale flippers in 

Section 3.5, one concern that must be addressed in high speed flows in a liquid is the 

possibility that the unsteady phenomenon of cavitation may occur and degrade the 

performance of the lifting surface.  In fact, cavitation is unavoidable under some 

operating conditions, and supercavitating propellers (which typically operate at speeds 

in excess of 20 m/s) are designed with this fact in mind.  It has been suggested by Arndt 

et al. (2004) that for partially cavitating hydrofoils the potential for feedback control of 

gust-induced oscillations may exist.  However, cavitation is typically a phenomena to be 

avoided for flows of moderate speed and/or for flows associated with more lightly-

loaded lifting surfaces.  For a hydrodynamic body, the cavitation number σ is 

commonly used to denote the cavitation threshold, and it is defined as: 

21
2

at vp gh p

U

ρσ
ρ

+ −=       (6.1) 

In Equation (6.1), ap is the atmospheric pressure, ρ is the fluid density, g is the 

acceleration of gravity, h is the depth, vp is the vapor pressure of the fluid and U is the 
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local velocity.  Cavitation will occur when the cavitation number σ is less than the most 

negative value of the pressure coefficient on the body (Breslin and Andersen, 1994).  One 

of the primary goals of this work is to determine how the cavitation threshold is affected 

by the addition of a scalloped leading edge.   

Cavitation bubbles or pockets can occur on the suction side of a hydrofoil or 

propeller where the local flow velocity is high and the local pressure is low.  The 

hydrodynamic properties of the lifting surface are modified by the presence of 

cavitation.  Generally, the presence of cavitation causes the lift to decrease and the drag 

to increase.  Additionally, a shock wave is generated when bubbles created in these 

regions collapse, which causes high-frequency noise in the flow.  Material erosion is 

another consequence of cavitating flows.  The material near the collapsing bubbles is 

subject to fatigue and damage can be significant (Escaler et al., 2003).  For these reasons, 

a detailed understanding of the effect of surface geometry on the cavitation threshold is 

essential when designing new hydrofoils or propellers.  This work has been previously 

published by the author (Weber et al., 2010), and a computational exploration of the 

experimental results appears in Lebental (2006).    

6.1.1 Experimental Setup and Procedure 

This sub-section will describe the experimental setup, to include rudder 

geometry and fabrication and the experimental procedure.   
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6.1.1.1 Rudder Geometry and Fabrication 

The rudder geometry was generated using the same method as Miklosovic et al. 

(2004).  The basic planform chosen for this study is typical for a marine rudder, with a 

span of 20.32 cm, a root chord of 15.24 cm, and a tip chord of 10.16 cm.  The coordinate 

system was chosen so that when the rudder is at an angle of attack of zero degrees, the 

positive x direction orients in the flowwise direction with the origin located at the point 

of maximum thickness (4.57 cm abaft of the leading edge).  The z-direction increases 

from the rudder root to the tip, with the origin at the root.  The y-direction centers on the 

midline of the rudder so that ˆ ˆˆy z x= × .  The leading edge is described by the function: 
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In Equation (6.2), S is the span length, A is the amplitude (which is equal to 0 for 

the regular baseline rudder and 1 for the tubercled rudders), n = 3 or 5 is the number of 

tubercles and ϕ is the phase angle (equal to / 2π ).  The trailing edge equation is: 
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   (6.3) 

The rudder was designed with a thick chord based on the NACA 0016 profile in 

order to create a rudder with a gradual stall behavior.  This is not typical of a motor 

vessel rudder; however, previous studies have shown that increasing the section 

thickness results in cavitation being avoided over a wider range of angle of attack (Chau 
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et al., 2004).  The rudder used in this work resembles a low aspect ratio wing with an 

unswept leading edge.   

The rudders with leading edge tubercles required special attention when 

creating the sinusoidal leading edge scaling.  It was required that the transformation 1) 

did not scale (but may translate) the region behind the point of maximum thickness, 2) 

did not move the point of maximum thickness, 3) maintained a continuous radius of 

curvature, and 4) had a minimal scaling on the leading edge radius.  This was achieved 

by using a nonlinear shearing transformation to create the tubercles.  The transformation 

was defined locally as: 
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In Equation (6.4), the prime notation denotes a scaled variable, ' TE LEC x x≡ − is 

the local chord length and 0C is the local chord length of the base rudder.   

The tip geometry was scaled according a simple transformation.  A point on the 

rudder surface is defined as ( ), , ,1
T

x y zp p p=p , and a transformed surface point is 

defined as ′p .  This means that the tip geometry transforms according to: 

( )( )p =T S Tp′ ′       (6.5) 
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In Equation (6.5), T translates the point of maximal chordal thickness (which is 

x/C = 0.3 for the NACA 00XX series sections) to the x = 0 coordinate according to: 
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The scaling S is defined by: 
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The procedure for creating the rudder geometry is summarized as follows: 1) 

Create the base geometry using Equation (6.3) and A = 0 in Equation (6.2); 2) Calculate 

the modified local chord length, C′ ; 3) Scale according to Equation (6.4); 4) Translate 
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each ( )x z in x so that one recovers Equation (6.3); 5) Scale the tip as in Equation (6.5).  

For the base rudder, steps 2 and 3 are omitted.   

 

Figure 92: Rudders used in this experimental work: (a) smooth leading edge 
model, (b) three tubercle leading edge model, and (c) five tubercle leading edge 
model. 

A computer program written in Visual C#.NET was used to create the rudder 

geometry.  The features of the program include the ability to generate direct numeric 

control (DNC) files of ASCII commands (G code) that may be used in computer numeric 
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control (CNC) milling machines to mill the rudders, and the ability to create surface 

geometry files that may be used in CFD calculations (these files were used in a work by 

Lebental (2006)).  

A 1.588 cm diameter brass shaft was used to mount the rudder in the water 

tunnel.  A hole was drilled approximately 8 cm into the positive z-direction at the origin 

for shaft insertion, the consequence of which is that changes in the angle of attack rotate 

the rudder about the z-axis.  A 0.635 cm stainless steel split pin was inserted through the 

shaft and rudder to affix the rudder shaft, and then the split pin hole was filled with 

epoxy and faired to the original rudder surface geometry.  The rudders were polished 

on a 10 in wheel buffer to remove tooling marks, and then a thin coat of marine wax was 

applied to the surface and buffed smooth, which was necessary in order to slow down 

the Galvanic corrosion created by the combination of several different metal alloys.  The 

final finished rudder products are shown in Figure 92.   

6.1.1.2 Experimental Procedure 

Experiments were conducted in the closed circuit water tunnel facility at the 

United States Naval Academy (USNA) Hydrodynamics Laboratory.  The water tunnel is 

described in Section 3.2.2 and in Schultz and Flack (2003; 2005).  Lift and drag forces 

were measured with Hydronautic modular force gauges Model HI-M-2 (890 N lift, 225 

N drag).  The water tunnel flow speed was measured with a Validyne DP15 variable 

reluctance differential pressure transducer.  Data Translation Lab Tech software with a 
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16-bit data acquisition card was used to measure voltages from these transducers and of 

a multi-turn potentiometer used to measure the angle of attack.   

 

Figure 93: Smooth leading edge rudder mounted in the USNA recirculating 
water tunnel.  The flow direction is from left to right.   

The experimental procedure consisted of first installing the model to be tested in 

the water tunnel and ensuring that proper wall clearances were obtained.  The data 

acquisition equipment was then tared, and the tare was subsequently verified.  The fluid 

in the water tunnel was then accelerated to the testing speed.  Data collection consisted 

of moving the rudder to the desired angle of attack, then instructing the data acquisition 

system to collect data at that point.  When data collection was complete, the rudder was 

moved to the next angle of attack and the process repeated until data for the full range 

of angle of attack sweep was obtained.  The experimental setup is shown in Figure 93.  
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6.1.2 Results 

Experimental results are reported in terms of the lift and drag coefficients ,L DC : 

,
,

21
2

L D
L D

F
C

U Aρ
=      (6.8) 

In Equation (6.8), ,L DF is the lift/drag force (measured in Newtons), ρ is the fluid 

density, U is the fluid freestream velocity, and A is the planform area, which was 258.07 

cm2 for all rudder designs.  The experimental results are also functions of the angle of 

attack α and the Reynolds Number: 

Re
CU

ν
=      (6.9) 

In Equation (6.9), C is the mean chord (which was 12.7 cm for all rudders), ν is 

the kinematic viscosity and U is the freestream velocity as before.  The Re range for these 

experiments was from 200,000 to 880,000.   

Error analysis was conducted as described in Section 3.2.4 and Fox and 

McDonald (1999).  The load cell uncertainty as reported in the manufacturer’s guide was 

0.117%± , the uncertainty in the measurement of the flow speed was 2.00%± , the lift 

and drag coefficient uncertainties were calculated as 7.50%± , and the uncertainty in the 

Reynolds Number was 4.14%± .   

The experimental data were corrected for the finite water tunnel effects of tunnel 

blockage and wall effects as described in Section 3.2.4 and Barlow et al. (1999).  For the 
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smooth rudder in the non-stall region, the finite tunnel corrections resulted in a 

maximum decrease in LC of 0.0111, a maximum increase in DC of 0.0297 and a 

maximum increase in α of 1.60 .  For the three-tubercled rudder in the non-stall region, 

the finite tunnel corrections resulted in a maximum decrease in LC of 0.00931, a 

maximum increase in DC of 0.0188 and a maximum increase inα of 1.29 .  For the five-

tubercled rudder in the non-stall region, the finite tunnel corrections resulted in a 

maximum decrease in LC of 0.0101, a maximum increase in DC of 0.0222 and a 

maximum increase inα of 1.40 .   

6.1.2.1 Lift Results 

Figure 94 shows the lift coefficient versus angle of attack curves for the smooth 

rudder for various values of Re.  Increasing the Re causes the lift curve slope and 

maximum value of lift coefficient to increase.  With one exception, the qualitative nature 

of the graphs is the same for all cases, with stall occurring at approximately the same 

angle of attack (22°) for all Re.  The Re = 860,000 case differs due to the onset of leading 

edge cavitation, which degrades the hydrofoil performance by causing a decrease in the 

maximum lift coefficient obtained.  The change in lift coefficient post-stall is abrupt for 

the two lower values of Reynolds Number, while lift coefficient is seen to decrease more 

gradually post-stall for higher Reynolds Numbers. 
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Figure 94: Lift coefficient versus angle of attack for the smooth rudder 

Figure 95 shows the lift coefficient versus angle of attack plot for the 3-tubercle 

leading edge rudder, and Figure 96 shows the lift coefficient versus angle of attack plot 

for the 5-tubercle leading edge rudder.  It is seen that adding tubercles to the leading 

edge of the rudder does not change the expected behavior of a typical hydrofoil in the 

non-stall region, i.e. the lift coefficient increases linearly with increasing angle of attack.  

Increasing Re is also seen to increase the lift coefficient curve slope, although the effect is 

less pronounced than for the smooth leading edge case, and the effect is also less 

pronounced as the number of tubercles is increased.  
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Figure 95: Lift coefficient versus angle of attack for the 3-tubercle rudder 

The relationship between maximum lift coefficient and Re is slightly different for 

the 3-tubercle and 5-tubercle cases.  The value of maximum lift coefficient increases with 

increasing Re for the 3-tubercle rudder.  However, for the 5-tubercle rudder, the 

maximum lift coefficient increases up to a Re of 710,000, after which point the value of 

maximum lift coefficient decreases with increasing Re.  As with the smooth rudder, this 

decrease in maximum lift coefficient may be attributed to the onset of cavitation.  This 

result also shows that the number of tubercles is an important parameter to consider 

when the potential exists for cavitation.   
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Figure 96: Lift coefficient versus angle of attack for the 5-tubercle rudder 

 

Figure 97: Lift coefficient versus angle of attack comparison for the three 
rudders tested at different Reynolds Numbers.   
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The transition to stall and the post-stall behavior of the rudders shows the most 

dramatic effect of the addition of tubercles to the leading edge.  Figure 97 shows that the 

transition to stall for the tubercled rudders is less abrupt than for the smooth rudder, 

although the scalloped rudders tend to stall earlier (approximately 15° as compared to 

22° for the smooth rudder).  The tubercled rudders also exhibit superior lifting 

characteristics post-stall in that stall was gradual as opposed to the sudden loss of lift 

experienced by the smooth rudder.  Higher values of lift coefficient are maintained post-

stall for the tubercled rudders when compared to the smooth rudder for lower values of 

Re.  Restrictions due to water tunnel flow velocity and the load cell prevented a full 

investigation at higher Re.  No significant difference in LC  between the smooth and 

tubercled rudders was seen in the pre-stall regime (15° angle of attack and less), 

although for  the 5-tubercle rudder did have slightly better lift characteristics in the 

second half of the pre-stall region.  These results are in agreement with 3-D aerodynamic 

studies of tubercled fins presented by Miklosovic et al. (2004; 2007).  However, this 

similarity in LC  in the non-stall regime contrasts with the 2-D aerodynamic case as 

presented by Johari et al. (2007) and Miklosovic et al. (2004; 2007) where it was reported 

that a lift penalty was paid in the non-stall regime for adding tubercles to the leading 

edge. 
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6.1.2.2 Drag Results 

The effect of leading edge tubercles on the drag characteristics is investigated in 

this section.  The lift-drag polar for the smooth rudder is shown in Figure 98.  For a 

constant value of drag coefficient, it is seen that increasing Re increases the lift 

coefficient up Re = 800,000, after which the lift coefficient decreases due to the onset of 

cavitation.   

 

Figure 98: Lift-drag polar for the smooth rudder. 

The drag characteristics for the tubercled rudders may be viewed in Figure 99 for 

the 3-tubercle rudder and Figure 100 for the 5-tubercle rudder.  The drag is nearly 

identical for different values of Re (with the exception of the high Reynolds Number 

case for the 5-Tubercle rudder) at lower values of LC .  However, the drag begins to 
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increase dramatically at a LC  which corresponds to the onset of stall for the tubercled 

rudders (approximately 15° angle of attack), while the lift stays essentially constant.   

 

Figure 99: Lift-drag polar for the 3-tubercle rudder.  

As with LC , the variation of DC  with Re is slightly different for the 3-tubercled 

and 5-tubercled rudders, again indicating the dependence of the experimental data upon 

the number of tubercles.  At constant DC  for the 3-tubercle leading edge rudder, LC  

increases with increasing Re, and the increase becomes more pronounced at higher Re.  

However, for the 5-tubercle leading edge rudder at constant DC , LC  increases with 

increasing Re up to Re = 710,000, after which point cavitation starts to affect the flow 

field and LC  is consequently decreases as Re increases.   
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Figure 100: Lift-drag polar for the 5-tubercle rudder. 

When considering drag characteristics, the most striking difference between the 

smooth and tubercled leading edge rudders is the behavior of DC  post-stall in relation 

to LC .  For the smooth rudder, an increase in DC  corresponds with a significant 

decrease in LC  post-stall.  However, for the tubercled rudders, LC  stays essentially the 

same as the drag coefficient increases post-stall, and in some cases LC  actually increases 

in the deep stall region (this may be seen by re-inspecting the LC  plots in the previous 

section).  This difference may be seen in the qualitatively different shapes of the graphs 

in the post-stall region.  Another significant difference is that the lift-drag polar for the 

smooth rudder pre-stall is seen to be more dependant on Re than for the tubercled 

rudders.   
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Figure 101: Lift-drag polar comparison for the three rudders tested. 

Figure 101 shows a comparison of the lift-drag polar for the three rudders tested 

at different Re.  At lower Re, no drag penalty is paid for adding tubercles to the leading 

edge of the rudders.  At the higher Re of 800,000, the 5-tubercle rudder exhibits a 

significantly greater drag coefficient for constant LC than the 3-tubercle and smooth 

rudders.  The 3-tubercle rudder shows similar lift-drag polar characteristics as the 

smooth rudder up until the stall point.     

6.1.2.3 Efficiency Results 

The lift-drag ratio versus angle of attack to was plotted for the three rudders to 

determine the efficiency.  Figure 102 shows the lift-drag ratio versus angle of attack for 
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the smooth rudder.  The efficiency of the smooth rudder significantly increases for Re of 

860,000.  The lift-drag ratio for other Re follows a general upward trend in the Re range 

of 200,000 to 800,000, although the efficiency dips slightly from this upward trend at 

570,000.  The highest lift-drag ratio measured for the smooth rudder was 17.7 at an angle 

of attack of 3.6° and a Re of 860,000.  Peak efficiency for other Re occurred in the angle of 

attack range of 6.3° (Re = 440,000) to 9.4° (Re = 200,000).   

 

Figure 102: Lift-drag ratio versus angle of attack for the smooth rudder.   

The efficiency plot for the 3-tubercle rudder is shown in Figure 103.  The 

maximum lift-drag ratio obtained for the 3-tubercle rudder was 13.1, and it occurred at 

an angle of attack of 5.5° and a Re of 800,000.  Peak efficiency for the 3-tubercle rudder at 

other Re tested occurred in the angle of attack range of 5.4° to 7.3°.    Efficiency trends 

with relation to Re for the 3-tubercle rudder are not obvious, with the exception of  
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where the relatively high lift-drag ratio compared to the others clearly stands out on the 

plot.   

 

Figure 103: Lift-drag ratio versus angle of attack for the 3-tubercle rudder.  

Figure 104 shows the lift-drag ratio versus angle of attack plot for the 5-tubercle 

rudder.  The efficiency increases with increasing Re up to 570,000, after which point it 

decreases with increasing Re due to the onset of cavitation.  The maximum lift-drag ratio 

obtained for the 5-tubercle rudder was 12.4, and it occurred at an angle of attack at 5.0° 

and a Re of 570,000.  The peak lift-drag ratio for other values of Re occurred in the angle 

of attack range of 4.9° - 10.5°.   
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Figure 104: Lift-drag ratio versus angle of attack for the 5-tubercle rudder. 

 

Figure 105: Comparison of peak lift-drag ratio for the three rudders tested in 
this work.   

To give a quantitative comparison of the maximum efficiency of all three 

rudders, a plot of maximum efficiency versus Re for the rudders tested is shown in 
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Figure 105.  In the Reynolds Number range of 200,000 to 710,000, the 5-tubercle rudder 

outperforms the smooth rudder in terms of maximum efficiency.  The 3-tubercle rudder 

also outperforms the smooth rudder in this Re range with the exception of Re = 440,000, 

where the smooth rudder slightly outperforms the 3-tubercle rudder.  At Re of 800,000 

and 860,000, the smooth rudder has a greater efficiency than the tubercled rudders, 

which may be an indication that the addition of tubercles to the leading edge of 

hydrofoils is most advantageous at low Re. 

6.1.2.4 Cavitation 

In order to qualitatively evaluate of the onset of cavitation, the three rudder 

models were placed in the water tunnel and the flow velocity and angle of attack were 

increased to determine the conditions necessary for cavitation onset.  Since the exact 

flow speed and angle of attack necessary to induce cavitation were unknown to start, the 

flow speed and angle of attack were systematically changed to find the onset conditions 

for cavitation.  Tip vortex cavitation was the first form of cavitation seen on all models.   

However, the addition of tubercles on the leading edge changed the cavitation 

characteristics of the rudders. 
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Figure 106: Leading edge sheet cavitation and tip vortex cavitation on the 
smooth rudder; 17.0α =  , Re = 786,000, 5.83σ = , U = 5.97 m/s.   

The smooth rudder was the first rudder tested in the cavitation study.  Tip 

cavitation was first observed at U = 5.77 m/s, an angle of attack of 8.2° and a cavitation 

number σ of 6.25.  As the water tunnel speed and angle of attack was increased, tip 

cavitation became more prevalent.  Sheet cavitation in addition to tip vortex cavitation 

was first observed at a water tunnel speed of 5.89 m/s, an angle of attack of 17.0° and a 

cavitation number of 6.00.  Figure 106 shows the presence of leading edge sheet 

cavitation and tip vortex cavitation at U = 5.97 m/s.    
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Figure 107: Cloud cavitation in all three slots and tip vortex cavitation on the 3-
tubercle rudder; 15.8α =  , Re = 786,000, 5.84σ = , U = 5.97 m/s. 

The next rudder tested in the cavitation study was the 3-tubercle leading edge 

rudder.  Weak tip cavitation was first observed at U = 5.76 m/s, an angle of attack of 

11.35° and a cavitation number of 6.27.  Cloud cavitation in the root slot was first seen at 

a speed of 5.71 m/s, an angle of attack of 15.9° and a cavitation number of 6.40.  Figure 

107 shows cloud cavitation in all three slots of the 3-tubercle rudder and strong tip 

vortex cavitation at the water tunnel speed of 5.97 m/s. 

The final rudder tested in the cavitation study was the 5-tubercle leading edge 

rudder.  Tip vortex cavitation for the 5-tubercle rudder began to form at a speed of 5.95 

m/s, an angle of attack of 9.1° and a cavitation number of 5.88.  Interestingly, slot cloud 

cavitation (with tip vortex cavitation still present) first occurred in the third (middle) slot 
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at a speed of 5.55 m/s, an angle of attack of 13.7° and a cavitation number of 6.75, with 

all other slots being cavitation-free at these conditions.  When the water tunnel speed 

was increased at the same angle of attack to 5.63 m/s (giving a cavitation number of 

6.56), cavitation formed in slots 2 and 4 with cavitation still present in slot 3 and also 

with the tip vortex still present.  Further increasing the water tunnel speed to 5.72 m/s at 

the same angle of attack (giving σ = 6.36) caused cloud cavitation in the first (root) slot to 

occur along with cloud cavitation still being present in slots 2, 3, and 4 and in the tip 

vortex.  Figure 108 shows that cloud cavitation in slots 1, 2, 3 and 4 (along with tip 

vortex cavitation) is still present at the high water tunnel speed of 6.18 m/s, but 

cavitation in the fifth (tip) slot is still not present.  The difference in cavitation onset 

characteristics between the 3-tubercle and 5-tubercle rudders shows that the number of 

tubercles is an important parameter when one is concerned with cavitation onset.   
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Figure 108: Cloud cavitation in slots 1, 2, 3, 4 and tip vortex cavitation on the 5-
tubercle rudder; 14.7α =  , Re = 818,000, 5.44σ = , U = 6.18 m/s 

Even though leading edge cavitation occurs at a higher value of cavitation 

number and lower value of angle of attack for the tubercled rudders than for the smooth 

rudder, there are mitigating circumstances that must be considered when comparing 

hydrodynamic performance.  Most notably, when cavitation appeared on the tubercled 

rudders, it was localized in the slots, as opposed to the smooth rudder where it spread 

across the entire leading edge.  This localization of cavities on the tubercled rudders 

continued upon increasing angle of attack and decreasing cavitation number.  This 

implies that under heavily loaded conditions in which leading edge cavitation is 
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occurring, the tubercled rudders might have superior lifting characteristics compared to 

the smooth rudder.  It is also of note that in Lebental’s work (2006), both his inviscid 

potential flow model and the commercial CFD package he used predicted the 

localization of cavities in the slots for the tubercled rudders and the presence of a large 

leading edge cavity for the smooth rudder.  

Situations arise in modern engineering applications where cavitation is 

unavoidable, and therefore knowledge of the cavitation inception and characteristics of 

a hydrofoil is an advantage.  As previously mentioned, Arndt et al. (2005) discussed the 

potential for feedback control of gust-induced oscillations of partially cavitating 

hydrofoils.  More specifically, they found that there were regimes of periodic flow where 

active control could be used to modify induced lift and drag oscillations in order to 

minimize or even eliminate unwanted vibration and unstable operation.  

The cavitation study described in this section was limited by the capabilities of 

the water tunnel.  Since the water tunnel speed achievable is limited, the study could not 

be further progressed to further determine cavitation behavior on the rudders.  A 

principal question to be answered for the tubercled rudders is at which cavitation 

number (if any) the cavities spread out of the slots onto the entire leading edge.   

6.2 Modeling of Mass Transfer in Amphibian Cone Outer 
Segments 

In the vertebrate eye, visual processes are initiated by the absorption of photons 

within specialized photoreceptor cells (rods and/or cones) of the retina (Stebbins and 
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Cohen, 1995).  Cone cells generally subserve high acuity color vision under conditions of 

high luminance (e.g., daylight conditions), whereas rod cells generally subserve high 

sensitivity, low acuity, grey-level vision under conditions of low luminance (e.g., from 

dusk to dawn), so rods and cones respond to different wavelengths of light (Roth, 1987).  

In frogs, rods consist of approximately 58% of the receptor population while cones make 

up the other 42% (Gordon and Hood, 1976).  A light-absorbing organelle, called an outer 

segment, is located at the apical end of each photoreceptor cell and consists of an 

extended array of oriented, densely packed, paired lamellar membrane elements, called 

discs, that contain high concentrations of light-absorbing photopigment molecules.  Each 

photopigment molecule has two basic components: an oriented, transmembrane protein 

called an opsin (~38 kD molecular weight), and a small, light-absorbing, vitamin A-

based chromophore (e.g., 11-cis-retinal, ~284 kD molecular weight) that binds to the 

opsin in a highly stereospecific manner.  The overall effect of these structural 

arrangements is to enhance the directional sensitivity of the outer segment for absorbing 

and detecting photons.   

Considerable effort has been devoted to understanding the processes of 

synthesis, assembly and turnover of outer segment components, as well as the dynamics 

of photopigment movement and diffusion within these multi-lamellar membrane 

system.  Research on the frog visual system has been at the forefront of 

electrophysiology, with many early studies conducted using frog retinas.  Many 
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important aspects of the anatomy and physiology of vertebrate visual systems has 

derived from research on frogs (Gordon and Hood, 1976), which is one of the primary 

reasons that the frog COS is the focus of this work.  Much of the current understanding 

today is derived from analyses of rod cell outer segments (ROSs); the corresponding 

processes in cone cell outer segments (COSs) are less well understood, especially in the 

conically shaped COSs of lower vertebrates.   

The axial array of COS discs displays a well defined, truncated conical geometry 

(i.e., a conical frustum), in contrast to the typically cylindrical geometry of ROSs.  A 

drawing of the COS structure is shown in Figure 109.  The idealized version of the COS 

used for the mass transfer model is shown in Figure 110.  This conically tapered 

structure of the COS is consistent with micrographs reported in the literature (Roth, 

1987; Eckmiller, 1987; Bok, 1985; Corless et al., 1994, 1995; Bok and Young, 1972).  In this 

section, a combined diffusion and advection model for integrating dynamical elements 

of new disc formation, apical disc displacement, opsin diffusion and advective recycling 

of membrane components (opsins and lipids) within this continuous and highly folded 

membrane system is explored. 
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Figure 109: Artist rendition of COS geometry.  Arrows indicate the location of 
the internal disc region and external plasmalemma sheath.  The disc region is 
modeled as a porous medium with mass transport allowed within individual discs 
but not permitted axially from one disc to another (drawing by Dr. Bradley Smith). 

Research in structural biology on COS often involves mass transfer of radio-

labeled amino acids into cone or rod outer segments.  For example, Young (1967) used 

methionine-3H as a labeled amino acid in rat, mouse and frog retinas.  Displacement of 
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the label was found to be much slower for frogs than for the rats and mice, and the outer 

segment renewal rate of the frogs accelerated with rising temperature and intensity of 

retinal illumination.  Another example is the electron microscope autoradiography work 

of Anderson et al. (1986), where 3H-fucose was used as a label in the retinas of cone-

dominant rodents.  They found that the initial COS labeling pattern was not random or 

diffuse after intraocular injection; rather, it indicated a specific glycoprotein precursor.   

Opsin turnover processes in COSs is not well understood.  For example, frog 

COSs show no corresponding bands of radiolabeled discs that are seen in the ROSs (Bok, 

1985).  Like rod cells, cone cells display initial labeling of the rough endoplasmic 

reticulum and Golgi apparatus within the cone inner segment, but this initial labeling 

pattern is not followed by the labeling of membranous lamellae near the base of the COS 

or by the formation of a labeled band of lamellae that advances toward the COS apex.  

Instead, label appears to become distributed randomly throughout the length of the 

COS.  Thus, an early idea was that COS components might be renewed by a molecular 

replacement mechanisms, and/or subject to lateral diffusion throughout most of the COS 

via the apparent structural continuity of COS membrane domains.  It was later shown 

that groups of discs are shed from the tips of COSs and phagocytized by the retinal 

pigment epithelium in a manner analogous to that observed in ROSs (Young, 1977).  

Thus, to maintain average COS length and geometry, tip shedding must be balanced by 

new disc formation, which appears to occur principally at the base of the COS, using 
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components available in the region of the connecting cilium (Anderson et al., 1978; 

Corless et al., 1989).  An additional approach to interpreting these autoradiographic and 

electron microscopic results derives from considering the two dominant structural 

feature of COS discs: 1) the continuity of discs with the plasmalemma at saddle points, 

and the continuity of adjacent discs along their margin segments; and 2) the regular 

conical geometry of the outer segment.  As discs are advanced toward the tip of the COS 

as part of a turnover mechanism analogous to that of ROS discs, each disc must decrease 

systematically in both area and perimeter to maintain the overall conical geometry.  The 

likely points for material transfer from each disc are the two saddle points that provide 

membrane continuity between each disc and the plasmalemma.  Thus, if newly 

synthesized membrane components are delivered via the connecting cilium to the base 

of the COS for new disc assembly, then apical displacement of the stack of previously 

formed discs might lead to the transfer and incorporation of older disc membrane 

components into the newly forming discs via intermediate transit along the 

plasmalemmal shaft of the COS.  This distal-to-basal membrane transfer process is 

known as recycling. 

Mass transfer between and within the disc and plasmalemma will be the primary 

focus of this work.  With this model, it may be assumed that the density profile in both 

the plasmalemma and disc region is one-dimensional, analogous to fins with small Biot 

numbers.  An additional goal of this model is to treat the disc region as a continuum.  To 
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this end, modeling techniques used for transport in porous media will be used.  The 

remainder of this section is arranged into several parts.  First, an analytical expression 

for the velocity in the plasmalemma is derived.  Then, the descriptive partial differential 

equations for the radio-labeled amino acid density in the disc and plasmalemma regions 

are derived.  The governing equations are nondimensionalized, and scaling arguments 

are applied.  A variety of analytical solution techniques are then attempted.  A brief 

discussion of the numerical method for solving the system equations is next, followed 

by the numerical results and a discussion of their interpretation. 

6.2.1 Derivation of Modeling Equations 

In this section, equations describing mass transfer in the amphibian cone outer 

segments will be derived from first principles.  The equation for velocity in the 

plasmalemma will be derived first, followed by a system of coupled partial differential 

equations that describe the density profiles in the disc and plasmalemma regions.   

6.2.1.1 Derivation of Plasmalemma Velocity 

In this section, an expression for the fluid velocity in the plasmalemma will be 

derived.  The disc region is modeled as a right circular cone frustum of heightL , base 

radius br  and tip radius tr .  The plasmalemma is modeled as a rectangular duct with a 

cross sectional area of width W and thickness T .  The plasmalemma runs in the axial 

direction outside of the disc region.  Figure 110 shows the model geometry and reference 

coordinate system.     
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Figure 110: Idealized COS model geometry.  The geometric symbols are 
defined in Table 31.  Block arrows indicate direction for mass transport. 

To formulate the model, the first step is to consider the COS geometry in Figure 

110 and the known physiological parameters for frogs which are listed in Table 31.  The 

values reported in Table 31 vary between species and also vary according to the 

researcher who reports them.  The values in Table 31 were chosen to be reasonable 

according to the available data.  Also, to be discussed later, the process of non-

dimensionalizing the equations allows for the solution to describe a wide range of 

parameter values.   
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Table 31: Physiological parameters used in model calculations. 

Parameter Symbol Value 
Mass diffusion coefficient D  0.5 2 /m sμ  

Disc base radius br  1.75 mμ  

Disc tip radius tr  0.61 mμ  

Disc displacement velocity 1u  30 nm /24 min = 0.000021 /m sμ  

Non-void fraction φ  1/ 2  

COS length L  10 mμ  

Plasmalemma thickness T  0.015 mμ  

Plasmalemma width W  2 mμ  

 

As an example of how parameter values may vary according to species and 

source, Table 32 shows values of the mass diffusion coefficient D  as reported by various 

sources.  In general, D varies between 9 23.0 5.5 10 /cm s−− × , so the choice of 

9 2 25.0 10 / 0.5 /D cm s m sμ−= × =  in Table 31 is certainly reasonable.  Table 33 shows 

values for the rate of disc assembly/formation as reported by various sources.  Again, it 

is seen that there is variation but the values are bounded between 

0.0004 0.0015 / minmμ− , and the value of  used in Table 31 falls within this range.   
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Table 32: Mass diffusion coefficient D as reported by varying researchers. 

Mass Diffusion 
Coefficient 

[ * 109 cm2 s-1 ] 

Rod Outer Segment Data from 
Animal / Visual Pigment 

Reference 

5.5 ± 0.6 Rana pipiens (Northern grass frog) / 
rhodopsin 

Liebman and Entine (1974) 

3.5 ± 1.5 Rana catesbeiana (bullfrog) / 
rhodopsin 

Poo and Cone, 1974 (1974) 

4.7 ± 0.9 Necturus maculosus (mud puppy 
salamander) / porphyropsin 

Liebman and Entine (1974) 

3.9 ± 1.2 Necturus maculosus (mud puppy) / 
porphyropsin 

Poo and Cone (1974) 

3.0 ± 1.2 
5.3 ± 2.4 

Rana catesbeiana (bullfrog) / 
rhodopsin 

Wey et al. (1981) 

3.3 ± 1.2 Spherical, osmotically swollen 
vesicles of bovine rod outer segment 
disks / rhodopsin 

Takezoe and Yu (1981) 

5 [or 0.5 μm2 sec-1 ] Mud puppy / porphyropsin 
Frog/ rhodopsin 

Liebman et al. (1982) 

5.4 Necturus maculosus (mud puppy) / 
porphyropsin 

Drzymala et al. (1984) 

~5 Rana pipiens berlandieri (Southern 
grass frog) / rhodopsin 

Kaplan (1984) 
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Table 33: Rate of disc assembly/formation reported by various sources.  All 
animals are poikilotherms / ectotherms unless otherwise noted. 

Rate of Disc 
Assembly / 
Formation 

 

Rate of Axial 
Displacement 

μm / min 

Reference / Animal / Comment 

ROSs   
40 min / ROS disc 0.0007  Hall, Bok and Bacharach (1969) (Rana pipiens) 

including data from Young (1967).  “This time 
depends on the temperature at which the frogs 
are kept (Young, 1967).  The outer segments of 
frogs kept at 25 °C are renewed in 6 to 7 weeks 
while at 21 °C, renewal of the entire outer 
segment takes 8.5 weeks.”   

36 discs per day @ 
22.5 °C in red rods 

0.0007 Young and Droz (1968).  Rana esculenta 

25 discs per day @ 
22.5 °C in green rods 

0.0005 Young and Droz (1968).  Rana esculenta 

Birefringence 
periodicity = 1.3 μm 
(21 °C) ROS 

0.0009 Kaplan (1981, 1982).  Rana pipiens berlandieri  14 
hr light / 10 hr dark daily cycle 

Birefringence 
periodicity = 2.2 μm 
(21 °C) ROS 

0.0015 Kaplan (1981, 1982).  Xenopus laevis 

COSs   
17 COS discs/day 
34 COS discs/day 

0.0004 
0.0008  

Young (1977).  Lizard, Sceloporus occidentalis 
Estimate of 17-34 disks made per day @ 24-25 °C.  
All-cone retina. 

COS  0.0009 Young (1978).  Chick (homeotherm) @ 24-25 °C 
 

The model formulation begins by writing an expression for the incremental 

volume of a given disc region, labeled VΔ  in Figure 110: 

2V r xπ φΔ = Δ      (6.10) 
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where xΔ  is the incremental disc thickness as labeled in Figure 110, φ  is the non-

void fraction, and the radius of the cone, r , is given by: 

   ( )b t b

x
r r r r

L
= + −     (6.11) 

In Equation (6.11), tr  is the radius at the cone tip, br  is the radius at the cone 

base, L  is the COS length and x is the axial distance from the cone base.  Next, the 

change in the incremental volume VΔ  with respect to time (which gives a volume flow 

rate) at any point x along the disc region must be calculated.  This is necessary because 

principles of mass conservation dictate that material volume exiting the disc region must 

enter the plasmalemma region.  Taking the time derivative of Equation (6.10), applying 

the chain rule, substituting previously defined values, and carrying out the derivatives 

gives: 

   

( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( )

2

2

b t b

t b

d V d V d Vdx dr dx

dt dx dt dr dx dt

d r x d x dx
r r r

dr dx L dt

r x r r dx

L dt

π φ

π φ

Δ Δ Δ
= =

Δ  = + − 
 

Δ −
=

   (6.12) 

The quantity 
dx

dt
 in Equation (6.12) is recognized as the disc displacement 

velocity 1u  from Table 31.  Making this substitution and dividing by the cross-sectional 

area of the material flow out of the disc region and into the plasmalemma W xΔ  gives: 
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( ) ( ) ( )

1

2 21 t b t bd V r x r r r r rdx
u

dt W x LW x dt LW

π φ π φΔ Δ − −
= =

Δ Δ
 (6.13) 

The quantity 
( )d V

dt

Δ
 is the volume flow rate out of the disc region and into the 

plasmalemma at any given point x.  When scaled by the cross-sectional area of the flow 

out of the disc region,W xΔ , the result is the velocity out of the disc region, denoted as 

v .  Equation (6.13) is the expression forv , and by substituting the definition of r from 

Equation (6.11), the final result for v  is: 

   
( ) ( )12 t b

b t b

u r r x
v r r r

LW L

πφ −  = + −  
   (6.14) 

Note that since b tr r> ,  10, 0, 0, 0u L Wφ > > > > , and 0 x L≤ ≤ , vwill be 

negative across the entire domain.  The negative value of v physically represents the fact 

that material is always flowing out of the disc region and into the plasmalemma.   

Now that the material velocity exiting the disc region at any point   has been 

obtained in Equation (6.14), an expression for the material velocity in the plasmalemma, 

2u , may now be derived (recall that 1u  is the disc displacement velocity).  Two 

assumptions are made at this point; the first is that the flow in the plasmalemma is 

driven solely by the material exiting the disc region, and the second is that the 

plasmalemma velocity at the tip of the COS is zero.  The plasmalemma flow velocity at 

any point x may be calculated by integrating the flow into the plasmalemma region 
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(which is the negative of the flow out of the disc region).  The equation which represents 

this is: 

   2u WT vWdx= −      (6.15) 

In Equation (6.15), WT is the cross-sectional area through which 2u  flows, while 

Wdx is the cross-sectional area through which v  flows.  Substituting known values and 

carrying out the integration gives: 

   

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

1
2

1

2
1

2

2

2

2

t b
b t b

t b
b t b

t b st
b t b

u r r x
u WT r r r Wdx

LW L

u r r x
r r r dx

L L

u r r x
r x r r C

L L

πφ

πφ

πφ

−  = − + −  
−  = − + −  
−  

= − + − + 
 



   (6.16) 

The arbitrary constant of integration stC  in Equation (6.16) may be determined 

by requiring that 2 0u =  at x L= .  This condition is physically motivated by the fact that 

material may only flow out of the plasmalemma at the left side of the domain (base, 

0x = ), so the right side of the domain (tip) at x L=  is a wall through which no material 

may pass and therefore the material velocity is zero at that point.  Applying this physical 

restraint in Equation (6.16) yields: 

   ( ) ( )
2

0
2 2

st st
b t b t b

L L
r L r r C C r r

L
= + − + → = − +   (6.17) 

Substituting the expression for stC from Equation (6.17) into Equation (6.16) 

yields: 
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( ) ( ) ( )

2
1

2 2t b
b t b t b

u r r x
u r x r r L r r

LWT L

πφ −  
= − + − − + 

 
  (6.18) 

The value of 2u  in Equation (6.18) is negative across the entire domain except for 

the point x L=  where it is zero due to the boundary condition previously mentioned.  

Now that a continuum expression for the plasmalemma velocity has been obtained, a 

simplified mass transfer model for the label density may now be derived. 

6.2.1.2 Derivation of Radio-Labeled Opsin Density Model 

In this section, two simple coupled partial differential equations which give the 

density of radio-labeled opsins (hereafter referred to as “label”) in the disc region and in 

the plasmalemma are derived.  The symbols 1 and 2 will be used to denote the density of 

label in the disc and plasmalemma regions, respectively, although it should be noted 

that both symbols refer to the same substance (i.e. label).  In conducting this derivation, 

the assumption will be made that the density in the disc region may be accurately 

represented as a continuous function, analogous to a passive scalar quantity in a porous 

media.   
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Figure 111: Plasmalemma control volume. 

A plasmalemma control volume is used for derivation of the mass balance 

equations.  This control volume is shown in Figure 111.  The prime notation indicates 

species velocity; e.g. 2u′ is the species velocity in the plasmalemma while 2u  is the bulk 

velocity (which was calculated previously).  Assuming that the control volume length 

xΔ  is small, only the first term of the Taylor Series expansion of the product of the flux 

and cross-sectional area is retained and the plasmalemma label density 2ρ is written as: 

   

( )

( )

2 22
2 2 2 2

2 22

u
WT x NW x WT u WT u x
t x

u
T N T

t x

ρρ ρ ρ

ρρ

′∂ ∂ ′ ′Δ = Δ + − + Δ → ∂ ∂ 
′∂∂ = −

∂ ∂

  (6.19) 

In the above expression, N represents the flux from the disc to the plasmalemma, 

and is defined as positive when mass is flowing from the disc into the plasmalemma.  
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This term will be derived shortly.  Next, Fick’s Law is applied, which relates the species 

velocity to the bulk velocity via the introduction of a mass diffusivity term: 

2
2 2 2 2 2 2 2u j u D u

x

ρρ ρ ρ∂′ = + = − +
∂

   (6.20) 

In the above expression, 2j  is the diffusion velocity and D  is the diffusion 

constant, which is assumed to be independent of space and time.  Next, using Equation 

(6.20), the product 2 2uρ ′  in Equation (6.19) is eliminated to obtain: 

( )
2

22 2
2 22 2

2

D u
ux

T N T N TD T
t x x x

ρ ρ ρρ ρ
∂ ∂ − +  ∂∂ ∂∂ = − = + −

∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
 (6.21) 

 Now it is necessary to consider N, which is the species flux from the disc region 

into the plasmalemma.  An issue arises in that the diffusion constant D is no longer 

defined for the interface between the disc and plasmalemma regions, so an alternate 

method is used to define the flux.  The method of the mass transfer coefficient will be 

used.  The mass transfer coefficient mh  is defined as the ratio between the flux and the 

difference in concentration at an interface.  Experimental data is usually used to bear out 

the value of mh , although scaling arguments may be used as well.  See Truskey et al. 

(2004) for a more detailed discussion of the mass transfer coefficient. 

Another issue that must be dealt with is the fact that the density of label in the 

disc area is a bulk (or average) density.  Since the disc area has a non-void fraction of φ , 
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the disc region label density 1ρ must be scaled by this factor.  So, the species flux term 

becomes: 

1 1
2m

v
N h

ρ ρρ
φ φ

 = − − 
 

    (6.22) 

 The negative sign in front of the 1vρ
φ

 term is necessary to satisfy the condition 

that the flux is positive when mass is flowing from the disc to the plasmalemma (as 

noted before, v is negative across the domain).  Substituting Equation (6.22) into 

Equation (6.21) yields the partial differential equation for the label density in the 

plasmalemma 2ρ : 

( )2
2 22 1 1 2

2 2m

uv
T h TD T

t x x

ρρ ρ ρ ρρ
φ φ

∂ ∂ ∂= − − + − ∂ ∂ ∂ 
       (6.23) 

 Substituting the previously derived values for the disc-to-plasmalemma bulk 

velocity 1v  and the plasmalemma bulk velocity 2u , carrying out derivatives with use of 

the product rule and rearranging terms yields: 

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )

12
2

1
1

22
1 2 2

2

2

2

2

t b
m b t b

t bm
b t b

t b
b t b t b

u r r x
T h r r r

t LW L

u r rh x
r r r

LW L

u r r x
r x r r L r r TD

LW L x x

πφρ ρ

π
ρ

φ

πφ ρ ρ

− ∂  = − + + −  ∂   
−  + − + −  

  
 −   ∂ ∂+ + − − + +   ∂ ∂  

 (6.24) 

In order to be solved, Equation (6.24) requires one initial condition and two 

boundary conditions.  The initial condition chosen is that the plasmalemma label density 
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is initially zero, so that ( )2 ,0 0xρ = .  The boundary conditions chosen are that the label 

density is constant at the end adjacent to the cone base and equal to a reference value 0ρ  

so that ( )2 00, tρ ρ= , and that there is no flux of label density at the tip of the cone so 

that 2 0
x Lx

ρ
=

∂ =
∂

.   

 

Figure 112: Disc control volume. 

The next task is to derive a corresponding equation for the label density 

distribution in the disc region, 1ρ .  Once again, a control volume is drawn for a portion 

of the disc region, and it is shown in Figure 112.  A mass balance for the disc control 

volume gives: 

( )

( )

1 11
1 1 1 1

1 11

d
d d d

d
d

A u
A x A u A u x NW x

t x

A u
A NW

t x

ρρ ρ ρ

ρρ

′∂ ∂ ′ ′Δ = − + Δ − Δ → ∂ ∂ 
′∂∂ = − −

∂ ∂

  (6.25) 
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In Equation (6.24), 2
dA rπ= is the area of the disc, with r as defined in Equation 

(6.11).  In this disc portion of the COS, unlike in the plasmalemma region, axial diffusion 

is thought to be negligibly small compared to the advective mass transfer, as lateral 

diffusion is rapid but mass transfer in the disc in the axial direction is impeded at the 

highly curved membrane bends (Liebman and Entine, 1974) and is known to be slow in 

the longitudinal direction (Liebman et al., 1982).  The effect of this is that the species 

velocity is effectively equal to the bulk velocity so that 1 1 constantu u′ = = and 

( ) ( )1 1 1
1

d dA u A
u

x x

ρ ρ′∂ ∂
=

∂ ∂
    (6.26) 

Finally, the flux N relation from Equation (6.22) and the relation from Equation 

(6.26) are substituted into Equation (6.25) to yield the final partial differential equation 

for the disc region: 

( )11 1 1
1 2

d
d m

A W v
A u Wh

t x

ρρ ρ ρρ
φ φ

∂  ∂ = − − − + ∂ ∂  
  (6.27) 

Substituting the known value of 2
dA rπ= (with r defined in Equation (6.11)) and 

the previously derived value of the disc to plasmalemma velocity v  yields the complete 

partial differential equation for the disc region: 

( ) [ ]

( )

2

1
1 2

2

1
1

m
b t b m

b t b

Whx
r r r Wh

L t

x
u r r r

L x

ρπ ρ ρ
φ

ρπ

   ∂ + − = − +    ∂     
  ∂ + − + −   ∂   

  (6.28) 
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 The disc label density Equation (6.28) requires one initial condition and one 

boundary condition.  Similar to the plasmalemma region, the disc region initial 

condition is that the label density is initially zero so that ( )1 ,0 0xρ = .  The boundary 

condition is that the base is held at a constant label density 0φρ  (whereφ  is the non-void 

fraction and 0ρ  is the same reference label density as at the plasmalemma base) so that 

( )1 00, tρ φρ= .   

Notice that the equations for the label distribution in the plasmalemma region 

(6.23) and the disc region (6.27) couple only through the mass transfer coefficient mh  and 

through advection from the disc region into the plasmalemma.  The correct value for  

mh will have to be borne out by comparison of theory with experiment.   

6.2.1.3 Nondimensional Form of the Descriptive Partial Differential Equations and 
Scaling Arguments 

In this sub-subsection, the descriptive partial differential equations for the disc 

and plasmalemma regions will be cast into nondimensional form.  Nondimensionalizing 

the equations brings numerous advantages, including applicability of the 

nondimensional solution to a wide range of parameter values and the ability to perform 

scaling analysis (Lin and Segel, 1988).  The following dimensionless parameters are 

chosen:  
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 The dimensionless parameters described in Equation (6.29) may be used to cast 

the descriptive partial differential equations describing the disc and plasmalemma 

regions into nondimensional form: 
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 The next step in the process is to substitute the numerical values of the 

parameters from Table 31 (as well as a value of 0.025mh = ,to be derived later) into 

Equations (6.30).  After this is done, it may be determined if any of the coefficients are 

negligible compared to the others.  The parameter set corresponding to the onset of light 

( 1L , 1tr ) will be chosen (the numerical results, to be discussed later, drive this choice).  

The results of this substitution are: 

[ ]
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* * * *2

2 1*

* 2 *
* *2 2 2

* *2

*
* *2 * *1

1 2*

* *2 1

Plasmalemma Region:
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0.336 0.440 0.104
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x x
t

x x
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x x
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x x
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ρ

∂    = − + + −   ∂
∂ ∂ + − + +  ∂ ∂

∂ − + = − +  ∂
∂ + − + − 

*

*x∂

   (6.31) 

 It is noted that for the coefficients of the *
2ρ and *

1ρ  terms in the plasmalemma 

region equation, the first terms (corresponding to numerical values of -234 and 544) are 

dominant, so that the second terms in these coefficients may also be neglected as a first 

approximation.  The fact that the coefficient leading the 
*
1
*x

ρ∂
∂

 term in the disc region 

equation is small (at least two orders of magnitude less than other terms in both the 

plasmalemma and disc equations) suggests that the descriptive partial differential 

equations may be simplified by eliminating this term as a first approximation as well.  
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The coefficient leading the 
*
2
*x

ρ∂
∂

term in the plasmalemma equation is also small, but it is 

not significantly less than the next smallest coefficient in the equation (which is 1, 

leading the 
*
2
*t

ρ∂
∂

 and 
2 *

2
*2x

ρ∂
∂

 terms).  If this coefficient leading the 
*
2
*x

ρ∂
∂

 term in the 

plasmalemma equation is neglected, then the end result is that advection is eliminated 

from the problem, which greatly simplifies the descriptive equations.  This will be done 

as an exercise to test the effect of eliminating advection.  The simplified approximate 

dimensionless equations become (after some rearranging of terms): 
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x

tρ φ
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=

  (6.32) 

 Note that the initial and boundary conditions remain unchanged.  By inspection 

of Table 31, it is seen that the small value of the advection velocity 1u that appears in the 

numerator of the nondimensional groups that were eliminated is the principal reason 
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why the advection terms 
*
2
*x

ρ∂
∂

 and 
*
1
*x

ρ∂
∂

were small, and is also the reason why the 

second terms in the *
2ρ  and *

1ρ coefficients were small and therefore could be neglected.  

An important distinction to make at this point is that the presence of a small parameter 

such as 1u  in and of itself does not warrant elimination of terms; however, when the 

scaling procedure is correctly applied it may be seen after the fact whether or not a small 

parameter justifies the elimination of certain terms.  Physically, this result indicates that 

diffusion in the plasmalemma and between the disc and plasmalemma is the dominant 

form of transport in this problem.  In the results section, both the full problem 

(Equations (6.30)) and the reduced problem (Equations (6.32)) will be solved and the 

results will show that the approximation of advection in the disc and plasmalemma 

being negligible compared to the dominant diffusive mechanisms previously mentioned 

(i.e. diffusion in the plasmalemma and between the disc and plasmalemma) is well 

justified for earlier solution times.   

6.2.2 Results 

This subsection is divided into two parts.  The first will discuss analytic solution 

attempts, and this is followed by a discussion of the numerical method used and the 

numerical results.   
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6.2.2.1 Analytic Solution Attempts 

Ideally, one would be able to obtain an analytic solution to the system of 

Equations (6.30).  Analytic solutions have numerous advantages, the most notable being 

gain of physical insight into the problem and ease of producing results.  Numeric 

solution methods are used to gain some preliminary insight into the attempt to find an 

analytic solution.  The most important insight gained numerically was that the solution 

to the approximate system Equations (6.32) was indistinguishable from the full system 

Equations (6.30) for earlier times.  So, if an analytic solution to the approximate system 

Equations (6.32) may be found, it will be of as much value as a solution to the full system 

Equations (6.30) for early times.  From inspection of the two equation systems, it seems 

that if an analytic solution does indeed exist, it will be much easier to determine for the 

approximate system than for the full system since there are less terms to deal with.  

Also, it is of note that if an analytic solution cannot be found for the approximate system 

Equations (6.32), then it is unlikely that it will be found for the full system Equations 

(6.30), so it seems natural to attempt a solution to the approximate system first.   

There is one analytic solution that is immediately apparent, and that is the 

steady-state solution.  By setting all time derivatives to zero in Equations (6.32), then 

adding the two equations, the following ODE is obtained: 

2 *
2

*2
0

d

dx

ρ =       (6.33) 
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 Equation (6.33) is subject to the same previous boundary conditions.  Solving 

Equation (6.33) and using the result to solve for the disc region yields the steady-state 

solution: 

*
2

*
1

1
as t

ρ
ρ φ

=
→ ∞

=
     (6.34) 

 The following solution methods to obtain an analytic result were attempted, 

none of which were successful: direct substitution, approximating the cone geometry as 

a rectangle to yield a constant-coefficient equation, similarity solution (Bejan, 1993), 

reduction of order/state-space, computer algebra system, and regular perturbation 

theory (Lin and Segel, 1988).  However, perturbation theory did yield one useful insight.  

For this problem, the parameter 
2

m

TD

h L
ε = in the system of Equations (6.32) is small 

compared to the others, so a power series solution was assumed so that: 
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    (6.35) 

 When the perturbation method was applied to the system of Equations (6.32), the 

resulting partial differential equation obtained (with initial and boundary conditions) 

was: 
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 Equation (6.36) is a non-constant coefficient, uncoupled partial differential 

equation.  No analytic solution was found for Equations (6.36), although a numeric 

study showed that they did yield results of acceptable accuracy for times greater than 15 

minutes of physical time.  The advantage gained by using Equations (6.36) is that if one 

is only interested in later times, numeric solutions for an uncoupled problem such as 

that in Equations (6.36) are much easier to program than solutions for the full, coupled 

system of Equations (6.30) or Equations (6.32).   

6.2.1.2 Numerical Method and Results 

As discussed in the previous section, no closed-form solution was found for the 

partial differential equations governing the label density in the disc and plasmalemma.  

Therefore, a numerical solution was sought, which still yields great insight and does not 

require that any simplifications to the original system be made (such as eliminating 

terms containing the advective velocity 1u ).  Both of the nondimensional equations were 

approximated using second-order accurate finite difference methods.  The Crank-

Nicolson Method was used to discretize the time and spatial derivatives.  The Crank-

Nicolson Method is a second-order accurate implicit scheme, which has the marked 
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advantage of being unconditionally stable for a simple diffusion equation.  For further 

details on the implementation of the Crank-Nicolson scheme see Chung (2002). 

Code implementing the numeric solution to the problem was custom-written in 

both the C and C#.NET languages using Microsoft Visual Studio 2005.  Two different 

software packages were used for solution of the linear algebra system generated by the 

implicit scheme, a commercial software package (Extreme Numerics® version 2.1) and a 

freely available shareware package (LASPack version 1.12.2).  The commercial package 

was implemented with code written in C#.NET while the shareware package was 

implemented with code written in C.  The two different software packages and 

languages were used for redundancy, with the exact same problem being solved with 

each package so that the results could be compared.  The results produced by both 

software packages were nearly identical, with small variances present due to the 

different algorithms used by the two packages which became smaller as grid size was 

increased.  A convergence study was also conducted to determine the value of the time 

step that was both small enough to provide accurate results but large enough to not 

require excessive computer resources, and this time step was * 0.0006tΔ = . 

The parameter values from Table 31 were used in the numeric code to generate 

the results in this section.  One issue that had to be resolved before calculating numerical 

results was to determine the value of the mass transfer coefficient, mh .  This value was 

chosen from dimensional arguments to be 0.025μm/smh = , although the true value 
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remains to be borne out by experiment.  The reasoning behind choosing this value from 

dimensional arguments is as follows: for the assumption of a one-dimensional density 

distribution made in deriving Equation (6.28) to be valid, the Biot number mh rBi
D

=  

must be much less than unity.  With the values 1.110μmtr r= =  and 20.5μm /sD = , the 

Biot number is 0.0555Bi = , which satisfies the aforementioned requirement.   
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Figure 113: Density distribution after (a) 6 s, (b) 1 min, (c) 15 min, (d) 30 min, 
(e) 1 hr, and (f) 2 hr of system evolution. 

Figure 113 shows the numerical results obtained after solving the full system 

(with advection, no assumptions or simplifications) as outlined in Equations (6.30) for 
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six different representative values of physical time, t (6 s, 1 min, 15 min, 30 min, 1 h, 2 h).  

Three different parameter sets were considered (listed in Table 31), which represent the 

differing geometry of the COS depending on the stage of the light cycle (onset of light, 6 

h after light onset, and 10 h after light onset).  Figure 114 shows a comparison of the 

numerical solution of the full system Equations (6.30) versus that of the simplified 

system without advection Equations (6.32).  Figure 115 shows a comparison of the 

numerical solution of the full system Equations (6.30) with the numerical solution of the 

system obtained by perturbation methods (Equations (6.36)) for different times.  Only 

the leading term in the power series (Equations (6.35)) was calculated.   
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Figure 114: Comparison of solutions with and without advection after (a) 6 s, 
(b) 1 min, (c) 15 min, (d) 30 min, (e) 1 hr, and (f) 2 hr of system evolution.  Parameters 
used in the solution represent the onset of the light cycle.   
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Figure 115: Comparison of solution with advection versus perturbation 
solution for (a) 6 s, (b) 1 min, (c) 15 min, (d) 30 min, (e) 1 hr, and (f) 2 hr of system 
evolution.  Parameters used in the solution represent the onset of the light cycle.   

6.2.3 Discussion 

There were three principal stages of the mass transfer process that were evident 

from the results.  These three stages were all qualitatively similar for the three different 
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points of the light cycle considered (onset, 6 h, 10 h), but due to varying COS geometry 

the results in Figure 113 are quantitatively different.  Also, since the non-dimensional 

variables do not contain the cone tip radius tr  as a parameter, the solutions technically 

are not quantitatively similar.  Figure 113A shows that the first stage involves the 

density in the plasmalemma diffusing against the fluid flow with the density in the disc 

region essentially remaining unchanged (except for the local influence of the boundary 

condition).  This is typical of the first stage of the mass transfer process, where diffusion 

in the plasmalemma is the dominant mechanism of transfer.  Diffusion in the 

plasmalemma is seen to be fastest for the parameter set that represents the onset of the 

light cycle (which corresponds to the shortest COS length) and slowest for the parameter 

set that represents 10 h into the light cycle (which corresponds to the longest COS 

length).   

The second stage occurs in two distinct regimes, and centers around the density 

front reaching the tip of the COS and mass transfer from the plasmalemma to the disc 

region being driven by the mass transfer coefficient term.  Recalling the definition of 

dimensionless time Equations (6.29), the characteristic time for the density front to reach 

the tip of the COS is approximately 1.17 min.  During the initial part of stage two (before 

one unit of characteristic time), the density distribution in the plasmalemma changes 

little as radio-labeled opsins transfer from the plasmalemma into the disc.  This is 

exemplified by Figure 113B, which shows that after one min the plasmalemma region 
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density has changed very little from the distribution at t = 6 s whereas the disc region 

density gradually increases.  The second part of stage two (after one unit of 

characteristic time) occurs when the disc region and plasmalemma region have the same 

approximate density distribution (shown by Figure 113C after 15 min of system 

evolution and Figure 113D after 30 min of system evolution.  In this second regime of 

stage two, both the plasmalemma and disc region densities increase, with their density 

distributions remaining qualitatively the same (but quantitatively different due to void 

fraction effect).  Once again, it is seen that diffusion is more rapid at the onset of the light 

cycle, and slowest at 10 h into the light cycle. 

This final stage of the mass transfer process is marked by a gradual approach to 

equilibrium.  This stage is exemplified by Figure 113E and Figure 113F.  Figure 113E, 

which displays the state of the system after 1 h of evolution, shows that there is now 

significant non-zero density in all regions of the disc and plasmalemma.  Figure 113F, 

which marks 2 h of system evolution, shows that the density distribution is approaching 

the steady-state values as calculated in Equations (6.33) analytically.  All three parameter 

sets have the same analytical solution, and it is evident from Figure 113F that the 

parameter set that represents the onset of the light cycle will reach steady-state first.   

Figure 114 shows a comparison of the numeric solutions of the full system 

Equations (6.30) and the reduced system Equations (6.32), where scale analysis indicated 

that advective effects could possibly be neglected as a first approximation.  The 
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parameter set corresponding to the onset of the light cycle (with the shortest COS 

length) was used for this comparison due to the fact that it represents the quickest 

diffusion time (Figure 113) and therefore “worse-case” scenario.  It is evident that the 

solution without advection is an excellent approximation to the full system for times up 

to 30 min (Figure 114A-D), or approximately 26 characteristic diffusion times.  Only in 

the final stage of the mass transfer process, indicated by Figure 114E-F, do the two 

solutions differ.  This difference becomes more pronounced as time evolves, as Figure 

114F shows that the density difference in both the disc and plasmalemma is noticeable 

after 2 h.  It is of note that Figure 114E represents approximately 51 characteristic 

diffusion times, and Figure 114F represents approximately 102 characteristic diffusion 

times.  Therefore, advection should only be neglected in the model during the earlier 

stages of the mass transfer process (up to 26 characteristic diffusion times).  However, it 

was also found that this requirement may be relaxed for later stages of the light onset 

process.  For example, for the parameter set corresponding to 10 h after the light onset 

process (with 3 9.65L mμ= ), it was found that the solution without advection was 

indistinguishable from the full solution. 

Figure 115 shows a comparison of the numerical solution of the full system 

Equations (6.30) with the numerical solution of the system obtained by perturbation 

methods Equations (6.36) for different times.  Recall that the system Equations (6.36) was 

obtained by only considering the leading term in the power series Equations (6.35).  For 
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the same reasons as previously mentioned, the first parameter set corresponding to the 

onset of the light cycle was used for this perturbation method study.  As seen Figure 

115A-B, the perturbation solution is very poor for early time regimes.  This is not 

surprising due to the fact that, as discussed previously, in stage one of the mass transfer 

process diffusion in the plasmalemma is a principal factor and in stage two the mass 

transfer coefficient is a principal factor, but the first term in the power series does not 

contain the diffusion constant or mass transfer coefficient as a parameter.  This is due to 

the definition of the perturbation parameter 
2

m

TD

h L
ε = , which contains the effects of the 

diffusion constant and mass transfer coefficient and only appears in the second and 

higher terms of the power series Equations (6.36).  Figure 115C-E show that the 

perturbation approximation improves as time increases, but tends to under-predict the 

density profile; depending on the accuracy required these solutions may be acceptable.  

Figure 115F shows that the perturbation solution slightly worsens as time increases, but 

the difference in accuracy between the perturbation solution at 2 h and the solution 

without advection (Figure 114F) at 2 h is negligible.  It is also of note that the 

perturbation method predicts the correct steady-state solution.  Finally, very large gains 

in computational speed are gained by using the perturbation solution, due to the fact 

that the system is uncoupled and also produces a diagonal matrix, which allows for the 

exploitation of computationally efficient algorithms.  
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7. Conclusion 

This conclusion section will be divided into two parts.  First, all of the projects 

covered in this document will be summarized, followed by the closing statements of this 

work.   

7.1 Summary 

In this section, each project that was discussed in this document will be 

summarized in the order the projects were presented.  The projects to be summarized 

are: probabilistic modeling of decompression sickness, comparative hydrodynamics of 

cetacean flippers, optimization of CT/MRI protocols, evaluation of modified catheters, 

rudder cavitation, and the modeling of mass transfer in amphibian cone outer segments.  

7.1.1 Probabilistic Modeling of Decompression Sickness 

To investigate the nature and mechanisms of decompression sickness (DCS), a 

system was developed for evaluating the success of decompression models in predicting 

DCS probability from empirical data.  Model parameters were estimated using 

maximum likelihood techniques.  Exact integrals of risk functions and tissue kinetics 

transition times were derived.  Agreement with previously published results was 

excellent including: (a) maximum likelihood values within one log-likelihood unit of 

previous results and improvements by re-optimization; (b) mean predicted DCS 

incidents within 1.4% of observed DCS; and (c) time of DCS occurrence prediction.  
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Alternative optimization and homogeneous parallel processing techniques yielded faster 

model optimization times. 

The nature and utility of marginal decompression sickness (DCS) events in fitting 

probabilistic decompression models to experimental dive trial data was considered next.  

Previous works had assigned various fractional weights to marginal DCS events so that 

they contributed to probabilistic model parameter optimization, but less so than did full 

DCS events.  By including fractional weight for marginal DCS events, the model's 

predictions are more conservative.  Three null models were developed and compared to 

a known decompression model that was optimized on dive trial data containing only 

marginal DCS and non-DCS events.  The technique by which marginal DCS events were 

previously included in parameter optimization was investigated, the effects of fractional 

weighting of marginal DCS events on model optimization were explored, and the rigor 

of combining data containing both full and marginal DCS events for probabilistic DCS 

model optimization was investigated.  It was found that although marginal DCS events 

are related to exposure to decompression, empirical dive data containing marginal and 

full DCS outcomes are not combinable under a single DCS model.  It was also found that 

the optimal weight for a marginal DCS event is 0, which means that marginal DCS 

should be counted as no-DCS events when optimizing probabilistic DCS models with 

binomial likelihood functions.  
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The final study involved exploring a multinomial DCS model.  Two separate 

models, based off of the EE/LE framework, were developed: a trinomial model, which is 

able to predict the probabilities of mild, serious and no DCS simultaneously, and a 

tetranomial model, which is able to predict the probabilities of mild, serious, marginal 

and no DCS simultaneously.  Due to the binomial model not being nested within the 

trinomial/tetranomial model, formal comparisons between the models using the 

likelihood ratio test could not be performed.  It was found that considering DCS severity 

in the model shifted the probabilities of mild and serious DCS to lesser values than 

considering all DCS events as lumped.  The trinomial DCS model was found to be 

qualitatively better than the tetranomial model, for reasons found earlier concerning the 

utility of considering marginal DCS events in DCS modeling.  It was also found that 

when the trinomial model is used to construct no-decompression dive tables, serious 

DCS events limit the bottom time.   

7.1.2 Comparative Hydrodynamics of Cetacean Flippers 

Cetaceans (whales, dolphins and porpoises) have evolved flippers that aid in 

effective locomotion through their aquatic environments.  Differing evolutionary 

pressures upon cetaceans, including hunting and feeding requirements, and other 

factors such as animal mass and size have resulted in flippers that are unique among 

each species.  Cetacean flippers may be viewed as being analogous to modern 

engineered hydrofoils, which have hydrodynamic properties such as lift coefficient, 
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drag coefficient and associated efficiency.  Field observations and the collection of 

biological samples have resulted in flipper geometry being known for most cetacean 

species.  However, the hydrodynamic properties of cetacean flippers had not been 

rigorously examined and thus their performance properties are unknown.  By 

conducting water tunnel testing using scale models of cetacean flippers derived via 

computed tomography (CT) scans, as well as computational fluid dynamic (CFD) 

simulations, a baseline work was presented to describe the hydrodynamic properties of 

several cetacean flippers.  It was found that flippers of similar planform shape had 

similar hydrodynamic performance properties.  Furthermore, one group of flippers of 

planform shape similar to modern swept wings was found to have lift coefficients that 

increased with angle of attack nonlinearly, which was caused by the onset of vortex-

dominated lift.  Drag coefficient versus angle of attack curves were found to be less 

dependant on planform shape.  Larger cetacean flippers were found to have degraded 

performance at a Re of 250,000 compared to flippers of smaller odontocetes, while 

performance of larger and smaller cetacean flippers was similar at a swim speed of 2 

m/s.  Idealization of the planforms of cetacean flippers was found to capture the relevant 

hydrodynamic effects of the real flippers, although unintended consequences were 

sometimes observed, such as the lift curve slope changing from linear to nonlinear.  A 

numerical study of an idealized model of the humpback whale flipper showed that the 
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humpback whale flipper is able to delay stall by larger portions of the flow remaining 

attached at higher angles of attack.    

7.1.3 Optimization of CT/MRI Protocols 

In order to optimize contrast material administration protocols for 64-slice 

multidetector-row CT angiography (MDCTA) and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), 

a custom-built physiologic flow phantom was constructed to model flow in the human 

body.  This flow phantom was used to evaluate the effect of varying volumes and rates 

of contrast material, use of a saline chase, and cardiac output on aortic enhancement 

characteristics. 

For MDCTA, reducing the volume of contrast material from 125 to 75 mL 

decreased duration of 75% peak enhancement by 9.0 seconds and reduced peak 

enhancement by 56.2 HU.  Increasing the rate of contrast media administration from 4 to 

8 mL/sec increased peak enhancement by 104.5 HU and decreased duration of 75% peak 

enhancement by 13.0 seconds.  Use of a saline chase resulted in an 18.7 HU increase in 

75% peak enhancement with 75 mL of contrast material.  Peak aortic enhancement 

increased when reduced cardiac output was simulated.  Overall, modifying contrast 

media protocols designed for 4- and 16-MDCTA by reducing contrast media volume, 

increasing rate, and use of a saline chase results in an aortic enhancement profile that 

better matches the approximately 5 second imaging window possible with 64-MDCTA..  
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Smaller volumes of contrast media may be adequate in patients with reduced cardiac 

output. 

For MRI, it was found that for the same volume of contrast material injected at 

the same rate, Multihance gives the greatest peak signal intensity and duration of 90% 

peak signal intensity, and Eovist gives the least peak signal intensity and duration of 

90% peak signal intensity.  It was also found that to increase the peak aortic signal 

intensity in MRI using low contrast material doses, a higher injection rate of the saline 

chaser is more advantageous than a larger volume of the saline chaser.  Furthermore, for 

higher volumes of contrast material, the effect of increasing the volume of saline chaser 

makes almost no difference while increasing the rate of injection makes a significant 

difference.  Finally, the study indicated that it is possible to reduce the dose of the 

contrast material by 25-50% and still maintain more than 86% of the non-reduced dose 

peak aortic enhancement when a saline chaser with a high injection rate is used.  These 

final two findings will be useful for patients with renal function compromise where it is 

desirable to minimize the amount of contrast material injected into the body.   

7.1.4 Evaluation of Modified Catheters 

A standard peripheral end hole angiocatheter was compared to those modified 

with side holes or side slits by: 1) using experimental optical techniques to qualitatively 

compare the contrast material exit jets, and 2) using numeric techniques to provide flow 

visualization and quantitative comparisons.  A Schlieren imaging system was used to 
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visualize the angiocatheter exit jet fluid dynamics at two different flow rates.  A 

commercial computational fluid dynamics (CFD) package was used to calculate numeric 

results for various vessel diameters and catheter orientations.  Experimental images 

showed that modifying standard peripheral intravenous angiocatheters with side holes 

or side slits qualitatively changed the overall flow field and caused the exiting jet to 

become less well-defined.  Numeric calculations showed that the addition of side holes 

or slits resulted in a 9-30% reduction of the velocity of contrast material exiting the end 

hole of the angiocatheter.  With the catheter tip directed obliquely to the wall, the 

maximum wall shear stress was always highest for the unmodified catheter and always 

lowest for the 4 side slit catheter.  Modified angiocatheters may have the potential to 

reduce extravasation events in patients by reducing vessel wall shear stress.  

7.1.5 Other Research 

Two additional projects were discussed, one of which was a study of the 

cavitation characteristics of rudders with tubercles compared to a baseline rudder, and 

the other was a mathematical model of mass transport in the cone outer segments of 

amphibians.   

7.1.5.1 Rudder Cavitation 

The addition of tubercles onto the leading edge of rudders was shown to have a 

significant impact on the hydrodynamic characteristics and cavitation properties of the 

hydrofoils.  In the linear (non-stall) regime, tubercled rudders performed on par with the 
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smooth rudder.  Hydrodynamic stall occurred at smaller angles of attack for the 

tubercled rudders than for the smooth rudder.  When stall did occur, it was more 

gradual for the tubercled rudders, whereas the smooth rudder demonstrated a more 

dramatic loss of lift.  At lower Re, the tubercled rudders also maintained a higher value 

of LC  post-stall than the smooth rudder.  Cavitation onset for the tubercled rudders 

occurred at lower angles of attack and higher values of cavitation number than for the 

smooth rudder, but cavities on the tubercled rudders were localized in the slots as 

opposed to the smooth rudder where the cavity spread across the entire leading edge.  

The number of tubercles on the rudder was also found to have a slight impact on the 

hydrodynamic characteristics.    

7.1.5.2 Modeling of Mass Transfer in Amphibian Cone Outer Segments 

A detailed derivation of a simplified (continuum, one-dimensional) 

mathematical model for the radio-labeled opsin density profile in the amphibian cone 

outer segment was presented.  This model relied on only one free parameter, which was 

the mass transfer coefficient between the plasmalemma and disc region.  The descriptive 

equations were nondimensionalized, and scale analysis showed that advective effects 

could be neglected as a first approximation for early times so that a simplified system 

could be obtained.  Various analytic solution techniques were attempted, none of which 

yielded fruitful results.  Through numeric computation the solution behavior was found 

to have three distinct stages.  The first stage was marked by diffusion in the 
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plasmalemma and no mass transfer in the disc region.  The second stage first involved 

the plasmalemma reaching a metastable state whereas the disc region density increased, 

then involved both the plasmalemma and disc regions increasing in density with their 

distributions being qualitatively the same.  The final stage involved a slow relaxation to 

the steady-state solution.  

7.2 Closing Statement 

In this work, contribution to scientific knowledge via a diverse assemblage of 

projects requiring application of the engineering methods of theory/modeling, 

numerics/computation, and experimentation has been discussed.  The projects which 

involved the use of theory/modeling were probabilistic modeling of decompression 

sickness and mass transfer in amphibian cone outer segments.  Projects involving the 

use of numerics/computation were probabilistic modeling of decompression sickness, 

hydrodynamics of cetacean flippers, evaluation of modified catheters, and mass transfer 

in amphibian cone outer segments.  Projects involving experimentation were 

hydrodynamics of cetacean flippers, optimization of CT/MRI protocols, evaluation of 

modified catheters, and rudder cavitation.  The highly interdisciplinary nature of these 

projects has also yielded important lessons in engineering.  For example, during the 

investigation of cetacean flippers, it was found that a biological concept (tubercles on the 

leading edge of humpback whale flippers) could yield a useful engineering outcome 

(delayed stall for air/hydrofoils).  However, it was also seen through the investigation of 
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idealized flippers that biological ideas do not have to be copied exactly to yield 

favorable engineering outcomes.  Therefore, it is seen that when conducting 

interdisciplinary work, no one field of science has the complete answer.   
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